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Abstract

This thesis explores the pattern of Central Malukan livelihood and its ecological
consequences over four hundred years.

Using historical, ecological, and regional

approaches, and local actors' perceptions, I explore the strategic choices of Central Malukan
people in making a living, using resources and shaping their environment. The core of the
study, therefore, examines changes over time in local livelihoods and the landscape as
results of human-environmental relations. The change in a local community and
environment is very much related to their encapsulation into wider socio-cultural, economic,
and political systems from pre-colonial through colonial to contemporary situations. The
recent sectarian conflict in Maluku also demonstrates the interconnection of local elements
and wider systems that affects local livelihood, resources and environment as well as intercommunity social systems.
Local livelihood, in using and modifying the environment, is constructed and
constrained by culture. The story from Buano Island as an extended ethnographic study
demonstrates how different religious cosmology may cause difference in livelihood choices,
adaptation and shaping landscape.
Through a historical perspective, this study develops an account of how the Central
Maluku social and cultural system and its impact on the landscape can be understood. This
account of the region illustrates variety and flexibility in historical context. The analysis of
Central Maluku shows short and long-term changes and transformations of patterns of
livelihood and environmental relations. From the perspective of longer-term changes, and
larger centre-periphery relations, the current unrest in Maluku can be interpreted as a stage
in the ongoing pattern of local adaptation to regional circumstances. While the particular
events of the present are historically unique, they are consistent with the recurrent events
within the long history of Central Maluku society presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 1
INTRObUCTION

Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1. Resource Depletion and Local Resource Management Systems
As a response to over-extraction of land and marine areas, sustainable
management of natural resources has become the focus of attention as a global issue.
This over-extraction is a consequence of several factors, among others, population
pressure, market pressure and demands for income and political power, as well as
changing sociocultural values. The problems that bring to the surface contradictions
or conflict between economic growth and environmental protection, have mostly
been faced by countries in the so-called Third World, including Indonesia and
Southeast Asia more generally (see e.g., Hirsch 1993; Hirsch and Warren 1998).
Many studies show that forest and marine resources are threatened by large-scale
commercial logging and fishing (see e.g., Poffenberger 1990; Tadem 1990; Lim
1990; Potter 1993; J. Fox 1993).
Rainforests elsewhere in Indonesia have disappeared, replaced by logging,
industrial forests, plantations, transmigration areas, mining, and clearance for roads.
The annual deforestation rate is estimated to be over two million hectares (Chidley
2002:3)1 . Forest fires (especially during 1997-98 which were reported as the
biggest) contribute to the problem of forest destruction. This situation is serious
since Indonesian forest comprises over 10% of the world's tropical rainforests, and
40% of all Asia's rainforests (Poffenberger 1990:xix; EarthAction 1997). Forest
destruction has not only taken place in the forest concession areas, but also in
protected forests and national parks where illegal logging activities have occurred

There are varied estimations of forest destruction. One source says that Indonesia, which has the
second largest remaining area of tropical forest after Brazil, has cleared the closed forest at about
0.5% of the remaining forest or about 60,000 to 100,000 km2 per year (Monk et al. 1997:777). While
FAO and the World Bank estimated the clearing of Indonesia's forest at about 0.7% of the remaining
forest area, or between 8,600 and 10,000 km2 annually (Hayes and Hidayati 1995:145), another
source estimated the forest destruction at between 600,000 and 1.2 million hectares per year
(Soemarwoto 199 1:212). Other later sources give higher figures of annual forest degradation rate.
For example, Fay and Sirait (1999 in Campbell 2001:63) state: about 1.5 million ha, State Ministry of
Environment statistic shows: between 2 to 2.4 million ha (Jakarta Post 10/12/2001 in Chidley
2002:5), Indonesian NGO Walhi's estimation is 3 million ha (Jakarta Post 10/12/2001 in Chidley
2002:5), and Forest Watch Indonesia says that the rate may now be as high as 3.6 million ha/year
(New Scientist 2/3/2002 in Chidley 2002:4).

(see e.g., Colijn, n.d; Tickell 1999; Mc Carthy 2001). It has been reported that about
46% of protected forest has been damaged, and about 38% of conversion forest
(Kompas 13/10/2000).
Indonesia's marine resources and ecosystem are also threatened by
overexploitation as well as by pollution and the effect of environmental degradation
(e.g., Bailey et al. 1987; Hardjono 1991; Rice 1991; Hayes et al. 1995; Zerner 1996;
Pannell 1997). Environmental destruction in the coastal areas includes the decline
of mangrove forest, of which only one-third of about three and a half million
hectares remains (Alikodra 2000a). Indonesia's coral reefs, scattered across
75,000km2 which represent 14% of the world's coral reef, were reportedly in a bad
condition as well (Media Indonesia 2/9/2000). From research done by the AseanAustralian Living Coastal Resources Project, only 2.6% of Indonesian coral reef was
in excellent condition, while 41.6% was in bad condition (Arifin 2000)2. Another
later report says 6.5% is in excellent condition, while 43% is found to be in bad
condition (Arifin 2000).
Another object of attention has been the operation of unsustainable fishing
techniques, such as trawling and the use of cyanide, by large scale vessels, operating
either legally with government licenses or illegally in Indonesian waters. The lack
of a control system by the authorities, and the different interests and actions of
personnel in the field have become a major problem.
Human factors in environmental degradation are a major issue. Although
similar environmental problems are found elsewhere in the world, the large
population of Indonesia combined with poverty makes them worse. The legal
complexity and variation in practices complicates the problems, and may lead to
inducing a lack of sensitivity and commitment to the environment by community.
It is often said that traditional or customary ways of interaction with the
environment are less destructive than modern or industrial ways (e.g. Dove 1988;
Stevens 1997). Yet, there have also been suggestions
that not all indigenous
ZD
systems are environmentally sustainable (e.g., Geddes 1976). Compared to wet rice
cultivation that has 'radically' changed and destroyed the pre-existing ecosystems
(Geertz 1963), swidden cultivation practices are less complete in their impact.
Shifting cultivation practices in some remote areas with small populations and long
2

2

The rest were categorized under good condition (24.2%) and average (31.6%) (Arifin 2000).

fallow periods permit regeneration of forest (see e.g., Dove 1985). However, in
some other 'slash-and-burn' communities the forest has been replaced by imperata
grass, which in turn is vulnerable to fire or transformed into well-established
savanna (Keen 1978; Potter 1996). Some shifting cultivation communities have
been changed by rapid population growth, demand for cash, commercialization of
natural resources, and introduction of new technology, such as chainsaws. These in
turn draw villagers into over-extraction of their natural resources.
The same thing is also happening in fishing communities. Indonesia, as the
largest archipelagic country, has a large number of people engaged in fishing, with
the associated risk of over-exploitation of marine resources. Furthermore, the
current economic activity of local populations is influenced by the current economic
and political situation in Indonesia, which may in turn influence local strategies of
survival. Considering the economic problems faced by Indonesia in general, I
suggest that the pressure on local resources is likely to remain high. Since the
natural resources of the land are over-exploitated in many places in Indonesia,
people's attention may be drawn to the sea. The results may be serious, especially
for offshore areas which are often commonly claimed as "open access" by non-local
people, so that they can be exploited by both locals and outside users. Since the
open sea is under the authority of the state, government promotion of fishing in
certain areas results in problems for local fishermen, and threatens long-term
sustainable use of resources.
Local perceptions and production, resource use and management systems
may not be compatible with state legal frameworks and policies. This may result in
conflict between local groups and state agencies. Conflict emerges, for example, in
environmental discourse, and in the 'politics of blame' (Hirsch

1993)

in public

debates on environmental destruction and sustainability, and the issue of, for
example, 'indigenous peoples' rights3. From an anthropological perspective that
usually focuses on the peoples' interests, it is suggested that a knowledge of village
livelihood and the locals' relations with the environment is useful as one of the
frameworks in which to look at issues of local resource management and
environmental use. And if environment in local small-scale communities is above

The debates that confront 'empowered' groups, such as the state and big companies, and
disempowered groups, such as shifting cultivators and village small-scale fishers.
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all a 'livelihood issue' (Redclift 1987 in Bryant and Bailey 1997), then any change
to it will inevitably influence local livelihood (Bryant and Bailey 1997:29). In order
to reach a better understanding about the relationship between local people and their
environment, it is important to understand these relationships in the broader context
of culture, economic activities, ecological knowledge and values of a community.
This thesis examines local resource management in Maluku (The Moluccas),
one of the provinces of eastern Indonesia. Local people of Maluku have their own
distinctive ways in dealing with their resources and environment. The study of
Maluku, in this case Central Maluku, may have practical benefits by showing what
the local level practices are, the importance of local variations, differences in
resource management practices between different islands or different communities
in one small island, and even between different sections of one community.
Research may show how different practices may be interrelated one with another, or
just as importantly, how they are incompatible with one another.

1.2. Thesis Origins and Maluku Unrest
In 1993-1994 I conducted research in the tiny island of Garogos that is
located in the Gorom Islands in the southeastern archipelago off Seram Island in
Central Maluku. My research focused on a single small-scale community that was
entirely dependent on fishing activities for livelihood since there is no available land
for other forms of livelihood, such as agriculture. I observed the ways in which the
Garogos community managed their resources, in this case marine resources, to meet
their needs for subsistence and market exchange. The research also looked at the
influence of outsiders and the world market economy on the dynamics of the local
community and local environmental changes and conflict. Although the island is
remote from distant centres of economic and political power, it cannot be regarded
as free from outside wider influence; it is encapsulated within the Indonesian state
and a wider market that exerts changes in the pattern and kinds of local extraction of
marine resources, which in turn has an impact on the local environment (see Soselisa
1995).
Since my interest is in island communities, the research on Garogos brought
me to seek another island community in Central Maluku for a comparative
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investigation of the way local people manage the resources4. My choice fell on
Buano Island that lies on the opposite end of Seram to Garogos. Buano is located
off the western end of Seram. The island is much bigger than Garogos, and unlike
Garogos, Buano people extract land as well as sea resources to meet their needs.
Although I am a Malukan and live in Ambon, the provincial capital city
located in Ambon Island, I had never been to Buano before, and I never knew
anyone from there. Few Ambonese in Ambon know anything about Buano.
Ambonese generally considered Buano as remote in space and distant in time,
although later I found that from Ambon city the island could be reached within less
than 10 hours by public transport3. Buano is a place where it is said that magic is
still being practised, and this simply intrigued me. I received folklore information
that some mountain villages in Ambon have 'special' relations with Buano, in which
it is taboo for the mountain villagers to visit Buano, or even to see the island; to do
so can result in death. Since my ancestors did not come from those villages, I had
no 'cultural constraint' on visiting Buano.
For some people, Buano is also associated with boat builders. Although
considered an isolated, backward place in modern Maluku, literature tells me that
this island was on the line of an important trading route from the Banda Islands to
the 'proper' Maluku: the sultanates of Ternate, Tidore, Bacan and Jailolo in the
northern part of the region, until the beginning of the 171h Century when the colonial
power took over the region (see e.g., Fraassen 1983). Buano people also recall that
in the 1950-1 970s the inhabitants of Buano have had quite intensive contact outside
the island as far as Nusa Tenggara and Java where they sailed with their boats,
carrying commodities such as timber. As Ardener (1987) discussed, remoteness is
an outsider's idea; seen from inside, remote areas are wide open to the world. All
this initial knowledge about Buano as remote, 'undeveloped', traditional, but also
closely connected to other places, supported my reason to choose the island for my
field site.

'

As one of my overall objectives is a comparative study of island communities, the previous study on
Garogos will provide a useful framework.
In some senses, Buano is regarded by urban people as a backwater place where 'primitive', old
beliefs and practices are still maintained. Similar views of 'civilized urban' people about 'rural
backwaters' are found elsewhere in Indonesia (see e.g. Tsing (1993) on Meratus Dayak in South
Kalimantan; Healey (1996) on Aruese in southeast Maluku; Forshee and Healey (2001) on public
statues in Maluku, Irian, and Timor which make a point of 'tribal'/'primitive' contrast).
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In my first visit to Buano in April 1998, the scenery of boats under
construction along the beach immediately attracted my attention. Boat building was
clearly related to the issue of local resource use. From further observation I
discovered that there are three different communities on the island. Two local
'indigenous' communities, one Moslem and the other Christian, each occupied their
own village located close to each other, and a third community of immigrant
Butonese occupied several hamlets scattered on the other side of the island. In my
preliminary rapid observation, I found that each of these three groups seemed to
have more or less distinctive economic activities. The boat building business
primarily involved the Buano Moslems. Although the two Buano villages base their
subsistence on food gardens, the Christians give more attention to agriculture to
produce a surplus for cash. The Butonese choose marine activities for their income.
The findings from my first visit confirmed my interest and I resolved to
continue research to learn how the island communities deal with their resources and
environment in everyday activities and in reaction to any changes. A number of
questions for research occurred to me, including: how do the resource management
practices of the Buano people respond to changing environmental, economic, and
socio-cultural circumstances? And how are resource management strategies of one
group influenced by the activities of other communities on the island?
I started my planned fieldwork in late October 1998 on Buano, and based
myself in the village of Buano Selatan. I wanted to focus on variation in the
organization of resource use and economic production, and look at different interests
in economic activities among the three different communities on Buano Island. I
also wished to examine whether the communities and their activities were
interdependent or integrated, and to understand the relations between economy,
ecology and culture.
However, in January 1999, unrest and violence broke out suddenly in
Ambon, the provincial capital of Maluku, and soon spread throughout the region. It
continued even as I wrote up my thesis. The unrest involved Moslem and Christian
communities in Maluku. The conflict has had several effects on my research.
Firstly, I could not continue my fieldwork on Buano Island for reasons of personal
safety, especially because as a local person, a Malukan, whether I like it or not, I
was categorized into one of the sectarian factions involved in the conflict. Secondly,

.
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in the twelfth month of the unrest, the village where I had been based was attacked
and burned down. Thirdly, with the unrest and violence in so many places in
Maluku, it became too difficult and dangerous to conduct research (or even to move
around among locations), especially anthropological research where the researcher
must live within the community for an extended period of time. Finally, it was
difficult and 'did not make sense' to conduct research (walk around asking
questions, doing interviews) in communities that were in an unrest situation, where
people were facing violence and fear in everyday life that risked their lives and who
were not sure what would happen in the next minutes or hours.
Considering the fieldwork problems I faced, where I had not completed my
data collection in the field, I had to rethink and modify my proposed project. Since
my project dealt with resource management, the unrest directly affects its content. I
then faced uneasy choices: whether to change my project topic to other topics
outside resource management or in a different area other than Maluku, or to stick to
the topic and struggle on in the current situation. I chose the latter. As a
consequence, the issue of social conflict and violence in Maluku is relevant to my
thesis. Although I could not continue my fieldwork on Buano, the choice of Buano
became significant in relation to the conflict involving Muslim and Christian
communities. An ethnography of Buano can contribute important insights into how
different religiously-based communities that live close to each other have dealt with
their environment and managed their resources, and how their relationships have
been affected by the current conflict.
The unrest in the region raises an obvious question about what is the current
state of local resource management in Maluku, and what is its potential for the
foreseeable future. The violence has caused the disruption of law and order in the
communities, and has even destroyed some communities and their resources. It has
brought rapid changes not only in the physical landscape, but also most particularly
in the social landscape of Maluku. It is obvious that the violent unrest has shattered
the image of Maluku as a socially harmonious community with its various
traditional institutions, such as pela (alliances between villages) and sasi (resource
management system), which have been thought of as facilitating or representing
inter-group harmony and sustainable resource management. Traditional institutions,
in fact, could not control the violence. However, the nature of the conflict that has
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involved not only the Maluku communities, but also outsiders, has reminded me of
the important role of various actors in a system of local resource management, as
well as in local environmental change and social-political conflict.
From the evidence in Maluku history, it can be seen that various actors have
contributed to shaping the system of local resource management and changes in the
environment. My findings in Buano also reveal the involvement of different actors,
both locally and non-locally based actors, directly and indirectly, in shaping resource
use, livelihood activities, and the local environment.
There have been various perceptions, knowledge, experiences and actions of
members of a community toward resources, environment, and its changes. These
may be contradictory or even conflicting, and constructed or influenced by a wider
set of cultural, economic, social and political relations. Individual actors may
represent different positions. My research rests on empirical description of local
conditions and seeks to understand various perceptions, conceptions, and knowledge
about resources and environment of the local people. How local communities
construct or incorporate their perceptions, knowledge, and experiences into their
livelihood practices, is placed at the core of this study.

1.3. Issues of Local Resource Management, Changes and Development in
Maluku: literature review
Local resource management practices are integral to ways of making a
living. From a local cultural perspective, people combine their ecological and
economic perspectives (e.g. Fox 1977; Ellen 1978; Dove 1985; Gudeman 1986;
Narotsky 1997). Economy is being treated from "the native's point of view" as
Malinowski (1922:25) has stated. Cultural dimensions determine the ethnoecology
and ethnoeconomy of communities, so that their patterns of making a living are
culturally constructed. Anthropological studies of local livelihood activities and
resource management in Maluku have been carried out in relatively small
communities, for example by Ellen (1978, and additional publications) among the
Nuaulu in Seram Island, Visser (1989) among Sahu people in Halmahera, and Spyer
(2000) in the Aru Islands. While my field research also concentrates on small
communities, by focusing on a number of such communities in different locations,
my intention is to provide an analysis of Maluku from a regional perspective.

8

Research into community-based resource management should always begin
with looking at the traditional and local forms of management already in place. In
the context of Maluku with its long history of population movements, the influence
of colonial authorities, foreign traders, Islamic and Christian missionaries, and postindependence state formation, the concept of 'traditional' society and culture is
difficult to sustain.
From the Dutch period, there are numerous written materials on local
resource management systems collected by travelers, missionaries, colonial officers,
scientists, and by non-anthropologically oriented individuals.

Most of the

information is fragmented, and also characterized by judgmental statements about
the local systems, based on the Western European values at that time.
As local resources, particularly spices, were the main reason for the
colonialisation of Maluku, the knowledge of local resource management systems
and institutions were important for the colonial government in order to create
policies to govern the locals. During the Dutch period, legal scholars documented
some local resource management systems and their regulation, such as kewang and
sasi regulation. Kewang is a local institution that had tasks to control resource use
of village communities. Sasi is a temporary prohibition on the utilization of certain
natural resources, plants or animals, in a particular area and for a particular period of
time. An objective of sasi, among others, is to maintain the sustainability of the
ecosystem, which in turn will provide resource harvests of greater quality and
quantity in the future (Kissya 1993; Rahail 1995). To manage and control the
practice of sasi was one task of the kewang.
In Adatrechtbundels volume 24 (1925) there are examples of kewang and
sasi in Maluku. Kewang regulation from the villages of Ema on Ambon in 1863,
and Porto in Saparua Island in 1870 are produced in old Ambonese Malay
(Adatrechtbundels 1925a; 1925b). Similarly, the sasi regulation from the village of
Paperoe, for the year of 1913, and Siri Sori Serani for 1920, both in the island of
Saparua, are collected in the same volume (Adatrechtbundels 1925c; Volker 1925).
The latter was accompanied by a discussion of sasi practices by Volker, a colonial
Dutch legal observer. Volker's discussion shows the involvement of the colonial
state in the institutional arrangement and rules of the community-based system of
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sasi, and this involvement was more for economic reasons than for the imposition of
sasi (Volker 1925).
Another early publication by a Dutch legal scientist was by Holleman
(1923), who discussed land tenure, in this case, pusaka and dali lands, related to
resource use and property rights in Ambon and Lease in Central Maluku 6. Later, the
position of dali land as customary land was discussed further from the perspective of
legal anthropology by a Malukan scholar, Kriekhoff, in her PhD dissertation at the
University of Indonesia in Jakarta (Kriekhoff 1991).
As a global response to the depletion of local resources in many parts of the
world, greater attention is now being given to ecological management systems,
which are maintained by local communities, and which are claimed to have been
neglected by authorities. This attention has been increased by the emergence of
concern for certain issues, including the environment, economic development, social
equity and indigenous people's rights and knowledge. Sasi as a Malukan locallybased resource management system that is considered to be ecological sound, has
attracted attention from not only academics, but also non-government organizations
and the state (Soselisa 1998a). This institution is discussed as a prominent example
of a beneficial traditional institution in Indonesia. A number of papers and other
publications have focused on community-based coastal resource management
practices and on sasi 7 . The topic has been discussed and interpreted by academics
from different backgrounds, including anthropologists, environmentalists, marine
biologists, agriculturalists, and legal scholars as well as local leaders as sasi
practitioners.
The writings of local people (sasi practitioners) mostly highlight the sasi
rules, practices and its existence in the context of local resource management
systems that are important for the conservation of the local environment (see Kissya
1993; 1996; Rahail 1995; Huliselan 19968). Similarly Kriekhoff (1989) pointed to
6

As for a description of the Maluku natural resources themselves, there were a number of excellent
works done by naturalists during the colonial times. For example, Rumphius, a VOC employee, with
his Ambonese Curiosity Cabinet on shellfish and other marine resources was published in 1705
(Rumphius 1992); also parts of Wallace's Malay Archipelago (1962 [1869]).
Although much has been written on sasi, there are other locally-based resource management
systems and practices in Maluku besides sasi.
8
Kissya is the head of the kewang corps of Haruku village in Haruku Island, while Rahail and
Huliselan are village heads of Watlaar in Kei Islands and Nolloth in Saparua. The booklets of Kissya
(1993) and Rahail (1995) on local tenure system were published with the support of a Jakarta-based
NGO in Indonesian, and in English (1996).
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the positive side of sasi as a form of social control in Central Maluku communities.
Lokollo, a Malukan law lecturer of Pattimura University in Ambon emphasized
legal aspects of sasi that may be considered by government as a model for resource
and environmental policies (Lokollo 1988). As part of a fisheries co-management
research project to evaluate community level management in order to develop better
models for the future, Novaczek and Harkes (1998) did an institutional analysis of
sasi for marine resources. They recommended that government support this
institution as an element of co-management. Local resource management that is
rooted in the community, and based on an intimate knowledge of ecosystems, should
be taken into account in government approaches to resource management, according
to Bailey and Zerner (1992) and Nikijuluw (1994).
The desire to revitalize such a traditional institution "or to expand its present
scope, whether as local village initiative or as an attempt to incorporate it into
governmentally controlled environmental policy" (von Benda-Beckmanns and
Brouwer 1992: 3), requires an examination of contemporary sasi forms and
functions and their potential role in environmental protection in the future.
Discussion of the historical development of sasi, its contemporary varieties and
perceptions, the functions and consequences with the various goals pursued by
people and political institutions employing sasi, and the discourse of resource
management in relation to its practices, has been undertaken by von BendaBekmann et al. (1992), Zemer (1994a; 1994b; 1996), Pannell (1997), and Soselisa
(1998a; 2001).
These works on sasi show the existence and form of changes in local
resource management through a long history of the influence of outside factors, such
as colonial and national governments, the wider market, and world religion. As a
consequence, this institution shows considerable local variability in its cultural,
religious, ecological, economic, political, and social aspects, so that it also shows
complexity in resource management practices. The sasi cases show that resources
and environmental management have been politicized. One of the main points of
attention is on the role of various actors involved in sasi practices as an important
aspect in the management of resources. Beside local people, other actors, including
colonial and post-colonial states, businessmen/traders, non-government
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organizations and academics have participated in shaping the historical changes in
localized practices of sasi.
An actor-oriented approach brings to the foreground an understanding of the
role of various actors to economic, political, and ecological processes (see e.g.,
Bryant and Bailey 1997 on the discussion of political interests and actions of various
actors in the Third World political ecological conflict). The state as a dominant
agent against which other actors struggle (see e.g., Peluso 1992; Scott 1998), has
been discussed in regard to conflict over resource use and environmental
degradation. The involvement of the state in Maluku resource management has been
highlighted by a number of scholars, including Goss & Leinbach (1996), Ellen
(1997b; 1999), Bubandt (1998), and Leith (2001).
A volume edited by Pannell and von Benda-Beckmann (1998) from the
Fourth Maluku Research Conference focuses on resource use and management
among Malukan communities in the past and present. It covers examples from north
Maluku down to the southeast of the region. Contributors include anthropologists,
historians, a sociologist, a linguist, and an ethnobotanist. The volume emphasises
changes in local resource use and management, in which these changes resemble
those that have occurred throughout Indonesia as the result of encapsulation and
integration of local communities into the wider nation state, and the impact of state
policies and ideologies and the economic market. The extraction of local resources
is linked to local, regional and international political and economic strategies. As
the edited volume shows, changes are not always an improvement; even with good
intention, ecological and social depletion can occur, such as the depletion of forest
resources.
Another volume from the Third Maluku Research Conference (Mearns and
Healey 1996) also addresses the changes affecting Maluku communities resulting
from relationships between local level processes and the larger political-economic
situation. These changes include commercialization, state centralization and
domination, transmigration, urbanization and migration, and the penetration of
religious institutions.
As both volumes suggest, changes have been mainly promoted by the state.
State policies promote a 'development' (pembangunan) approach, as the dominating
concept of the Indonesian New Order government ideology, as discussed by
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Langenberg (1986). The state ideology of development, with its focus on economic
expansion, is linked to the reconfiguration of local communities' aspects of life,
including their livelihood activities and the way they view and manage their
resources. However, state intervention in the field has shown the incompatibility of
state and local ideology, in regard to the discourse of development and of resource
management. While the state exercises dominant control over local communities
subjected to policies of development, the result is the creation of local social
identities shaped by their experiences of both accommodation and resistance to the
conditions of change9.
Grzimek (1991) in his PhD dissertation discusses changes in two Wemale
villages in the interior of western Seram, located at the very margins of the state
administration's power and interest. However, the local communities are inevitably
encapsulated into the wider political and economic sphere introduced by the state,
both colonial and post-colonial governments. Departing from experiences under the
Dutch colonial state control, cash cropping became a highly valued extension of
shifting cultivation. Relationships between the local villages and regional and
national institutions have become integrated into the socio-economic and cultural
life of the villagers. Changes in demand for certain consumption commodities
further show the integration of these two communities into the state life style as
expressions and symbols of modernity and power. The ideology of development has
adapted to local conditions and circumstances. Under the New Order government of
Indonesia, these villages also experienced state sponsored development programs,
such as timber exploitation, which in practice appeared more for the benefit of the
state than for the locals and local environment.
Leith (2001) who conducted her PhD research among Kao people in
Halmahera in north Maluku also emphasized the discourse of development in her
discussion on resettlement. She argued that resettlement as a development project of
the central government reveals the permanent penetration of the state at local levels
and the increased surveillance of local people. One outcome of resettlement was to
establish disciplined local agricultural practice and resource use, producing
productive citizens for the nation, and local resources as economic output for

9See

for example Dove (1999) that discussed a contest between state and local representations on a
study of upland plantation in West Kalimantan.
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national and global markets. As Leith discussed, cultural and economic changes that
were brought about by resettlement resulted in the marginalisation of local people,
far from the official intention of development policy. Furthermore, these unintended
changes also shaped local peoples' interpretations of development and its projects as
consequences of their experiences.
Local experiences of social and environmental change also affected how the
locals perceive and examine their resources and environment, as discussed in Ellen's
work among the Nuaulu (1999). The Nuaulu do not view the environment as fixed,
but as changing historically as they have encountered different political and
economic conditions (Li 1999:xxi). Ellen demonstrated that there is a connection
between shifting Nuaulu constructions and representations of nature, their social
identity and the way they interact with the outside world. They have experienced
changes through their cultural history; some change is outside their control, or "more
specifically, is controlled by outsiders" (Ellen 1999:150).
Ethnographic literature demonstrates that the main characteristic of Maluku
village community life is the continued penetration of the outside world into local
world systems, in inevitable on-going impacts between the local culture and wider
cultures and processes, involving ideological and material change in kinship,
cultural, political and economic relations, and belief systems. Some examples of the
links between the global and the local include local trade with its wider networks
and encapsulation in politics (Ellen 1979, 1984, 1987; Leirissa 1973a; 1994; Knaap
1987; Goodman 1997; Andaya 1991; Spyer 2000), and religion (Bartels 1977;
Cooley 1987)

1.4. Thesis Aims and Argument
Ethnographically, this thesis focuses on Central Maluku, eastern Indonesia,
and has been researched and written at a time when Indonesia has experienced
national economic crisis, political changes, ethnic and religious conflict. For several
reasons, I have chosen to focus on an analysis of the livelihood activities of local
communities, particularly those living in peripheral areas, within the framework of
historical ecology.
Firstly, from the perspective of shifting resource use and patterns of
livelihood, the approach of this study is to examine the changes in local
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communities and their environments through documenting short-term and long-term
changes from the beginning of the Dutch colonial time in Central Maluku in the
Century until the present. Through this examination, it is shown that broader
processes have affected the peripheral rural areas as they are integrated into regional,
national, and international economic and political processes and conditions.
Furthermore, I argue that there is a set of Central Maluku cultural factors that shape
the particular way that Central Maluku communities have adjusted to the historical,
political, economic and ecological forces that have operated on them.
Secondly, as this is a study about social and environmental change, I come to
my questions as to how the resource management strategies of local communities
respond to changing environmental, economic and socio-cultural circumstances, and
how resource management strategies are influenced by the activities of other
communities? To deal with these questions, I explore the role and interaction, the
interests and actions, of various actors who participate in resource management
changes. I focus my attention on local actors, on their responses, perceptions,
values, decisions, goals and relations as reinforced or reshaped by changing
environmental, economic and socio-cultural processes. While one may argue that
the state is a powerful actor (Peluso 1992), those who are ordinarily considered to be
weak actors, such as local farmers or fishers, can also be shown to possess some
power to act in pursuit of their interests (see Bryant and Bailey 1997). The local
actors may actively shape economic, political, and environmental outcomes, not just
passively react to external influence. In the perspective of human- livelihoo denvironment relations, a theme of this study is that the local people have had an
important role in shaping their environment.
Thirdly, by choosing Buano as an extended case study, I intend to highlight
island communities

--

as a characteristic feature of the Maluku region and of the

archipelagic Indonesia state

--

to understand how relatively small island

communities construct their local models of livelihood (see Gudeman 1986), using
selected perceptions, knowledge, adaptation, and experiences of resources, local
ecology, and other external conditions. Here, I examine the interrelation of
economic, cultural, and ecological aspects in the practices of making a living.
Research shows how different practices may be interrelated one with another, or just
as importantly, how they are incompatible with one another. I investigate the
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internal dynamics, the interdependence or absence of it, between communities on the
island, and their connections to the outside world.
The issue of small island communities raises questions concerning isolation,
community capacity to reproduce effectively both socially and economically, also
matters to do with the movement of people and ideas, and of exchange and
interdependence. Compared to the interior mainland, small island communities may
have more contact with the outside world because of their necessity for
interdependence. Environmentally and economically, small islands are particularly
exposed and vulnerable to external forces (Monk ei' al. 1997)10. On the other hand,
in relation to state penetration into local forest exploitation, such as has been
experienced in larger islands in Maluku, small islands may be bypassed by state
projects because of their limited forest resources. In this case, one can then argue
that forest extraction on small islands is based on local actors' decisions and actions
rather than that of state-sponsored large-scale logging companies. In the discussion
in this thesis, I make reference to other Maluku islands material as a comparative
aspect of my research that is one of my overall study objectives.
Furthermore, by exploring two local villages in Buano that have different
religions, I demonstrate the relationship between cosmology, economic activities,
and landscape; how different beliefs may relate to different patterns of resource
exploitation, and how culture has constructed economic activities and the use of
environment.
The social unrest and violence that erupted in January 1999 in Maluku while
I was undertaking field research led me to pay attention to the impact of the conflict
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Citing Belier and Hess, Monk et al. (1997:1-2) state that the characteristics of small islands
include,
"a higher proportion of landmass will be affected by volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, landslips,
and cyclone damage; climates are more directly maritime; water catchment areas are smaller
and erosion levels higher; coastal regions make up a higher percentage of land; environments
may be more specialised with a higher proportion of endemic species in an overall depauperate
community; societies may have developed in more isolation and retain a strong sense of culture;
and economically driven immigration and emigration have a larger effect on small island
populations".
Based on small island conditions in Papua New Guinea, Filer (2002) defines "a 'small island in peril'
as an island which has less than 100km2 of cultivable land and a population density in excess of 100
per km2 of cultivable land, where the population is primarily dependent on the exploitation of local
subsistence resources for its survival, and does not have rights of access to subsistence resources on
or around other islands which are sufficient to moderate this level of population pressure". For a
"very small island in peril", he gives "less than 10km2 of cultivable land".
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on local level economic activities and resource management practices' ' .However,
the wide-ranging disaster of sectarian unrest and violence in Maluku highlights the
issue of conflict in local resource management practices. This study contributes to
understanding communities' interrelations and local resource management practices
in the context of sectarian conflict, which in recent times has become an increasing
feature of Indonesian society.
Finally, my reason for undertaking this research is to contribute to
ethnographic understandings focused on making a living in the Maluku Islands,
especially in small island communities. This should enhance a comparative
understanding of other communities in the archipelago of Indonesia. At the same
time, the study contributes to current ecological anthropological analysis of issues
relating to the demography, economy, history, and conflict in the Rest of the World.

1.5. Theoretical Orientation
As anthropology is a holistic discipline, any single approach may be not
enough to understand the interrelated issues explored in this study. To come to
contemporary understandings of the issues, I framed the study in terms of a
theoretical orientation. As Long (1977:4) states,
by 'theoretical orientation' I mean the sets of ideas, assumptions, and
methodological approaches that serve to guide or orientate the researcher in
his examination of substantive issues. Hence it does not constitute what is
normally thought of as a theory. An orientation offers ways of selecting,
conceptualizing, categorizing, and ordering data relating to certain kinds of
analytical problems.
To meet the issues I address in the thesis, I draw from several approaches,
including economic anthropology, ecological anthropology, anthropological
approaches to cultural systems, and the anthropology of development. I take the
position that the particular forms of the contemporary economic activities I look at
are an outcome of the intersection (nexus) of a number of different influences:
culture, ecology, and history are three major factors.
Generally, studies among small-scale non-western rural communities found
that the livelihood system uses relatively 'traditional' equipment, and the social
Since the conflict has still not been stopped when I wrote this part, the actual consequences of it
and how people reconstruct their life, livelihood, and interaction between communities after the
conflict can not be researched yet.
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organisation of livelihood is mostly based in the household or domestic group, and
systems of kinship and marriage (see e.g., Firth 1966; Sahlins 1972; Nietschmaim
1973; Meillassoux 1981; Gudeman 1986). In addition, ritual and cosmological
concepts are an important element of local economies. Economic activities are not
only aimed at the production of subsistence food and goods to meet limited ends for
immediate consumption, as theorized by Sahlins (1972) in his model of Domestic
Mode of Production, but also for the future, for use in exchange.
Furthermore, economic processes are a part of wider cultural and social
processes, so that local cultural concepts determine the model or the appearance of
local economic systems, as argued by Narotsky (1997). Economic behaviour as a
process of making a living is embedded in the cultural system. So, economic
activity is more than just making a living; it is not just about providing the
community with material needs to sustain life, but doing it in particular kinds of
ways that are grounded in cultural forces. From this perspective, economic systems
are 'cultural systems' in the sense Geertz (1973) uses the term. This in turn shows
that the forms of livelihood are culturally defined and constructed as the 'proper'
way for people to make a living, and particular forms of livelihood are culturally
constrained (see Gudeman 1986).
As societies are not the same, cultural differences should not be judged by
absolute standards. Each culture of each con'munity possesses its own rationality
and coherence based on the interpretation of its customs, beliefs, and conceptions.
Geertz (1973) highlighted that the study of culture itself is an interpretative one in
search of meaning. Here, an emic perspective should be used in understanding
ethnographic materials, in understanding inner logic and reality. However, I also
take into consideration the criticisms of Geertz's cultural relativism concerning the
problem it raises for comparison and generalization of cultures and the existence of
changes in all societies.
De Josselin de Jong (1977 [1935]), who considers Indonesia as a field of
ethnological study, argues that within Indonesia there appear to be particular
principles of cultural comparability as well as structural homogeneity. His student,
van Wouden (1968), in his dissertation in 1935 identifies homogeneous structures
consisting of clan system, political unit, asymmetrical connubium, and socio-cosmic
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dualism, which he uses as a formula for analyzing social structure in eastern
Indonesia.
Central Maluku can be considered a particular ethnographic area within
Maluku, distinct from northern and southern parts of the region, based on a certain
type of cultural and political system, although there are also some similarities with
other parts of Maluku. The northern part is dominated by centralised systems of
sultanates, the southern part by hereditary strata dispersed across 'local' houses,
while the central part is based on autonomous local communities with limited
development of social stratification (see Huliselan 1994; I deal with this more in
Chapter 2). Within Central Maluku itself, the similarities and local variations can be
explored between, for example, small island and larger island communities, between
maritime and land-based communities, between Muslim, Christian and local belief
communities. In my extended case study of Buano Island, the differences in religion
provide an example of how different cosmologies relate to the shaping of what was
originally a single community in one environment, into two, each with different
patterns of resource extraction, modes of making a living, and 'making' the
environment, based on different conceptions of what is appropriate behaviour.
Communities choose appropriate activities for securing a livelihood. But
given environmental constraints, only certain kinds of livelihood are possible. Local
livelihood activities involve particular relations with the local environment, shown
in the patterns of resource use and management. Attitudes toward the environment
may themselves be culturally constrained. Ecology may limit the sustainability of
production, however, the actual pattern of resource use has an impact on the local
environment, and is not necessarily sustainable. For example, population growth
andlor the increasing production of timber or other resources for the market may
lead to increasing deforestation, environmental degradation, and ecological change
that in turn undermines sustainability. Change in resource use is also liable to lead
to change in the community as it tries to adjust to changing environmental
conditions.
Economy and ecology are interwoven in such a way that any change in one
leads to change in the other. In the complex of human-environment relations, how
humans have altered the environment and how environmental change leads to
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modifications in human activity are two sides of the question12 . Adaptation is a term
frequently used to view human-environment relations. Rappaport (1979:143) uses
the term adaptation
to refer to the processes through which living systems maintain
homeostasis in the face of both short-term environmental fluctuations, and,
by transformations in their own structures, through long-term nonreversing
changes in their environments as well.
Or using Ellen's rephrasing, adaptation is the condition "in which organisms
maintain homeostasis in the face of short-term environmental fluctuations and longterm permanent changes" (Ellen 1982:24 1). Ellen himself has referred to adaptation
as "a means of maintaining conditions of existence in the face of change", although he
considers that there is no exact explanation of how a given set of conditions come into
existence (Ellen 1982:241).
Bennett's view of adaptation is that it is concerned "with the process of coping
with resources in order to realize goals

-

and by so coping, creating new goals or

problems to solve". He views the concept of adaptation as referring to the idea of (1)
adaptive strategies in which patterns are formed by many separate adjustments that
people devise in order to obtain and use resources, and to solve the immediate
problems confronting them, and (2) adaptive processes, or the changes introduced over
relatively long periods of time by the repeated use of such strategies or the making of
many adjustments (Bennett 1969:14).
The main point in the notion of adaptive strategy is to highlight the level of
human behaviours, choices, and decisions. Not all choices or decisions or behaviours
are shared collectively/communally, and this is particularly the case if the focus of
analysis is both regional, and over a long period of history, rather than at the level of
a particular community at one point in time. There may be conflict, contradiction,
and competition within a population because of various roles and interests
represented (e.g. Bennett 1969; Ellen 1982; Crumley 1994; Moran 1996).
12

Lees (1983:185) states that,
"It is more useful to regard an environment as a series of events than as a set of conditions
(static, or in dynamic equilibrium, or in the process of destruction). These events are best
understood as a sequence of interactions between people and other variables, many of which
are not subject to human control" [for example, an earthquake or a hurricane]. "Humans must
respond to them, and may do so by adjusting to them immediately or in the long run. Seasonal
changes in weather conditions or chronic environmental hazards (like frequent earthquakes,
annual frosts, etc) are types of events that tend to evoke systematic adaptive behaviours from
human populations".
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Consequently, there is "considerable room for error and manipulation" (Ellen
1982:25 1) in adaptive responses13. Contradictions also can occur with the choices of
a single individual, between immediate use or long-term conservation of resources,
between choices to "ensure the survival of the present generation" and the
"preservation for future generations" (Crumley 1994:9), or for the conservation of a
resource itself.
Contradictions may also emerge between groups occupying particular
localities, which develop particular models of environments based on their specific
needs and experiences. "These models may be at variance with those of other
groups, leading to competition over scarce resources, religious conflicts, or
wholesale disaster", as Crumley (1994:9) states. However, models of different
groups may also be 'complementary' or 'balancing', for example over certain
resources, because of different ecological situations and problems. For instance, on
the basis of different religious conceptions, Muslims and Christians or local animists
in Central Maluku may develop complementary strategies of dealing with wild pig
pests, as I will argue in Chapter 8. The connection between belief systems and
human-environmental relations is examined by Rappaport (1968) clearly in his study
on the Tsembaga. The regulatory mechanism of ritual among the Tsembaga helps to
maintain the functional adaptation of population and its environment.
In reference to communities in Central Maluku, the concept of adaptation could
be used in the sense of people making changes in technology, methods, and strategies
in order to take advantage of new opportunities. These adaptations do not necessarily
lead to stable ecological relations; they may cause an imbalance in environmental
relations, through for example, over-extraction of resources. Adaptation, therefore, has
two possible consequences. Firstly, a stable ecological system with the possibility of
sustained yields of resources. Secondly, an 'open-ended' ecological system with
possibility of unstable, changing ecological relations. This occurs because local
communities have limited control over their place in larger economic and political
relations that depend on their extraction of natural resources. The experiences of many

13

The more a community is differentiated in division and labour, the more important are actions of
individuals within the community in relation to ecological and historical context (Moran 1996).
Culture's values and perceptions of nature as well as interpretation and manipulation of it have
played roles. People's perceptions of nature are managed or manipulated to meet their moral
obligations toward nature (see Bruun and Kalland 1995). The change of perceptions influences their
actions with ecological impact.
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Central Maluku communities (see e.g., Brouwer 1996; Ellen 1997b, 1999; Soselisa
1995; Leith 2001), suggests that the second consequence of environmental degradation
seems to be common.
The local environment is anthropogenic; through local livelihood activities and
external forces, people have made their environment by exploiting their resources. In
an island like Buano, local dynamics have always existed, in which the local system
is always changing, with population movement and pressure, adoption of new
techniques, vegetation changes, adoption of new crops, and competition for
resources.
The effect of strategic choices on a local system of livelihood can be
observed through the local and regional history of social processes of production.
Ecological relations between humans and their environments, and any changes in these
relations, can only be explored over time. Information on past and present human
action and use of environment are both environmental and cultural information
documented from a variety of temporal and spatial scales. As Crumley (1994:11)
argues, the aspect of temporal and spatial relations in the human-environment
relations are important in order to connect past, present and future, and connect one
area with other areas at the same scale or larger and smaller scales, for its spatial
relations. She emphasises that evidence for the historical interrelatedness of humans
and the environment may be read in the landscape (Crumley 1994:6). Landscape
manifests the ongoing relations of human and natural acts. Changes in landscape,
besides telling us about the changing face of the earth, can also help us trace
changing human attitudes and actions toward the environment, and the resulting
impact on human lives and livelihood (Crumley 1994:6). In other words, changes
can be caused by purely environmental factors in the absence of human agency, or
as a result of the interaction between cultural practices and environment. In looking
at human-environment relations, there are two points to consider: how humans have
altered the environment and how environmental changes alter human activities.
Methodologically, we can read a landscape and its history through methods
of the natural and physical sciences or humanities, or both. Related to this issue,
Fairhead and Leach (1996) consider discursive readings of landscape14, from the
14

Besides being "material outcomes of historical interactions between society and environment"
(Fairhead and Leach 1996:15), or "physical evidence of human mental activities" (Crumley 1996:9),
landscape is also constituted by diverse interpretations (Fairhead and Leach 1996:15). That is why
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viewpoint of villagers, scientists and policy-makers, and the discourse among them.
They emphasise inhabitants' landscape readings as the production of local
knowledge that is rooted in local lived history and experience (1996:15). In this
context, anthropology offers a strategic approach since perceptions and experiences
of local people can often provide important insight into resource and environment
over time.
Through experiences, transferred knowledge, and memories, my study
explores a variety of information on how local people perceive, use, and analyse
their environment, their relations with their environment, and the changes over time.
My research in Buano Island was not originally concerned with a detailed historical
exploration of people's knowledge, perceptions, and attitudes regarding their
landscapes. However, the idea of landscape interpretations by local people inspired
me when first I encountered discussion of local people's perceptions of their present
physical environment. Information was collected through interviews and casual
conversations, and also emerged in discussion of the social landscape and cultural
contexts. For example, people described the decrease of their forest resources in
their description of the absence of more and more young men from the village who
travel beyond the island for timber working (Chapter 7). In fact, the features of the
social landscape together with the features of the physical one explain the livelihood
activities and the changes in a community over time. Landscape tells us about social
life, about socio-economic and political relations, such as kinship, livelihood, power,
and beliefs, for example, the relation between people and supernatural spirits who
occupied part of the space. Change to those social relations can result in change of
landscape, and vice versa.
Landscape, therefore, emerges "as a cultural process" (Hirsch 1995), and
"constructs of the imagination" (Schama 1995:61). Hirsch (1995:2-4) discusses
landscape entailing a relationship or connection between two poles: the concrete
actuality of everyday life and an ideal, the perceived potentiality, imagined
existence. Thus, it is a relationship between everyday interaction with the
environment and perception about environment. The local landscape is also

Fairhead and Leach (p.14) state that reading landscape can be considered as a separate discourse from
the discourse of environment.
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constructed as the outcomes of relationships between local dynamics and external
forces.
Because landscape is a process, it is not timeless. Hirsch (1995:23)
emphasises that "there is no 'absolute' landscape"; the relationships between "image
and representation are dependent on the cultural and historical context". The current
landscape is constituted by past and ongoing relationships (Hirsch 1995:9).
The contemporary Central Maluku people's perceptions of the environment
and the ways they interact with it are the outcomes of historical processes, which
have 'fragmented' the social system over time into different local variants in
different environments. Similarly, as local communities adapt to the pressures of
external social, political and economic forces operating on them at regional and
global level, so they (re)construct local variants of their perceptions of the local
environment based on different collective 'memories' of the landscape and their
place within it. At this point, it is worth noting Gudeman's (1986:39) comments on
models in relation to local metaphors of livelihood. He states, "models are partial
construction; they are selective, offering a perspective without exhausting all the
possible facets of an experience".
One can argue that the current patterns of livelihood in Maluku, as well as
current cosmological systems, are significantly influenced by historical forces.
These have operated over centuries, from the pre-colonial times, even prehistoric
times, to the present. These forces have operated at several 'levels' from the
'global' to the 'local', and in different cycles or time frames. There is the long time
frame influence of Dutch colonial policies and practices as the Dutch interests tried
to gain control over the world spice trade. During this struggle, centres of spice
production shifted over time, to favour some areas over others. Extirpation of the
spice groves of the inhabitants of some areas resulted in increasing tensions between
local communities and the Dutch colonial authority. In the post-colonial time frame,
Maluku as a part of the Indonesian nation state, came under the domination of the
New Order government.

The state promoted the ideology of so-called

'development', encompassing the state idea of 'progress', modernity, and national
economic development. This period has also seen the practices of government
centralization and commercialization. This has resulted in the consistent creation of
marginalized peripheral areas which are victims of development, natural resource
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decline, and tension between local resistance and the state. Finally, with the official
collapse of the New Order government in 1998, Maluku entered into the current
phase. This period began with sectarian conflict, which within a short period of
three years, has had a big impact in changing the physical and social landscapes. As
a consequence, there have been major changes in community life, settlement
patterns, and resource use and management. A historical time dimension clearly
shows that the arrangements of local resource use and management are influenced
by internal as well as external factors; through local customary ways, or driven by
external political forces and the wider economy.
My examination of the Maluku situation also draws on theories of
development. At an abstract level, development theories propose ways of looking at
the unequal political-economic relations between the 'developed' nations of the
capitalist West and the less developed nations of the Rest of the World; looking at
the different and interdependent parts, and division between a developed centre and
an underdeveloped periphery in a world system (e.g. Wallerstein 1974; Roxborough
1979; Hoogvelt 1982; Larrain 1989; Lewellen 1995).
Indonesia as a new country after the Second World War, a less-developed
and dependent state, has also used the concept of development in order to 'catch up',
to be 'developed'. The New Order government applied a development model
consistent with Rostow's stages of economic growth (Rostow 1960). These stages
were set into long-term development programs that consist of five Five-Year
Development plans (Pelita). The first set of five Pelita (twenty-five years, known as
PJPT-I, Pembangunan Jan gka Panjang Tahap I, the first long-term development
phase) ended in 1997. The second phase (PJPT-II) according to the plan brought
Indonesia to the point of the "take-off" stage. Using the growth model of Rostow
consequently Indonesia had to accumulate capital, increase investment through
industrialisation, and control the population number.
The New Order government also combined the Rostow model with the
welfare approach to decrease the level of poverty and for income generating.
Examples of government programs using this approach are Inpres Desa Tertinggal
(IDT), Inpres (Presidential Instruction) in education and health, and credit for
farmers.
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Although some programs were successful, nevertheless, the state
development concept and programs, embedded in concepts of nation building and
national integration, are not always successful and useful for the people; this subject
is also discussed among the many social scientists elsewhere (e.g. Escobar 1995;
Gardner and Lewis 1996; Grillo and Stirrat 1997)15 As Hobart (1993) believes,
development projects often contribute to deterioration rather than improvement. The
different perceptions of development of government and the people contribute to the
failure of development projects, and create victims of development16. Indonesia has
also experienced the result of development: the victims are the people as well as the
environments17. Leith (2001) gives an example from Maluku of how development
works and affected local peoples' livelihood and environment. The development
concept that emphasises economic development causes periphery regions such as
Maluku to become even more marginal.
In the framework of the development approach, material on local production
and networks of exchange (through the market, inter-island trading, labour market)
links Central Malukans' cultural conceptions of the environment to practices of
resource use and management. The centre-periphery relations in production and
exchange networks provide evidence of the dependency of the periphery on its
dominating centre. As Ellen (1987) states, the Maluku networks also show the
dynamics and flexibility of interconnections in a central-periphery structure of

15

Approaches to development have gone through various debates, discourses and critiques, and even
have resulted in a new approach in anthropology, anthropology of development. The concept of
development has been considered a failure, especially from the perspective of advantages for local
people (e.g. Escobar 1995; Gardner and Lewis 1996; Gril lo and Stirrat 1997). Sachs (1992:1) even
declared that development was dead after being a guiding concept for at least 40 years in the age of
development. An actor-oriented approach may improve understanding of the ways in which
discourses of development are generated (Grub 1997).
16
In examining local economic activities, development contexts are particularly taken into account
since "they represent a confrontation and mixture of local and global power as well as folk and
Western knowledge, and they graphically illustrate the differences between local constructions and
modern models" (Gudeman 1986:27).
17
The New Order government under President Soeharto ruled Indonesia for about 32 years (19671998). The ruling program and policy of this government is called development (pembangunan), and
the word was used to name the five-year national program (Pelita Pembangunan Lima Tahun) and
the cabinet (Kabinet Pembangunan I-Vu). Soeharto himself was called the father of development
(Bapak Pembangunan). Entering the second long-term national development phase, the government
announced that the country was ready to 'take-off, and that the stage of technological improvement
and economic progress would be reached soon. However, as this emerged as yet more political
jargon in reality, people commented that instead of tinggal landas (take-off), the country was tinggal
di landasan (stuck on the landing strip). Following the national economic crisis, the New Order
government collapsed after the mass demonstrations of university students that forced Soeharto to
step down.
-
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resource extraction. Ellen shows that centres are spaces rather than points, "there
can be a temporary move to the periphery, or the locus of trade and political power
may shift within the centre" (1987:54; see also Andaya 1993).
Maluku history shows that under the sultanate system based on Ternate and
Tidore in the northern part of the region, Maluku appeared as a centre based on
clove production. Maluku then shifted to be on the periphery of the European
colonial network, in which it provided spices for the world market. Subsequently,
Maluku was relegated to the periphery of the Indonesian state centred in Java.
Within Maluku itself, the local centre shifted from north Maluku to Ambon under
the colonial system.
In the current situation of social unrest and disorder in the region, the
national and provincial centres appear dysfunctional. The provincial government in
Ambon, as well as the central government in Jakarta, have failed to maintain control
over social order in the region'8. The situation challenges how people can sustain
their livelihood.
My study shows how people at local level in Central Maluku meet
challenges to securing their livelihood in the social, political-economic and
ecological conditions which are a result of a long history of adaptation to external
forces. The key to understanding the regional culture and ecology is not to be found
in clear systems or rules, but in appreciating the role of flexibility and the creativity
of actors in finding new ways to adapt to and survive their changing circumstances.
My study also provides some insights into the impact of the current social unrest.
Although I have not been able to continue field research during the unrest, I am able
to contribute some insights into how local communities continue to adapt to ongoing
tensions in order to secure their livelihoods.

1.6. Methodology
This study is not based on the conventional intensive fieldwork in a specific
site and community, because of the Maluku unrest that started in the middle of
January 1999 early in my fieldwork. The study involves a mixture of preliminary
survey work and a greater reliance on a variety of documentary sources than was

8

In October 1999, nine months after the eruption of the unrest, north Maluku district was established
as a new province with Ternate as the current provincial centre.
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originally intended. Some sources are unpublished materials written by either local
Malukan academics or villagers. As a staff member of the state university in
Ambon, I also draw upon my own material collected during numerous short and
long periods of fieldwork and visits between 1990-1999 to several different sites. In
this case I apply a multi-sited approach. These study areas include several
Halmahera and Morotai villages in north Maluku, villages of Haruku and Pelauw in
Haruku Island, Nolloth, Ouw, and Sirisori Amalatu in Saparua Island, Titawaai and
Ameth in Nusalaut, several Ambon villages, Piru, Eti, Lohiatala, Soahoku, Rutah,
and Tehoru in Seram, Kataloka and Samboru in Gorom, the islands of Garogos,
Kidang, Kifar, Geser and Kilwaru off the southeastern of Seram Island, the islands
of Buano and Pulau Osi off western Seram, Banda Islands, and in southeast Maluku:
Kei Besar (villages of Watlaar, Holat, Kilwaat, Tutrean, Sather, Werka, Fer, and
Elat) and Kei Kecil (Matwaer, Faan, and Tual). As a Malukan, I also draw on my
own extensive general knowledge of Maluku and of Ambon, based on residence in
the city, and my network of contacts. Information provided in this thesis which is
not attributed to other authorities is based on my own fieldwork, experiences, and
personal sources of information.
The field data I present in the thesis was collected mostly before the unrest.
In a short time, the unrest has resulted in a huge change in the field. It has altered
and destroyed communities, their resource management practices, environment, and
social system and relations. It drew me into frustrated thought, realizing how
different my existing data (for example, Buano) will be with the current unrest
situation, and questioning how they appear in the present situation, how badly the
violence has destroyed community systems and relations, how they cope with it, and
so on. Although I also obtained some information during the unrest, from my return
to Ambon during several weeks in 2001 and from information received through
kinship links by telephone and fax, the information is less detailed than what I
would wish for better comparisons.
As a Malukan who is doing anthropological research in Maluku, I had an
obvious advantage in language and culture. Although Malukans have many local
languages, we all are able to communicate with each other using Ambonese-Malay,
the lingua franca of Maluku. I more or less share the regional culture with the
people I study, which reduced the cultural barrier between us. As an inhabitant of
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Maluku, I also have gone through an 'internal-site' process of gradual understanding
about my society in general.
One can argue that, compared with a non-Malukan researcher, in doing
research in certain sites in Maluku I may be categorised as a researcher in her own
society, doing 'anthropology at home' even if the sites are not the home of my own
ancestors. There are both advantages and disadvantages in this situation. "One has
the advantage of mastering the language and cultural conventions better than in a
culturally distant place" (Eriksen 1995:30, see also Strathern 1987:17)1 , but one
may encounter a problem called 'homeblindness' (Erikson 1995:30) or the problem
with systematizing anthropological enterprise that makes the commonplace complex
and lead to a set of unnecessary mystifications (Strathern 1987:17).
Among the local Buano people where I conducted my research before the
unrest, I was still considered as an outsider, non-Buanoese, a person from the city,
and a student who came to learn about them, an observer. Although it is considered
a remote place, Buano is neither 'nowhere' nor a sophisticated island that excited the
early ethnographers. Its communities do not only exist within their own worlds,
bounded by either traditional or physical administrative boundaries. They are tied to
the outside world, both physically and by ideas, through kinship, cultural, political
and economic relations, and beliefs, as are many 'traditional' villages in Maluku.
Buano society and I share some common present experiences as, say,
Indonesian citizens, such as the national economic crisis and the changing political
situation in Indonesia (including university student's demonstration in Ambon in
November 1998 and opinions on national political figures). We often had
conversations in which we shared a genuine perspective on our 'world'. During our
conversations, my role shifted between that of a local Malukan sharing the same
world to that of a researcher recording their opinions as anthropological material. In
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Although we all can agree that in anthropology it is not only a linguistic capability or even sharing
a regional culture that determines the success of an ethnographer working 'at home'. As Strathern
(1987:17) argues, the grounds of familiarity and distance are shifting points of reference. Eriksen
(1995:30) cited Firth (1989): "Since we can explore the anthropological problems anywhere, we may
as well go to places where it is comfortable to spend some time". With this, Eriksen (1995:30) states
that "a general argument in favour of anthropological research 'at home' is that the most fundamental
questions we ask about culture, society and so on are equally relevant anywhere in the world".
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this sense, it helps me to have a better understanding about the people I study, and
take advantage of working 'at home'20.
However, in the context of the violent sectarian conflict that erupted in the
region, including in my fleldsites, my position as a Malukan who is working 'at
home' physically had disadvantages. I was not able to continue my fieldwork in
Buano. The conflict has polarised Malukan people into two distinct groups, based
on religions. This categorisation limits the movement of people in space, including
me. As a local, I am categorized in a particular faction, whether I agree or not, and
could not safely move into other faction's areas and communities, since my local
identity would be easily recognised by the opposite faction21 . In this situation,
working 'at home' can be questionable, physically/geographically. What is home?
Not all sites in Central Maluku can be 'working at home' for me in this situation.
However, my insight as a local Malukan contributes to my understanding of local
situations in the context of my study. The grounds of familiarity and distance are
indeed shifting.
The experience with unrest also raises the issue of things that are outside the
control of the researcher or the community that she/he studies, and occur outside the
field site that prevent the collection of data, such as war and natural disasters.
Conflict between ethnic or religious groups has recently increased in many parts of

20

Based on what Malcolm Crick suggested, Kohn (1994:13) states that "we' [the fieldworkers] are
interpreters of cultures and can observe 'others' only through our own cultural and experiential
lenses".
21
I would like to compare my position in this context with my friend's experience as a non-local.
She is a British Australian. She did her anthropological research in Banda Islands in Central Maluku,
in the same time with me with my research. While I discontinued my fieldwork, she was able to
continue hers without any problem with the locals, although she was the only Christian in a Muslim
community after all the local Christians fled. In her case, she appeared to locals as a foreigner who
did not belong to either local faction involved in the unrest (as Banda is also a destination of foreign
tourists, it may be being a white foreigner leads her easily to be associated with tourists and local
attitudes toward tourists). She receives the advantage of not being a local in this context. Another
story was told by an American anthropologist who was based in Australia, and visited her field site in
Sumba, eastern Indonesia at the time when Indonesian-Australia relations were very stained over the
issue of East Timor. In one conversation, the locals questioned her about 'her peoples' [Australian]
reaction to Indonesia. Her local companion told them that she was an American [so that it is nothing
related to her], and when they said that America was on the side of Australia, her companion added
immediately, that she was born in Canada. My point here is that ethnographers are embedded also in
the wider context beyond their role as researchers, that in turn frames their identity within the
community. However, category and its criteria are shifting references; it can shift in different
directions following current relevant context. After tension rose in the beginning of April 2002 in
Ambon, the provincial government put a ban on all foreigners, including researchers, entering
Maluku for a certain period of time.
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the world. Ethnographers who choose to do research in such unstable arenas may
need to consider more flexible methods to be able to meet study objectives.
Common anthropological methods I used include interviews, participant
observation, and secondary literature research. Like most anthropologists, in the
field I depended on a combination of formal and informal interviews, and flexible
participant observation methods. My informants ranged in sex, age, livelihood
activities, and position within the community22.
In participant observation, of course, one cannot expect that one can
participate in all occasions. Ideally, participant observation works if the researcher
is seen by the locals as one of them. But that also means he or she is positioned
within the local categorisations in the community, such as in gender and social
position. As consequences, a female researcher in Garogos would not be allowed to
join, for example, fishers going out hunting sharks, since females simply do not do
that; it is men's work. Similarly, do not ever wait for a Buanoese fisher to ask a
female researcher to join him for hunting komu fish or to go out fishing on the sea.
Participant observation provides room for a researcher to be one of the
locals, to come to think, behave, and see the world the way the locals see it. To
achieve this, the closer a researcher is to the people he/she is studying, the better.
This is about how the ways he/she comes to "understand" the people he/she studies.
However, an "inevitable social distance between scholar and villager" always exists
(Strathern 1987:16). Even though a researcher is originally from the same site
she/he comes to study, she/he can not position her/himself as a 'real' native and an
anthropologist, speaking from both inside and outside at the same time. This is
because the researcher's position is both as 'self and other'2 , and is caught
between emic description and etic perspective.
The violent unrest sometimes disorientated me as a local researcher, although
my position also helps me better understand the internal and complex issues. In
22

In gaining data, however, as many other field anthropologists, I am also aware on the level of
accuracy and the depth of the data. As a Malukan, I am aware of a Malukan aphorism: "kamong mo
ambel katong pung isi poro samuajua" (you want to take everything in our stomach). Taking 'all
that the stomach contains' can cause weakness or the death of a person. The same principle also
applies to a community (see also Huliselan 1998). For example, in Chapter 2, I discuss the secret and
sacred names of clans that usually are not announced to outsiders because it is also believed that they
can be used to attack the owner through magical procedures.
2.
Kondo, a Japanese American anthropologist who undertook research in Japan, described her
feeling when her 'sell was faced with conflict, fragmentation, and transformation, and how she
experienced 'the other' in her mind (Kondo 1990).
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addition, as a Malukan, I am faced with another struggle related to the violent unrest.
My conducting research in Maluku is an effort to study more about my own society,
an effort that is not easy when a person tries to learn himlherself better. The sudden
outbreak of unrest abruptly presented me with a picture of Maluku society in
'chaos'. This is like a person looking into a broken mirror, trying to see him/herself
clearly, and trying to remember what he/she looks like in a normal mirror24.

1.7. Outline of Chapters
This thesis consists of two parts, formed by moving from the larger picture
of Central Maluku, in the context of the Dutch colonial and Indonesian states, to
specific local pictures. The first part (Chapters 2 to 5) is a general illustration of
Maluku, particularly Central Maluku communities, the nature of relations between
local communities and the state, including state intervention into local life and
practices of resource management and environment use, and the penetration of the
market economy into local livelihood. The second part (Chapters 6-8) is more
specifically focussed on the Buano community, particularly in relation to their
livelihood, resource management, and environmental use. Although part two is
focused on a locality, reflecting the realities of a rural world as lived by the people
themselves, it also reveals how this local situation fits into the larger landscapes,
even beyond the regional Maluku.
The following chapter introduces Central Maluku as the area of study. It
includes a general description of the people and their culture, a brief overview of
history, the context of Maluku in the state of Indonesia, development, and the
present conflict situation and its impact on local resource management. It also gives
an overview of Central Maluku villages, the system of categorisation in the
communities, and centre-periphery connections. The history of Central Maluku
society provides an important base to understand the characteristics, dynamics, and
changes of the society, in order to help analyse the present situation.
Chapter 3 discusses the penetration of global and national systems into the
local economy and mode of production, making them characteristics of the local
system itself. The Maluku experience over several hundred years of production of

24

This feeling also experienced by many Malukans as seen in their comments that they do not
understand why the unrest exploded in their society in such scale and complexity.
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cloves for cash is an example of a local economic system that has been controlled by
wider markets and government policy. The example also emphasises the
characteristics of the local economy: the sharing of different niches in ecology of
subsistence and market resources (sago and cloves), and the combination of both
products in household strategies of production, and how people value their products.
The story of sago as subsistence food also shows the place of local people as
national citizens in the context of the nation state. Through an examination of the
concept of mencari, the chapter also explores the cultural context of work, industry,
and money, including locals' opinion of the latest national economic crisis.
Chapter 4 deals with legal frameworks of resource management. This
chapter starts with the larger picture of the issues of the level of state and region, and
follows with the application at local level. This chapter explores some of the
problems dealing with legal complexity in the extraction and management of natural
resources among the villages in Central Maluku. It examines the position and the
practice of state laws and local and other laws in community life. The use of
resources is concretely articulated in the legal concepts and regulations that are
shown in the form of rules, rights and obligations of social units in a community
with resource access. The workings of government development concepts and
programs are also highlighted. The issue of sustainability is discussed in relation to
local and outside concepts of it.
Using examples from different sites in Maluku, Chapter 5 focuses on the
rights to use resources, with the emphasis on demonstrating the existing bundle of
rights, the involvement of different actors, and changes to local resource
management systems. It discusses complexity of property with pluralism in laws in
local resource use. The management of communal marine resources through sasi
institution is an example of a system of community-based resource management. I
analyse the operation of community rights, as different actors, local as well as
outsiders, are involved in the local system of resource use and economic production.
This chapter also highlights the influence of the market economy on local resource
management systems.
The second part of the thesis begins in Chapter 6 with a specific description
of an island community. It describes two local Buano villages and their inhabitants,
including their history, social organisation, and economic activities. As these Buano
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Part 1
Memories & Fragments: within a state

Chapter 2
CENTRAL MALUKU:
bIVISION, bEVELOPMENT AND
bETERIORATION

Chapter 2
Central Maluku:
Division, Development, and Deterioration

2.1. Introduction: Maluku Unrest
On 19 January 1999, unrest and violence broke out suddenly in Ambon, the
provincial capital of Maluku, and soon spread throughout the region. It continues
today. In this chapter I analyse the unrest up to June 2002.
The starting-sign of this unrest was a personal dispute between a Muslim
Buginese street-man with a Christian Ambonese mini bus driver (see Human Rights
Watch 1999). There are differing versions about who was to blame. However, on
the same day, the dispute which first appeared as ethnic conflict between locals and
migrants, then escalated into sectarian conflict between Moslem and Christian
inhabitants in Ambon (see e.g., Human Rights Watch 1999; ICG 2000). Soon the
conflict spread to other islands in Maluku, and since then has caused thousands of
people to lose their lives, houses, villages and other properties, including public
infrastructure, such as mosques, churches, hospitals, schools, government offices
and military bases.
The conflict can be divided into at least three rather distinctive phases'. The
two first phases are as follows (see Bartels 2000:1). Phase one was from January
1999 to April 2000, characterised by mutual attacks of Moslem and Christian
inhabitants in Maluku, using mostly traditional weapons (e.g. machete [parang],
bow and arrow [panah]), or home made weapons and bombs (senjata [gun], born
rakitan, [rakitan, lit, assembling]). This phase was roughly equal in strength and
damage between the two groups. Phase two ran from April 2000 to the beginning of
2001, characterised by the arrival of large numbers of laskar jihad (Moslem holy
war troops) from Java in several waves2. They were mostly equipped with modem
Malukans classified these phases into several babak (rounds) or periode (periods) of unrest (see e.g.
Crisis Centre Keuskupan Amboina 2001), with intermittent cooling down periods.
2
Inaugurated publicly on 7 January 2000 in Jakarta at a massive rally, called Ak.si Siaga Sejuta Umat
Islam (Ready Action of a Million Muslims), hundreds of thousands of radical Muslims called for
government to save the Muslims in Maluku. This public meeting inflamed Muslim sentiment
throughout Indonesia and called for jihad (Islamic holy war). Moslem political leaders, such as
Amien Rais, leader of Partai Amanat Nasional (National Mandate Party), and chairman of the
supreme legislative body (People's Consultative Assembly, MPR), attended the rally, also Hamzah

weapons: bombs, grenades, and other military weapons. Some Moslem personnel in
the military allied themselves or deserted to the jihad troops. "This development
totally destroyed the previous balance, tipping the scale in favor of the Moslems"
(Bartels 2000:1). In phase two, escalation of violence increased as did the number
of lives and property losses, especially during the period of high tension from May
2000. As a result of the phase—two violence, on 27 June 2000, the central
government declared3 a 'state of civil emergency' in the two provinces of Maluku
(the province of Maluku and North Maluku). However, this status of civil
emergency has not brought about an end to the sectarian unrest, which has actually
heightened in intensity and ferocity. During two and a half years of conflict, more
than 8,000 people have been killed (including women and children), about 4000
people injured, and about 692,000 displaced people (about one-third of the entire
population of Maluku region) have fled to other islands within or outside Maluku
(The Jakarta Post 21/5/2001; Suara Merdeka 20/6/2001a)4. Of the 57,088 buildings
and houses that have been destroyed in mass unrest in Indonesia since 1999, about
63% (35,968) are in Maluku and North Maluku Provinces (The Jakarta Post
17/6/2001). The state university in Ambon was one of the public buildings that was
destroyed by Muslim attackers (Kastor 2001).
Phase three is from 2001 onwards. During this phase, at the local community
level, the mutual attacks between local villages have ceased (see Masariku 2002a).
The series of violence and terror in communities in this phase has not generally
involved the previously opposed local groups. Violence has mostly targetted
Christian areas, including attacks on settlements by unidentified intruders, slaughter
of civilians, shooting at and bombing of public transport, bombing in public places,

Haz, leader of the United Development Party (Partai Persatuan Pembangunan), later (2001) elected
Vice President (Kompas 10/1/2000). on 6 April 2000, the las/car f/had troops paraded in force
through Jakarta (Suara Merdeka 7/4/2000; Suara Pembaruan 7/4/2000). In early May 2000, about
3,000 of the 10,000 trained f/had troops left from Surabaya for Maluku (Media Indonesia 7/4/2000;
Suara Merdeka 7/5/2000).
By presidential decree, Keppres No 88/2000, issued on 26 June 2000.
Another later source, at a journalist meeting in Ambon (November 2001), claimed that the total
number of those killed in the conflict since January 1999 was 13,428, with the breakdown as follows:
Southeast part of Maluku 434 casualities, rest of the Maluku province 9,753 casualities, and North
Maluku 3,241 casualities (Crisis Centre Diocese of Amboina 16/11/2001). Academic commentators
as well as government and military officials have acknowledged the serious level of this human
tragedy (e.g. Siwalima 9/12/2000; 22/1/2001; Kompas Cyber Media 30/3/2001). One academic
commented that the Maluku tragedy was the world's worst civil war; the number of causalities in two
years was almost the same as the number of Bosnian victims during five years (Siwalima 22/1/200 1).
Another described Ambon as a 'tropical Beirut' (ABC 2002).
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and the planting and explosion of land mines in several villages, mostly in Ambon
Island. They were rather the work of various other groups, which want to maintain
the conflict for their own benefit. Mostly, the authorities have failed to identify
these groups.
During this phase, at the end of three years of conflict, the government
promoted a two days meeting (11-12 February 2002) in Malino in south Sulawesi, to
look for a solution to the conflict. The meeting was attended by central and
provincial government, and delegations from the two opposing Malukan factions,
Muslims and Christians, who signed a peace accord containing eleven major points
to end the conflict (see e.g. Kompas 13/2/2002; The Jakarta Post 13/2/2002).
Unfortunately, after the agreement, violence broke out again in Ambon, conducted
by certain groups who clearly want to maintain the conflict (see e.g. Tapak Ambon
2002; Kontras 2002; Kompas 14/5/2002; Media Indonesia, 6/5/2002). In reaction to
these incidents, including local reactions as a whole and media attention that
questions state responsibility and commitment to end Maluku conflict, the central
government has applied a new structure for Maluku security. At the end of May
2002, it formed a special 'command of the operation for restoring security'
(Komando Operasi Pemulihan Keamanan, koopslihkam) (see e.g. Kompas
31/5/2002). However, the Malukan, general public, including academics, NGO
activists, media commentators and analysts are still pessimistic about this
government policy. This is based on previous experience of failed state policies and
constructive action, showing lack of commitment and effort during the previous
three years of conflict (see e.g., Media Indonesia 6/5/2002; Sinar Harapan 7/5/2002;
Kompas 23/5/2002; 15/6/2002).
The Maluku violence is a result of a complex network of factors at local as
well as national levels. Many academics, media observers, and Malukans have
analysed the conflict, emphasising various internal and external factors that might be
seen as contributors to the eruption and the perpetuation of the conflict. They have
viewed the issue in historical, social, religious, political and economic, as well as
cultural contexts. Many Malukans still do not understand why the conflict occurred
or reached such a scale so quickly, becoming so violent and difficult to stop. In their
perception, 'it just suddenly blew up' or 'it was a scenario arranged by a certain
party'. They also blame the conflict on the role of immigrants. They especially
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censure the lack of responsibility of national and provincial government in
preventing further conflict". They view the government as failing to protect them,
and not providing adequate security, thereby destroying even the basic sense of
security of its citizens, which is a basic obligation of the state.
Pattiselanno (1999), an Ambonese academic, pointed out that the conflict
became bigger as a result of outsiders' contribution. In the past, conflict between
Malukan groups could usually be resolved and reconciled through the Malukan
institution of adat, which ironically existed and worked under the Dutch colonial
government. Even more ironically the colonial government would have been able to
deal with, and resolve, such a conflict 6. However, he also acknowledged that
Malukan culture has experienced deculturalisation both by the Dutch government in
the past and through immigrants from other places in Indonesia in the present.
Lokollo (1999), an Ambonese legal academic7, provisionally reported at a
conference in Jakarta that the Ambon conflict
Kalimantan

-

-

as well as that in Kupang and West

was a political conspiracy of certain groups at the national level, in

order to destabilise the state.
Bartels (2000), who did research on the pela institution in Central Maluku for
his doctoral dissertation in the 1970s,
has suggested several internal factors as the
basis for the conflict. His analysis focuses on the historical context of MoslemChristian relations in Central Maluku, including conflicts between them, since the
introduction of Christianity by the European colonialists. He emphasises the
importance of pela, as a village alliance institution, in tying together the Central
Malukan community as an ethnic-group unit beyond religious boundaries. He
maintains that pela and traditional belief systems have been weakened nowadays
which has lead to the destruction of inter-ethnic unity. He also argues that other
factors, which supported the eruption of conflict, include the continuous Islamisation
and Christianisation, the role of non-Ambonese Moslem immigrants and the impact
of state policies toward Central Maluku that began in the 1970s.

It is doubtful whether it could be proved that the state had a significant role in causing the conflict,
however, the state has certainly contributed to its continuation by 'crime of omission' in controlling
or preventing trouble (Kompas 22/1/2002).
6
A sheet of 'pela oath statement' (sompahan pela) from patasiwa villages of Seram, collected by
Nieuwenhuijzen (1876) states that the Dutch made (forced) peace between two villages, establishing
apela pact with its supernatural consequences for any violators of the pact.
Member of Pusat Rujuk Sosial, a committee established by provincial government to seek a solution
and reconciliation of the conflict during the early stage of unrest.
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Chauvel (1999), a historian, from Australia8, also discussed some of the
historical, political and social contexts of the Ambon violence. He maintains that
the first tragedy of Ambon was the loss of authority of the Ambonese elite to Jakarta
beginning from the failure of the 1950 RMS movement. This has positioned
Maluku as a 'weak' or powerless provincial government in relation to the central
government, and it has been neglected ever since. On the other hand, Knaap (1999),
a Dutch historian of Central Maluku9 looked back specifically into the history of
th
Ambon in the 17 Century to seek the past and present relevance of the role of
religion for identity among the Ambonese. He provided a story in which Ambon,
(the islands of Ambon, Lease, and West Seram and its adjacent islands), was divided
into Christian and Muslim parts by an agreement between the Dutch VOC'° and the
Sultan of Ternate in the 17th Century. He showed that religion is not a new means
used by powerful groups to create separation within the Maluku community.
Pannell (1999) in her paper produced during phase one of the violence, saw it
as a result of state violence, together with other interconnected processes, such as
transmigration, commodity capitalism, and indigenous dispossession. She stressed
the role of the Indonesian army in the violence, as either taking sides or doing
nothing. Tomagola, a Jakarta-based north-Malukan sociologist, who analysed the
local unrest in the national context, argues that it is the result of the past centralistic
New Order government dominance, entangled with local political elite problems
(Tomagola 1999; 2000)11. He also emphasises the role of Jakarta's political elite in

8

His doctoral research studied the political life of Ambonese within the framework of the Indonesian
nation state. He focused on the 1950 proclamation of the Republic of South Moluccas (RMS) and its
movements (Chauvel 1990).
Focus on Dutch policies of Central Maluku in the 170' Century (Knaap 1987).
'°
VOC Verenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie, Dutch East-India Company.
11 The widespread conflict in North Maluku originated in Kao subdistrict of Halmahera in August
1999, between the local ethnic group of Kao and Jailolo (the majority of whom are Christians) and
incoming settlers from ethnic Makian, who are Muslims. Makian people were relocated from their
island, west of southern Halmahera, to the south of Kao cape by North Maluku government in 1975,
because of a threatened volcanic eruption. In 1999, a new subdistrict called Malifut was established
by government decree, following the discovery and operation of gold mining in the area. It consists
of 16 Makian villages, 5 Kao settlements and 6 Jailolo villages. The local people refused to be
included into this new subdistrict because it was clear that they would become a minority group,
disadvantaged in their own ancestral land, while the Makians wanted the decree to be applied as soon
as possible. Historical conflict and competition between two local traditional Muslim sultanates,
Ternate and Tidore, followed by the establishment of North Maluku as a new province in October
1999, exacerbated the situation in Maluku Utara (see Tomagola 2000). Similarly, the Jakarta elite
political parties also used the Maluku conflict, centred in Ambon, to target the position of governor
whose current term runs to November 2002, and to attract supporters for the next 2004 state election
(see e.g. Suara Pembaruan 8/6/2002; 15/6/2002).
-
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controlling the Maluku conflict12 (Kompas 6/1/2000; Detik 20/5/2000), and openly
accused several high-ranking army generals of master-minding the conflict for their
own political interests (Jawa Pos 2/8/2000; Siwalima 4/8/2000; Kathulistiwa
Magazine 2000). Meanwhile, Aditjondro (2000b) argued that the violence was
fomented and maintained by a network of military officers associated with the New
Order Soeharto regime, interwined with militant Muslims and youth gangs. He
highlighted that the Maluku unrest is tied to political conflict in the capital city of
Jakarta (Aditjondro 2000a).
In fact, the involvement of military and police in the conflict, whether as
individuals or institutions, has been an important element of the problem, widely
discussed by academic commentators, media and Malukans in general. This
involvement has been indicated by many incidents in the field, including repeated
clashes between military and police detachments and numbers of deserters who join
or form groups (see e.g. Siwalima 23/1/2001; The Jakarta Post 23/1/2002;
19/6/2002; Suara Merdeka 3/5/2002; 16/5/2002; Tempo 2002c; 2002d; 2002e;
2002f; ICG 2002).
In contrast to discussions of instrumentalist explanation for causes of the
conflict, Bubandt (2000), who did his PhD research in Halmahera, focuses on its
continuation. He emphasises apocalyptic narratives found among the locals, where
the conflict is about the engagement in a cosmic battle as part of the prelude to
doomsday, where this interpretation in turn promotes further violence. The violence
is then established as being 'in fact' about religion'3. However, he also found that
millenarian narrative and instrumentalist explanations have similarities in their
conspiratorial element.
All the discussions suggest multiple causality and the great complexity of the
violent conflict. The local problems that existed before conflict erupted include
locals versus immigrants/outsiders, Islam and Christianity, land boundaries and
resource extraction14. These became exacerbated by national problems, including
12

The Minister of Defence at that time, Juwono Sudarsono, agreed with this analysis, pointing to
strong indications of the political elite in Jakarta being involved in supplying weapons and money to
finance the Maluku unrest (Suara Pembaruan 3/7/2000).
13
Natural phenomena are also associated with the unrest. For example, one day in January 2001 in
Ambon city, I was looking at the sky and found it reddish. I commented on its beauty but my two
women companions disagreed. They automatically said that the colour indicated current and future
blood letting, meaning that unrest and violence were not yet ended.
14
These local level problems also including state intervention in local systems and life.
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the economic crisis that hit Indonesia from 1997 onwards, the impact of political
reform, instability of central government, the national political situation and
conspiracy. Thus, local unrest must be understood in the national framework. The
complexity of the Maluku conflict is shown by the disorder and violence that has
continued for about forty months', particularly in Central Maluku'6, and
specifically in Ambon Island17. It has been supported by various groups that benefit
from its continuing violence (e.g. ICG 2002:19-21). As mention before, mostly, the
authorities have failed to identify these groups, which strengthens opinions that
elements of the state are involved in maintaining the conflict (see e.g. Tempo
2002b).
The tragedy of Maluku and North Maluku became representative of public
fear of state disintegration and disorder18. "Instead of 'balkanisasi', the media
began to speak of 'ambonisasi' and the danger of other areas being 'diambonkan" 9
(Bubandt 2000:16). When some churches in Medan, the capital of North Sumatera
province, were threatened by bombs, people referred to Ambon commenting that
there are some people who wanted to 'ambon-ise' Medan (Detik 29/5/2000; Kompas

'

During three Indonesian presidencies of the 'reformation era'.
North Maluku, as a separate province, began reconcialiation in 2001 when violence decreased. The
provincial government gained responsibility and authority, preventing the outside I/had troops from
entering the area and began to return displaced people to their original settlements. In southeast
Maluku, where government and community strictly refused entry to jihad troops, communities have
reached reconciliation, so that both sects communicate and live together again as before.
17
Ambon citizens, through their legislative body, exclaimed their disbelief that the troops are still not
able to control this relatively small island and arrest the attackers or rioters. There are 9 army
batallions plus about 10,000 police personnel posted there, with only 30 villages and a population of
about 300,000 people (e.g., Sinar Harapan 7/5/2002; Media Indonesia 14/5/2002).
18
Before and after the passing of the Soeharto New Order rule, Indonesia experienced social and
political unrest, starting with the national economic crisis. During the May 1998 riot in Jakarta, more
than a thousand people were killed, more than 150 women were raped, people went missing, while
shopping centres, shops and houses were burned (Human Rights Watch 1998). The targets of
violence were mostly ethnic (Indonesian) Chinese, which caused many of them to flee the country.
In East Timor, the unexpected movement toward independence led to bloody fights between proindependence groups and pro-Indonesia militias, armed by and including, the Indonesian military. In
the same year of 1999, a bloody ethnic conflict in Sambas, Kalimantan erupted between local Dayak
and incoming Madurese. This continued in the following years in the same place and also in other
cities (Sampit and Palangkaraya). Poso in Central Sulawesi has experienced similar sectarian conflict
to that in Maluku. Meanwhile, Aceh and Papua are still demanding separation. In public life, bomb
cases have become familiar news. During three years since 1999, 154 bomb explosions have been
recorded for the islands of Jawa, Sumatera, and Sulawesi (Suara Pembaruan 6/1/2002). This
excludes the defined conflict areas, such as Maluku and Poso. All this violence and disorder has
brought Indonesia to be called 'The Most Violent Nation in the World in Year 2000' (Kompas Cyber
Media 8/11/2001).
9
Diambonkan, means 'make it to become like [the situation in] Ambon'.
16
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31/5/2000). The Maluku tragedy attracted national2° as well as international eyes,
especially through the media, including internet, appearing many times as headlines
or cover story21.

This review of the present Maluku conflict situation is very relevant and
significant to my thesis and will be referred to further. The present conflict forms a
recurring theme in this study. It is an example of how history has influenced the
present in Maluku and also shows the interrelation between local events in Maluku
and wider forces at work in Indonesia. The recent unrest has dramatically affected
the local physical and social systems, and above all, directly affected my main thesis
focus of local resource management, arrangement and use.
Following this, I will briefly describe Maluku, particularly Central Maluku
and its communities, as the areal focus of my research. The description shows that
Central Maluku communities have experienced contacts with the outside world for
centuries. They have been encapsulated into the global network, world market
economy, politics, and cultures, while under state governance, both colonial and
Indonesian nation state. Its regions have formed not only immediate local centres
but peripheral areas for other local and outside centres, all integrated into more
central, favoured areas of colonial and state empires. Its communities have
developed through change and transition, shaped by external forces as well as
internal dynamics.

20

Even becoming part of street scenes in Jakarta, Yogyakarta and other cities, where people wearing
clothes and carrying boxes marked 'Jihad for Maluku' seek donations from passing cars. In 2000, the
Indonesian central bank issued a new currency note, (1000 rupiah, then approximately Aus. 20 cents)
as another 'contribution' to 'note' the tragedy. The note carries on one side the picture of Kapitan
Pattimura, the Central Maluku hero against the Dutch, characteristically holding his machete across
his chest. On the other side is the picture of a canoe on the North Maluku sea with the islands of
Tidore and Maitara in the background. Ironically, the issue of this currency in December 2000 was
followed by a huge demand for it in Jakarta (as a good gift for children in Idul Fitri Celebration and
New Year). One national newspaper showed the picture of a long queue of hundreds of people in
front of the Bank of Indonesia in Jakarta. Some of them traded the money for 10% profit, by selling
9 leaves of it for Rp.10,000 (SuaraPembaruan 9/12/2000).
21
After the 1 1 th September attacks of New York and Washington, the Maluku conflict has also been
linked to the context of the international terrorism network (see e.g. Far Eastern Economic Review
2001; The New York Times 23/1/2002; ICG 2002).
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Map 2.1. Maluku
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2.2. History of Governance of Maluku
Maluku or the Moluccas is a region located in the eastern part of Indonesia,
between Sulawesi and West Papua (Map 2.1.). It consists of roughly one thousand
islands, scattered from north to south, where 90% of the total area is sea. There are
three relatively big islands in the region: Seram (18,625 km2) in the middle,
Halmahera (18,000 km2) in the north, and Burn on the west of Seram with about
9000 square kilometres (BPS Propinsi Maluku 1998). There are some small groups
of islands, such as the Aru Islands in the southeast with 187 islands and Kei Islands
with more than one hundred islands (BPS Kabupaten Maluku Tenggara 2000:14).
The total area of the region of Maluku is 851,000 km2, only 85, 728 km2 of it is land
(BPS Propinsi Maluku 1998).
Maluku was once famed throughout the world for spices. It was involved in
spice trading through local, regional and international networks of outside traders
(see e.g., van Leur 1955; Meilink-Roelofsz 1962; Brissenden 1976; Fraassen 1981;
Andaya 1993). Before the coming of European colonialists at the beginning of the
16th

Century the region was controlled by the local sultanates, especially those of

Ternate and Tidore based on two small islands, in the northern part of Maluku. Each
of the sultans had authority over areas reaching far beyond their immediate
surroundings, such as Sulawesi, Irian, and southern Mindanao in the Philippines (see
e.g. Baker 1988; Andaya 1993).
Based on writings about the chronicle of the Kingdom of Bacan (author
unknown, published by Coolhaas 1923) and the history of Ternate by Naidah (van
der Crab, 1878), the word 'Maluku' first emerged when the four kingdoms of Bacan,
Jailolo, Tidore, and Ternate controlled the region, far before the coming of
Europeans (see e.g. Leirissa 1973b). Then the word Maloko was attached to the
name of each of the four kingdoms centred in the north part of the region, as in
Maloko Bacan, Maloko Jailolo, Maloko Tidore, and Maloko Ternate. It was also
used for the title of the leaders of each kingdom (Kolano Maloko). Later, after
Ternate gained more power than others, the term Kolano Maloko (Ruler of Maluku)
was only used by the ruler of Ternate (Valentijn 1724; see also Andaya 1993)22.

22

Other rulers used different terms that also showed their locations. Leirissa and Andaya, using
different sources (Leirissa 1973b:3, from Galvao 1971; Andaya 1993:51, from a Memorie van
Overgave of a Dutch governor in Ternate, Robertus Padtbrugge, 1682) provide comparatively similar
information. The ruler of Bacan was called Kolano Madehe (Kolano ma-dehe). Andaya (1993)
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Alternative derivations for the meaning of Maluku include "head of a bull" proposed
by the Portuguese Francis Xavier (Andaya 1993:47), which was later used by
chroniclers and observers to mean "a head", being interpreted to refer to Ternate.
Another source speculatively suggested that the word Maluku is linguistically
derived from the Arabic malik (p1. muluk), meaning "king" (Andaya 1993 :47) or
Jaziratul Muluk, Arabian language for "a place of many kings" (see e.g., Leirissa et
al. 1999:1). Another term recognised by north Malukan people up until recently is
'ma-loko kie raha' meaning 'the four mountains' which refer to the four kingdoms
in the region. However, the term Maluku in this first period referred only to the
north region of the present Maluku, covering the islands of Ternate, Tidore,
Halmahera, Bacan, Makian, Kayoa, and other adjacent islands.
When the Dutch VOC (Verenigde Oost-Jndische Compagnie), United Dutch
East-India Company, entered the region23 and took over the spice trade in the

17th

Century, they used the term Molukken to establish an administrative body called
Gouvernement der Molukken that was based in Ternate in 1683. During this period,
the term Molukken only covered the northern part of the region (the Maluku
'proper'), including the area in north Sulawesi controlled by Ternate and in western
Irian (Papua) controlled by Tidore. For the southern part of Maluku, the
Nederlands-Indie (Dutch colonial government) then established two other
administrative centres. The Gouvernement van Ambon, based on Ambon Island,
governed the areas of Ambon, Lease Islands (the islands of Haruku, Saparua,
Nusalaut), Seram, Buru and other smaller islands in the middle part of the region.
The islands of Banda, Teun-Nila-Serua, and southern islands of Kei, Aru, Tanimbar,
Babar, Kisar were under the Gouvernement van Banda that was centred on Banda
Neira (Leirissa 1973b). Later, in 1817 after taking over from the English who
controlled Maluku for several years (1796-1803 and 1810-1817) the Dutch colonial
government united these three gouvernement and called it Gouvernement der
translated this as 'Ruler of the Far End' and interpreted it as the southern 'exit' of Maluku, while
Leirissa (1973) interpreted madehe as 'boundary', indicating the kingdom was located at the
(southern) boundary of Maluku. The king of Tidore was named Kima Kolano (or Kie ma-kolano),
'Ruler of the Mountain' (Andaya 1993), in which k/ma also meant 'middle', because his domain was
in the middle of Maluku (Leirissa 1973). The ruler of Jailolo used the term Jikoma Kolano (Jiko makolano), 'Ruler of the Bay', where jiko meant 'corner', showing that his location was in the corner of
Maluku, on the northern boundary.
2'
The first Dutch ships arrived in Maluku in 1598, and the VOC was established in 1602. In 1605,
the Dutch defeated the Portuguese who had found Maluku in 1511 (Nanulaitta 1966; Abdurachman
1973).
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Molukken, headed by a governor and with Ambon as the centre24. This is the first
time the term Maluku (Molukken) referred to all the islands lying between Sulawesi
and West Papua, and later its people were also called orang Maluku (Molukkers).
Maluku was one of the eight first provinces of Indonesia25 identified in
Jakarta two days after the Indonesian Declaration of Independence in 1945 (Hatta
1979:465; Nanulaitta 1982/83:130). Twelve years later, it was officially identified
by emergency decree, Undang-Undang Darurat No. 22 Tahun 1957, and the
following year was set permanently by a decree, Undang-Undang No. 20 Tahun
1958 (Pemerintah Republik Indonesia 1992).
Under the New Order regime, Maluku developed as a province consisting of
four districts (kabupaten): Maluku Utara (North Maluku), whose capital was
Ternate, Halmahera Tengah (Central Halmahera) with capital Tidore, Maluku
Tengah (Central Maluku) centred in Ambon, and Maluku Tenggara (Southeast
Maluku) with Tual as the capital. Ambon city also has a status as a municipality
(kotamadya). Through development, the 1998 data show that within four districts
and one municipality, there were 56 subdistricts (kecamatan) consisting of 1,548
villages (1,472 villages and 76 kelurahan (urban neighbourhood)) (BPS Propinsi
Maluku 1999:59).
Following the collapse of the New Order government in May 1998 when
President Soeharto stepped down, the Maluku province was officially divided into
two provinces, Maluku and North Maluku, by government decree, Undang-Undang
No.46 Tahun 1999, issued on 12 October 199926. This separation was demanded by
the North Maluku government and people. The new province consists of the former
districts of Maluku Utara and Halmahera Tengah. Those districts in central and
southeast Maluku remain as the (new) province of Maluku. The same decree also
formed two new districts in Maluku named Kabupaten Burn and Kabupaten Maluku
Tenggara Barat. Kabupaten Buru covers three subdistricts of Burn Island, separated
from the district of Central Maluku. Kabupaten Maluku Tenggara Barat covers the
western (barat) part of the former southeast Maluku subdistrict including the former

24

North Sulawesi as Residentie Menado was separated from Maluku in 1864 (Leirissa et al. 1982:xi),
20th Century.
while Irian (Papua) remained as part until the middle of the
25
The other seven provinces were Jawa Barat, Jawa Tengah, Jawa Timur, Sumatera, Kalimantan
(Borneo), Sulawesi, and Sunda Ketjil (Hatta 1979:465; Nanulaitta 1982/83:130).
26
Because the separation of Maluku into two provinces only occurred in October 1999, in this thesis
when I use 'Maluku region', this refers to both provinces.
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subdistricts in Yamdena, Babar Islands, Leti, Moa, Lakor Islands, and subdistricts of
the most southerly islands.
The new Maluku province consists of four districts and one municipality with
29 subdistricts and 840 villages. It is formed by 559 islands with the total area of
581,376 km2. of which only 54,185 km2 is land (BPS Propinsi Maluku 2001). A
'temporary' census in 2000 showed its population was 1,200,067 souls. Population
growth (1995-2000) was 0.37, very much less in comparison to 2.12 for the years
1990-1995. The population decline occurred mostly in Maluku Tengah27 (0.63) and
from the municipality of Ambon (-2.98), resulting from the unrest (BPS Propinsi
Maluku 2001).

2.3. Development Program
The New Order government under Soeharto ruled Indonesia for 32 years
(1967-1998). Its national development ideology consisted of three parts: national
stability, economic growth, and economy equity.
Under the Soeharto government, Maluku was recognised as a backward
province (see Meyer and Hardjodimedjo 1989). In fact, all eastern Indonesian
provinces are considered less developed compared with most western Indonesian
regions (see e.g., Azis 1996; Jones & Raharjo 1995). The Jakarta-based centralised
government disempowered and marginalised provincial governments, causing
general dependency on central government for many sectors.
However, following President Soeharto's annual budget speech in January
1990, which identified the importance of development in Eastern Indonesia, this
region received greater attention from central policy makers (Azis 1996:83). Soon
the central government announced their newly found 'political will' to develop
Eastern Indonesia (Chauvel 1996). The second long-term national development
policy (Pembangunan Jangka Panjang Tahap Kedua, PJPT-II) as announced by the
Jakarta government stated the new direction for national economic development
toward the 21st Century as the "Go East Policy". The national Development
Guidelines (GBHN) 1993 expressed the importance of accelerating the development
of eastern Indonesia (Kawasan Timur Indonesia, KTI) in order to balance the
development of western Indonesia (Kawasan Barat Indonesia, KBI). KTI included
27

Seram and its adjacent islands, Lease Islands and part of Ambon.
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potential factors to be taken into account when formulating a development strategy
for the region, such as the wide availability of natural resources and low population
numbers in an unbalanced distribution. Government perceived that the problem of
population numbers and distribution could be overcome through the national
transmigration program, where people are moved from highly dense populations in
western Indonesia to eastern Indonesia. However, there were many obstacles to be
overcome, such as the lack of infrastructure and the shortage of qualified human
resources. Also, other complex issues resulting from accelerated KTI needed to be
considered, such as environmental sustainability, utilisation of resources, and
institutional problems.
Since the government was committed to develop KTI, a council of eastern
Indonesia development (Dewan Pengembangan-KTI, DP-KTI) was established in
1993, led by the president.

This council planned the strategy, including

development policy and the implementation of Repelita VI (the sixth Five-Year
Development Plan) for eastern Indonesia. In 1995, the council proposed to establish
thirteen Integrated Economic Development Areas (Kapet = Kawasan Pembangunan
Ekonomi Terpadu), one in each of the nine eastern Indonesia provinces (including
East Timor at that time), plus the four provinces of Kalimantan. The thirteen kapet
areas were selected as priority 'reliable areas' (kawasan andalan) by the provincial
government from 56 'reliable areas' in eastern Indonesia, identified in the national
strategy for spatial planning (RTRWN, rencana tata ruang wilayah nasional)28.
Economic development was the major target for the 'reliable area', with the major
focus on food crops and horticulture, plantations, fishery, forestry, tourism, mining,
and industry.
Maluku had 4 'reliable areas'. They were Buru-Seram and its hinterland,
Halmahera and its surroundings, Kei-Aru Islands and their surroundings, and Sula
Islands and their surroundings (Bappeda Propinsi Maluku & Unpatti 2001).
Halmahera and Sula Islands reliable areas are now in the province of North Maluku.
Because development funds were limited, it was necessary to select priority reliable
areas that could be rapidly developed without much government support and

28

A 'reliable area' is an area that is strategic from a spatial development view. Within a reliable area
there is an agglomeration of socio-economic activities, supported by available natural resources, with
connections to regional or international settlement centres, supported by infrastructure (Bappeda
Propinsi Maluku & Unpatti 2001).
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intervention. These would become growth centres that in turn could stimulate the
growth of their hinterland through a trickle down effect. Seram was therefore
selected as a kapet area for Maluku province29 because of its potential for fast
growth, which should positively affect development in the hinterland30. In order to
meet the kapet criterion for sufficient infrastructure, a 446 km trans-Seram highway
was constructed to connect the western part of the island to the east and southern
parts (Soeharto 1996).
During the 1999/2000 budget year, the continuing provincial program
focused on the Buru-Seram 'reliable area'. Even during the unrest, a team of
bureaucrats and academics, has worked on an investment profile of the area,
identifying the existing conditions and strategic sectors with development potential
making recommendations for ten years (20012010)31. On the whole, kapet --as a
central government instrument-- is a concept framework in which to activate and
accelerate (economic) development, motivate the surrounding areas, attract investors
and develop specific area commodities32.
As part of its development programs, the Maluku government is mapping the
region. On a spatial-based development approach, provincial development policy
and programs refer to the concept of laut pulau-gugus pu/au (lit, sea island-island
cluster). The Maluku provincial strategy for spatial planning (RTRW Propinsi
Maluku, rencana tata ruang wilayah Propinsi Daerah Tin gkat I Maluku) was issued
and regulated by provincial decree in 1993 (Perda No.5 Tahun 1993) and ratified by

29

Also related to the devolution (desenrralisasi) of regional autonomy in which the provincial
government will be given more authority to manage its own region. The district of Central Maluku,
with the capital Masohi located in central south Seram, was selected as an example district for the
program. In the devolution, regional autonomy would be centred at district level.
30
In his paper presented to the meeting of the Council of Eastern Indonesia Development in 1995, the
Maluku governor discussed the reasons to choose Seram as the reliable area based on geography,
natural and human resources, agriculture, industry, tourism, and infrastructure.
Their written report was submitted to the provincial government in the beginning of 2001 to be
used as baseline data in project decision and design (Bappeda Propinsi Maluku & Unpatti 2001).
32
After New Order government regime, central government was still committed to development in
eastern Indonesia. This was shown in August 2000 when a Junior Minister for the Acceleration of
Eastern Indonesia Development was established in the Cabinet of Abdulrachman Wahid. Under the
'Gotong Royong' Cabinet of the next president, Megawati Soekarnoputri, formed in August 2001,
the Junior Minister position was promoted to State Minister (for the Acceleration of Development in
Eastern Indonesia). The kapet is still maintained because it is considered to have a strategic role in
regional economy (see e.g. Kompas 8/6/2002). However, following a nearly 50% reduction in kapet
fund in 2002, the central government's commitment to the acceleration of Eastern Indonesia
development has been questioned by some provincial legislative members (see Kompas 25/2/2002).
In Maluku, with the unrest, it is difficult or impossible for kapet areas to attract outside investments.
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the Minister of Home Affairs in 1994. Following is a description of laut pulaugugus pulau concept (e.g. Bappeda Propinsi Maluku & Unpatti 2001).
Because the geography of Maluku has many islands with sea as 90% of the
area, the first part of the concept (laut-pulau, sea-island) assumed that the sea is not
just something that separates land. It is infrastructure which connects and unites the
islands of Maluku, and is a potential production area. The laut pulau-gugus pulau
concept is basically groups islands and seas within the province.
Since the sea was considered to be as important as the land, the laut-pulau
(sea-island) grouping was based on long standing economic connections and
orientations through voyaging and traditional fishing patterns. This produced five
sea-island groups (using seas as their categorisation names) with identified growth
centre towns. They were: (1) Maluku sea-island area with its towns of Ternate,
Labuha, Falabisahaya, and including connections to Bitung and Manado in North
Sulawesi province; (2) Halmahera sea-island area, with the towns Daruba, Tobelo,
Gebe, and the network to Sorong in Irian Jaya; (3) Seram sea-island area with the
towns of Ambon, Namlea, Wahai, Gebe, and the connections to Sorong and Fak-Fak
in Irian Jaya; (4) Arafura sea-island area with Tual, Saumlaki, Dobo, including the
network to Timika and Merauke in Irian Jaya; and (5) Banda sea-island area with
Ambon, Tual, Saumlaki, Tepa, Wonreli, liwaki, and including the connection to Diii
in Timor-Timur. The laut-pulau concept was characterised by growth nodes
between islands, within, and separated by, sea. These nodes were not separated by
administrative borders, as is shown by the connections or networks to towns
belonging to other provinces. These networks have long existed, connected through
traditional sailing patterns. This principle led to a development concept at a macro
level in which Maluku was seen as economically united with other areas beyond the
province. Therefore, development in Maluku was also influenced by external
factors, especially from the areas located on its borders. Those growth centres
outside Maluku were also expected to be potential market areas for Maluku
products.
The second part of the concept, gugus pulau (island clusters), was to group
islands based on geographical position, similarity in socio-cultural and economic
orientation, and potential of natural resources. This resulted in naming eight islandcluster groups in Maluku. These were (1) the islands of Morotai, Halmahera, Gebe,
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Ternate, Tidore, Makian, Kasiruta, Mandiuli, Bacan, Bisa, and Obi; (2) the islands
of Sulabesi, Mangole, and Taliabu; (3) the islands of Buru, Seram, Ambon, Haruku,
Saparua, Geser, Gorom, Manawoka, Banda, Teun, Nila and Serua; (4) the Kei
Islands and Kesui; (5) the Aru Islands; (6) the Tanimbar Islands; (7) the Babar
Islands and island of Sermata; and (8) the islands of Damar, Romang, Leti, Moa,
Lakor, Kisar, and Wetar. The first and the second island-clusters now belong to the
province of North Maluku. By grouping the islands in this way, and integrating
development activities within or throughout clusters, program implementation could
be more effective and efficient. Throughout this dual spatial concept, area
development would have a multi gate system from several different towns to growth
centres outside the region. However, with the geography of the Maluku archipelago,
sea transportation connecting islands within a cluster or between clusters was a
determinant factor in influencing acceleration of development in this province.
The provincial spatial concept of laut pulau-gugus pulau that basically
emphasises economic development still needs to be filled in with concrete projects
which will give benefit to its inhabitants.
People in Maluku, like elsewhere in Indonesia, have experienced many
government-sponsored development projects that include all aspects of life, such as
education, health, demography and economy. For example, the provision of
compulsory schooling for the first 6 years of education were then expanded to 9
years and all children were encouraged to participate in this minimum education.
Community health centres have been established in strategic peripheral places so
that they can be reached by remote communities. The family planning movement
was introduced to improve the quality of family life and overcome demographic
problems. There was also investment capital for the operation of big companies,
forest concessions, and several income generating projects, such as IDT in 1990s.
The IDT (Inpres Desa Tertinggal, Presidential Instruction for Backward
Villages) project was initiated by presidental instruction in 1993 and applied in 1994
throughout Indonesia. It aimed to provide assistance to so-called backward,
impoverished villages in response to the issue of poverty, as Indonesia remains a
poor country on an international scale. In 1993 it was estimated that there were still
around 25 million people living under the poverty line (Azis 1996:110). Therefore
the IDT project was designed to provide financial assistance to communities
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identified as poor and 'backward', in order to increase their economic productivity
through the development of small-scale, locally-based commercial enterprises (see
Pannell 1998). Each poor village received Rp.20 million, to be used as capital by
the poorest community group or groups for projects in agriculture, fisheries,
livestock and other non-infrastructure areas. In 1994/95 the IDT project in Central
Maluku involved 158 villages out of 358 villages (i.e. 40% 'backward' villages),
consisting of 625 community groups. The municipality of Ambon became involved
in the project in 1996/1997 with 50 IDT villages (i.e. all of its villages, including
kelurahan); each village had one community group (BPS Propinsi Maluku 1999:79).
At that time, the IDT villages in Central Maluku subdistrict had increased to be 280
villages consisting of 1055 community groups (BPS Kabupaten Maluku Tengah
1998:68-69).
In theory, the fund would be rotated to help other groups in the community
after success of the first group, so that the IDT project should reduce poverty
generally. In practice, the program was reportedly unsuccessful in many villages,
including Maluku, and therefore did not reach the original objectives and became yet
another state-sponsored failure (see e.g., Paimell 1998). With the collapse of the
New Order government this program ceased33.
When applying development concepts, govenment very often has its own
ideas about development and its applications in communities, ideas which are not
always perceived appropriate by the people concerned. Very often, governmentsponsored development in Maluku has neither met its own original goals nor met
community expectations. Moreover, it often resulted in community disadvantage
through loss of resources, rights, and customary laws (adat) and practices.

33

Post the New Order government, a program called Program Pengembangan Kecamatan (PPK) has
replaced the IDT in 1998. This program only focuses on the selected villages, which are considered
really backward. For the 2001 budget year, villagers in the districts of southeast Maluku and Maluku
Tenggara Barat are the target groups to be developed. Another program, called Program
Pengembangan Kawasan Tertinggal (P-PKT), was designed in the 2000 budget year, for future
implementation through provincial development funds. Similar to the kapet, this program focuses on
the development of certain areas. It aimed to develop the forgotten areas of the province (through
isolation or limited access to more developed areas) by increasing the economic, socio-cultural and
infrastructure capacity. Based on the national concept and criteria for a backward area, six
subdistricts in Maluku are chosen for the provincial government consideration. They are the
subdistricts of Babar Islands, Leti-Moa-Lakor Islands, Pulau-Pulau Terselatan or Southerly Islands
(in Maluku Tenggara Barat District), Aru Islands (in Kabupaten Maluku Tenggara), Burn Utara Barat
(in Pulau Buru District), and Seram Timur in Maluku Tengah District (Bappeda Propinsi Maluku &
Yayasan Hoiriwa Kanihau 2000).
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Development as a government concept usually refers to modernity. Being
developed means being modem and progressive (maju). Being modem may cause
communities to leave what is considered as adat, or be uprooted by force (of
development program) from adat.

Local customary adat can no longer be

understood in its own right but only in relation to the discourse of development
(Grzimek 1991).
In the context of the present sectarian unrest, the loss of adat has had an
essential impact on conflict control.

Adat institutions that previously provided

mechanisms to control conflict and process reconciliation have lost their power and
function. In addition, this sectarian conflict has shown that affiliation to world
religions, such as Islam and Christianity, equates with being modern in the context
of development, meaning loss of the essential connection to adat.
Many Malukans have perceived that 'development' has been applied wrongly
by its regional and national officers who are connected with the wider national
system which is coloured by corruption, collusion, and nepotism (KKN). Often,
everyday academic discussion or local seminars have cynically expressed the view
that 'the development of eastern Indonesia is for western Indonesia'34. People also
refer to the various businesses of national leaders and their families in Maluku (such
as Soeharto's family and their friends). The conflict that brings disorder, decline
and deterioration, only proves how so-called development has failed to enhance the
province. In addition, with the present situation of communal unrest in Maluku, it
has been difficult to continue or apply most development programs.

The

opportunity to attract outside investment is also very small or even impossible.

2.4. Division and Dualism
The population of the Maluku region is mostly concentrated in the coastal
area, shown by roughly 84% of the villages being coastal villages. However, many
islands are uninhabited. From the 1995 census, the population of Maluku was
2,088,516 with a population density of 24 people per square kilometre of land (BPS
Propinsi Maluku 1998). The population growth rate was 2.35% for the five-year

Chauvel (1996) maintains that historical examples of centralist government policies for Eastern
Indonesia include the Groote Oost, created by a 1930 Dutch government, the creation of postwar
Federal State of East Indonesia, Negara Indonesia Timur (NIT), and the New Order policy of
Kawasan Tirnur Indonesia (KTI) are all formulations of central government policy-makers.

34
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period 1990-1995. From 1998 statistical data, the religious breakdown was:
Moslems 59%, Christians 40.5% (only 5.2% Catholics), Hindus, Buddhists and
others (animists) negligible.
The population of Maluku comprises indigenous local people and incoming
settlers from elsewhere in Indonesia. Some incoming ethnic groups were more
significant in numbers than others, such as Butonese, Buginese, Makasarese,
Javanese and Sangir Talaud.
The Summer Institute of Linguistics of Ambon and Pattimura University
(Taber 1996) recorded 117 local languages and about S Malay dialects used in
Maluku. In addition, there are 10 other local languages recorded in the literature.
Languages are classified as Austronesian and non-Austronesian, the latter are found
in the northern part of Halmahera in North Maluku and one in southwest Maluku.
Some languages are spoken by large numbers of people, others by few. Some are
specifically associated with small islands, such as Tidore, Gebe, Buano, and
Ambelau.
As shown by the history of the region, the Malukan culture and people have
been contacted and influenced by the outside world and people, such as traders from
other parts of Indonesia and beyond. The influences of archipelago traders and
Asian traders prior to the coming of and during the European powers should not be
ignored. Contact with the outside world dates back many centuries. It includes the
coming of Islam, the introduction of Christianity and European colonialism for
about four hundred years (Portuguese 1512-1602; Dutch 1605-1949). A wide
variety of local cultures and a large number of ethnic groups emerged in Maluku,
each with its own territory, following the different processes of acculturation. This
diversity makes it difficult to define a Malukan culture that is shared by all those
who call themselves Malukans.
When Van Vollenholen, a Dutch legal academic, divided the Indonesian
archipelago into eighteen law areas in 1907, he divided Maluku into two. The areas
were named (1) the Ternate archipelago, for the northern part of the region, and (2)
Ambon and Moluccas (Seram, Buru, etc), for the southern part (Van Vollenhoven
1931; Holleman 1981:39-44).
However, the region of Maluku may in fact be divided into three cultural
areas based on their history and the main characteristics shown by each of them. A
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Malukan anthropologist, Mus Huliselan (1994), classified the three main cultural
areas from the perspective of political power, delineating them as the cultural areas
of sultanates, village republics and nobility.
In the past the area of north Maluku was characterized by the presence of
sultanates, where the sultan was the centre of political and cultural power. One of
the sultanate's customary laws was that the sultan owned all the land. The people in
this area are speakers of 27 local languages, Austronesian as well as nonAustronesian groups (Taber 1996).
The area of central Maluku was characterized by the earlier concept in which
there was village (negeri) autonomy to govern its own people and domain. Thus, a
negeri appeared as a small free republic (village republic, or using Dutch term,
dorpsrepublieken), where land was owned by the village as well as clans, and
functioned as an important element to unite its members as a group tied to their land.
Positions in the customary structure were divided among clans in the village. Fortyseven local languages were found in this area (Taber 1996).
Southeast Maluku was characterized by hierarchic structures, although many
other characteristics are similar to 'the village republic culture'. Generally there
were three hereditary strata that played specific roles in the social structure of a
community: the upper, middle and lower strata. Some people translate them into
nobility, commoners, and 'slaves' strata (e.g., Geurtjens 1921, in Laksono 1996).
For example, in Kei there were mel-mel (upper class), ren-ren (middle class), and
in-ri (lower class). The ren-ren group is believed to be the first inhabitants of the
Kei Islands, while the other two groups came from other islands.

This

autochthonous status of ren-ren gave them a historically held position as tuan tan
(lit, lord of the land), and they were also sometimes addressed by the mel-mel group
as 'old brother' (kaka). The mel-mel has usually held the position as village leader.
There are 43 local languages in the culture area of southeast Maluku, including one
non-Austronesian found in Kisar Island (Taber 1996).

The Geser-Gorom group, located between southeast Seram and Kei, combines some of the
characteristics of southeast Maluku stratification systems with the negeri structure of Central Maluku.
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As my research focuses on Central Maluku" (Map 2.2.), I will briefly
describe the traditional social classification system in this area. In my continued
description of Central Maluku in this chapter, I mostly rely on source information
for parts of the region, specifically Ambon, Lease Islands, and the western part of
Seram.

Map 2.2. Central Maluku
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Jansen (1933a), a Dutch resident of Maluku, explored indigenous systems of
social classification among people of Central Maluku. He found various systems of
classification, which were based on numbers and combinations of numbers,
oppositions, and the human body. Besides the more complicated classifications he
explored, there was a basic dualism. As he stated, two beings are needed to form a
complete and most perfect unit.
The concept of dualism as a basic classification, is a familiar perspective in
the Malukan way of thinking and culture, through which they viewed their world
(see e.g. van Wouden 1968). There are many examples of fundamental dualism
either social or cosmological, such as gender (male-female, laki-laki-perempuan;
16

Under state administration, the Central Maluku area consists of districts (kabupaten) of Maluku
Tengah, Bum (formed in 1999), and the municipality (kotamadya) of Ambon that covers part of
Ambon Island. The area of Central Maluku comprises 125 islands, only 42 inhabited. The island
breakdown is: Seram and its adjacent islands 75, Bum and adjacent -13, Ambon and surrounding
12, Banda Islands with 11 islands, and Teon Nila Sarua with 8 islands (BPS Kabupaten Maluku
Tengah, 1998:3).
-
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mother-father, ma-ama), natural features (sky-earth, lanit-ume; beach-mountain,
pantai-gunung; sea-land, lao-dara; sunrise-sunset, matahari nae-matahari maso),
direction and location (front-back, mena-muli; upper-lower, haha-luhu, atas-bawa),
colour (black-white, meten-puti), supernatural power (good spirit-bad spirit, nitunita; [mother of] earth-[father of] sky, ma une-upu lanite), group division (wifegiving group-wife-taking group, tauli-malameit; group of five-group of nine,
ulilima-ulisiwa),

and inhabitant status (native villager-outsider/incomer,

autochthonous-immigrant, ana negeri-orang dagang).

The two corresponding

elements of dualism are basically seen in a complementary symmetric position,
although in certain discussions they may have asymmetric relationship where one
may be seen as superior to the other, for example wife-giver to wife-taker, ana
negeri to orang dagang. On the whole they may be seen as oppositional (see Jansen
1933a).
Ulilima (group or confederacy or league of five, known in Seram as
patalima) and ulisiwa (or patasiwa, group/confederacy/league of nine) were two
major divisions found in Central Maluku in the past 7. These divisions were created
by uniting several uli (group) and were organised beyond village level. Most
Central Maluku villages and communities belonged to one or other of the groups,
and the members were distributed in such a way within regions, islands or group of
islands to form a dual territorial division (Fraassen 1983; Valeri 1989). Ulilima and
ulisiwa appeared as mutually opposed groups, territorially and politically, part of a
socio-cosmic dualism38. Each group had its own characteristics in adat practices
which distinguished them, for example through the location of batu pamali (sacred
stones), the number of adat fines or wealth, and other apparent signs or symbols39.

'

Ulilima and ulisiwa were the term used in Ambon and Lease Islands, while patalima and patasiwa
were known in Seram.
38
However, groups were not absolutely opposed, since members of different groups might have a
relation inpela village allies.
39 For example, in patalima villages, batu pamali in baileu (village customary house) site was placed
toward the beach/seaward, between baileu and the sea, while in patasiwa villages, it was located
toward the mountain, between baileu and the mountain. Marriage wealth and adat fines for breaking
customary rules were multiplied by nine for patasiwa and by five for patalima. Patasiwa used sun as
their symbol, while patalima chose moon. Nine and five were also depicted in the painting patterns
on the salawaku (shield) that is used in cakalele, war dance. In cakalele, patasiwa dancers lifted their
parang (machete) and the shield up on the shoulders, while for patalima it was held below the
shoulder. Patasiwa's cidaku (loincloth) was longer (reaching the calf) than patalima's. For
ornament, patasiwa favoured animal designs, while patalima favoured plants (information taken from
Duyvendak 1926; Huliselan 1994; pers.comm with Huliselan 1992 and Tamaela 1996). However,
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The division of patalima and patasiwa was developed from Seram where the area of
the different groups can be delineated (see e.g., Duyvendak 1926; Cooley 1987;
Valeri 1989). There was an additional division of patasiwa into patasiwa mete
(black patasiwa) and patasiwa putih (white patasiwa)40.
Some sources (see e.g. Cooley 1987) suggest that this division did not
originate in Seram, but was influenced by the sultanates of Ternate (ulisiwa group)
and Tidore (ulilima group)41. However, this is doubtful since the influence of north
Maluku kingdoms more or less started at the beginning of the 16' Century, while
the patasiwa and the patalima groups are estimated to have existed in Central
Maluku before that time42. A similar division was also found in southeast Maluku,
for example, in Kei Islands, with the name loor-lim (group of five) and ur-siuw
(group of nine)43. There was also the third group as the 'neutral' or 'middle' group,
called loor-labai. The integration of ulilima-ulisiwa group in Central Maluku faded
under the power of European colonialists, along with the spread of Islam and
Christianity.
However, not all members of each group embraced the same religious faith.
Although ulilima members tended to convert to Islam and ulisiwa to Christianity
(see e.g. Valeri 1989), this was by no means always the case, and some from both
groups joined neither religion44.
Nowadays, although the people of a village may still know what groups they
belong to, the past divisions have no significant meaning in present day practices.
Also people are usually unable to explain the past meanings of cultural divisions
(see Cooley 1987). However, some groups in inland Seram are still concerned with

not all distinctive signs or symbols may be found or applied, and there are many variations between
communities.
°
According to Duyvendak (1926), the members of patasiwa hitam had tattoos and practised the
ritual of kakehan, a 'secret' organization of male initiation, while the members of patasiwa putih
were without tattoo and not members of kakehan (see also Cooley 1987:207). However, all Seramese
recognised rituals of both male and female initiation in their early native belief system.
41
Valentijn (1724:24) argued that Ternate was ulilima, while Tidore was ulisiwa. This argument was
based on Hitu history in which there was alliance between Hitu (in Ambon) and Ternate. Since Hitu
was an ulilima group, he assumed that Ternate had to be in the same group.
42
Cooley (1987:120) mentioned another older division than patasiwa and patalima found in Seram;
they were pata alune and pata wemale.
Van Vollenhoven (1931) recorded that Ur-siwa and Ur-lima were found in Seram Laut (southeast
archipelago of Seram Island), Kei and Aru.
44
Muslims, tending more towards trade were more likely to be found in coastal areas than interior.
'

RN

their distinctive classificatory divisions and maintain their existence, identity,
attitudes, and appearances in certain rituals or artefacts.
The division of patasiwa and patalima in Central Maluku can be seen as an
example of dualism4 . Dualism of territory was also shown by the division of
islands into halves. For example, Ambon Island has Leitimor and Leihitu,
characterised as being occupied by ulisiwa (Leitimor) and ulilima people (Leihitu).
Other divisions were Uli Hatuhaha and Boan Besi in Haruku, Hatawano and
Hunimoa in Saparua, and Inahaha (upper mother) and Inaluhu (lower mother) for
Nusalaut Island (Jansen 1933a).
New ways of grouping were added later, for example with the introduction of
'new' religions, a new divisive classification of communities, salarn-sarani (IslamChristian) was created. Because of different faiths, a village might then be divided
into two separate communities. For example, in Saparua there is Sirisori Salam and
Sirisori Sarani; in the island of Buano, there is Buano Salam and Buano Sarani; in
Ambon: Hila Islam and Hila Kristen, Tial Islam and hal Kristen.

2.5. Multiple Identity
Ethnicity and social identities are relative and to some extent situational.
They are culturally produced, constructed, maintained, and relative where one is
constructed because of the existence of others (see Eriksen 1993).

"In

anthropological discourse, identity means being the same as oneself as well as being
different" (Eriksen 1993:61). Therefore, in discussing identity of a group of Central
Malukan people, from an internal or relational perspective, we inevitably describe
other groups within or outside Maluku. A group is always constituted in relation to
others (Eriksen 1993:62).
Identities can move and be negotiable from one identity to another according
to the current group composition or situation; they may change as the community
changes. Although a group identity is exclusive in the sense that not everyone can
take part in it, there are also certain contexts where it is difficult to put a definite
identity on an individual. An individual or a group has many possible identities, one
identity can become more relevant than others at any one time or in different
situations. Identities also may overlap, or may place people "betwixt and between"
'

Furthermore, Valeri (1989) examines these two divisions as a moiety system.
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(Eriksen, using Turner's phrase) which prevents neat classification (Eriksen
1993 :62).
Over their long history since pre-colonial time, Maluku people have
struggled to find and construct their identities both as Malukan generally, as well as
within particular groups of Malukans46. These identities have been constructed both
willingly or through force and violence.
Most Central Maluku people, especially those of patasiwa and patalima
groups share the same opinion of their origin, centered in Nunusaku, an imagined
secret mountain where there was a banyan tree (nunu), believed located somewhere
in Seram47. It is believed that from this place, emerged the original Seram people
called Alifuru48. The inhabitants of Seram then spread to other smaller surrounding
islands including Haruku, Saparua, Nusalaut, and Ambon. For this reason, Seram is
also called nusa ma (mother island). Among the indigenous groups in Seram are the
Wemale and Alune in the western part of the island, the Huaulu centred in the northcentral part, and Nuaulu in the south-central part49.
Within local inhabitants themselves, there is categorisation into different
groups with different identities, which can be applied as a group or individually.
46

Also as Indonesian citizens.
A kapata (a 'song' in a ritual) in one of western Seram languages, entitled Kuru Siwa Rima E, [The
Place of Origin of Patasiwa Patalima] is still sung, especially in pela ritual in Seram. It tells about the
history (Lokollo et al. 1997:7):
Tutu ya hei lete hei lete 00, Hei lete Nunusaku 0, Nunusaku 0;
Nunusaku karu pela, karu pela 0, Nunusaku sama pela, sama pela o;
Sama pela Wae le telu, Wae le telu 0, Nunu e, nunu e, Nunusaku, nunu e;
Nunusaku Nusa ma, Nunu Siwa Rima oo, Nunusaku Nusa ma, Upu Ama lepa Nia;
Tala, Eti, Sapalewa, Kuru Siwa Rima ee, Upu Ama Karu Pela, Karu Pela 0.
[Look over there, they came, went down from the land, came from the area of Nunusaku, Nunusaku;
From Nunusaku we inherited pela, brotherhood ties, Nunusaku gave us kinship ties;
Brought pela institution from the three river streams, Nunusaku, Nunusaku, from there is the origin;
Nunusaku, Nusa ma [the mother island] is the heirloom promise of the ancestors,
From the river area of Tala, Eti, Sapalewa came the community of Patasiwa and Patalima, from the
ancestors we inherited pela, kinship ties owned together, must be maintained].
Alfuru or alfur was a term used to designate the interior people, who lived in the outback
mountains, and had not adopted Islam or Christianity. According to Paulus (19 17:30), this word was
derived from north Halmahera language halefuru, meaning rocky or forested land, as they said '0
halefuruka ma njawa' (people from forest whose land is mountainous and stoney). In the colonial
times, it referred to tribal people in the interior of Seram, Burn, and Halmahera who were considered
'wild', 'cultureless', 'backward', and 'half-people'. It was also used in other parts in Eastern
Indonesia, such as in Papua. The negative connotation is still current in Central Maluku to refer to
'backward', 'cultureless', and even 'savage' people. However, Seramese and some other Central
Malukans do not share the same opinion, as it slowly changed into an honoured meaning. It often
refers to something genuinely Malukan as they connotate the term of Alifuru people as 'the pure
human being'. This connotation change is a part of identity shifting among the Central Malukans.
49 Tauern (1918) identified people of Bonfia in eastern part of Seram as an old Seram inhabitant
(Duyvendak 1926).
47

'
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One of the old 'base-group' identities was u/il/ma and u/is/wa and there are many
groupings or layers of categorisation among Central Malukans.
An indigenous village community was categorised into 'original groups' and
'later groups'. With the Nunusaku mythology as an example, beside Seram as the
origin of Central Malukans, oral history also recorded that some clans came from
other places within or outside Maluku, such as Kei, Papua, Jawa, or Bali. Original
groups (orang asali, Cooley 1987) were considered as the first settler groups
(pendatang pertama), the first clans who came in the first wave, who became the
founding fathers of the community or the village. Other clans might come later to
join the first group. The time of coming is important in relation to the customary
positions in a community. The first settler clans usually hold the position as tuan
tana (lit, lord of the land) or latu (village leader).
The relationship between people and the village is expressed by the idiom of
the parent-child relationship. Anak negeri (lit, child of the village) is a common
term, which Central Maluku villages used for their inhabitants. Village land was
divided among them. In certain villages, ana(k) negeri are then classified into the
first settler groups (pendatang pertama), second incomer settler groups, and so on.
However, clans or people who came after the initial formation of the village and its
customary community were not ana negeri. They were categorised as orang dagang
or orang borgor. Orang dagang is used for outsiders who come to a village but
with no intention of staying permanently. The term orang dagang means literally
people who come to a village to trade (dagang). In practice, an orang dagang who
marries a villager may stay for a long time in the village.
The term borgor was used for those who stayed permanently, but were not
anak negeri and had no land property. They could become anak negeri if they
showed their loyalty to the village, and with this status they would be given a parcel
of land by the village authority. The term borgor, commonly found in the villages
of Ambon and Lease Islands, is derived from the Dutch word, burger. In fact, orang
borgor might also be used historically for villagers, whether anak negeri or not, who
were made borgor as an award from the Dutch colonialists for their contribution as
army personnel or other positions in the Dutch government (Cooley 1987:10 1 citing
1-1
Manusama; also see Fraassen 1983). This award started in the VOC period in the
17th

and
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status, as free citizens, aurang beybas (= orang bebas), for themselves and their
descendants, freed from obligation of village duties both to the Dutch VOC and also
to their village. For example, they could be freed from hongi work5° for the VOC
and from seasonal work for the raja (village leader). But in return for this reward of
higher status than villagers, they lost their right of claim to land and other rights in
their village of origin. As they became alienated from their own customary life,
many of them left their villages, became inhabitants in other villages or stayed in
towns, such as Ambon and Saparua and worked for the colonial government. In this
way, a number of Central Malukans made the transition from village community life
to wage labour and salaried work, creating a specific social category in society
(Leirissa 1995). After the British interregnum in 1817, there was increased desire to
become a burger, partly derived from the need to find new opportunities in the city
beyond being farmers, although the main reason was to avoid the hard, obligatory,
unpaid work in the village. Their destination was not only Ambon city but also
smaller fort towns in Saparua, Haruku, Nusalaut, Burn and Seram. Later, this group
of city dwelling burger died out, leaving the group of 'original burgers', or borgor
still living in the villages of Ambon and Lease (Leirissa 1995)'.
In the wider layers of categorisation, the term pendatang (incomer) is used
for people who are not Malukans in ethnic categorisation. They came from other
parts of Indonesia, and include Butonese, Makassarese, Buginese, and Javanese
since before the coming of Europeans. Although I cannot present exact numbers of
pendatang groups in Maluku, they have been quite significant in number.
Indications show that in 1998 Javanese transmigrants formed 6.8% of Central
Maluku population (BPS Kabupaten Maluku Tengah 1999), while the Buton
regency of southeast Sulawesi currently accommodates 160,000 Butonese refugees
who fled from the Ambon conflict (The Jakarta Post, 22/12/200 1).

50

These were rowing services by local villagers in the fleet of vessels that sailed annually under the
VOC Dutch leadership to control spice cultivation in Central Maluku. "These services posed a heavy
burden on the villagers" (Fraassen 1983:18). The earlier meaning of hongi was a war vessel which
sailed to attack the enemies for head hunting. In everyday conversation nowadays, the word hongi is
used to describe the 'busy' noise made by a gathering.
51
The term burger was also applied to a group of former employees of the VOC (including soldiers)
who had not returned to their own countries, and decided to stay in Central Maluku. This group
emerged about the 18 Century. The term was also applied to Chinese and Arabian people, and
Malukan villagers who got permission to live in the fort towns (Leirissa et al. 1982:196).
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Groups of incomers may be distinguished by their economic activities. The
occupational specialisation among distinctive groups may appear in a mutually
symbiotic relationship (see Barth 1956; 1969). The Javanese transmigrants who
came to Central Maluku (Seram and Buru) through the national transmigration
program engaged in irrigated rice cultivation as their main specialisation. Many
Toraja from south Sulawesi were involved in small-scale rattan and wood furniture
manufacture in Ambon. Butonese engaged in fishing and agriculture, especially
fresh vegetables, and were retail traders in market places in Ambon, while Buginese
and Makasarese were traders. In Ambon, the Buginese and Makasarese together
with some Butonese also dominated the public transportation as owners and drivers
of small buses and three-wheeled becak. Because of the significant numbers of
these three ethnic groups and their dominance of certain economic activities, the
term BBM (Butonese, Buginese, Makasarese) was coined to describe them52 . They
tended to live and settle as defined groups within particular areas of central Ambon
(see Mearns 1999).
While Central Malukans distinguished themselves from non-Malukan
incomers, they also applied several layers of categorisation among themselves.
Forty-seven local languages are found in Central Maluku (Taber 1996), which
indicates the number of possible groups based on language. However, among
inhabitants in an island or a particular area, people are classified into villages, which
may have their own traditions, and they prefer to identify themselves by the village
rather than by language.
Locality used in identification of groups leads to expansion of group size and
increasing generalisation of categorisation, from village size to a peninsula or part of
an island, a whole island or group of islands. This expansion results in less detailed
and simplified group categorisation, forming wider concentric layers of in-groups.
For example, group classification may be orang Leihitu or Leitimor (names of
different peninsulas in Ambon forming two nearly separate parts of the island).
Similarly, people may be identified by an area of island (e.g. orang Seram Timur,
eastern Seram people), or the whole island (e.g. orang Seram, Buru, Saparua), or the
island group (e.g. orang Lease). If they are outside their region of Maluku, Central

52

BBM originally stood for Bahan Bakar Minyak, refined fuel oil.
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Malukans prefer to identify themselves as orang Ambon53, using the provincial
capital (Ambon town) for general identification. Outside the province, they join
with other Malukans, taking on an identity as orang Maluku (Maluku people) or
orang Ambon, which is a common term in Indonesia to identify people from
Maluku. On a wider, regional basis, orang Ambon as Malukans join themselves into
an eastern Indonesian group, differentiated from western Indonesians.
Geographically, based on landscape and environment, Central Maluku people
also group themselves as orangpantai (coastal people) and orang gunung (mountain
people) according to the location of their villages54. Alternatively they may be
orang tanah besar (mainland people, a term for Seram people, usually used by
people of small islands surrounding Seram to refer to people of Seram) and orang
pulau (island people, a term for people of very small islands). Here, different
identities can be applied and created individually beyond ethnic groups. People who
define themselves, or are so defined by others, as coastal and mountain people may
come from the same ethnic group, but have created a different life suitable to their
environment.
Religious categorisation between groups is quite distinctive, as in Islam and
Kristen (Salam and Sarani), for Muslim and Christian. Additionally a small number
of tribes in the interior of Seram and Buru, beyond the reach of Islam and Christian
conversion, are animists who follow an ethnic religion or indigenous beliefs (also
called agama Alfuru, Alifuru religion). Islam entered Central Maluku probably
through contact between people of Hitu in Ambon Island with Javanese or Ternatan
through the clove trade before the coming of the Portuguese55. The Portuguese
introduced Christianity in 1538 when three Ambon villages embraced this religion
(Fraassen 1983:6).

51

Orang Ambon is a common classification used since the Dutch time for people of Ambon, Lease,
western part of Seram and adjacent smaller islands. They are the practitioners of the budaya Ambon,
Ambonese culture.
54
However, the opposed categorisation of coastal and mountain people can be argued here since
many coastal villages were moved down from the original mountain site during colonial times, and
their pattern of economic activities may still be associated with the mountain or forest.
55
Ridjali, an imam of Hitu in his Hikayat Tanah Hitu mentioned that one of the Hitu leaders had been
to Tuban (in Java) around 1510 to study Islam, and while there, formed an alliance with the Ternate
leader (Manusama 1977). In about 1460, Galvao found that the king of Ternate was already a
Muslim. He and Pires estimated that the Ternate kingdom embraced Islam at around 1460-65 (Jacobs
197 1:83).

Conversion to world religions like Islam and Christianity was usually started
by the leaders, followed by villagers, until the entire village had only one religion.
Villagers who did not agree to convert might choose to move to another village to
join similar religionists or stay separately in the mountains and continue to follow
indigenous beliefs. Alternatively, a faction might choose to separate and establish a
new village on a neighbouring site. Thus, two neighbouring villages that originally
shared the same culture were separated by their different faiths and created a
physical boundary between them. The boundary in turn helped them to build and
develop certain cultural variations, in this case based on religion. For example, the
village of Buano Utara and Buano Selatan were separated because of different faith,
but lived as neighbours. In their development, they show certain distinctions, such
as language, economic activity, cosmologic conception, and demographic figures.
These distinctive forms will be examined in more detail in Part 2 of this thesis.
Acculturation or syncretism of Islam and Christian with traditional culture
and life of Central Maluku people has resulted in different customary characteristics
between salam and sarani villages. Based on their interactions, there are ways for
Central Maluku people to distinguish a Moslem from a Christian. Firstly, from the
given name, since commonly Moslems carry names that originally derived from
Arabian names, while Christians bear names derived from Europe. Secondly, family
names show the village origin of the individual, which in turn indicates the religion
of its villagers. In some cases, a family name may be shared by both a Muslim and a
Christian village, which were separated in the past because of different faith, or
based on local history. People also say they can distinguish the differences between
Moslem and Christian villagers by the accent of the people. Sometimes they claim
to be able to pick up the differences among them from the appearance, or even from
the face, shown by the expression 'muka islam' (Muslim face) or 'muka karesten'
(Christian face).
During the present unrest where Muslims and Christians are opposed, the
historical role of the colonial Dutch, which created distance between the two
religions in Central Maluku, has emerged as one of the internal reasons blamed for
the eruption of the riots. The Christians are said to have been advantaged during the
Dutch period, especially in education and government, while the Muslims are said to
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have been given advantages by the New Order government, especially in local
politics and government (see e.g. Chauvel 1999; Bartels 2000; Aditjondro 2000b).
However, Fraassen (1983:18-19,35) argues, until the 181h Century under the
Dutch government, religion, specifically Christianity, did not create a special bond
between the Christian Ambonese and the Dutch because the VOC was not interested
in missionary activities or propagation of the Christian faith in the Central Maluku.
At that time, Christians as well as Muslims were not represented as allies of the
VOC; they were subordinates. Christians were taxed similarly to Muslims and were
obliged to provide duty services for the VOC in clove growing and rowing,
especially in Ambon and Lease. Members of neither religion could escape from
village duties connected to Dutch service, except by directly entering the VOC's
service, as previously mentioned56. Nevertheless, although the Christian villagers
might enjoy minimal education and pastoral care, latterly religion became a duty for
them and conversion to Islam was not tolerated by the V0057 . From the second half
of the 17th Century and throughout the 181h Century, they were all trapped into the
'culture system' created by the VOC to gain the monopoly of clove supply on the
world market.
At the beginning of the 19th Century, Christian missionary activities began to
be more intensive and extensive with the arrival of the first Dutch missionary to
Ambon in 1815 (Fraassen 1983:35). Along with the work of missionaries, the
educational system was then developed. This gave Christians the advantage in
education. Following the government introduction of separation between church
and school, the educational system become more extended in the second half of the
19th
Century and the first half of the 201h Century. This positioned Ambon as "one
of the Indonesian Residencies with the best educational facilities for the local
population throughout the colonial period" (Fraassen 1983:36). Although the
separation between church and school opened access for Muslims to take advantage
of education, in practice it was still exclusively Christians who benefited from it
(Fraassen 1983:36). As a result many Christians attended school, and then engaged

56

Fraassen gives the example of well-known Kapitan Jonker, son of a Muslim chief in Manipa who
joined the Ambonese auxiliary troops.
'
However, some of them succeeded in converting to Islam. For example, as Keuning (1973:28)
recorded, in 1616 most of inhabitants of Nusanive village in Ambon moved from the fort area across
the bay to live as Moslems.
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as government officers, clerks, soldiers, teachers, and of course, as priests. Thus a
significant number of Central Maluku Christians played a significant role in the
Nederlands-Indies society, creating a new class in Maluku society. Often, Christians
were said to be the golden children of the Dutch (belanda pung ana mas [AM]).
Moslems chose to concentrate on trading, although later some Moslems, especially
family members of village leaders, also attended Dutch schools.
As Fraassen (1983:36) concluded, although Central Malukan Muslims had
access to schooling, but since it was associated with Christianity and the colonial
enterprise system, they made less use of the opportunites offered by these facilities
than the Christians. In this sense, "the extension of education increased the distance
between the [Central Maluku] Christians and Muslims and reduced that between the
[Central Maluku] Christians and the Dutch" (Fraassen 1983:36).
Christianity and education programs also caused loss of original languages
among the Christians, to be replaced by Malay 8 (see Cooley 1987). Many Christian
villages, especially in Ambon and Lease, no longer use their own language, which
highlights one of the differences with Moslems who still keep their local languages.
As Cooley (1987) discusses, the replacement of original languages with Malay led to
the separation of Christian from non-Christian groups in Maluku. When some
Christians also became fluent in Dutch, they created a more exclusive minority
group even within themselves, claiming themselves to be more educated than others,
with higher status by being closer to the Dutch who had power. They associated
themselves with the Dutch and tried to imitate the Dutch life-style and way of
thinking. This minority group still exists in Central Maluku up to the present day,
especially in Ambon and Lease.
Later, after the end of the Dutch power in Indonesia, the relationship and
association with the Dutch continued in 195159 through the departure of about
58

The Malay language was used by missionaries to spread Christianity in both Portuguese and Dutch
times, and also by teachers at school. It was also the language of trade over a wide area. Using
Malay at that time was a cheaper and easier way to introduce Christianity and education because
there were so many different local languages in Maluku (Cooley 1987:91-97). Similarly, under
Indonesian government, the national language is used to transfer messages of government programs
to the people.
59 Between March-June 1951 about 3,800 former KNIL soldiers, 100 men who worked at the Dutch
navy, about 100 male civil servants and their families went to the Netherlands. In 1961/62, a small
group of Malukans, colonial civil officers and private workers, went to the Netherlands from West
Papua following its transfer to Indonesia by the Dutch. At present there are about 40,000 to 45,000
Malukans in the Netherlands (Wim Manuhutu, pers.comm., 9/2/2002). Because of their different
internalisation and acculturation processes from those in Maluku, they have created yet another
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12,500 Malukans to The Netherlands. These were mostly ex-KNIL (KoninklUk
Nederlandsch-Indisch Leger, Royal Netherlands East Indies Army) members and
their families following the unsuccessful RMS (Republik Maluku Selatan, South
Maluku Republic) separatist movement of 1950. The Dutch-Malukans still maintain
their family and friendship ties with those in Maluku and with their homeland, some
returned to Maluku, and some continue to visit Maluku. In the Netherlands, the
RMS still exists, although it is not supported by all Dutch Malukans there.
However, in Maluku until the recent unrest, the RMS issue was not popular among
Malukans, indeed it was avoided, since this organization and the movement was
banned by the Indonesian state and its members were arrested.
Like other parts of the region, the culture of Central Maluku throughout its
history has gone through a series of changes, especially with the contact and
penetration of outside cultures. These changes include many aspects of life,
economic, political, religious, and social. Some of the changes in certain periods
have been rapid and forced. Cooley (1973) described the changes in Central Maluku
over a period of two centuries (1475-1675) in which the small Central Maluku
communities were affected by major factors. Firstly, there was the influence of
Islam, mostly from North Maluku, up to the middle of the 17th Century, along with
the influence of sultanate power. Secondly, the Portuguese infiltration followed for
more than ninety years, especially into the spice trade system, with often forced
conversion to Catholicism. This was then followed by the Dutch power controlling
system, especially through the VOC spice extirpation policy and Christianity. The
Dutch power remained for more than three and a half centuries until the coming of
the Japanese during World War II. The Japanese occupied Maluku for three and a
half years. Indonesia declared its independence as a nation in 1945.
During the ensuing process of nation building, in which political cohesion
and a national identity in this former colony was created, "the state has integrated
different groups into social systems of unprecedented scale" (Eriksen 1993:86).
Thus, in the Central Malukan case, in order to have political legitimacy, their
communities and cultures have become part of Indonesia as a nation. With the
creation of nationalist ideology and the nation state, people of Central Maluku or
Malukan group identity. Among Ambonese, they are called 'Ambon-Belanda' (the Dutch
Ambonese) or a popular term 'orang Holland' (people [from] Holland).
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Maluku will then tend to define themselves as Indonesian (e.g. when they are
overseas), as the nation is an ideological construction seeking to forge a link
between cultural groups and the state (Eriksen 1983:100). However, as Eriksen
(1983:86) also states, "the integration as a nation in many cases had only a
superficial influence on people's daily lives; people are socially and culturally
integrated at the village level for most practical purposes"60.
As part of Indonesia, Central Malukan communities have been enveloped by
national cultures and identity, including the government national system and
policies, which have been applied to local systems and communities. Although
many centralised and uniform government policies were very often not compatible
with the local situations and systems, the locals had to accept them in the context of
being national citizens. In turn, such national systems have brought changes in
community life. The globalisation era and culture has also contributed to change
such as through media communication and telecommunication.
There are different cultural value systems for Central Malukans. An
individual's identity is constructed from a bundle of value systems. A person has at
least four cultural value systems: ethnic, religious, national, and foreign cultural
systems 61 . These systems, with their combinations, shape an individual's opinions,
attitudes, and behaviour towards things. As previously described, the choice of
specific identity may be different from one occasion to another, as it is situational,
constructed and negotiable. As an identity is constituted in relation to possible
others, its choice will, on one hand associate an individual with a certain group, but
on the other hand, it will place him!her in opposition to other groups. Every identity
or bundle of identities used by an individual or a group comes with certain criteria
that identify them.
However, since there are multiple identities associated with at least four
cultural value systems, there will be overlapping of identities as well as those nested
within others, for example, a Malukan is 'a kind' of Indonesian, a Christian Malukan
is nested within Malukan, and so on. If a person places himself as a Malukan, all
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After the collapse of the New Order government and welcome of the 'reformation' era, which
proposed to introduce regional autonomy, there is a tendency for regional groups to be more 'open'
than before, and there may be more room for 'separatist' groups to go public.
61
Foreign cultural systems include the colonial influences, Arab influences, and other later western
cultural influences especially through media.
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Malukans are in his group and his opposite group is non-Malukans or incomers.
When he narrows his identity to Christian Malukan, belonging to the group of
Christian Malukans, he also associates himself with either Malukans as a whole (as
opposed to non-Malukans) or with Indonesian Christians (as opposed to nonChristians).
Furthermore, the choice to emphasise a certain identity cannot only be chosen
along the axis of "us and them", but also "according to perceived degrees of
difference" (Eriksen 1993 :66). A group may perceive itself closer to one particular
group rather than others. In practice, this degree of difference or similarity may shift
according to certain situations and events. In practice also, an individual may easily
shift from one identity to another, and one may be more dominant at any particular
time. For example, in the recent sectarian conflict in Central Maluku, the cultural
value system of religion was dominant over the ethnic system. The last section of
this chapter continues the discussion of contested identities faced by the people
during the unrest.

2.6. Descent Group: luma tau
The basic societal group in Central Maluku indigenous rural communities is
luma tau (clan), also named ruma tau or commonly called mata ruma. Luma tau is
a unilineal genealogical group whose members recognize common patrilineal
descent from a single ancestor62. In Central Maluku, the social function of a luma
tua includes arranging for members' marriage and the property of luma tau,
including the lands, their membership and position (see e.g., Cooley 1987; Huliselan
1990b).
In his paper on luma tau, Huliselan (1990b) discussed this institution, using
an example from Nolloth, a village in Saparua Island. Etymologically, luma means
house, while tau can be given more than one meaning. To analyse the luma tau,
Huliselan (1990b:3) used three meaning given to or associated with the tau63.
62

Beside direct descent through the patrilineal line, membership of a luma tau also can be received
through: (1) adoption, (2) ana ruma: child of unmarried member of luma tau; (3)pikol fain: child of
married female member who is given to his/her mother's luma tau; (4) wife of male member
(Huliselan 1990b:8).
63 Ekris (1864) defined luma tau as a house where members eat together from a pot, while Stresemann
(1918) defined tau as contents, therefore luma tau means the contents of a house, the people (in
Manusama 1977:23, cited by Huliselan and Norimarna 1982:85-86).
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Firstly, in Lease (Saparua, Haruku, Nusalaut) the term tau means sempe, a cooking
pot made of clay that is used to cook and serve papeda, sago jelly, as the main food.
This gives meaning to a group of people who not only live together in one house,
but are also tied as a group who eat together. Eating together from one source shows
a kinship unit64. Related to this analysis, in Nolloth, a luma tau that has no kinship
relation with other luma tau is called pung tumang sandiri [AM] (has its own food
source) or jaga piring sandiri (lit, guard its food plate itself, has its own plate).
Secondly, tau means people, indicating the group of people who form a luma tau.
The third interpretation of luma tau is in the context of bride-giving and receiving
groups, the word tau is associated with the word tauli, the bride-giving group.
A luma tau is generally considered an exogamous kin group 6 . There is also
a marriage taboo between certain luma tau. If this taboo is breached, it is believed
that the violators will face bad luck, such as disease, accident, or unhappiness.
However, certain luma tau can marry all other luma tau as is found in Nolloth
(Huliselan 1990b:8). This kind of luma tau is called pung turnang sandiri orjaga
turnang sandiri as mentioned in the previous paragraph. They have no tuang karja
(lit, master of work, the host). A tuang karja is a luma tau that has kinship relations
with other luma tau, between which there are marriage taboos. The tuang karja has
the task as the host, to lead and arrange rituals for related luma tau when they hold
events such as building a rurna tua66 .
When discussing luma tau, we must also talk about farn (taken from the
Dutch word, farnilie naarn, family name). Huliselan (1990b:10-11) maintains that
luma tau cannot be separated from fam. Practically, in everyday speech, luma tau
and fam are interchangeable, however, in fact, they are two sides of a coin of the
same descent group. Luma tau represents a sacred or secret part, using a secret
name ('inner name') that can only be mentioned in an adat ritual67, whilefarn is the
non-sacred or non-secret part using an 'outer name' that can be known by other
people (outsider).

Earn is carried in everyday life, including for government

As a household is defined by the presence of a kitchen.
However, in some Central Maluku societies, marriage may be permitted within this sociaJ group.
For example parallel cousin marriage among the Muslims on Garogos of the southeast Seram
archipelago (see Soselisa 1995).
Tuang karja in Buano is known as tauli. This shows the early ties of kinship relations between
luma tau in the form of wife-giving and receiving.
Not only a clan has an 'inner name', a village or a baileo also has the name.
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registers, population lists, in school, or in religious organisations. For example, the
luma tau name of fam Huliselan is Kulepu. Kulepu is only mentioned in rituals. So,
luma tau and fam refer to the same group.
Furthermore, in associating luma tau with the word tauli as mentioned
previously, Huliselan (1990b:11) presumes that the secret part (luma tau) is the
bride-giving group, that has higher status than bride-receivers and is respected, while
the non-secret part (fam) is the bride-receiving group. In this context, luma tau
contains female characteristics and fam has the characteristics of male. The male
part (Jam) is more 'free' in making contact with the 'outside world', including with
the Dutch colonial government. In the registration, division and control over dati
land (certain land property created by the colonial government, see section 2.8.),fam
was used to identify the groups. Customary identification is still held by luma tau as
it related to ancestor's identity.
As the 'inner name' is considered to be associated with sacred and secret
matters, villagers do not like to reveal it to outsiders, especially strangers, as it was
believed that people could use this 'inner name' to bring bad luck to the owner
through, for example, black magic practices. Because the name is not very often
mentioned and some elders feel no need to tell their young people of it, some
members of the younger generation, especially those who grow up in the cities, have
no knowledge about their luma tau (inner) names.
Every luma tau has its own clan house. In many Central Maluku villages,
especially in Ambon and Lease, the luma tau house is called ruma tua (lit, old
house). The ruma tua was related to the main ancestors of the luma tau who built
the house and lived there. In this house the ancestral regeneration, power, spirit, and
unity in the luma tau has been built through rituals (Huliselan 1990b:11)68. The
ruma tua is occupied by the head of the luma tau (usually the oldest respected male
member of the clan, chosen by the luma tau members). The head's function was to
maintain the customs of the luma tau, and manage the clan's land. As it grows, a
68

Related to this, Huliselan (1990b:11) mentioned an example in the ritual of baileo (community
house) restoration, in which the pole that symbolises luma tau (ancestors and its members) is replaced
through a 'regeneration process'. The old pole is burned at the ruma tua and its ash is returned to the
earth. The replacement of the pole not only brings out the new generations with the new energy, but
at the same time acknowledges the relations with the previous generations and makes a statement of
the unity of new generations and the ancestors in the luma tau through the new pole (Huliselan
1990a:34).
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luma tau may divide into separate branches, each with its own ruma tua (see
Huiiselan 1990b). Although members of a luma tau may disperse residentially to
other villages, however, a luma tau is usually localized in a village that is considered
as the 'origin' of the group, where they own land. Generally in Central Maluku,
several luma tau form a soa, a more territorial -based unit (see next section). A
village domain was originally divided into soa areas, and within each soa, the land
was divided among the clans.

2.7. Negeri
Traditionally, the village (negeri, kampung) structure was based on
genealogical, territorial, and religious ties. Because of the great influence of the
1
19th Century on the local
European colonialist government from the 16 to the
customary system, it is difficult to be sure about the earlier native system. However,
an early structure of traditional society in Central Maluku may be derived --mostly
from information of the areas of Ambon, Lease and western Seram-- as follows
(Holleman 1923; Jansen 1933b; Huliselan & Norimarna 1982; Leirissa et al. 1982;
Knaap 1987; Huliselan 1990b).
The basic societal group was the luma tau (clan) as described above.
Members of the luma tau who were divided into several families, lived in a territory
called uku. The uku was the smallest territorial unit of settlement. Also territorially,
several luma tau might join into an uku. For example, when the village of Nolloth in
Saparua Island was still in its mountain site, it consisted of two uku: uku lua and uku
i/ma. Uku iva was made up of two luma tau, Lewaka and Lekutu, and uku lima by
five luma tau: Kulepu, Suwela, Luthatu, Matatula, and Selana (Huliselan 1990b:5)69.
Several uku united to form an uli. A territorial group, that consisted of several luma
tau might develop to be an aman or a hena, a bigger territorial group, which was an

Another village social organization term was teun, referring to those genealogically related to an
ancestral origin place. In a village, a luma tau can have a particular teun or several luma tau can
share the same teun name, as can luma tau from different villages. Although people from the same
teun are not bound by territory and patrilineal geneaology or kinship, teun is important in giving their
identity in terms of address as is found in Lease Islands. In this term of address, teun shows a
bilateral system in which a person is identified both patrilineally and matrilineally. For example, a
boy whose father's luma tau 's teun is se/a and whose mother's is tuni, is addressed as bapasela
maratuni (bapa for a male, se/a is his father's teun, mara points to mother's side, tuni is mother's
teun). If a girl: inasela maratuni (ma = female). In everyday life, a person was never addressed with
both parents' teun. It was enough with the father's teun only, e.g. bapasela (for a boy) or inasela for
a girl (see Huliselan 1990b:9-I0).
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earlier term for village, negeri. Another possible reconstruction is that several uku
formed an aman or hena.
Several aman or hena then formed an uli, for example, uli Hatuhaha in
Haruku Island and uli Hitu in Ambon. Cosmologically, uniting into an uli was
characterised by number and its members were positioned into a classification
system of opposition and balance or in the form of human body based on dualism
and its development (see Jansen 1933a). For example, there were uli teru (group of
three), uli lima (group of five), uli hitu (group of seven), and uli siwa (group of
nine)70.
Most of these processes happened in early times when villages were first
built on mountain sites for defensive reasons. In the 17t1i Century, for the success of
the VOC government policies, most mountain populations were moved to the coast,
where they built new settlements. This program, started under the VOC Governors
Demmer and de Vlaming van Oudshoorn in the 1640s, was mostly undertaken in
Ambon and Lease. During the 19th Century (continued to the 20th Century, still
under the Dutch), a similar program was undertaken in Seram (Leirissa et al.
1982:3)'.
In the new coastal sites, another term, soa, was introduced to name a unity of
several luma tau, thus modifying the earlier system of uku72. It was thought that the
term soa emerged during Dutch times, probably using a north Maluku term (see e.g.,
Jacobs [Galvao] 1971:105).

An Indonesian-Malukan historian, Manusama,

maintained that soa were created by the Dutch in order to control the members of
luma tau for hongi expeditions and for controlling the clove groves of luma tau
(Cooley 1987:102). In fact, the village (negeri) system began to be created by the
Dutch from the forced movement of the population in the 17th Century. The term
negeri replaced the term aman and hena. These changes in indigenous government,
settlement systems and structure gradually occurred, mostly for the benefit of the
70

The ulilima and ulisiwa, as described earlier, developed more as a political confederacy than just
socio-cultural classification.
71
Through 'pimishment expedition' (straf expedities) mountain villages were destroyed, which
exacerbates the difficulty in tracking earlier social systems (Duyvendak 1926).
72
Soa was also introduced to the inland villages, as well as other social political hierarchy system.
However, while uku might be more genealogically-territorially based, soa was more territorially
based in its formation. Another local term recognised in western Seram that was replaced by soa is
nuru (see Duyvendak 1926, taken from Stresemann 1918 and Riedel 1886). The term nuru is still
recognised, for example, in Buano Utara.
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Dutch. During the

19" Century,

the government system of negeri in Central Maluku

was defined by statute, initially issued in 1818, completed in 1824 (Leirissa et at.
1982:1). This rule defined the rights and obligations of the negeri leaders and their
people in relation to the Dutch government. Under the Dutch, new hierarchical titles
for village leaders were also given, including raja, pati, orang kaya, defined through
government letters73.
In regulating the village government and the forced relocation, the colonial
government also merged the independent and autonomous villages, causing some to
become subordinate to others, distracting and altering the existing social and cultural
systems of those villages74.
Later under Indonesian government, the village government system was
adapted into the national uniform system by the state regulation of UU No.5/1979,
in which, yet again, new titles of village leaders were created and villages merged. I
will deal with this 1979 regulation, which further diminished the traditional system,
in Chapter 4.
What this discussion shows is that the 'traditional' territorial and social
organization of Central Maluku village communities was actually the outcome of a
long process of colonial influence and policy on the native system. The structures of
village society which are now thought of as 'traditional' are in part constructs of the
colonial past.

2.8. Village Land Classification
Current land-use statistics for the Maluku region show that 82.9% (64,674
km2) is lowland and montane forest, while the rest 17.1% (or 13,316 km2) is
secondary vegetation from shifting agriculture or lifestock grazing. The latter is
classified into bushlscrub (3194 km2 or 4.1%), grassland (2688km2 or 3.5%),
obvious shifting cultivation (2164 km2 or 2.8%), permanent upland dryland
13

The leaders' titles given by the Dutch government for a village could be changed from one to
another. For example, the leaders of Wahainama Potoa community in north Seram experienced three
different titles in their leadership history under the Dutch: Raja (1894-1905), Orang Kaya (19051929), and Pati (1929-1939). The title raja was given to the leader who successfully fulfilled the
Dutch interests, pati if only moderately successful, and orang kaya for those who failed to satisfy the
Dutch (Universitas Pattimura 1996:43-44; see also Ellen 1997a).
74
Of course not all the efforts of the colonial government were completely successful. Two different
independent communities might try hard to resist such a merger (see e.g., Universitas Pattimura
1996:39).
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cultivation (488 km2 or 0.6%), permanent irrigated or rain-fed rice (178 km2 or
0.2%), tree-crop estates (183 km2 or 0.2%), water (341 km2 or 0.4%), unvegetated
land (188 km2 or 0.2%), settlement (21 km2 or 0.1%) and other 3871 km2 or 5.0%
(Monk et al. 1997:602). From these figures, it is clear that shifting cultivation is the
most important form of agriculture in terms of area cultivated, and typifies the area.
Thus, management of land and vegetation is an important issue in Central Maluku.
Each customary village in Maluku has its own domain (petuanan), the
borders of which are usually delineated by natural features, such as a cape, stone or
tree. I agree with Huliselan and Norimarna (1982:25) who presume that a domain
originally was both owned and managed comunally by an uku, and that individual
ownership was not yet recognised. However, during the development of Central
Maluku villages, the domain generally comprises several kinds of customary land,
known as tanah negeri, tanah soa, tanah dati, and tanah pusaka. To some extent
the customary and historical classification of the land is related more to the rights
over the plantations cultivated on it than to the land itself (see the explanation below
on tanah dati and dusun dati, tanah pusaka and dusun pusaka).
As discussed in Chapter 4, the current institutional or formal practices
suggest the influence of the state over land tenure, even on local level agriculture
through village government control. However, in many customary villages in
Central Maluku, land tenure based on adat or other later arrangements, especially
under the Dutch colonial government, is still applied, acknowledged and referred to
by the community in general.

Tanah negeri
Tanah negeri (village land) is communally owned and controlled by the
village government. The tanah negeri includes tanah ewang and dusun negeri.
Tanah ewang (forest land) can be 'primary forest', not yet exploited, or a mature
forest with limited extraction, such as for taking timber if needed to build a
community building (e.g. baileo). Most tanah negeri is 'unexploited land' which is
located in a valley or mountainous area far away from the settlement, making it
difficult to be reached and exploited. Villagers can open a garden in tanah negeri by
asking permission from the village government.
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Some parts of tanah negeri are communally cultivated or maintained and
controlled by villagers because they contain some productive plants, such as rattan,
resin, durian, coconut, sago, or mayang palm [Arenga pinnata]. This type of land is
called dusun negeri (village tree garden). Usually the dusun negeri is available for
rent from the village government to anybody who wants to harvest its plants. The
procedure to obtain this right is usually through lelang negeri (village auction). The
income from the rent goes to kas negeri (lit, village cupboard), to be used for the
benefit of the village as a whole.
A parcel of tanah negeri can also be granted by the village government to a
person or family to be cultivated, while the property rights over the land are still
held by the village7 . After some years of use, the village government may transfer
the rights of ownership to the user if he shows responsibility as a villager and loyalty
to the village.

Tanah soa
Tanah soa is owned by a soa, which consist of one or more clans or subclans (luma taulmata ruma). Evidence from Buano shows that in the past the village
domain was divided among the soa. For example, the domain of Buano Selatan
village was divided into four for each of its soa (Soa Sinohi, Hatuputi, Sea, and
Sulupatan). Each soa then divided its land among its own clans (luma tau), while
the rest remained as ewang soa (soa forest), which usually consisted of trees or
forest.

Tanah dati
Tanah dati is managed and controlled by a clan or sub clan (luma tau/mata
ruma). The terms tanah dati and dusun dati are commonly known in the area of
Ambon and Lease Islands; and were created as a combination of customary laws and
enacted colonial rules.
According to Cooley (1987:164), many sources agree that tanah dati or
171h Century when the Dutch colonial
dusun dati was created in the beginning of the
government needed oarsmen for their boats (kora-kora) to use in hongi tochten or
The parcel can consist of land owned by clans who no longer exist in the village because they have
moved away or have no inheritors left; so that their land has been returned to communal village
ownership. As such it may be known as dati linyap (see section on tanah dati).
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hongi expeditions. It was also developed for resettlement programs from mountain
to coastal areas (see e.g., Valentijn 1724; Riedel 1886; Holleman 1923; Knaap
1987). Hongi tochten were expeditions in Central Maluku and North Maluku (and
as far as the coast of Irian) to destroy clove and nutmeg trees owned by villagers.
This policy was implemented by the Dutch VOC, and also by the sultanates of north
Maluku under a forced agreement with the Dutch, to control the market price of the
spices. At the same time they provided punishment to Malukans who rebelled
against the VOC's monopoly system and became involved with other outside spice
traders (see Chapter 3). It was obligatory for each household or clan to send its
physically strong male members for this duty. As part of this obligation they had to
form a dati, which was defined by Holleman (1923) as a unit for compulsory work 76.
In return, the clan received a piece of land as compensation. The lands usually
consisted of some sago palm forest that could be harvested by the family or clan
whose male members were absent from the village because of their hongi duty.
With productive plants on it, the land was then called dusun dati. People who
already owned lands had to plant and grow spices on part of their land for the Dutch.
The land given as compensation was that taken by the Dutch from the groups
of villagers as owners77. Derived from Riedel's definition of dati (Riedel
1886:44)78, Huliselan and Norimarna (1982:33) posit that dati was a parcel of land
that had been separated from other lands in the petuanan, to be given to individual
owners. Thus dati land was removed from communal management and control by
uku, and was given to certain uku members.
Therefore, a dati group might receive its own land previously comandeered
by the Dutch. Thereby original owners were allowed to live on their own land by
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The precise meaning of dati in local languages is unclear. However, it derives from the description
of dati work, and several Dutch authors construct somewhat similar definitions of dati (see e.g.,
Valentijn 1724; Riedel 1886; Paulus 1917; Holleman 1923). Valentijn (1724:184) defined dati as a
duty, whereby during hongi expedition periods, every household was obligated to provide the VOC
with one male for about one month to do hongi duty at their own expense and without payment. An
Adatrechbundels volume 24 (Effendy 1987:116) defines dati as a kind of tax, duty or obligation, in
which people must contribute either agricultural products, money or work. Among Central Malukan
communities, the term badati is used in the sense of social obligation or responsibility to kin or
community. It may be used for mutual work or mutual contribution (money/materials/energy)
towards a responsibility or obligation, such as paying bride-wealth, or in building community/public
buildings or village events (see Effendy 1987:116).
77
The Dutch took the lands and redistributed them among the inhabitants (Riedel 1886:44).
78 Riedel (1886:44) defines dati as parcels of lands that were distributed to those who were able to
work hard, or to heads of households with the hongi obligations.
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the colonial government together with some obligations and rights on it. As a
'repayment' for being allowed to live on their own land, they were obligated to plant
specific amounts of cloves as prescribed by the Dutch, on their land, or part of it.
Also, they were be required to work for the Dutch and their leaders for 72 to 182
days a year without payment (Riedel 1886). So they became slaves, working on
their own land, mostly for the colonial government interest80. This was why a dati
head was called a slave of dati (budak dati) by the Dutch (Riedel 1886). Among his
members, he was called kepala dati (head of dati). As discussed in an earlier
section, dati obligations were hard and not looked on with favour by dati members,
with the result that many people migrated to other villages or towns to avoid the
burden.
Dati land deserted by its members was taken back by the colonial
government or the community leaders to give to a new group of dati. Also if dati
members did not fulfil their obligations of forced work, the leaders of the
community could take the land from them (Riedel 1886:45). A dati could also lose
its owners when there were no male members left within the dati, or the village, to
manage the dati work. A dati that lost its owners was called dati linyap or dati
lenyap (lit, disappeared dati).
If there was a dati linyap, the land and the dusun of the dati returned to
village rights. A village then had the right to give or divide dusun dati or dati linyap
to certain villagers, as a new dati appointed by the saniri negeri (village council).
This arrangement reinforces the earlier concept of communal ownership over the
land. Through the dati system, a clan or sub-clan could have rights over lands or

The main dati work was rowing for hongi expeditions and kuarto work (kerja kuarto). Kuarto
work (hofdients), already established before colonial times, was villagers' (ana negeri) obligatory
work without payment for their leaders (latu), their households, presumably also other main
community leaders, or for the community. This could include house or garden work for the leaders,
harvesting cloves in season, catching fish or working in their sero (fishing trap), preparing arumbai
(boat) or other sea transportation for the leader and sailing with him, for example when he had to go
to Ambon. The work was done in a schedule among the villagers. Kuarto work for community
benefits were building and maintaining public buildings, such as mosque, church, baileo, schools,
and teachers' houses, building roads or bridges, cleaning rivers and waterworks (Effendy 1987:121122; Huliselan and Norimarna 1982:31). Kuarto work could be avoided on payment of a fine (5
gulden). Alternatively, a villager could give the leaders the rights to 'eat' the harvest of his dati
dusun during his scheduled kuarto period. Other forms of dati were herendienst (also called kerja
trop), which included work in the fort town (Ambon), building, maintaining or guarding forts or spice
stores outside Ambon, guarding government ships and boats during loading and unloading, or courier
work (see Effendy 1987:121-124).
°
As it was compulsory, people who refused would face sanctions (Riedel 1886:38).
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dusun in a village domain, under village control. Technically, a tanah dati was
owned by the village as part of the petuanan, and a clan or sub clan as a dati unit
owned dusun dati, the plants (perennial crops) on the land. So, in this case, a clan or
sub clan held hakpakai (use rights) over the land.
However, the clan or sub-clan was the unit which had control over the tanah

dati or dusun dati. The organisation consisted of kepala dati (head of dati) and its
(male) members, called ana-ana dati (sons of dati). The original kepala dati was
elected by ana-ana dati and his oldest son usually inherited the position, as the
person who knew the history of the clan land81. When the kepala dati died, his son
would be elected to replace him. If he did not have a son or his sons for various
reasons failed to meet the conditions to be head of dati, his brother or closest adult
male kin within the dati could be elected instead. Alternatively, if the male
members were not yet adult, an adult unmarried female could be appointed to hold
the position in the meantime (Huliselan and Norimarna 1982:32; Effendy 1987:130).
The kepala dati' s main tasks were to arrange his members for dati duties and
the use and harvest of dusun dati by its members 82. All members, both males and
unmarried females, had rights to makan dati (lit, eat dati, eat from the dati). All
could obtain income from the mutually managed and worked dusun dati. With the
history of the creation and the nature of the dati land, which is not individually
owned but owned and arranged communally, the tanah dati or dusun dati cannot be
sold.
Membership in a dati was not automatically based on the dati in which one
was born, but varied according to situation. A woman who married lost her rights
(to 'eat') in her original dati and then belonged to her husband's dati. Theoretically,
a person only can 'eat' from one dati. A male child might not belong patrilineally to
his father's dati, but belong to his mother's dati, because his mother's clan lacked
male members 83. His adoption into his mother's clan (pikolfam or masufam mama
[AM]), and use of his mother's family name was for continuity of clan descent. The
81

Under the Dutch colonial government, the head of dati was approved by a Dutch officer (Asisten
Residen).
82
Harvest of dusun dati products might be allocated by number of days (e.g. collecting durian fruits)
or by season (e.g. coconut and cloves). Alternatively, it may be by year, which in Rumahtiga was
called makan taong (makan = eat; taong = year), and usually related to seasonal fruit, such as durian
(Huliselan and Norimarna 1983:145).
In practice, however, the child, or adopted child, might receive also a share from his original (his
father's) dati.
'
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right to be a dati member was also obtained by a foster child (ana arken) over his
foster father's dati. This adoption was usually also for continuity of clan descent.
All the dati lands (dati dusuns) were registered by the colonial government
under the name of the dusun and the kepala dati. The register for Ambon Island was
started by the British government in 1814, and in 1823 the Dutch continued this
register for the Lease Islands (Haruku, Saparua and Nusalaut). The register was also
used as a base for tax regulation. Most villages in Ambon and Lease still keep their
registered dati documents, which are usually held by the kepala dati.

These

documents are now one of the main sources for solving land disputes.
Registered dati lands may not be found outside Ambon and Lease. However,
some sources proved (e.g., Valentijn 1724; Knaap 1987) that dati groups had existed
beyond Ambon and Lease. Knaap (1987:153) provides the number of dati related to
the number of oarsmen for hongi duty from part of western Seram, Burn, Buano,
Manipa, and Ambalau. Nevertheless, based on the history of dati law that was
created when the VOC targeted its hongi tochten on the people in Hoamoal
Peninsula in Western Seram, it is presumed that the dati groups in those places were
established later compared to those in Ambon and Lease Islands, at least after the
Hoamoal war (1651-1656) when the Dutch finally controlled the area. The list of
numbers of the dati groups from those places presented by Knaap is for the year
1672-73. The term dati that also recognised by other Seram communities as
applying to certain of their land and groves, might not based on the dati duty in the
past, but presumably was introduced by the Dutch for the reason of uniformity and
taxation for the benefit of the colonial government84.
Buano villages located off western Seram had no historical experience of dati
registration85. The terms tanah dati or dusun dati is commonly used among the
Buano people interchangeable for soa land. In a later case study (see Chapter 4),
dati linyap of a clan (luma tau) in Buano is taken back by, or returned to the soa, to
which the clan belongs. This again demonstrates the earlier concept when land was

84

Related to this, Effendy (1987:120) argues that the relation between the rights for dusun dati and
the compensation for hongi duties prevailed also in Seram and other parts beyond Ambon and Lease
Islands.
85
However, as Knaap (1987:153,283) recorded, Buano [Buano Serani] had dati groups established to
fulfill duties for hongi expeditions in the 1670s.
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communally owned by uku as a unit. Soa is a later concept introduced to replace the
uku.
Because a clan or sub clan managed dati duty in the past, this in turn caused
an overlapping of terms, since people talked about dati as a work group unit86, a
piece of land or dusun, or as a genealogical group such as a clan or sub-clan (a luma
tau or a part of luma tau). Using the term dati for a luma tau or a branch of luma
tau can be understood when one looks at how a dati group may be formed. A kin
group formed for dati duty might be a luma tau or a household as a part of a luma
tau. Valentijn's (1724:184) definition states that households as a group provided
their strong male members for dati duty. A dati may also have been, firstly a luma
tau, then a household when part of the group broke away to form a separate dati, or
to receive a dati 1inyap87 . By village government (pemerentah negeri), a dati linyap
can be divided between more than one clan or sub-clan88.

Tanah pusaka
Tanah pusaka is owned by a family. Within tanah pusaka, in fact, is located
dusun pusaka (an heirloom tree garden) that is bequeathed to all children, sons and
daughters of the family, jointly owned. As a dusun, perennial crops are cultivated
on this parcel of land. A person may obtain a dusun pusaka in different ways
(Cooley 1987; Effendy 1987):
by opening and cultivating a piece of village land (in the form of ewang, forest)
with the permission of the village government. This cultivation is started with an
annual crop (kabong, garden), and continued with a perennial crop (dusun). When
the owner died, and he had heirs to inherit it, the dusun then became dusun pusaka
(inherited dusun).
by gift: (1) at marriage a father might present his daughter with a piece of dusun,
called dusun atitin(g) (atiting

=

a container for garden harvest). This dusun was a

symbol of a father's work to secure the welfare of his daughter and her family.

86

Dati is no longer used or referred to as a work group unit with dati duties as in the Dutch period.
van Vollenhoven (193 1:403) maintains that dati in Ambon are separate kin branches, each with its
own genealogical head (kepala dati).
88
In the past, it was policy to maintain the number of dati of a village in relation to the contribution
of male members for hongi and other duties. For this reason also, the village government formed
new dati by giving the people village gardens (dusun negeri) to be formed as dusun dati. Those dati
initially created and listed in the 1814 and 1823 dati registers are known as dati asal (original dati).

87
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Later, if the dusun was inherited by her children, it became a dusun pusaka. (2) a
person gave a part of his dusun pusaka to somebody for his services or to redeem a
debt. This was called dusun pengasihan (giving or grant landldusun). This again
could become dusun pusaka through inheritance.
c) by purchase, called dusun babaliang (purchasing dusun).
In a dusun pusaka, a family (as ana-ana pusaka, lit, heirloom children) could
open its own garden for its own benefit, with the permission of the kepala pusaka
(head of heirloom). In this case, the family obtains user rights for making a garden,
while the land (dusun) as a whole was still the property of the kinship unit89.
As mentioned earlier, classification of land and the rights over it overlap as
property objects, between the land and the dusun located on the land. In fact, the
group owners (villagers) do not own the land but the plants on the dusun. The land
is owned by the village. This can be shown by the fact that if a dusun dati loses its
owner (dati lenyap), the land and the plantations on it will automatically return to
the village and be controlled by the village council. The creation of new dati with
its dusun comes about through the permission of saniri negeri (village council). The
'property' rights of the people (over the land) become stronger when the village
allows the dusun owners to hold the rights for generations (such as with the pusaka
rights). This situation could also be thought of as a bundle of rights to the same land
and plants: primary and residual rights.
At least three forms of legal status of property objects and the rights to them
can be found: milik rights (property rights), pusaka rights (heirloom rights), and dati
rights (see von Benda-Beckmann and Taale 1996).

2.9. Village Settlement and Access to Resources
In relation to access to resources, there are at least three types of Central
Malukan village, identified by location and/or main economic activities. These are
highland/inland, coastal, and small-island villages.

89

In Ambon and Lease Islands, there is also recognised dusun pusaka dati (Effendy 1987:144). The
dusun pusaka dati is a dusun cultivated personally by a dati member on a dusun dati and dati land.
The plants now cultivated may intermingle with those derived from those of the original dati group.
The dati still has its rights over the land, but the plants become the property of the cultivator, and may
be inherited by his decendants (become pusaka).
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Highland or inland villages are generally located in the mountainous interior
of the big islands of Seram and Buru90. A highland village is characterised by its
remoteness, isolation and low population numbers of wholely indigenous people.
Livelihood includes subsistence slash and burn agriculture for food crops such as
yam, taro, cassava, corn, banana, and peanuts. There are also cashcrops and
seasonal trees, such as cloves, coconut, coffee, durian and canari nuts. Hunting and
trapping are designed to meet subsistence needs91, such as for wild boar, deer,
kuskus, bat, cassowary, various birds and fresh water fish. People collect rattan,
damar (Shorea sp.)92, forest foods, fruits and nuts, as well as plant medicines and
honey. Sago is one of the main staples for carbohydrate. Different examples of this
type of village include Huaulu in north Seram (Valeri 1999), highland villages in
central Seram (Badcock et al. 1996), Wemale villages of Abio and Ahiolo (Grzimek
1991), Alune villages in west Seram (Boulan-Smit 1998; Wolff and Florey 1998;
Healey, Florey & Wolff 1999), interior Burn villages (Huliselan 1988/89; Grimes
1993; 1996).
Coastal villages are the most numerous. They are located in both larger
islands, such as Seram and Burn, as well as smaller islands, such as Gorom,
Saparua, Haruku, Nusalaut, and Ambon. They are more densely populated than
highland villages. Most coastal villages with indigenous inhabitants were moved
down from their original sites in the mountains by the Dutch colonialists in order to
gain control over the locals, some during the 171h Century and some later in the 191h
Century to the beginning of the 201h Century 93. This process continued into the late
201h

90

Century with the Indonesian government's program to resettle several villages

However, Ambon, a smaller island has several mountain villages located in Leitimor Peninsula.
They are much less remote that those in Seram and Buru, being closer to central government and
economic activities, with more access to the outside world. One such example is Soya Atas (see
Pariela 1995).
91
Most is for household consumption; but dried meat of deer, wild pig and cassowary may be used
for exchange, while some bird species are for outside demand, such as nuri kapala itam [Lorius
domicellus], kastuni raja [Alisterus amboinesis], porcici merah [Eos bornea], and kakatua [Cacatua
moluccensis].
92
Also gaharu eaglewood [Aquilaria moluccensis] which some highland villagers in north Seram
began in 1994 to extract for cash in response to outside demand for the wood (Badcock et al. 1996).
93
Besides forced relocation by the government, however, all Central Malukan villages have in their
folklore the history of one or more settlement movements for various reasons. These include natural
disasters, disease, security, resolution of conflict within the village, seeking better environment and
resources, expansion, or guarding the domain.
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of indigenous people to support government development projects94. The economic
activities of indigenous coastal villages involve two important environmental
elements in the region, land (forest) and sea. Although the forest is cleared for
agriculture, using slash and burn technique in order to plant root crops, vegetables,
fruit trees, and cash crops, such as clove, coconut, cacao, and coffee, the forest is
still needed for wild forest products and for hunting game, such as wild boar, deer,
and kuskus. Sago palm forest provides staple food. Fishing is done seasonally,
depending on the weather and season for certain fish. Livestock, such as cattle, is
also part of economic activities, mostly for cash, while chickens are raised for both
exchange and subsistence consumption. Although located near or along the beach
where the people have regular contact with the sea in everyday activity, land
orientation of coastal villages is more dominant than sea orientation because of their
historical origins from the interior. Indeed, some of them still have a very strong
'interior orientation', such as coastal Nuaulu villages in south-central Seram (Ellen
1978; 1994) or coastal Huaulu settlement of Alakamat in north-central Seram
(Valeri 1990). They have a more terrestrial-based economy. Inhabitants generally
claim their main occupation to be farming. In the history of most Central Maluku
villages, both subsistence and long-term cash commodities are provided from
agricultural activities.

However, the sea contributes an important part in

complementing the diversity of economic activities, by providing essential food
from the sea95. The sea is a part of the land-sea dualistic way of thinking by which
people view their world. Examples of this type of village include Allang in Ambon
(Cooley 1967), Nuaulu villages on central south coast of Seram (Ellen 1978 and
additional publications), Hila in Ambon (von Benda-Beckmann & Taale 1996;
Brouwer 1996; 1998).
The last type of Central Malukan villages is the very small-island village, of
which there are only a few. They are characteristically located on tiny coral and
94

A specific, mostly temporary, movement of some inland villages occurred around the 1950s in
relation to the RMS separatist movement against the new Indonesian state. Villagers were drawn into
both sides of the conflict, through contact with either guerillas seeking food and shelter or Indonesian
troops who demanded that villagers not support the guerillas. So, to avoid trouble for themselves,
they abandoned their villages, moving to other sites, on the coast or within the interior. Those who
moved down to the coast tended to return inland after some years (see e.g. Universitas Pattimura
1996; Wolff and Florey 1998).
Fishing is generally seen more as a recreational activity than vocational, except for those coastal
villages that define themselves as fishing villages (see Latinis 1999). Nevertheless, fish is an
important side dish in Malukans' diet.
95
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sandy islands without forest or land for agriculture. Island size is not more than
42

With limited access to agricultural land and surrounded by sea, the

inhabitants mostly engage in fishing. Beyond marine products, their daily
necessities are obtained from bigger islands close to them, through exchange
systems. These communities are not self-sufficient, not being able to produce all the
food they require without exchange. Such villages can be found adjacent to Seram,
as in the southeast archipelago. Soselisa (1995) describes one example of this type
of community.
Beside these three types of villages, there are also villages in Ambon Island,
located very close to the centre of the town, which are in some sense part of the city
because of their proximity to it. In some of these villages, although their status is
still that of customary-based villages (negeri adat), the population structure has
already become mixed with a significant number and variety of incomers. A
significant percentage of their inhabitants engage in work outside agriculture or
fishing, for instance, different types of salaried jobs (especially as government
servants), and their adat nuances are sometimes considered low. Examples of this
type of village are Batu Merah, Passo, Amahusu, and Rumahtiga. Studies of
Rumahtiga (Huliselan & Norimarna 1982), and Soya Atas and its hamlet (Pariela
1995) give further examples.
Included in the domain of Central Malukan villages, there are incomer
settlements or villages. Incomer settlers from other parts of Maluku, such as
southeast Maluku, or other parts of Indonesia, e.g. Butonese from southeast
Sulawesi, usually form their own settlements, administratively placed under the
local villages. Incomer villages are mostly located in coastal areas, although one or
two of them are in small islands, such as in the tiny coral island of Osi in west
Seram whose inhabitants are Butonese (see e.g., Soselisa et al. 1999). The
incomers' economic activities include agriculture and fishing. Another type of
incomer village is the transmigration village whose inhabitants are predominantly
Javanese transmigrants. Their main economic activity is irrigated wet rice farming.
However, they may also have other agriculture, such as vegetables and fruit trees or
livestock. Some of them work outside agriculture as skilled labourers, traders, and
factory labourers. These can be found in the larger islands of Seram and Buru. One

88

example of a Javanese transmigrant village is Waihatu in west Seram (Goss &
Leinbach 1996; Girsang 1996).
Although some ethnic groups dominate certain kinds of economic activities,
as mentioned in the previous section, the locals and incomers may compete for
scarce resources in general. The choice of place or engagement in certain fields of
activity, especially for incomers, is one strategy to avoid competition with locals for
local resources. For example, most Butonese groups choose to stay in lands, sites,
parts of islands, or small islands that are unfavourable for, or neglected by, the
locals. Some of them are engaged in full-time fishing, in contrast to most
indigenous Central Malukan groups who only fish seasonally. Incomers will also
fish for marine products that are not familiar to most of the locals, such as shark
hunting or collecting sea cucumber. Alternatively, they may catch fish using
techniques uncommon to the locals, such as using dynamite, in order to obtain
quickly large catches for cash96. However, the Butonese may also be found close to
cities or town centres, such as in Ambon, occupying and working land in the domain
of local villages (see e.g. Pariela 1995; von Benda-Beckmann and Taale 1996; F &
K von Benda-Beckmann 1998). Usually, in the beginning, the Butonese came as a
small group and asked permission from the village leader or land-owners to use
parcels of land that were not occupied or used by local people or the owners. The
use of land could be through leasing, a harvest distribution system or purchase.
After they received permission, they usually used the land for residency and
agriculture activities.
With competition for resources, the different groups of locals and incomers
may learn from each other's techniques and include them into their own technology
and activities. For example, shark nets were introduced to Garogos fishers in
southeast Seram from Butonese fishers who did shark hunting in East Seram waters
(Soselisa 1995). The Javanese transmigrants in West Seram and some Butonese
groups in Hoamoal Peninsula of West Seram have produced and consumed sago
flour like the locals, and some sell it to the locals. Conversely, a few West Seram
slash-and-burn cultivators have learned from their neighbouring Javanese
transmigrants how to make irrigation paddy fields. In 1995, there were five
households of the local Alune village of Lohiatala in West Seram who worked on
96

Although a few local people have also adopted this technique.
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their own irrigated paddy field. Possibly one may argue that this an insignificant
number considering the 20 years of interaction with neighbouring transmigrant
villagers97 (see Girsang 1996).
Among local villages in Central Maluku, there were certain local systems
and mechanisms, which related to resource use and management. Central Malukan
villages, especially those in Seram, Lease Islands and Ambon, were involved in pela
alliances between villages established for economic, social and political reasons (see
Bartels 1977; Lokollo et al. 1997). These alliances were historically established
before and during the colonial times, one or two in the early Indonesian state, and
before and after the introduction of new religions. They were established in
different categories98 and involved villages from the same and different islands as
well as the same and different faiths.
Pela, an inter-village pact, could function as a mechanism for resource use
management. One reason for establishing pela relations was related to food
security99. For example, one village helped another village facing a natural disaster,
which caused lack of food, or a village initiated a pact to gain access to the source of
food (see Bartels 1977:140-147 who provides examples of this case)'°°. In the
practice of pela relations previously, members of a village when visiting their pela
partner's village were welcome to take agricultural products owned by that partner,
even without permission. Members of partner villages would not prohibit mutual
and reciprocal taking of resources since it was believed such prohibition would bring
bad luck. In this sense, pela may conform to the important principle of exchange

97

It started when a Waihatu transmigrant sold his paddy field to the village leader of Lohiatala who
was a retired army officer from Java. First the paddy field was given to the Waihatu transmigrant to
work, but after the leader learnt how to do it, he managed the field by himself (Girsang 1996:116).
98
Bartels (1977) mentioned, there are variations on the Ambonese classification of pela categories.
Some categories were based on the events which caused the decision to establish the pela pacts, other
were derived from the way the ceremony was done to seal the alliance.
99 Citing Bartels (1977:29), "The main ideas underlying pela are that: (a) villages in a pela
relationship assist each other in times of crisis (natural disasters, war, etc); (b) if requested, one
partner village has to assist the other in the undertaking of larger community projects; (c) when
visiting one's pela village, food, and particularly agricultural products, cannot be denied to the
visitor; (d) all members of villages in a pela relationship are considered to be of one blood, thus
marriage between pela partners is considered incest".
19
100
Leirissa et al. (1982: 4) describe a letter from th Century archives in which the village of TengaTenga (Ambon) asked the Dutch government if they could make a pela pact with Hatusua (west
Seram) because of their inadequate sago supply for subsistence. The Hatusua would also guarantee
their safety from the Alifuru if they sought food in Seram. This letter (15 March 1820) also indicates
the strong intervention of the Dutch government in Malukan customary life.

and alliance in eastern Indonesian social organization (see e.g., van Wouden 1968;
Pauwels 1985; McKinnon 1991; Barraud et al. 1994; Laksono 1996).
The natural characteristics of smaller and larger islands also influenced
arrangements of resource use between villages. Mainland Seram'0' was a source of
sago as a staple food, especially during times of scarcity resulting from natural
disaster or economic down-fall. Arrangements for visits to extract sago palm in the
forest of a Seram village could be managed through a system called maanu or
maano, which is based on kinship, friendship or pela ties. People of the Lease
Islands went to Seram'°2 to obtain sago flour as a staple food through maanu (see
Bartels 1977:140-142). However, maano also is applied within a village, by which a
person can ask a sago palm owner to allow him to harvest his sago palm through a
harvest sharing system. Besides the advantage received by the non-resource owner,
the system also gives benefit to the owner. Therefore, maano can be defined as a
service offer system with a payment in harvest sharing (see Huliselan and
Norimarna 1982).
Huliselan and Norimarna (1982:141-147) defined maano as a group working
in a job to receive certain income (in agricultural harvest), which is shared among
the group members. Maano was applied for extracting sago (including packing and
carrying it to the owner's place), and for harvesting cloves. They describe the
performance of maano in Rumahtiga in the past. When several sago palms in a dati
dusun were ready for harvest, the head of the dati looked for person(s), usually those
with whom he was acquainted, to form his maano group. The size of the group
depended upon the job volume. There are usually relations among the group
members, including kin, friend, or neighbour relationship. The harvest of a maano
group was shared between the group and the owners (50%-50%). If the group share
could not be divided fairly among them, the owner would make up the shares from
his own'03. When the time came to pack the flour into tumang, usually some
teenagers would come, without being asked, to help plait the tumang and filled them

'°'

The origin of many Central Malukans who migrated to smaller islands.
A 'mission' or trip to Seram to look for and extract sago is called babalu or balubalu.
103
For example, if the group share was 41 tumang (bucket of sago flour, made by sago leaves) and
they had to share among three workers, the owner added one of his tumang to make 42 so that the
share would be fair.
102
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with flour. For their effort, they received the last sago flour remaining in the
processor.
Maano for clove as described by Huliselan and Norimarna (1982:146-147)
was similar to maano for sago. Choosing a maano group was usually from within
the village in the first instance. Because the clove harvest period was short (late
harvest reduces much of the quality), the group was considered big. Not all people's
trees gave good harvests every year, some even had very bad harvest. At such
times, people (usually children) were free to collect those cloves that fell on the
ground during harvesting. Tree owners with better harvests would invite kin from
villages with poor harvest to help collect the cloves and separate the stems from the
buds rewarding them with cloves. This mechanism could be seen as a strategy to
provide income security from seasonally harvested cloves. In the present day, with
heterogenity of villagers in Rumahtiga and increased money economy, such maano
for cloves has decreased, and paid labour become more common. Maano for sago in
Rumahtiga was also reduced because of the depletion of sago palm104 .
There are yet other village resource management systems, such as the kewang
institution and sasi system.

Kewang, found in some villages in Lease, was a

customary institution to control and organise resource use within the village domain,
applied to resources owned communally or individually. The institution was led by
a kepala kewang (head of kewañg). Sasi was a local system to protect the extraction
of certain plants or animals, on land or sea, for certain periods of time. The kewang
institution usually operated during sasi time. The sasi is examined in more detail in
Chapter 5.

2.10. Centre-Periphery Networks
In the history of Maluku, many economic and political centres were small
islands. For example, before the coming of European colonialists at the beginning
of the 16th Century, the epicentre of the region defined as Maluku was in the small
islands of Ternate and Tidore in north Maluku, where the sultans of Ternate and
Tidore were based (see Andaya 1993). These islands, together with the islands of
Bacan, Moti, and Makian were the original places for clove-production. Temate and
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During the unrest, the original Christian villagers of Rumahtiga ran away after the attack on their
village. The village is now occupied by Moslems outsiders.
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Tidore developed as trading centres, created their peripheries and developed
networks linking their peripheries and other trading centres within Maluku and
beyond. Andaya (1993:57) also maintained that Islam was another important factor
that contributed to the growing strength of the centres. Adoptation of this new
religion was inspired from local rulers' interaction with Java'05.
Ellen (1987; also 1984) drew up a 'taxonomy' of trading networks and
spheres in Maluku. He discussed the dynamics of the various systems within the
trading spheres, which gave great flexibility to the trading networks: between local,
intermediate, regional and long distance levels. Ellen discussed the impact of
environmental and political change on the economic networks between centres and
periphery in the Maluku archipelago, in this case with smaller islands as centres and
larger islands as peripheries. He also examined why a 'centre' remains central
despite a history of severe environmental and political disruption. He highlighted
that "once centres established themselves, their own internal dynamics became
additionally important in maintaining their centrality, a tendency once such places
became centres of colonial production and administration" (Ellen 1987:43). Central
Maluku provides examples of such centres.
The Banda archipelago was a centre since pre-colonial times because of its
nutmeg and mace. The indigenous Bandanese based their economy on their spice
trade with outside traders (see e.g., Meilink-Roelofsz 1962; Ellen 1979). While
nutmeg and mace were produced for the outside market, subsistence food, such as
sago, vegetables, fruit and other foodstuff were imported to Banda from other
islands, such as Seram, southeast Seram archipelago, Ant, Kei and Ambon, to meet
local needs (Loth 1998). Banda formed an arched network with the eastern Seram
archipelago to the north and Kei Islands in the southeast, and had wide contact with
outside traders, such as Makassarese, Butonese, and Javanese. When the colonial
Dutch power interfered with local trading activities and faced the inhabitant's
resistance, the result was a total conquest of Banda by the Dutch in 1621, completely
destroying Bandanese society. Those inhabitants who survived escaped to eastern
Seram and the Kei Islands (Ellen 1987; Loth 1995), while the very small number
that remained in Banda (about 0.15%) was put into forced labour in the nutmeg
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Although there may also local traditions that claim various centres in Maluku adopted Islam
before other places in Indonesia.
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plantations (Loth 1995).

The Dutch colonised Banda, controlling the nutmeg

plantations and trade, and established a government administrative centre there
which included the islands of Banda, Teun-Nila-Serua, and southern islands of Kei,
Aru, Tanimbar, Babar and Kisar. As a consequence of the 1621 conquest, a new
society of Banda inhabitants was created, composed of colonial officers, slaves and
other migrants. The indigenous Bandanese outside the islands, uprooted from their
main commodity specialisation of nutmeg, developed other economic interests. For
example, those who settled in Banda Ely in Kei Besar Island were known as pottery
makers. Under the Indonesia government, Banda became a subdistrict (kecamatan)
under the Central Maluku district (Kabupaten Maluku Tengah) with Masohi in
Seram as its capital town.
As Ellen (1987) discussed, besides economic-political disturbance, Banda
was also exposed to environmental perturbation. This involved the volcanic
eruption of Gunung Api (lit, fire mountain, the volcano island) that is located very
close to the town of Banda Neira, and poses a major threat for the centre, and a
series of earthquakes (Ellen 1987; Hanna 1978). However, despite the series of
infrequent and irregular eruptions in Banda history, this place remained as a centre.
Before the last eruption of Gunung Api in May 1988, this island volcano was
occupied by roughly 2000 people in two settlements (showing that centres maintain
their attraction).
These two settlements, Gunung Api Utara and Gunung Api Selatan, were
Butonese (see Winn 1999). As I argued in an earlier section, the Butonese settlers
may have chosen to occupy Gunung Api to avoid land and other competition with
previous settlers. This island was not considered a favourable site for occupation by
Bandanese; it was uninhabited when discovered by the Europeans (Ellen 1987:52).
It remained unoccupied until the middle of the 17th Century because water was
unavailable for any established settlement (Loth 1997; Winn 1999 citing Lans
1872:9). However, since many Butonese groups engage in fishing, the Banda seas
provide marine resources to be extracted. The Butonese of Gunung Api in fact were
marine-oriented for their income source, focusing on fishing and trading by boats
(Winn 1999). Also, the great fertility of volcanic soil compared with the other
nearby islands, provided land at least for subsistence food, such as vegetables and
cassava, which are the main staple food of Butonese (even though this root food can
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also survive in less fertile soil). Following the last 1988 eruption, Gunung Api was
again uninhabited because its people were moved to Tanarata in Banda Neira, and to
Lonthoir Island. There were still gardens on Gunung Api, and several houses were
erected to control the gardens.
East Seram was another centre to be seen. It consists of islands located at the
southeastern tip of Seram, that includes several central points, such as Geser and
Gorom, and some uninhabited islands, and the eastern part of mainland Seram that
mostly acted as peripheries.
This centre was in a network connecting New Guinea, Banda, Kei, Aru and
other places to the southwest, such as Bali and Sumbawa. This centre and its
network were very possibly established long before the coming of European
colonialists, and connected to long distance trading places. A bronze-age Dongson
(Indo-Chinese) drum was discovered in a river at the village of Namalean in the
domain of Kataloka in Gorom. The evidence of similar dongson drums also can be
found in the villages of Matwaer and Faan in Kei Kecil, also in other parts of
southeast Maluku and north coast Irian. Ellen (1993 a: 193) delineated a trade route
from South China via Nusa Tenggara going to Maluku and New Guinea (see also
Swadling 1996). Swadling (1996) suggests that Maluku and New Guinea played a
significant role in the route of southeast Asian prehistoric trade. People of Gorom
and its surroundings had contact with many traders from many parts. They came
from within the region and from other parts of the archipelago, such as New Guinea,
Bali, Sumbawa, Makassar, Buton, Jawa, Bugis, Malay, as well as overseas traders,
such as Chinese, Arabs, and Turks (Bosscher 1855; Wallace 1962 [1869]; Riedel
1886; Jansen 1928; Andaya 1991, 1993; Swadling 1996; Goodman 1997). This
centre was developed as a trading area where traders from elsewhere engaged in
exchange activities. Even people of Ternate, which at that time was an important
centre of that premier commodity, the clove, visited this centre to sell their cloves to
Javanese, Malays and Turkish traders (Andaya 1993: 57). There were specialised
commodities offered by the centre, whether the commodities were locally produced
or produced by its peripheries and other centres. These commodities were massoi
bark, bird of paradise feathers, marine products (agar-agar seaweed, sea cucumber,
pearl), pandanus-leaf woven baskets or containers with shells as ornaments
(tatumbu), iron, and also slaves. Before 1500 to the early 17th Century, this centre
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was economically important, controlling trade access to New Guinea. It became
even more important after the destruction of Banda in 1621 (Ellen 1987; Goodman
1997).
However, this centre also experienced economic decline from the Dutch
extirpation program over nutmeg groves. It was recorded that the extirpation
occurred in various parts of east Seram in 1637, 1652, 1668, 1672, and 1674 (Ellen
1987:42). Four thousand nutmeg trees were cut in the Keffing domain in 1648, and
1449 on Gorom. Further extirpation on Gorom destroyed 1000 trees in 1670, and
137 trees and 200 smaller stands in 1748 (Ellen 1987:42). Indirectly, this loss meant
that other commodities, especially marine products, produced by this centre and its
peripheries, became more important locally for export trading. This marine
development was neglected because the Dutch focus was on spices'°6. Demand for
marine commodities was also rising from Chinese markets. Although the Dutch
power also covered this centre with the colonial administrative centre in Geser,
trading activities seemed to be only developed by the local traders. The centre was
presumably also supported by the power of the local raja, as in Gorom, Kiltai, and
19th Century, East Seram rivalled the Dutch in
Keffing. From the 17th Century to the
its volume of trade (Ellen 1987:46, from Leirissa 198 1:56).
Although the trade in massoi bark, bird of paradise, and slaves has died off,
marine products still play a significant role as commodities from this centre in
present times (see Soselisa 1995). Moreover, the changing market for different
kinds of marine products has led to greater variety of marine resources. While agaragar seaweed was no longer in demand for outside markets, sea cucumber and new
commodities of shark fin and abalone were in big demand for export. More than a
century ago, Riedel (1886) recorded nine species of sea cucumber in demand for
export. In 1993, Garogos fishers, from a tiny sandy island in the domain of
Kataloka of Gorom, recorded that from the recognised 20 species of sea cucumber
found in their waters, more than twelve kinds had value to meet buyers' demand
(Soselisa 1995:174, 218). The popularity of sea cucumber rose among Garogos
fishers because it could be collected by men as well as women and children. In 1996
I received information that they had dramatically reduced production of salted fish
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It would be difficult to create a marine extirpation program like hongi-tochten and other 'spiceculture' policies, because they have completely different characteristics to spices that are cultivated
on land and share the same environment with their cultivators.

W.

because they were concentrating on collection of sea cucumber, which had risen in
demand and price. Salted fish was mostly prepared for markets in Fak-Fak, Irian
Jaya, which demonstrates that networks with New Guinea are still maintained. This
network was also strengthened by establishing kinship ties with people in Fak-Fak.
In 1993, it took about 12 hours to go by local public boat from Gorom (Kataloka) to
Fak-Fak. This is shorter than going to the provincial capital of Ambon, which took
about 18-20 hours in the same year.
Here, it can be argued that centres and peripheries are not stable. TernateTidore, Banda, and East Seram have more recently all become minor places on the
periphery, while Ambon has grown in importance.
The network centred in Ambon was not significant prior to the 161h Century.
Ellen (1987:45) maintained that, at that time, Ambon and the Lease Islands (the
islands of Haruku, Saparua, Nusalaut), located east of Ambon, were not important
either as trading or political centres. He presumed that "the area now incorporated
into the system was previously integrated through more local coastal networks with
linkages to Ternate and Tidore, while the interiors of the large islands of Seram and
Buru must have been relatively unintegrated through trade" (1987:45). Likewise,
Andaya (1993:84) stated, Temate's influence extended to Buru in the early

16th

Century, through one of their noble families (Tomagola). When the Portuguese
arrived, Ternate and its rival, Tidore, were in dispute to gain absolute control over
Maluku and the islands in the Banda Sea (Abdurachman 1973). From Buru as a
periphery, through Temate's noble family's representative, Ternate influence was
expanded to the east, reaching the nearby islands of Ambalau, Manipa, Kelang,
Buano, Seram, Ambon, Oma (on Haruku), Honimoa (on Saparua), Nusalaut, and
even Seram Laut in the farther east (Andaya 1993:84). With the connection to
Ternate, it is agreed that cloves had begun to be cultivated in part of west Seram, in
the Hoamoal Peninsula of southwest Seram and in Hitu in Ambon. The relationship
between Hitu and Seram was not entirely harmonious at the time of the coming of
the Portuguese. It was recorded that the Portuguese helped Hitu twice (in 1512 and
1515) to chase away the attacks from Seram (Abdurachman 1973:51-52).
In the trading traffic between Ternate-Tidore and Banda with the outside
world, Hitu functioned as a watering point for passing traders, and then developed
from a transit point to a port centre (Abdurachman 1973; Ellen 1987). When the
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first Portuguese ships came to the region to search for the source of cloves, the ships
were anchored in Banda and Hitu. The first Dutch ship arrived in Hitu in 1598 to
look for cargo, and was welcomed by the Kapitan of Hitu and two members of the
Sultan of Ternate's family (Abdurachman 1973:63). With the development of trade,
Hitu became important and its clove groves also expanded, until in 1570 they were
abundant (Ellen 1987:46, from Abdurachman 1981). Additionally, through its
connection with Java, Hitu also developed as an important Islamic centre in Central
Maluku in the 17th Century.
First the Portuguese and then the Dutch decided to centralise economic
activities in Ambon, and later established a political centre there also. The first
permanent Portuguese fort was finished in Ambon in the end of June 1576
(Abdurachman 1973:77). With the fort as a centre and different settlements grouped
around it, it soon created the fort-town, Amboina (Ambon). Under the Dutch, who
took over the fort in February 1605, Ambon developed as the centre of authority of
the Dutch colonial government throughout the following centuries (Kenning 1973;
Leirissa 1973a; Abdurachman 1973).
As Ambon developed it began to dominate and bring within its sphere of
influence other (older) traditional systems in Maluku, in particular the Banda
and Ternate-Tidore systems. As Ambon eclipsed Banda as an administrative
and economic centre, and as the Dutch became less preoccupied with illegal
smuggling and breaking of the monopoly, so Seramese, Goromese, and
Aruese sold their massoi, pearl, trepang, gum, paradise feathers, agar-agar
and so on directly in Ambon, thus subsuming Banda in the wider Ambonese
system (Ellen 1987:46).
On the other hand, the Hoamoal Peninsula in the first quarter of the 17th
Century began to develop as a new production area and clove trading centre in
Central Maluku. Their people did not adhere to the Dutch agreement with the Sultan
of Temate or his representative'07 that obligated the locals to sell their cloves only to
the VOC Dutch traders; they prefered to deal with non-VOC traders who offered
better prices and better goods for exchange. Kambelo was a non-VOC trading
centre, visited by outside traders, such as Javanese, Makassarese, Butonese, Malay,
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Hoamoal and Bum were claimed as domains of Temate in Central Maluku. The sultan nominated
his representative, titled gimelaha, who was chosen from the sultanate family of Tomagola. The
gimelaha sat in Luhu, a port town on the east coast of Hoamoal Peninsula. Beside the gimelaha,
there were also local leaders, called sangaji, who were presumably lower than gimelaha. There were
several sangaji seated in Luhu, Lesidi and Kambelo in Hoamoal, and in Bum, Manipa and Buano
(Leirissa 1973a:86).
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Chinese as well as English, especially after Hitu was under the power of the VOC
centred in Ambon Island'°t. However, after the VOC failed to control local trading
activities, they soon instigated a new policy, known as hongi-tochten, to destroy
clove trees, in order to gain the spice monopoly. The Hoamoal Peninsula was the
first victim of hongi extirpation in 1625, in which not only the clove groves were
destroyed, but also subsistence food (see Chapter 3). Later in 1656, when the Dutch
subjugated Hoamoal after it declared war against the Dutch, the area was also
stripped and its inhabitants forced to depart to other islands, such as Ambon. Some
leaders and their families were sent out to Java (Nanulaitta 1966). The area then
became a periphery. Similarly to Banda, this 'indigenous' collapsed centre has been
dominated by immigrant settlements'°9; this may be highlighted as one of the
characteristics of faded local centres.
The centres of clove production were then focused on Lease and Ambon that
previously were not significant. Before the VOC period, the Lease Islands had
contact and a network with the south coast of Seram rather than with Ambon
(Leirissa 1973a:93). However, after the successful action of the VOC in Hoamoal
and the establishment of Lease as a new centre for clove production, both Hoamoal
and Lease became part of the Ambon system.
Centres are spaces rather than points (Ellen 1987:54). "They can be
temporarily moved to the periphery, or the locus of trade and political power may
shift within the centre" (Ellen 1987:54). To exist as centres, they provide their own
commodity specialisation, shown in the history of Maluku centres.

This

specialisation can be provided by either the island-centre itself or mostly by its
peripheries. For example, timber or honey may be said to be provided by Geser as
an island-centre in the southeast Seram sphere, while actually the products come
from the eastern part of mainland Seram, since Geser is only a small atoll (see Ellen
1987). Garogos Island is a periphery in the Gorom-Geser system, specialising in
marine commodities, such as shark fin, sea cucumber, and abalone for direct long
distance markets to Surabaya (east Java) through Gorom or Geser traders. In
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Because of a disagreement with Kambelo, in 1615 a VOC governor in Ambon, Blocq Martensz,
ordered his ships to fire on the town in order to frighten the inhabitants. He also erected a fort in
Kambelo, against the signed agreement, to control the people's activities. These VOC actions
angered local leaders who therefore increased their 'black market' activity with non-VOC traders
(Leirissa 1973a:91-92).
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Nowadays, Butonese settlements dominate Hoamoal and part of West Seram.
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exchange, Gorom traders provide other goods, such as clothes, directly from
Surabaya. While supplying marine resources for the centre's trade, Garogos also
depends upon resources, such as sago and vegetables from both the Gorom centre
and other peripheries of mainland Seram.
Thus, a periphery or a secondary centre in a trading network system can have
links across different levels of network and centres. A new network in a system may
establish or extend beyond the existing limits of a system, because of changing
markets, new production centres or other reasons. For example, when clove prices
went to the bottom in 1996-97, some Saparua women sailed in large public ships to
Irian to sell their agricultural products (fruits) to obtain better prices than those
obtained in Ambon. For economic reasons also, timber workers of Buano shifted
their direction of travel from the centre of Ternate (and its other periphery of
Halmahera) to its periphery of Obi where timber activities were busy and gold
mining was newly established. For the same reason they extended their network to
Irian (Papua) when timber companies operated there.
Security reasons have established more intensive networks between Ambon
and Manado during the period of violence in Ambon' ° In the earlier period of the
unrest, the Manado system in north Sulawesi provided foodstuff for part of Ambon's
inhabitants (Christian groups) where before the riot it was provided by the Makassar
and Surabaya systems'11. This is one characteristic or advantage of insular systems.
In Ellen's discussion, smaller islands that are separated by uninhabited human
spaces are more open and flexible in their networks connecting them with the
outside, compared to remote highlands of larger islands. In the Maluku case, larger
islands, such as Seram, Burn, and Halmahera acted as peripheries of smaller centre
islands. In order to maintain supply to support the centres, the peripheries may face

110 On the other hand, in relation to resource flows from the peripheries to support the centre, Ambon
had to rely on itself, especially for agricultural foodstuffs. In the Christian area, before the unrest,
mountain villages lacked significance as agricultural foodstuff suppliers; they were considered as
periphery. However, during the unrest, they played a significant role in this domain, supporting their
centre.
"
In the local network, there was a flow of foodstuff and other goods for the Christians from Muslim
communities, especially since Muslims in Maluku are generally more involved in trade. In 2001,
during a period of calm, when traders of both religions began transactions in border areas, the
extremist Muslim group banned the Muslim traders from doing so without specific written
permission defining the group's conditions. However, this ban was not really successful since not all
Muslim traders were happy with this policy, and had a more urgent need to feed their families
through trading activities with Christians (Siwalima 2/5/2001; 3/5/200 1).
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overextraction that in turn may lead to the relocation of production and change the
shape of the network system as a consequence (Ellen 1987:43).
Besides being a part centre of economic activity, Seram is widely believed in
Central Maluku to be the original centre from which the regional population derives.
Its Hoamoal Peninsula was a clove-trading centre for a relatively short period until
the Dutch destroyed it. In more recent times, the Hoamoal Peninsula was one of the
less-developed areas together with many other parts of Seram Island.
Since the Dutch colonial period, mainland Seram has been a periphery that
supported its centres by its natural resources. The nature of the island and its
inhabitants' characteristics differ from those of smaller island-centres, and delineate
the island and its people as remote, isolated, less developed, backward and
neglected. This is especially so of the highland interior settlements.

This

stereotypical image is held by the government of Indonesia as well as nonSerames&'2 However, Serarn has been developed to some extent by the Indonesian
government, although it is far from the original objectives of development.
The settlement of Javanese transmigrants and other incoming settlers in
Seram, engaging in agriculture, fishery and as merchants, has contributed to
developing economic activities, in which the products are supplied to local markets
as well as sent to Ambon. Public transportation from Ambon to Seram was
scheduled every day before the riot, with more than one trip a day for certain places.
Kairatu was the busiest ferry harbour. Its connection to Ambon was serviced by
ferry, about six return trips a day, with two or three ferries, taking about one and a
half hours for a trip. The opening of roads and highways connecting places within
the island has become one of the attractions to facilitate more intense contact
between the island and its inhabitants with outside people and places. It provided
access to agricultural market products in Ambon, and attracted outside people to the
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In one of my trips from Seram to Ambon in 1998, I witnessed an argument in a bus at the ferry
harbour of Liang in Ambon. The argument was between a Seramese woman with the driver of my
bus who was a man from a village in Ambon Island, presumably Tulehu, from his accent. This
incident started when the driver was upset by a group of passengers who hesitated to board his bus,
probably because they thought there were not enough seats available for all of them. The driver lost
patience and asked his assistant to get on the bus and drove off, leaving the group. While driving, he
grumbled, saying that they were only Seramese, so they were not supposed to be very choosy about a
bus. His grumbles could be heard by all the passengers and brought a response from a Seramese
woman. She stated that he was not supposed to say what he said. Ambon needs Seram; Seram
products support Ambon people; if there was no Seram, people of Ambon could not survive. His (the
driver's) source of income was obtained from the Seramese.
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island to run their business. Besides, some companies have run their operations
there, especially for timber and marine resources.
Masohi, the capital town of Central Maluku district, is located in Seram and
has been developed as the administrative headquarters at district level, especially
with the introduction of the state program for regional autonomy in provincial
government, centred at district level (applied by 1 January 2000). The choice of
Seram as a kapet area (Integrated Economic Development Areas, see previous
section), also became one of the factors that drew outside attention to the island,
anticipating that this island would receive special attention from government and
develop in economic activities113 However, Seram has also had to face the negative
impact of development. Its natural resources have faced over-extraction while its
people have had to deal with cross-cultural problems as well as economic problems.
In several discussions in Pattimura University in Ambon, academics who have
observed the development of Seram, have also noted that, in general, local Seramese
have became increasingly disadvantaged by development while incoming settlers
enjoyed its benefits.
In the present days, in the context of trading networks and spheres, Maluku is
no longer connected directly to the outside global world, unless through a series of
intermediate and regional linkages. This discussion of the dynamics of centreperiphery relations and networks shows long-term changes as well as rapid, shortterm shifts.

2.11. Back to Unrest: Identity, Adat and Centre Dysfunction
I started this chapter with a description of the present conflict in Maluku,
especially Central Maluku. In this last section, I want to highlight briefly three
issues that emerge from that situation of unrest and are faced by Central Malukans.
These issues are dysfunctional adat, shifting identity, and centre dysfunction.
The first and second issues, adat and identity, are related to each other.
Discussions among Malukans about what happened in Ambon and Maluku, and why
the violence happened, often end up with the question of what it meant to be a true
Malukan (Brouwer and Soselisa 1999). Images of Malukan identity were at stake.
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The provincial government gave a positive response to people's aspiration to divide Seram into
two new districts in the future (Mandiri 31/3/2001).
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They said that Malukans do not do these things [violence]. 'It is not our culture.
We have pela 114 , gandong, etc' (Brouwer and Soselisa 1999:1). Although violence
is part of Maluku adat, it was culturally constructed and its solutions followed adat
mechanisms. So, what happened to their adat? What happened with local-level
practices, becoming weak and unable to 'balance' national practices and state
penetration? Why has the local polarisation between Muslims and Christians
become so great?
Malukan adat, along with Malukan identity have gone through a long history
in the context of politics and economics, from pre-colonial times (such as patasiwapatalima), through the first wave of globalisation (European colonialism, Islam,
Christianity), to recent times (nationalism, migration, globalisasi, media).
"Violence has often been part of this history, has been constitutive of a plurality of
contested and layered cultures and identities, and has been memorised in different
accounts of history" (Brouwer and Soselisa 1999:2). Indeed, values of violence are
also recognised in Malukan adat.
In the present violent unrest, youth plays a significant role as the main actors
in the field. Through looking at the problematic relations between adat, power,
cultural values, and tensions between generations, youth emerges as the group that
lacks the legitimacy of either adat or the state. They are being marginalised by adat
and the state. They lack economic opportunities in the state of today's economic
difficulty. In this sense, adat has failed to help them, so that it is dysfunctional.
Violence is one of the ways to be someone, to be ajagoan, a champion'15.
As was discussed earlier, Central Malukans carry multiple identities. One
form of Central Malukan identity is religiously based. Through its long history of
introduced religion, Muslim and Christian villages are distributed. Over the longterm period, Christians and Muslims have used various strategies, such as pela, to
enable practical cooperation between individuals and between villages of different
faiths. These strategies have been made effective by a set of beliefs and practices
114

Although pela alliance was formed on the basis for helping one another, this pact also can be
formed as peace-making efforts after conflict or warfare (see e.g. Bartels 1977).
l]5
Malukan youth gangs were well known in Jakarta, called 'preman ambon', associated by negative
connotation for some of their attitudes and activities. These groups are also thought to have
contributed to the Maluku unrest (e.g., Aditjondro 2000b). They also exist in Ambon. On the other
hand, during the unrest, young people in Maluku became their family's hope to protect family
members from attackers. That in turn put responsibility on this youth group to look after their
community.
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emphasising common cultural origins, such as the place of Nunusaku, marriage
practices, and spirit beliefs. This ethnic symbolism, referring to the ancient kinship
system, belief and the way of life, is crucial to maintaining ethnic identity through
periods of change.
Sharing ancient culture no longer helped in the present unrest. As it
emerged, ethnic identity as Malukan has weakened and failed to overrule religious
identity and solidarity. The unrest divides Malukans into two distinctive groups:
Muslims and Christians with strict physical boundaries, forming their separate
localities that cannot be traversed as before. Individuals are forced to decide their
own place; there is no space for the 'betwixt and between' individuals. New terms
have been created to name these two divided groups: acang for the Muslims and
obet for the Christians, which replaced the earlier terms of salam and sarani. Acang
is a local nickname for the Muslim name Hasan, while Obet is for Robert, a
Christian name. The division is also represented by colour. White is associated
with the Muslims who wear a white head bandana and also white robes in some
attacks, while the red bandana has become a badge of Christian identity. The new
representation of 'red' has shifted from the old one. In traditional Maluku society,
red is a special colour used in rituals, in relation of the ancestors116.
Indeed, the past is used to make sense of the present. However, these two
factions are selectively using history for their justification. Interpretation of history
is important to justify, strengthen and maintain a present particular identity. With a
religion-based identity seeking to enlarge its 'in-group', the Muslims in April 2000
welcomed the las/car jihad troops from outside Maluku. Foreigners from other
Muslim countries also joined the Islamic groups, fought in the field and were
connected to the Moslem paramilitary troops in Maluku (e.g. Crisis Centre Diocese
of Amboina 2 8/9/2000; The Jakarta Post, 19/7/2001; Media Indonesia, 20/8/2001;
Suara Merdeka, 16/1/2002; Suara Pembaruan 27/9/2002; Tempo 2002g)"7. The
" Before I arrived in a village in the south tip of Kei Besar Island in March 1991, local people asked
me to change my red t-shirt to another colour, because that was my first time to enter that village.
The village still had a strong sense of adat. The reason behind the advice was to avoid something bad
happening to me, caused by the local spirits because I wore 'their colour' before I had been
introduced to them. Once I arrived in the village they brought me to an adat practitioner who
'introduced' me to their local spirits, and after that I could wear my red clothes.
117
Later, after the I Ph September attack in New York and Washington, the world media speculated
about a possible link between Osama bin Laden's Al-Qaeda organization and radical Muslim
organizations in Indonesia, including the laskarjihad and laskar mujahidin involved in the Maluku
unrest (e.g. The Strait Times 18/9/2001; 20/1/2002; South China Morning Post 17/9/2001; Tempo
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Christians aligned themselves with Indonesian Christians and Christian Western
countries, and shouted out for international intervention over the inability of
Indonesian government to handle the conflict (e.g Tempo Interaktif 25/9/2000;
Siwalima 13/9/2000; 28/9/2000)118. Some Christians associated themselves with the
organization of RMS that is based in the Netherlands. They established an
organization called FKM (Forum Kedaulatan Maluku, Maluku Sovereignty Front)
on 18 December 2000 (Siwalima 18/4/2001b). Here, the issues of nationalism
versus ethnicity are invoked to justify the actions of each party. The Muslims
accused the Christians of wanting to separate from Indonesia, and popularised the
issue of RMS being behind the unrest (e.g., Kastor 2000 and a long series of sources
19 The government and military later also exaggerated
from laskar jihad
the role and the threat of this separatist movement, more to look for a scapegoat to
blame, to obscure the failure of the state in overcoming the conflict, and to provide
room for more military control, action, and role (e.g., Tomagola 2002; Kontras
2002; Tapak 2002; Tempo Interaktif 2 1/5/2002; Suara Pembaruan 25/4/2002; Suara
Merdeka 28/4/2002; Sinar Harapan 30/4/2002)120. On the other hand, the FKM was
established to raise the issue of sovereignty because of dissatisfaction with the state,
which was regarded as having failed to uphold and protect the human rights of

Interaktif 22/9/2001; Far Eastern Economic Review 27/9/2001). One Indonesian newspaper wrote
that "according to Ambon Moslem leaders who are close to intelligence sources, Osama's people
(laskar mujahidin) were sent to Maluku directly from Afghanistan when the conflict was in the high
tension phase during March 1999. In Maluku, their headquarter is in Air Kuning area in Ambon city"
(Suara Merdeka 16/1/2002). In June 2002, a man from a Middle East country was arrested and
deported from Indonesia on suspicion of being an al-Qaeda's representative in Southeast Asia, and
involved in terrorist groups and plans in the region (Time 2002). The suspect had an Indonesian
identity card and other documents that said he was from Ambon (Gatra 2002b). However, the village
leaders from the alleged village of origin deny this information (Media Indonesia 2 1/9/2002). He
indeed lived in Ambon during the unrest and fought againts Christians (Tempo 2002g).
18
Tomagola, a Malukan Muslim academic also shared the same (Christian) opinion about the need
for an international peace keeping force in Maluku (Kompas 24/8/2000).
119
In this case, a political organisation has overlapped into a religious group representation. The
RMS is equated with Christians, and Christians with RMS, neglecting the fact (also because lacking
knowledge about local history) that Muslims were also members of RMS (see Chauvel 1999).
Similarly, the Christians are only perceived in their association with the colonial Dutch, neglecting
the fact that the Christian Malukans also fought against the Dutch. One well-known Malukan hero
who fought against the Dutch, and is acknowledged as a national hero, is Thomas Matulessy, or
Pattimura. He was a Christian; three of his group leaders were Christians, while one was Muslim.
20
The activity of RMS itself in exile, based in the Netherlands, is considered less significant as a
separatism movement. From about 45,000 Malukans in the Netherlands, only about 500 are RMS
members (Tempo Interaktif 25/4/2002). Following the 'airing' of RMS flags in Maluku in April
2002, the government officially banned and broke up the FKM as separatist movement (e.g. Suara
Merdeka 15/5/2002). However, the FKM refute this ban, or title of separatist movement, since they
are unarmed, struggling for Malukan freedom from unrest (e.g. Tempo Interaktif 20/5/2002).
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Malukans (Siwalima 18/4/2001 a; 18/4/2001 b). They claimed their establishment as
a 'moral action' for their people, Malukans suffering unrest (Tempo 2002a).
Furthermore, the presence and actions of las/car jihad, which is seen as nonMalukan, from outside, is viewed by Christians as a threat to Malukans in general
and themselves in particular as ethnic groups '21. The general influx of Muslims in
the recent past is seen as one cause of the conflict. One of the issues highlighted by
the FKM was to see and address Malukans as an alfuru community122, opposed to
groups of non-alfuru people from outside who are involved in the conflict (FKM
7/1/2002; Crisis Centre Diocese of Amboina 26/4/2001; Siwalima, 30/4/2001). This
involvement of outside Muslim groups is seen as a threat to the existence of
Malukans as an ethnic group. Ethnic identity is threatened by religious identity,
which has greater numbers (as Indonesian Muslims). So, the term alifuru and ethnic
issues emerged in response to the fear of loss of ethnic identity.
To some extent, the above issue is a metaphor rooted in the polarisation
between nationalism (state domination) and ethnicity, as experienced in other
domains and spheres in the country123. In relation to ethnicity, Eriksen (1993:68)
states that "with relation to the past, there is an unchanging, stable core of ethnic
belonging which assures individuals of a continuity with the past, which can be an
important source of self-respect and personal authenticity in the modem world".
Ethnicity is also an important source for tying its members to their land and
resources124, a sense of belonging to a locality, an earthbond125.

121

It especially reminds the Christians of the floods of Muslim incomers over the last decades,
threatening the resources, livelihoods and position of Malukans, and was blamed as one cause of the
unrest.
122
Which -they identify- consists of Salam, Sarani and Kakehan or native believers (see Siwalima
30/4/200 1). The term 'Alifuru' refers to the authenticity as Malukans.
123
On the other hand, the continuing Maluku unrest illustrates the polarisation between central state
and the region, and between the state versus the citizens. The laskarjihad and the FKM appear in the
conflict as a result, not a cause, of the conflict; as a result of the 'treatment' of the state to its citizens
in Maluku. People welcome the laskarjihad and the FKM because they are disappointed with the
state. The spirit and movement of separatism appear because regional voices have not been
accomodated properly and neglected by central government. The position of the region is perceived
as marginal and peripheral to central will. Maluku, indeed, is a quite familiar example of this.
124
After they attacked and occupied the Christian village of Waai in Ambon, laskarjihad changed
the village name to Wai Salam (Wai Islam). They claimed that before the Dutch came, the village
was Muslim, and that they had discovered foundations of the mosque and its two gateways at the
back of the church (Laskar Jihad 13/3/2001).
125
Compared to other cultural systems applied by Indonesian citizens (such as religion), only ethnic
systems exclusively have their own 'original' locality in the country where members (from different
religions) belong and have their own local language.
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As discussed in the first section of this chapter, one of the roots of the
Maluku conflict comes from competition over local resources, especially between
locals and inc0mer5126 . The unrest has destroyed many local communities together
with their resources. People have had to leave their villages, living in refugee
centres or in other villages (see Map 2.3.). They have lost their rights of access to
their resources, lost their source of food security. The Maluku community has
'disappeared' as a result of rapid major change that has destroyed the community as
a whole, as well as the relationships between communities in resource use and
management. Many local resource management systems are also breaking down
under this situation, especially when local institutions can no longer manage the
conflict.

Map 2.3. Settlement Pattern in Ambon Island during the Conflict, 2001
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As also experienced by the north Maluku conflict (see e.g. Tomagola 2000).
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The Central Maluku unrest has continued over more than three years, and
demonstrates the dysfunction of the Jakarta-centred government in controlling its
periphery in Maluku127, as well as the dysfuntion of the Ambon provincial
government as a local centre. It also shows the continuing peripheral position of
Maluku in which the political situation in the centre affects the unrest in Maluku.
As has been analysed, the Maluku unrest has also been controlled by certain central
political groups.
In the pre-unrest situation, people argued about the practice of legal
complexity where, in many cases, Indonesian state laws overruled or neglected local
or adat laws, and brought the domination of state power into local community
resource management (see Chapter 4 for a discussion of this subject). However, in
the unrest situation, where law and order do not work, where adat or local laws also
do not work, and where the state to some extent is withdrawn or dysfunctional, the
question now raised is 'what will happen to Maluku resource management?"28
In the context of centre-periphery networks in the region, Ambon as a centre
of political-administrative control, as well as a centre of disorder and collapse, was
isolated from its peripheries, especially during the period of highest tension.

2.12. Concluding Remarks
This chapter provides an overview of Central Maluku and its people's social
systems from before the coming of the European colonialists to the recent conflict.
The overview illustrates the characteristics of the Central Maluku communities and
their social organisations as complex, unstable, and pliable, based on apparently
egalitarian communities. There are longlasting, recurrent changes as a result of
contacts with, and penetration of, various outside groups, including the state. There
is no rigid system with set rules of social organisation or other system of Central
Malukans practices.
The recent conflict and violence has altered many aspects of the social,
cultural, political and ecological systems of Central Malukans. Although conflict
and violence are not new phenomena in Central Maluku history, nevertheless, the
present unrest is unprecedented in scale and complexity.
127

And more importantly the dysfunction of controlling the central government elements, which also
play a significant role in the Maluku unrest.
28
For example, the well known sasi system.
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Photo 2.1. Barricades on a main street in Ambon during the conflict, January 2001.

Photo 2.2. Heavy barricade in a neighbourhood in Ambon city.
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Photo 2.3. During the conflict, a temporary market (paxar Iaigc'i) set up on a main street with!n a
Christian community in Ambon city centre. It takes up more than half of the street.

Photo 2.4. The statue of Pattimura in the centre of Ambon town.
The machete broke in 2001, and some commented that this was a
signal of the hero's disapproval of Malukans fighting each other.
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Photo 2.5. A Dongson drum found in Gorom: an evidence of early wider trade network
[raja's house, Kataloka, 19931.

-
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Photo 2.7. Small island inter-dependency: Garogos women journey home from collecting firewood
on nearby atoll.

Photo 2.8, Items obtiined by barter with lar ger ILinu.
In rear: bamboo poles, sago leaves, pandanus mat:
in front: durian fruit, sago turnang, sago baking moulds.
[photo taken in Garogos, 1993.
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Chapter 3
CLOVES, SA&O AND IUENCARI

Chapter 3
Cloves, Sago, and Mencari

The basic objective of this chapter is to view local economic activities for
subsistence and for the market. I approach it through illustrations about cloves and
sago, which have been important products of Maluku for centuries, cloves as a market
commodity and sago mostly as subsistence food.
The chapter discusses the penetration of global and national influences into the
local economy and modes of production, making these wider forces characteristic of
the local system itself. Clove production is one of the local economic systems in
Maluku that has been controlled by wider market and government policy for several
hundred years. Sago, on the other hand, more locally constructs its own stories,
although its production, consumption, and value is also affected by government
intervention and outside points of view. The example also highlights certain
characteristics of the local economy, demonstrating how subsistence and market
resources share different ecological niches.
Making a living through production for the market and subsistence is called
mencari. The concept of mencari (pursuit of food and money for a living) is a path to
explore the cultural context of work, 'culture of idleness', industry and money,
including the opinion of locals on the latest national economic crisis, and on their
existing environment.

3.1. Cloves and Sago: different ecological niches
Maluku was once famed throughout the world for spices, especially cloves. In
the past, Malukan spices attracted outside traders and colonialists which then placed
Malukans into trading networks, under government policies that shaped Malukan
economic systems, cultures and lives. Besides being involved in market production,
Malukan communities also met their household needs through subsistence activity.
While cloves were an important market commodity in Maluku, sago supported the
subsistence need for carbohydrate.

Ellen (1979, 1984, 1987) specifically analysed these two kinds of activities,
subsistence and trading, which are very much interrelated. Using the illustration of
sago as the main subsistence crop and cloves as the main cash crop, he shows the
characteristics of Maluku livelihood and ecology: how they occupied different
ecological niches, not competing for land.

This is one of the important

characteristics of Maluku livelihood and ecology (Ellen 1979:62). In addition there
is little labour or time involved in their production. The pattern of resource
production, trading routes and networks, including local, intermediate, regional and
long distance networks, demonstrates the involvement of local systems with wider
systems (Ellen 1984; 1987). The description of Maluku subsistence and trading
showed how greatly the system is influenced by external, wider markets,
government policies and environmental change.
In the following section I will elaborate Ellen's work further, using the
examples of cloves and sago as two dominant crops integrated into the Central Maluku
system of production for subsistence livelihood and for exchange in the market. I will
focus on clove trade and production historically, showing how, through the centuries
cloves have left their origin in Maluku, with wide-ranging implications elsewhere.
This shows the global-local connection and the impact of changing markets, as well as
the interference of colonial and national goverments on local production. Local
farmers have not had control of the production and marketing of the commodity, they
have been badly affected by external agents' decisions. This section also shows that
clove policies have had an impact on, and cut across, economic, socio-cultural,
political, religious and health spheres. The history of Maluku cloves and related
events, covering the period from before the advent of Europeans up to 1979, has been
compiled from several historical works, mostly from Andaya (1993), Bulbeck et al.
(1998), Leirissa (1973a) and Nanulaitta (1966). Data for 1980 onward I have collected
from newspapers, augmented by some information provided during my fieldwork in
Central Maluku in 1997, and through interviews with informants in Ambon in late
2001 and early 2002, and also through my own experiences as a Malukan.
For sago, I focus on its use among Malukans, including the shift from central
dietary to supplementary food in certain places and how people view this resource.
Information is gathered from literature (among others, Ellen 1979; Brouwer 1998;
Leith 2001), and through my own experiences as a Malukan.

14

3.2. The Story of Cloves
Maluku is the original source of cloves [Eugenia aromatica]. The clove tree
is native to the five small northern Malukan islands of Ternate, Tidore, Moti,
Makian, and Bacan (Abdurahman 1973:50; Andaya 1993:1).
The story of this commodity is the story about the 'discovery' of Maluku
through a long process, and the early history of cloves was written by the wind.
According to Andaya (1993:1-2), from archaeological findings cloves were found
outside Maluku, in about 1700 BC in the Mesopotamian site of Terqa, now Syria.
This suggests that long distance trade in the commodity existed at a very early
period. Cloves have also been known in China from the third century B.C. In the
13th

Century A.D, cloves were still a scarce luxury commodity for both Asia and

Europe (Fraassen 1981:2), although one Chinese source dated about 1350 showed
that Chinese junks sailed annually to Maluku. According to Andaya (1993:2), the
Chinese junks were probably not directly loaded in Maluku, but bought the
commodity in other closer ports, such as Manila, from local traders. Therefore, as
noted by Fraassen (198 1:2), "cloves existed for the outside world long before the
Moluccas did".
In the late 141h Century, coastal port-towns in northeastern Java linked the
Spice Islands to the rest of the world, then the prosperous Malay entrepôt of Malaka
(1400-15 11) became the major collection and distribution port of cloves to East and
West through long distance networks. Muslim traders dominated the distribution;
they took the land route from Bassorah on the Persian Gulf to Damaskus or Aleppo
in the Mediterranean, and marketed to Cairo and Beirut as well as to southern
Europe (Andaya 1993:2; Bulbeck et al. 1998).
When this land route was disrupted by the Turks during the second half of the
15th

Century, the route shifted to the Red Sea but was still dominated by the Muslims

(Andaya 1993:2). Although the new route to the Mediterranean was shorter than
before, the price of cloves remained high because of the high cost of transfers and
portages. It was much higher than at the local level. For example, in 1496-98, the
Venetian price was about 100 times the price in Maluku (Bulbeck et al. 1998:26). At
that time, Maluku cloves were an exceptionally important product in very great
demand, as were gold, tin, and valuable kinds of wood (van Leur 1955; MeilinkRoelofsz 1962; Andaya 1993). This increased the interest of local Malukans in cloves.
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Christian Europe's desire to stop its dependence on its religious enemies and to obtain
cheaper spices became the major motivation in its search for a new sea route to Asia
(Andaya 1993:3).
The use of cloves was various. Andaya (1993:1) listed some of them. Among
the locals it was used as a delicacy and a remedy. The Chinese used it as medicine, to
flavour food and to sweeten the breath. Europeans used it as medicine, for instance, to
relieve head colds, to strengthen one's vision if applied to the eye, to stimulate appetite,
to assist in clearing the bladder and intestines when added to food and drink, and when
drunk with milk it enhanced the pleasure of coitus. The Dutch said that there were
other uses of cloves, which were "too many to recount" (Andaya 1993: 1).
The aromatic properties of cloves not only attracted traders from elsewhere
(such as Javanese, Malay, Chinese, Arab, Persian, Indian, Italian and Spanish) to be
involved with its trade, but later also resulted in the occupation of Maluku by
European colonialists for more than four centuries. This caused Malukans to lose
freedom and wealth, and to face warfare against colonialists. A Portuguese chronicler
Barros complained that the clove was "an apple of all discord, and one could curse it
more than gold itself' (Bulbeck et al. 1998:19 citing Spate 1979:87). In fact, this
'brown gold' still invites problems for the local producers today.
Major events in the history ofclovesfrom 16 Century to 21s' Century
In 1511, the Portuguese conquered Malaka'. In the same year, Afonso de
Albuquerque, a Portuguese admiral, sent three ships to search for the Spice Islands.
At the end of the year, the first Portuguese ships arrived in Maluku (Banda and Hitu
in Ambon), and were welcomed by Ternate. One ship was even invited to Ternate,
which at that time was in dispute with its rival, the sultanate of Tidore for control of
the region (Nanulaitta 1966; Abdurachman 1973; Andaya 1993). This was "the
beginning of a long and troubled relationship between Europeans and Malukans
which continued well into" the early 20th Century (Andaya 1993:3).
At that time, Ternate and Tidore were two influential sultanates that had
controlled the Maluku region and beyond since before the coming of Islam in the
15t1i

Century. They were based in the northern part of the region where the cloves

The Portuguese led the European search for a new sea route to clove sources. Bartholomeu Dias
made a major breakthrough when he rounded the tip of Africa in 1488, followed a decade later by
Vasco da Gama who succeeded in reaching the west coast of India (Andaya 1993:3).
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were originally grown. Ten years later (1521), the Spanish arrived in Maluku, and
were welcomed by Tidore (Abdurachman 1973:52). Meantime, clove prices in
Europe were still high. A Spanish ship that carried the commodity in 1521 to sell in
Europe could obtain 25 00% profit (Nanulaitta 1966:44).
In 1522, the first Portuguese fort was erected in Ternate and Ternate allowed
the Portuguese to hold the clove monopoly. Under the Portuguese, Christianity
began to spread. During their monopoly, clove production in Hoamoal Peninsula in
Seram and Hitu in Ambon started to develop. Then the first permanent Portuguese
fort in Ambon was constructed in 1576 (Abdurachman 1973:77).
In about 1580, Europe became the major consumer of cloves (Bulbeck et at.
1998:33). Eighteen years later, the first Dutch ships arrived at Ambon in Maluku.
The following year, the first Dutch fort was built in Kaitetu in Ambon Island
(Abdurachman 1973:63-64).
Around 1600, the clove price in Maluku reached a peak with the arrival of
Dutch and English buyers (Bulbeck et at. 1998:26), and during this decade (16001609) cloves obtained their highest price in Amsterdam for 31 decades (1580-1890)
(Bulbeck et at. 1998:57). On 20 March 1602, the VOC (Verenigde Oost-Indische
Compagnie), the Dutch East-India Company was established to unite the Dutch
trading activity, especially in the Maluku region. The company was also entitled to
take over territory of Dutch enemies, to proclaim war (so it had military power), and
make political and economic agreements with Asian kingdoms (Leirissa 1973a).
Three years later, on 23 February 1605, the Portuguese gave up their fort in
Ambon to the Dutch, signifying the end of Portuguese power in Maluku. In the
same year, the first Dutch monopoly agreement to buy and transport cloves was
signed, granted by the Kingdom of Hitu on Ambon. Dutch power started to develop
in Maluku, beginning in Ambon when the VOC took over the former Portuguese
areas (Keuning 1973; Leirissa 1973a; Nanulaitta 1966). The Dutch victory over the
Portuguese caused a rise of the clove price in free Southeast Asian entrepots, where
the Muslim, English, Portuguese and Chinese buyers competed (Bulbeck et at.
1998 :26).
The Dutch then made the first agreement with Ternate (in 1607), in which
the 'VOC received the monopoly for cloves produced in the Ternate domain, and in
turn had to protect Ternate from Spanish attack (Leirissa 1973a). The first Dutch
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fort was then erected in Ternate. Meanwhile, clove planting started in the Lease
Islands, Central Maluku. A VOC governor, van der Haghen, reported in 1617 that
cloves in the islands, apparently planted 10 years previously had just flowered. The
VOC then started to focus its attention on these islands as a new place for clove
production. Two outposts were erected there (in Haruku and Saparua) in 1618 to
prevent villagers selling their harvests to non-VOC buyers (Leirissa 1973a:94).
1610 to 1640 was a long period of peak export of Maluku cloves, and it
became the highest Southeast Asian export and European import for the next two
centuries (Bulbeck et al. 1998). The local price increased dramatically in response
to the increased demand in Europe and because of greater competition between
outside traders (Bulbeck et al. 1998). The Dutch began to prohibit the locals from
selling cloves to non-VOC traders2, controlling the local producers, and production.
One VOC monopoly policy for controlling clove trade and production was
through hongi-tochten (hongi expeditions) which was started in Central Maluku in
1625 (Keuning 1973; Nanulaitta 1 966). The idea was to extirpate all clove trees in
Seram and at the same time plant the maximum number in Leitimor (in Ambon),
and the Lease Islands. The objectives of the VOC hongi-expedition were briefly: (1)
to control the production of cloves (and nutmeg) on the world market by avoiding
overproduction; (2) simultaneously to control the producers in Maluku, preventing
black market contact of villagers with non-VOC traders, and thereby demonstrating
VOC power; and (3) to move and concentrate the centre of clove production to
Leitimor and the Lease Islands, areas where the Dutch had power. In this
expedition, the VOC also applied a 'divide et impera' policy, using Malukans to row
their boats (kora-kora), when they went to attack other Malukan villages for Dutch
benefit. These rowing services, as mentioned in the previous chapter, were a heavy
burden for the Central Maluku villagers (Fraassen 1983).

2 For example, in 1615, Martensz, the Ambon governor, sailed to Kambelo in the Hoamoal Peninsula
that was the centre of non-VOC trade to make an agreement with the local leaders to expel all the
English traders. The locals refused this demand which led to severe reprisals from the Dutch, who
fired upon this port from their ships, causing its inhabitants to flee to the mountains. The Dutch then
erected a fort there, which was against the 1609 agreement made by the Dutch with Hoamoal leaders
(Leirissa 1973a:91). Later in 1628 the VOC also had an agreement with Ternate, signed in Central
Maluku. This agreement said non-VOC traders (Asian and European) were prohibited from entering
Central Malukan waters, purchasing or transporting cloves from areas claimed by the Ternate
Sultanate without permission from the VOC in Ambon. Locals were also prohibited from trading
with them. The permission letter only covered certain places (Leirissa 1973a:100-1).
Knaap (1987:147) mentioned the first hongi-tochten under the VOC government took place in 1607.
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The first major victim of the extirpation policy was Hoamoal Peninsula in
the southwest of Seram, which at that time was a rich clove production area. The
people preferred to sell their product to non-VOC traders who offered much better
prices. In May 1625, led by van Speult and his successor (van Gorcum), five ships,
26 kora-kora, 900 Dutch soldiers and ship crews, and about 2000 villagers from
Ambon and Lease departed for Hoamoal. During the six-week expedition, 65,000
clove trees were destroyed in the peninsula (Keuning 1973:36).
The hongi extirpation was run aimually after that. By 1655 extirpation
expeditions had resulted in many clove trees being destroyed all over Central
Maluku, except those located in the mountains far from the extirpation teams' reach.
Production was then centred in Ambon and Lease. Not only were hundreds of
thousands of clove trees (also nutmegs4) destroyed during this century, but also
subsistence foods, such as sago palms and coconuts, other property and whole
villages. People's lives were destroyed by this or disrupted by deportation to other
places. During these years, the Malukans also declared war on the Dutch, and at
least two major wars occurred: the Hitu War (1634-1646) and the Hoamoal War
(165 1-1656). The Hoamoal war ended with the destruction of most clove trees and
villages in the region and a major deportation of inhabitants, about 12,000 people,
from that area and its surrounding (e.g. Keuning 1973).
During the 17t1 Century, the Dutch also signed agreements with the
sultanates of Ternate, Bacan, and Tidore to destroy all the clove trees in their
domains (Leirissa 1973 a: 111-112). Agreement between the VOC and Ternate was
signed in Batavia (Jakarta) in 1652. It stated that Ternate would not put their
representative into their Hoamoal Peninsula domain (so this area would be under the
VOC), and that Ternate gave permission to the VOC to destroy all clove trees within
the Ternate domain. In compensation, the VOC would pay annual money to the
Sultan and his staff, and the farmers also would obtain financial compensation (see
also Fraassen 1981:11-12). In 1653, the VOC and the sultanate of Bacan signed an
agreement to destroy all the clove trees in the Bacan domain and similar
compensation would be paid to that of Ternate. In 1667, four years after the
departure of the Spanish from Tidore, the VOC signed a similar agreement with
nutmeg [Myristicafragrans] was produced in the Banda Islands, and also eastern Seram. These
trees provided the seed and its mace (the red outer seed cover).

4 The
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Tidore. With this agreement, the original Malukan clove sites would no longer
produce the commodity, and the power and role of the Maluku sultanate faded. In
this century also, Christianity was spread and used by the Dutch to control the locals
and to try to gain more allies, although without much success (see Keuning 1973;
Fraassen 1983).
As the result of extirpation expeditions, the Dutch ordered that more clove
trees should be planted in the new centres of Lease and Ambon, because they were
afraid of reduced production. For example, in 1656 the VOC governor, de Vlaming,
ordered 120,000 clove trees to be planted. Two years later, an additional 60,000
were planted (Nanulaitta 1966:53).
In the 1660s, the VOC clove price decreased for Malukan producers because
of the colonial power, monopoly and hongi-tochten system, but increased in the
world market. In Amsterdam cloves were sold at 25 times the price paid to the
Malukans (Bulbeck et al. 1998:20).
However, the hongi extirpation policy combatted the anxiety of
overproduction during times of low price and reduced production as a consequence.
For further controll of production, in 1667 the VOC started to prohibit planting new
cloves in Ambon and Lease (Nanulaitta 1966:53). Beginning with an order to cut
clove trees that had been objects of dispute between villagers, the VOC started to
extirpate clove trees in Ambon and Lease, destroying about 1,050,000 trees between
1692 and 1695 (Ellen 1987, from Knaap 1985). According to Nanulaitta (1966:53),
in 1696, the Dutch then ordered all young clove trees in Ambon and Lease to be cut.
Considering that cloves can only be harvested after 7-8 years, this policy to maintain
production and price by repeatedly ordering new planting then extirpation was a
complete loss to the farmers. Nevertheless, the VOC had achieved a complete world
clove monopoly, which was effective for about 100 years (1656-1770) (Knaap
1987).
In the 1770s, French and English traders managed to smuggle clove
seedlings out of Maluku, and tried planting them in Sumatra, Singapore, Mauritius,
and also in French Guiana, but without enough success to rival Maluku cloves
(Bulbeck et al.1998:21; Pearce 1920:295).
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The VOC was dissolved in 1799 because of financial difficulties following
the steady drop in the significance of cloves, resulting from the monopoly period.
All the rights of the company were handed over to the Dutch colonial government.
By 1810, Malukans were not the only clove producers contributing to the
Southeast Asian exports. Cloves began to be cultivated in other parts of Indonesia
and beyond. This started with Bengkulu and other parts of West Sumatera, then
Pinang [Penang Island, off north-western Malay Peninsula] in 1821, Singapore
about 1819, followed by Malaka soon after (Bulbeck et al. 1998:39-40).
Meanwhile, the Dutch extirpation system that had run for about 200 years
was stopped in 1828 (Leirissa 1973a:112). People of the sultanates were allowed to
plant clove trees again, even though the Dutch still held the monopoly right to buy
and transport it. In 1863, the monopoly system over cloves was finally abolished
after about 258 years application (Leirissa 1973a:112). Clove plantations could be
owned by villagers who could sell their cloves to whomever they wanted. However,
in the first decades after 1864, clove production decreased because of poor care of
the groves during the monopoly period (see Leirissa et al. 1982:119).
In the early second half of the 19th Century, cloves were successfully
introduced to the island of Pemba, off the east coast of Africa. The Sultanate of
Zanzibar which ruled the area then took over the role as world supplier (Bulbeck et
al. 1998:21).
By the early 201h Century, Maluku and Southeast Asian clove exports were
no longer important. However, a growing market for cloves developed within
Indonesia. Changing national patterns of production and consumption of cloves,
and government regulations, had an impact on Malukan clove growers. It is
therefore relevant to continue the story of this commodity in the framework of the
Indonesian state. This framework shows how this market product, which until the
181h

Century could only be found in some small islands in Maluku, has more

recently gone through a series of market games involving government and business
agents.
In the 1920s, Indonesia [The Netherlands-Indies], having always been an
exporter of cloves, actually became an importer (Bulbeck at al. 1998:21). The
Maluku cloves were first introduced into Zanzibar from Reunion or Mauritius at the end of the 18th
19th
Century, while one source mentioned the year of 181 8 (Pearce
Century or the early years of the
1920:296; Lyne 1905:245).
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sudden increased need for cloves was entirely due to the rising popularity of
Indonesia's unique clove cigarette, rokok kretek6 .

"These had begun to be

manufactured on hand rollers in Kudus (Central Jawa) in the 1880s, but dramatically
increased in popularity after 1920 to replace the unfashionable betelnutchewing as a
stimulant" (Bulbeck at at. 1998:21). When clove imports reached 12,800 tons in
1956, it brought Indonesia from being the sole exporter to being the world's largest
consumer and importer of cloves (Bulbeck at at. 1998:21).
The increased demand for cloves in the country stimulated increased
production. After 1963, cloves became the new boom crop in many parts of
Indonesia (Bulbeck at at. 1998:21). Major production provinces included North
Sulawesi, West Java, East Java, Maluku, Aceh, Central Java, Lampung, Central
Sulawesi, and Bengkulu. Around 1977 to 1979, prices in Indonesia reached another
peak. In Maluku, it once reached Rp.30,000/kg in 1978 which was one of the great
periods for Malukan clove farmers (Kompas 14/7/1999). However, this point was
followed by a tendency for overproduction and declining prices.
In order to help farmers, the government issued a presidential decree in 1980
(Keppres No.8/1980), which established a clove trade administration (tata niaga
cengkeh, TNC)8 to overcome problems of overproduction that caused the clove price
to drop. An agency was appointed to manage the business and purchase farmers'
cloves. However, the agency failed to accomplish its task because it lacked financial
capital. This allowed outside buyers to take over the market, offering low prices to
the farmers. This situation was current from the mid 1980s onward, while
production was still high.
In December 1990, the government established another TNC by decree of
the Ministry of Trade (SK Menperdag No. 307/-KP/XII/1990). The Clove Support
Marketing Agency, BPPC (Badan Penyangga dan Pemasaran Cengkeh), was
Rokok cengkeh, the clove cigarette, was invented by Haji Djamari in Kudus between 1870-1880,
when it was used as medicine. The story states that he felt pain in his chest which he tried to cure
with clove oil rubbed on to the painful area. This reduced the pain so later he minced cloves and
mixed them with tobacco that he hand rolled into a cigarette. After he smoked that 'rokok cengkeh',
his chest pain reduced further, and after he smoked clove cigarettes for a while, he felt that his disease
was cured (Noertjahyo 2000). Later, they were called rokok kretek. The name kretek came from the
sound of crushed cloves when the cigarette is lighted and smoked. It crackles kre-tek, kre-tek.
A Malukan remembered that with the best price of cloves in 1960s-1970s, one could afford a one
way airplane ticket to Java with the price of only two kilograms of cloves.
Eleven years previously (1969) the government established a clove supplying body (BPT, Badan
Pengadaan Tjengkeh) that appointed handling agents for clove importing (Warta Ekonomi 9/3/1992;
Kompas 19/12/1997a).
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appointed to organize the administration of national clove trade and production
through a support mechanism that maintained the clove price for producers. This
agency was given the monopoly to purchase farmers' cloves via village cooperative
bodies (KUD, Koperasi Unit Desa), to sell cloves to cigarette factories, and to
stabilise the clove price at the farmers' level. This regulation required the farmers to
sell their cloves to the cooperatives (KUD). The then head of BPPC was President
Soeharto's son, Hutomo Mandala Putra (Tommy Soeharto). Figure 3.1. shows the
market procedure under this clove-trade system.

Figure 3.1. TNC market chain

Farmer

_______

KUD*

_______

Clove Cigarette
Factory

*
Later in 1992, the secondary cooperatives, Inkud (Induk Koperasi Unit Desa, that is KUD at the national
level) and Puskud (Pusat KUD, at the provincial level) were involved in the system (see footnote 13).

The basic price of cloves was therefore regulated by government. In 1991,
the government introduced a new clove price to replace that determined in 1980 and
since then there have been several changes in the regulated price of cloves. The
regulation statutes also included quality standards based on water and residue
content9, besides other policies to manage production and producers. For example,
the regulated price was not the price actually received by the farmers. From the
fixed price, an amount was deducted for a capital fund for the cooperative body
(called dana penyertaan modal KUD)'°. In the 1992 regulation, funds were also
deducted for a farmers' saving fund, called SWKP (Simpanan Wajib Koperasi

'

There were seven categories of price based on water content and residue content (through measured,
filtered and observed condition of the commodity). The clove conditions included mold, wrinkles,
breakage, size, presence of fruiting body, contamination with flower Stems or other things (Suara
Pembaruan 12/3/1992b; Pradiptyo 1996). Attaining this standard quality appeared to be difficult for
the farmers and KUD, partly because most domestic cloves were the 'Cikotok' variety which is
smaller than the Zanzibar variety and fell through the standard 4 x 4 mm filter regulated in 1992.
Also, packing and transporting processes might damage clove condition. As a result the farmers
often sold their crop as non-standard (cengkeh asalan) at a lower price. Previously they sold cloves
to the factories without quality control. As a consequence, the KUD bore the processing costs, as
well as storage and cargo fees for transport to Puskud (Suara Pembaruan 12/3/1992b; Pradiptyo
1996).
°This fund allocation was to support this 'people-based' co-operative within the national clove trade
system. In this way the Departement of Cooperation became involved in clove management.
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Petani, lit, obligatory saving for farmers' cooperative). On paper, the SWKP would
be received by the farmers after the KUD received payment from selling cloves.

Table 3.1. Example of clove prices structure, 1990s
Price Policy from Government (kg)
1991
The highest price, based
on standard quality of clove
[water and residue content]
KUD capital fund
SWKP (farmer saving)
Conversion fund

Rp. 8,500
[10% water content
& 5% residue content]

Rp. 1,000
-

-

Maximum price received
by farmer
I Rp. 7,500
Source: adapted from Pradiptyo 1996.

1992

1996

Rp. 7,900

Rp. 8,000

[10% water content
& 3% residue content]

[10% water content
& 3% residue content]

Rp. 2.000
Rp. 1,900

Rp. 2,000

-

1 Rp. 4,000

-

Rp. 1,000

1 Rp. 5,000

In practice, the mechanism and long market chain (see Figure 3.1. and Table
3.1.) was ineffective in protecting prices for producers because the bargaining
position of farmers is very low and actually led to falling prices at the local level.
On one hand, KUD or BPPC could not buy the farmers' cloves because of lack of
funds (cash flow), while on the other hand farmers were not allowed to sell their
product to other buyers". Another compounding problem was the higher price the
cigarette makers had to pay to BPPC for cloves. For example, in late 1991, while
the regulated return to farmers was Rp.7,500lkg (or as little as Rp.6000/kg in
practice), the manufacturer paid Rp.14,000/kg to the BPPC. This in turn supported
the growing 'black market', in which the factories bought directly from the
producers, and caused stock piling of BPPC's cloves (Suara Pembaruan,
2/11/1991)12 .

In May 1991, a new government regulation established the status of cloves as a commodity under
inspection. This prohibited transport, cargo, and storage of this commodity outside the government
regulatory system (e.g. Prospek 7/3/1992b). Therefore even traditional inter-island trading was
illegal. While farmers had to sell to the KUD, this condition was difficult for those who lived in
remote places with no KUD in their area. Farmers also found it difficult to meet the government
standards for water and residue content.
12
This led the BPPC to offer two 'solutions' to overcome overproduction in 1992. Firstly, that the
farmers should replace 25-35% of their clove production areas with other commodities, and secondly,
to burn 40-50% of the 1992 clove production. These ideas, especially the second, received critical
waves and negative responses from the public (see e.g. Merdeka 27/2/1992, 28/2/1992, 13/3/1992;
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Similarly, in the field, the cooperative body, KUD, often bought from the
farmers at lower than the regulated price (for example Rp.3600-Rp.38001kg in 1997)
because of the operational cost of the KUD (Suara Pembaruan 22/8/1997). If purchase
funds (from BPPC/Inkud)' 3 were not yet available to KUD, this cooperative could not
buy cloves from the farmers14. However, because the harvest time had come and the
farmers needed cash to meet their daily needs, they sold their cloves directly to the
traders on the 'illegal market', outside the BPPC monopoly system, at even lower
prices, around Rp.1500-Rp.3000/kg (Kompas 18/12/1997). In fact, under the BPPC
monopoly system, clove farmers were the losers and prices dropped to the bottom. For
example, in Seram during this period, clove prices ranged from Rp.1250-2500/kg. The
Maluku farmers blamed this bad experience on the establishment of the TNC and
BPPC. As a result, people ignored their clove groves, not replanting trees when
necessary, and some people even chose not to sell their harvest because production and
transportation costs were more than the price they received.
In 1996 the government offered a program to convert clove plantations to
other commodities in order to overcome overproduction'5. Through this program,
Suara Karya 27/2/1992; Bisnis Indonesia 6/3/1992; Suara Pembaruan 12/3/1992a; Kompas
20/3/1992). These ideas remind us of the extirpation policy during the VOC Dutch monopoly.
L
Inkud (Induk Koperasi Unit Desa, that is KUD at a national level) and Puskud (PzLsat KUD, at
provincial level) were part of the TNC system, set by policy in 1992, made the market chain even longer.
Their mandate was to develop cooperatives as business bodies, with the intention that Inkud and Puskud
would replace the BPPC within 3-5 years. Thus in 1992, Rp.2000 was taken from the regulated price of
cloves to give to Inkud/Puskud as a capital fund and Rp. 1900 as farmer savings in this cooperative
institution (e.g. Kompas 10/4/1992; Editor 18/4/1992). The capital fund as the farmers' share, would be
used by Inkud/Puskud to buy cloves and to develop the business institution. In fact it was an aditional tax
on the farmers and reduced the price they received. In April 1992, the BPPC branches in eleven
provinces, including Maluku, were closed, and replaced by Puskud (Suara Pembaruan 11/4/1992). This
move was undertaken to reduce BPPC overstocking problems. Thus BPPC then only worked on three
clove centers in Java, chosen because they were closer to the clove cigarettes factories, thus reducing
cargo and storage fees. As a result BPPC was not the only buyer that was entitled to sell cloves to
cigarette factories. However, due to the overstocking of BPPC, Inkud/Puskud could only sell their cloves
after the BPPC stockpile was successfully sold. Thus, Inkud/Puskud had to stockpile in turn which
created problems in cash flow for the next purchasing period (Prospek 18/4/1992). However, in practice,
BPPC still dominated the system because Inkud sold their cloves to BPPC which then sold to the
cigarette factories.
' Within two years since establishment, BPPC received government loans of Rp. 769 billion for
clove purchase. Rp.569 billion came from KLBI (Kredit Likuiditas Bank Indonesia) at low interest
(Prospek 7/3/1992a; Suara Karya 4/3/1992). In fact, the whole practice of the clove business system
(TNC) was coloured by mal-administration at all levels including large bank loans, unpaid debt, and
unpaid farmers' funds (see e.g. Kompas 2/12/1996; 19/4/1997; Suara Pembaruan 10/10/1997). Even
after TNC was dissolved the media continued to highlight the enormous unpaid debts and the
suffering of farmers who had not received their rights (see e.g. Media Indonesia 2/3/2000;
24/10/2000; 15/11/2000; Suara Pembaruan 4/3/2000; 14/3/2000).
15
The conversion program was especially encouraged for clove farmers outside the ten main clove
production provinces of Aceh, Lampung, West Java, Central Java, East Java, South Sulawesi, Central
Sulawesi, North Sulawesi, Maluku and Bali, which had 300,000ha of clove groves and continued as
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incentive money to provide seed for replacement plants was collected from the clove
price at the rate of Rp.1000 for every kilogram (see Table 3.1.)16.
The bad prices which caused farmers to lose their interest in cultivation or
maintenance of clove trees, compounded by a long drought in 199717, was soon
followed by a drop in production and an increase in domestic demand for clove
cigarettes'8
Usually, during years of lower national production, Indonesia was able to
cover the shortfall by importing cloves from Zanzibar and Madagascar, besides
which BPPC always had their stockpile of cloves. This policy of importing cloves
from Zanzibar had also political implications for gaining support with the East
Timor issue at that time (Kompas 3 l/7/1999a).
The crop conversion program for clove farmers, begun just one year before,
was stopped in 1997, and ironically the conversion fund was shifted to an
intensification program for clove groves (Suara Pembaruan 23/8/1997; Kompas
2/10/1997). In the same year, Indonesia was hit by the national economic crisis.
Following this crisis, there was a memorandum of agreement between
Indonesia and the IMP (International Monetary Fund) in January 1998 stating that
BPPC would be dissolved in June 1998 (see e.g. Kompas 6/3/1998)1 . By presidential
decree (No.22/1998) clove farmers and traders could now sell and buy cloves from
anyone, based on market prices. With the dissolution of BPPC signifying the end of
the government clove monopoly system, farmers, traders and cigarette factories were
ecstatic (see e.g. Kompas 19/1/1998). Unfortunately by the time the BPPC system
ceased, the number of clove trees was fewer than before and production had dropped
because farmers had neglected or even cut their trees for more than five years without

production centres. There were about 212,505ha of clove groves outside the ten provinces (Kompas
27/12/1996). However, due to the continued price drop, farmers in the production centres (for
example, in Java) also started to replace their clove trees with other commodities.
16
In fact, this conversion fund was another form of clove rehabilitation fund (SRC, Sumbangan
Rehabilitasi Cengkeh) that was changed to SDTC (Sumbangan DiversUlkasi Tanaman Cengkeh, fund
for clove diversification). However, while the SRC or SDTC were burdens on clove cigarette
factories, the 1996 conversion fund was a burden on farmers (Pradiptyo 1996).
17
In this year, some gardens in Ambon villages caught fire, causing loss of gardens and clove groves.
18
In 1996, the national production of cloves was only 38,300 tons, while the factory requirement
increased to about 100,000 tons/year. However, this low 1996 production figure might have
coincided with a low-harvest year. Clove production, besides being very much influenced by
weather and seasonal conditions, also has a high and low harvest cycle (Kompas 19/12/1997b).
19
Presidential decree No.21/1998 dissolved BPPC on 1 June 1998, and the clove trade was left to the
free market mechanism.
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replanting new stock2° (see e.g. Kompas 7/3/1998; 19/7/1999; 23/8/1999b). The area
of clove groves in Maluku decreased from 40,068 hectares in 1993 (production of 6362
tons) to 36,773 hectares in 1997 with the production of 4353 tons a year (BPS Propinsi
Maluku 1998:323)21.

During this period when clove production was low, domestic demand had
increased to about 100,000 tons per year. About 90% of the cloves used by kretek
cigarette factories was from domestic product. Prices began to rise again.
In May 1998, President Soeharto stepped down following major student
demonstrations. This was the beginning of the New Order regime's collapse.
National production of cloves met about half of that required by the cigarette
industry partly because of increasing clove cigarette production which reached about
187 billion cigarettes in 1999. At the same time, the alternative supply of cloves
from Zanzibar was limited because of their reduced production and the introduction
of a conversion program from cloves to other commodities at the time when
Indonesian clove production was high, and therefore less reliant on imports
(Kompas 5/6/1999; 15/3/2001)22.
Market prices at farmer level in Java rose dramatically, from Rp.9,000/kg in
January to Rp. 50,000/kg in July 1999. The increase caused panic in clove cigarette
factories (Kompas 13/7/1999).

20

Disappointed at the drop in clove prices under the clove trade system, many Javanese farmers
replaced their cloves trees with other plants, such as coffee, even cassava (Suara Karya 3/1/1992).
Cutting clove trees was uncommon in Maluku because farmers had a special emotional connection
over generations with the commodity. Their ancestors started the cultivation of cloves and had gone
through difficult times during the colonial period. Cloves had also provided them with cash to meet
their needs, especially during times of good prices. A tree has other meaning than just economic,
because it was planted by a grandfather 60 or 75 years ago. Through clove cultivation over centuries,
it has also created ties of kinship, property relations, economic and other social and cultural ties.
21
Although TNC was established to help clove farmers, BPPC effectively monopolised the clove
trade in the field and brought no benefit for farmers. This agency was blamed for the low prices for
farmers and the high price at the cigarette factory level. Furthermore, the monopoly system was
blamed as factor causing the Indonesian economic collapse. In the Indonesian experience under
Soeharto, like the Maluku experience with the Dutch VOC, the monopoly system led to negative
outcomes. The post Soeharto government, issued an anti-monopoly regulation (Undang-Unclang
Antimonopoli) on 5 March 2000 (Panggabean 2000).
22
According to Business News (28/2/1992), the decrease in Zanzibar production was partly because
of clove diseases (including 'sudden death' and 'acute dieback') that Pemba cloves experienced at the
end of 1980s. At that time Zanzibar still held 35-40% of the world clove export market (Brazil 9.5%;
Madagascar 5%; Comoro 4.5%; Srilanka 1.2%; Indonesia only about 1%) (Business News,
28/2/1992). After that, the Zanzibar production continued to decline, while Indonesia satisfied its
own large internal requirements. Indonesia started to meet its domestic demand in 1980 when
production reached more than 45,000 ton/year (Suara Karya 7/3/1992). The last import of cloves in
large amounts was in 1986 (Kompas 19/12/1997a).
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Looking back to Maluku, during the social unrest and violence in 1999,
clove farmers were not able to get the full benefit of the price rise. Violence had
caused many farmers to abandon villages, leaving behind all their belongings
including their cloves. They sought safety in refugee camps. Also cloves could not
be transported from the region during riot periods of high-tension. Therefore the
clove prices in Maluku (and Aceh)23, during the 1999 social unrest was low in
comparison to other places: about Rp.10,000/kg, while elsewhere it had reached
about Rp.40,000lkg (Kompas 31/7/1999b). However, during the 'cooling down'
period of conflict in mid 1999, the price of cloves in Ambon was set between Rp.
31,000 to Rp.35,000/kg at the farmer level (Kompas 14/7/1999).
These high prices and the limited supply of cloves had an impact on cigarette
factories24. Some were forced to reduce the clove content in cigarettes by 50%, with
the risk of losing dissatisfied consumers (Kompas 31/7/1999b)25.
To make the situation even worse, the government issued a regulation (PP
No.81/1999) on the content of nicotine and tar (1.5 mg and 20 mg) for cigarettes as a
tolerated health maximum. This decree used the WHO standard analysis for mild
cigarettes26, with low nicotine and tar content set in the global campaign of 'health
and smoke'27. This decree, if implemented, would promote mild cigarettes, thus
reducing the popularity of clove cigarettes, which have high nicotine and tar
content28. It could have a negative impact on clove farmers because of the reduced
23

It is assumed that riot and disorder in these two regions also contributed to the low national clove
production since the farmers could not maintain, harvest and market their cloves (Kompas Cyber
Media 22/3/200 1).
24
It is also suspected that the situation was made worse by speculators who bought up much of the
stock. Because of the national economic crisis, some consumers have changed to cheaper cigarettes.
Consequently, cheap cigarettes were in high demand. Since cheap cigarettes are produced by smallscale factories that have insufficient clove stocks, the retail price of cloves rose (Kompas
23/8/1999b).
25
The association of cigarette factories also suggested that its members think about alternatives such
as clove sauce to replace dependency on cloves (Kompas 23/8/I999b). In 1999 the high price of
cloves reportedly caused 63 small-scale clove cigarette factories in Central Java, with 50-100
labourers, to cease production (Kompas 26/8/1999).
26
This referred to WHO decision in Geneva on 17-25 May 1999 on "Framework Convention on
Tobacco Control" (FCTC) (Soetedjo 2000). Examination shows that the average nicotine and tar
content of Indonesian clove cigarettes are 3 mg and about 40-60 mg (Kompas 20/8/1999).
27
This decree also regulates cigarette advertising, which is limited only to print media (Media
Indonesia 26/5/2000). After protest about prohibition of TV advertisement, a later regulation (PP
No.38/2000) modified this ban to between Sam and 21.30pm (Kompas 1/6/2001b).
28
Clove cigarettes use local tobacco long cultivated in many parts of Indonesia (such as
Temanggung, Madura, Boyolali, Demak). These varieties of tobacco have a higher nicotine content
compared with imported tobacco, or tembakau Virginia which can only be successfully cultivated in
certain parts of Indonesia such as Bojonegoro and Lombok. Generally, clove cigarette factories have
no technology and equipment to reduce nicotine and tar content. Therefore, in order to apply Decree
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demand for cloves. The dilemma has not been resolved to date29. Despite these
regulations further reducing the demand for cloves, prices for cloves continued to
increase.
In November 2000 the government raised the cigarette tax in order to
increase national income 0. The new tax levels varied being inversely scaled
according to factory size.

Small-scale non-mechanised cigarette factories

unfortunately had the highest rate of tax increase, from 4% to 1 2%. Small machine
factories had tax increased from 20% to 34%. Tax for large-scale factories only
increased from 36% to 40% for large-scale machine factories, and from 16% to 20%
for large-scale non-machine factories (Suara Pembaruan 25/4/2000). Therefore
small-scale factories were severely disadvantaged by the tax.
In order to survive the increase of clove price and tax (and the rise of
regulated retail price of cigarettes, HJE), some very small-scale factories reduced the
clove content of their cigarettes by about 75%31• Large and middle-scale factories
reduced their production to about 20-25% in order to maintain clove stocks until a
new supply was available (Kompas 13/3/2001). About 100 small-scale clove
8 1/1999 issued on 5 October 1999, clove cigarette factories, especially small-scale ones would have
to buy new expensive machines for these processes. Alternatively, the factories must import tobacco.
Furthermore, this decree favoured mild cigarettes, and since mild cigarette factories in Indonesia are
mostly owned by foreign firms, Indonesian cigarette markets could be dominated by the foreign
cigarette industry in the future (Soetedjo 2000).
29
The decree also has an impact on tobacco farmers since clove cigarettes also consume domestic
tobacco products. It also has an impact on hundreds of clove cigarette factories, particularly smallscale operations, with their labourers. One source (Soetedjo 2000) said that there are about 861 clove
cigarette factories, of which 700 are small-scale, about 461 being very small-scale, with a maximum
of 20 labourers and average production of no more than 20 million cigarettes/year. Production per
labourer/day ranges from 1000 to 4000 cigarettes depending on kind of cigarette and order (Suara
Merdeka 20/6/2001b; Kompas 9/4/2001, 1/6/200 Ia). At a macro level clove cigarettes contribute tax
for the national economy. For example, the tax on 187.1 billion cigarettes in 1999 was about Rp.9
trillion (about Aus$1800 million). Statistic Biro states that in 1998 clove cigarettes contributed
US$3 1.4 million (Ta'dung 2000). On 7 June 2000, the government issued PP No.38/2000, to replace
PP. 8 1/1999 in response to the negative industry reaction to the regulation of nicotine and tar content.
However, the new regulation was no significant alteration, except to extend the lead time to apply the
new standards. In the former decree, the lead-time for SKM (Sigaret Kretek Mesin, machine-made
clove cigarette) was 2 years, for large-scale SKT (Sigaret Kretek Tangan, handmade clove cigarette)
was 5 years, and for small-scale SKT was 10 years. In the new regulation, lead time is 7 years for
SKM, and 10 years for SKT (Kompas 5/11/1999; Kompas Cyber Media 11/7/2000)
°
In 2000, cigarettes contributed about Rp. 10.2 trillion to the state income, 87% from clove
cigarettes. Cigarette tax for 2001 was targetted at Rp. 17.6 trillion. For 2002 the target was increased
to Rp.22.3 trillion. To meet this target, the government has raised cigarette retail prices (HJE, Harga
Jual Eceran). Within one and a half years (April 2000-December 2001) there have been five price
increases (Media Indonesia 5/10/2000; Kompas 13/12/2001).
"
In normal situations when cloves are available at reasonable prices, the concoction is 700 grams of
clove for 1000 gram of tobacco. When the price of cloves is high some small-scale factories reduce
the level of cloves to 150 grams adding 100 grams sheath of clove and 100 gram of clove stem
(Kompas 10/4/2001).
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cigarette factories began to close down (Kompas 18/10/2000), and some had to
reduce their labour force and production. If we consider that there are about 700
small-scale clove cigarettes factories, and about 24 to 26 million people are involved
or depend on the cigarette industry32, including large-scale factories, the problem
faced by cigarette factories because of increased clove prices and tax may lead to
increased unemployment.
As a result, the government announced a tax reduction for small-scale
factories, from 12% to 10% (Kompas 2/11/2000). However, in March 2001, clove
prices rose again, reaching Rp.70,000/kg, counteracting the relief offered by the tax
reduction.
Therefore, the government issued another tax reduction, effective from the
first of April 2001. This further reduced the tax for small-scale factories from 10%
to 8%, and for the very small-scale factories from 10% to 4% (Kompas 3/4/2001).
Meanwhile, clove prices for certain markets reportedly reached Rp.75,000 to
Rp.83,000/kg in Java (Kompas 10/4/2001). In Ambon, the market price was
Rp.50,000/kg in April 2001. In this open market situation, clove producers could
benefit from increased prices in contrast to when BPPC was in charge (six years
1991-1997) and clove farmers faced poor prices.
Turning again to Maluku, cloves appeared as an important issue during the
unrest, especially with the price increase. As I said before, the unrest caused the
Maluku clove farmers to lose their full benefit of increased commodity prices. In
addition, clove trees and cloves owned by one faction became the subject of attack
or looting by other groups (e.g. Media Indonesia 21/8/2000; Siwalima 25/9/2001;
Masariku 2002b). Moreover, farmers could be forced to sell their harvest at low
prices to security personnel, as reported in Buru (Siwalima 30/10/2000).
Besides losing the right to harvest their cloves because their villages were
occupied by attackers, it was also dangerous for farmers to go to their clove groves
located on the boundary of other factions' settlements, where they were exposed to
attack. Farmers tended to sell their cloves immediately after dry processing, instead

This number is made up of about 6.2 to 6.5 million workers who are directly involved in the
cigarette industry. These include 900,000 factory workers, about 1.15 million shops, stalls and street
sellers, truckers, and their labourers, 2.3 million tobacco farmers, 1.9 million clove farmers (Kompas
8/11/1999), plus their families. Assuming one worker has one spouse and two children and other
dependents, this amounts to 24.8 to 26 million people.
32
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of waiting for better prices. Storage also improves quality by reducing water
content, resulting in a better price.
In the second week of February 2002, the price of cloves in Ambon was
Rp.73,000/kg at the farmer level, while in the second half of 2001, the price rose to
Rp. 80,000/kg (compare with Rp.2500-Rp.3000/kg during the TNC system). The
price for undried cloves (cengke manta) was set between Rp.4000-5000/cupa33 in
the beginning of 2002 (cf. BPPC price of roughly Rp.250/cupa). Along with the
price increase, demand has also risen34. As a result, local traders (usually Ambon
Chinese) no longer wait for farmers to come to them, they go to the villages to
purchase cloves directly from the producers, at the same price as if cloves were
taken to town. Therefore the farmers do not lose transportation costs. Nevertheless,
some KUD still operate in the villages and also purchase the commodity to sell to
local traders.
Besides sending cloves to Surabaya for sale to cigarette factories centred in
East and Central Java, there is a new alternative export market in North Sulawesi35
which offers a better price than Java36. This alternative market destination for
Maluku cloves might provide more advantage to both Maluku farmers and traders.
Besides receiving a better price, the shorter distance from Ambon to North Sulawesi,
rather than Surabaya, might reduce transportation costs37.
The story of cloves illustrates how colonial and Indonesian government
policies and control, together with external market factors, can affect local farmers.
Moreover, international agencies, such as the IMF and WHO also contribute
indirectly to the welfare and income of farmers. The tar and nicotine case shows the
33

Cupa is a common measure for foodstuff (such as red onion and chilli) used in traditional markets
in Maluku. The measure is one milk can, or for undried cloves, a round corned-beef can may be
used.
34
Malukans recognise at least three varieties of cloves, locally called cengke zanzibar, cengke tuni,
and cengke raja. Cengke raja is bigger than two others but it is not in high demand.
35
North Sulawesi is the biggest centre of clove production in Indonesia in the present. Like Maluku,
this centre also produces a good clove variety for aroma and water content.
6
North Sulawesi apparently began to be an alternative exporter of cloves about mid 1998. During
two months they exported about 2000 tons of cloves to the United States and Europe. The export
quantity was estimated to increase because of better foreign prices. One big clove trader in Manado
(North Sulawesi's capital city) justified the current increased price at farmer level, more by export
demand than domestic demand of clove cigarette factories (Kompas 25/7/1998; Suara Pembaruan
4/6/2000).
From the information I gathered in Ambon, North Sulawesi generally exports cloves to The
Phillipines. From mainland North Sulawesi, the cloves were apparently feried to the Sangihe-Talaud
Islands (located on the boundary of Indonesia and The Phillipines), and from there to The Phillipines.
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difficult policy issues in relation to increasing farmers' income. Their product may
be dangerous to health, yet the industry for which they are producing is such an
important element in the national economy as employers, cash generation and
national income. The various clove policies during previous centuries and today
remain controversial in their effects and ramifications.
Meanwhile, cloves cultivated by Maluku farmers mostly as a commodity38,
has helped locals in providing more cash for their daily needs in difficult times of
unrest, through better prices39.

3.3. The Stories of Sago
Sago [Metroxylon sagu] was a perfect partner for cloves in providing the main
source of dietary carbohydrate for clove producers, especially during colonial times.
Production of sago and cloves was largely complementary, and therefore could be
integrated into village economies of subsistence and market exchange without
significant problems in the organization of labour or allocation of land. Sago was
described as abundant starch available to inhabitants, easy to grow and extract,
occupying a different ecological niches to cloves (Ellen 1979). Most sago palms were
wild and did not need special attention. With little time and labour devoted to this
subsistence food, more time and labour could be concentrated on clove production with
dual outcomes of cash for farmers and commodity supply for colonial government
benefit. Although extracting sago might be considered as physically hard work
(Brouwer 1998; Bubandt 1995; Leith 2001), the volume of one extraction could
support a family's dietary starch requirement for many months. For centuries Maluku
sago has provided food-starch security for its people, both for everyday starch and as
food stock for several months.

38

Among Malukans, clove is also used as food spices, to sweeten the breath (usually in the village,
but rarely now), and to make local souvenirs. The clove souvenir business is one ways to make use
cloves when the price hits rock bottom. However, it is not regarded as a business saver related to
price fluctuations because when the price is high, as at present, local small scale clove handicraft
businesses close down when they cannot afford to purchase cloves.
39
Unfortunately, by the middle of 2002 the clove price has fallen again due to world market
influences and government policy (e.g. Kompas 2/7/2002; 4/7/2002; 6/7/2002). Analysists suggest
that this may be caused by another increase in cigarette tax (up to 40%) to meet national income
requirements. Also due to the increase of domestic clove price and the sudden flood of imported
cloves, especially from Madagascar, that are cheaper than domestic products with low import tax
(Kompas 24/6/2002; 25/6/2002; 2/7/2002; 4/7/2002a; 5/7/2002; 9/7/2002). Prices in Maluku also fell
to be about Rp.26,000 to Rp.30,000 in July 2002.
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Ellen (1979, 1988), in reconstructing a model of Elementary Moluccan
Subsistence Unit (EMSU), hypothesized that sago extraction, hunting and gathering
formed the early Moluccan livelihood system and society40. Cultivation in Maluku
prior to the 15th Century was probably mainly species of yam, banana and taro. When
clove trading began, sago trading was drawn into spice trading. By the early 171h
Century, when clove production and trade activities in Central Maluku had increased,
the population of many settlements in clove centres (e.g. smaller islands of Ambon and
Lease) had also grown. As a result they were unable to supply their own food
requirements and they were heavily relying on imported foodstuffs, especially from
neighbouring bigger islands, such as sago from Seram (Ellen 1979:59-61) 1 . Thus
there was a correlation between population increase and demand for sago for
consumption. As the staple food for most inhabitants, sago was important. It was also
important as an economic commodity and reportedly functioned as a currency in the
16

th

Century in Tome Pires's writing in 1516 (Loth 1998:76, taken from Cortesao

1967:1 208-09). The network of sago movement was through exchange (barter and
sale) and through social alliance, such as maano and pela relations (see e.g. Bartels
1977).
Rice was also in demand for staple consumption. It was suggested that rice
was imported from Java in large amounts in this period (Ellen 1979:61; Loth 1998).
However, imported rice was probably mainly for consumption by certain groups in
society, such as the ruling elites, commercial and military officers, administrators and
immigrants, as a prestige food or served on special occasions (Ellen 1979; Loth 1998).
It was available and popular, but unaffordable in price for most inhabitants (Loth
1998:76). The majority of local people still depended greatly on sago as their staple
food.
According to Soerjono (1980:35-36), there are at least five species of sago in
Maluku. They are Metroxylon rumphii Mart., Metroxylon sagu Rottb., Metroxylon

40

There is another speculation that probably much of the sago on Seram originates from New
Guinea, brought to Central Maluku by migrating A1furu people (Brouwer 1998: footnote 16).
However, Seramese communities have their own sago myth that tells sago originally comes from
(local) humans (see Latinis 1999:423-424 for an Alune version of the sago origin myth).
n Loth (1998:76) states that the sago supply for Banda's population came from Seram, Seram Laut,
Gorom, Watubela, and Kei and Aru further southeastwards.
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longispinum Mart., Metroxylon sylvestris Mart, and Metroxylon microcanthum Mart42
The first four are economically important (Rumalatu 1992:64).

Habitat and potential production of sago
The favourite habitat of sago is swamp, areas not productive for other plants or
along the coast and rivers, and in lowland tropical rainforest. Sago palms in Maluku
generally grow naturally, some wild and some planted. The palms develop and grow
in a cluster consisting of various ages of individuals. Mature sago, aged between 10 to
12 years, provides the best harvest. One cluster of sago palm can provide two mature
palms every three years (Louhenapessy 1998, from Flach 1983).
Data sources on the extent of sago forest in Maluku are variable and unreliable.
No data of sago forest or consumption are available in the provincial statistic data
(Maluku in Figures, Maluku Dalam Angka). This disappointing fact might indicate
that either sago is considered insignificant by government or there is difficulty in
estimating or measuring sago groves and consumption. A survey on potential sago in
Maluku showed that there were about 30,000 hectares occupied by sago groves in 1982
(Rumalatu 1992). Louhenapessy (1998:3) estimated that in 1993 sago palm groves
occupied about 47,600 hectares in Maluku. However, he stated that this estimate could
be increased since there were also sago groves scattered in many small spots, but also
could be reduced as a result of grove conversion into other purposes43.
Based on the availability of sago groves, maturity, and the production of flour
per trunk, Louhenapessy (1998:3) calculated that potential production of sago flour in
Maluku was 72,000 tons/year. Sago consumption at the end of the 1980s was about
6,084 tons/year. This was broken down into 5,528 tons (91%) as staple food, 480 tons
(8%) as supplementary food, and 76 tons (1%) as industry basic material

42

Beccari [1918] divided the palm genus of Metroxylon into two sections: Eumetroxylon that stores

large amounts of starch (generally known as sago palm), and Coelococcus that contains relatively
little starch (Yoshida 1980:110). Eumetroxylon is classified by botanists into two species based on the
presence of thorns on its petioles and spathes: Metroxylon sagu Rottb. has no thorns, and Metroxylon
rumphii Mart. has. Yoshida (1980:111) describes several varieties of Metroxylon rumphii, such as M
rumphii var. sylvestre, var microcanthum, and var. longisperum (taken from Dienum 1948:609).
Local people have their own classifications. Galela people of Halmahera in north Maluku recognize
8 varieties of sago palm (Yoshida 1980:111), neighbouring Tobelo 13 varieties (Yoshida 1980:115),
while the Nuaulu in south-central Seram recognise 10 local varieties (Ellen 1978).
u For example, data from a study by Universitas Pattimura, Ambon, on provincial land use (1981)
estimated that 230,000 ha were devoted to sago production (Leith 2001:174).
-
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44
(Louhenapessy 1998, from Laisina et al. 1 989).
Even if one adds the consumption of

sago factories (one in Kao in Halmahera and two others in western Seram)4 , less than
25% of the total sago in Maluku was being exploited. About 75% (about 54,000
tons/year) of Maluku sago 'disappeared' in the forest (Louhenapessy 1998:4), because
mature palm can only be harvested once for its starch. The proper stage of maturity for
harvesting is when the starch is at its maximum accumulation in the pith of the trunk,
when the palm begins to flower. Once flowering occurs and fruit is formed, starch
levels decrease continuously as the leaves dry and the trunk dies. This is because much
of the starch is used for fruiting in the inflorescence, and at flowering the
photosynthetic apparatus diminishes due to decreasing leaves (Flach 1977).
The 'underutilisation' of sago palm, in the sense that the overmatured palms are
wasted in the forest when they are not extracted (see Louhenapessy 1998), might be
interpreted as a negative correlation between the increased population and increased
sago consumption. However, it could also be perceived as a shift from sago as the
Malukan staple to other foods, which I will also discuss in this section.
The sago starch is extracted from the palm trunk, a process in which the flour is
separated from the pith. First the palm is felled, then the trunk split lengthwise into
two, and the pith pounded to remove the starch. Many locals still use traditional
methods of starch extraction, very little modified or improved from a century ago. It
results in a fresh moist flour (see e.g. Wallace 1962 [1869]; Ellen 1977; Ishige 1980b;
Rumalatu 1992). However, in some villages closer to the city, such as Hila in Ambon
(Brouwer 1998:371) a motorized rasp (masin paru) has been introduced to mechanise
starch extraction. Also chainsaws are used to fell the palm and cut the trunk into logs,
which are then split into several pieces by axes to be ready for the rasping machine.
Fresh flour can be stored for months or even years, as long as the water content is
maintained at a constant level, by periodically adding water (Rumalatu 1992:65).
Flour production per trunk varies, according to authors and whether dry or
moist. Louhenapessy (1998:3) estimates a range of 47-468 kgs/trunk, depending on
44

There is no explanation how these researchers classify or distinguish between staple and
supplementary food.
However, by 1995, the sago factory in Waihatu (West Seram) closed for lack of sago supplies
(Girsang 1996), while another in Piru also ceased (Soselisa, fieldnotes 1997). The sago factory in
Kao (north Maluku) virtually ceased operation after damage caused by the 1994 earthquake (Leith
2001:188). The future of the factory, however, had previously been in doubt because of the same
problem of sago supply (Louhenapessy 1998; Leith 2001:188).
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the soil condition and the species of sago, with an average of about 220 kgs/trunk.
However, Ellen (1979:49) states that a good palm of Metroxylon in south-central
Seram can yield up to 300 kgs, while Brouwer (1998:350) maintains that 300 kg is
considered normal in the 1980s for sago in Hila. Wallace (1962 [1869]:292) recorded
a century ago that yields for east Seramese were 272 kg/trunk. Rumalatu (1992:65)
calculated that one mature trunk can produce about 30-40 tumang of fresh sago flour.
A tumang is a basket plaited from sago leaves, in which to pack fresh sago flour (sagu
manta) after extraction, and has a capacity of about 10 to 30 kgs, depending on size.
So, if we take a very rough average of 35 tumang/trunk and 20 kgs/tumang, we get
about 700 kgs moist sago flour (containing about 15% water) per trunk. This is close
to Louhenapessy's (1998:8) estimate of about 800 kgs of wet starch from a mature
palm, but lower than Brouwer's (1998:350) estimate that a trunk may yield as high as
1000 kgs of wet flour when harvested in a proper time. A sago tumang seller (a
Seramese woman) in Ambon market said that a good trunk can yield about 50 tumang,
each with a capacity of about 20 to 25 kg moist flour.
Estimates of Metroxylon productivity per hectare range from 7 to 330 palms
depending on maturation period, harvesting time, and whether the palms are cultivated
or wild (Ellen 1979:49). Louhenapessy (1998:3) calculated the number of mature
Metroxylon ready to harvest in Maluku sago forest ranges from 18 to 31 palms per
hectare, or an average of 23 palms/ha.
Ellen (1979:49) estimated the labour input for processing sago starch among
the Nuaulu was around 2.6 kg per man-hour. Wallace (1962 [1869]:292, in Ellen
1979:49) recorded an output of about 40 kg per day, which Ellen considered high.
However, this figure is close to Brouwer's estimate that a labourer might yield as much
as 50 kg of starch per day, which he equates with 25kg of rice (Brouwer 1998:350).
Wallace (1962 [1869]:292) reported that two men can finish processing one tree in 5
days, while Louhenapessy (1998:8) estimated that it takes three adult workers about 10
days to produce 800 kgs wet starch from one trunk 46. This equates to 80 kg/day or 26.6
kg/personlday. All figures suggest that sago yields are more efficient source of
carbohydrates than, for example, the 0.6 kg of rice per hour of labour (Leith 2001:179,
from Ellen 1975, Johnson & Ruddle 1976, Platt 1977, Whitten 1985). Furthermore,

46

Actual work days are not necessarily continuous according to convenience of other work or
relaxation (see e.g Brouwer 1998).
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sago provides more calories per man hour of labour, sometimes three times that of
tubers and grains (Ohtsuka 1976:10 in Ellen 1979:49).

Uses of sago
The main uses of sago for Malukans are twofold: starch for staple food and
leaves and leafstalks for building materials. Fresh sago flour (sagu manta) is
consumed in the form of papeda, a jelly/gelatin porridge, usually eaten with sour
spiced fish soup and vegetables, and sinoli, sago flour mixed with fresh coconut meat.
Dry flour is used to prepare sagu lempeng, baked sago loaves. Sagu lempeng can be
stored for several years as long as they are properly sun dried after baking. Besides
being used for home consumption, sagu lempeng and sagu manta (packed in tumang or
in slices) are also used as market stuffs, either sold in the local marketplace or
elsewhere, or used in barter.
Dry flour is also used in several kinds of snack, such as bagea, sagu tumbu,
sarut, and makron. These snacks are usually prepared for market, and are mostly
bought as presents for relatives outside Maluku in order to fulfil their longing for the
taste of sago. Other products from sago are ular sagu (sago grub, Rhynochophorus
bilineatus) and jamur c/a (sago mushroom). They are harvested from the pith refuse,
from the half trunks left lying at the site after starch extraction47.
As building material, the sago palm leaves are used as thatch, atap. Atap is
made of leaflets stripped from the leafstalk and sewn together on to a bamboo lath (to
form a lirang). The life of an atap roof is about 5 to 10 years depending on how far
apart the lirangs are placed, the best being 10 cm. Sago leaves in the form of lirang or
stripped leaves are also material for exchange.
The leafstalk of old leaves (gaba-gaba) is mainly used for walls, but may also
be used for doors, windows, benches, and floating material such as rakit of rumpon,
which is a kind of raft for purse-seine fishing. Gaba-gaba skin (hahesi) is used as
strings for tying, while the outer part of the trunk (wa 'a) is used for garden fences, goti
(a container in sago starch extraction), and firewood. The palm spathe (lombar) is also
used for firewood, but in certain places in Seram, such as Morekau, is also used to
make containers or hand-bags.
For the urban areas where chainsaws are used to cut the trunk and motorized rasp to process the
pith, sago grubs and sago mushroom can no longer be produced.
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Consumption of sago starch
From Ellen's calculation with the Nuaulu of Seram in 1975, sago provides
1,958 Cals per adult per day, 63% of the entire energy intake (Ellen 1979:47), much
more than other starches48. Ellen (1979:48-49) also estimated that at that time sago
constituted roughly 60% of all carbohydrate consumed. More recently Leith
(2001:181) estimated that in the second half of the 1990s
in Kao, Halmahera, sago
consumption as a staple is up to 3 kgs per week per person. She suggests there has
been a decline of adult energy intake from sago compared to the 60%, estimated for
isolated people in the 1970s, by Townsend (1974), Ellen (1975) and Ohtsuka (1976)
(Leith 2001:18). However, Leith's estimated Kao sago consumption appears to be a
higher intake and calorific value than that recorded by Ellen (1978). He estimated a
consumption of 300g sago/personlday (105 6CaIs) on the Ruhuwa Nuaulu nondomesticated resources, or 256g sago/headlday (901 Cals) among the general Nuaulu
diet of domesticated resources (Ellen 1978:73,167).
In 1978, the Department of Industry in Ambon listed the percentage of sago
consumption as main and secondary dietary factors in Maluku by district (Wijandi
1980:40). This showed that Central Maluku district which has the largest population
(500,000 souls) had the highest percentage of sago consumption as main diet (78%),
followed by Halmahera [Tengah] (59%) which was the least populated district at that
time (102,000 souls). By the late 1980s, 33% of the Maluku population still consumed
sago as their staple food (Louhenapessy 1998:2, from Henanto 1986, Laisina et al.
it had been replaced by tubers, rice and other food. From the
1989), but by the 1990s
1999 data of food crops provided by the provincial food crops office, I calculate the
percentage of the consumption of sago, cassava, sweet potato and corn for the whole
Maluku region. From these four carbohydrates, cassava contributes the highest (73%),
followed by sago (17%), sweet potato (8%), and corn (2%). Louhenapessy (1998)
48

Sago starch contains little nutritional value compared to other carbohydrate (e.g. Ohtsuka
1977:103). Therefore this staple requires dietary supplements, especially animal protein from fishing
and hunting, and also vegetables as side dishes (e.g. papeda among Malukans). Nutritional data from
Malukan sago-eaters were largely impressionistic, showing the strength of the consumers (Ruddle et
al. 1978:60). Maluku is one of provinces which supplies boxers (even a world champion) and other
.generally agile,
athletes in national sports. Latinis (1999:24) describes the rural Malukans as
well-coordinated and particularly adept at hiking through mountainous forests, climbing trees, and
working in gardens with great endurance. Their normal daily physical labor would kill most people 1
know. They burn a lot of calories (Ellen 1978 suggests over 3000 Calories per day, the upper limits
of world averages)".
". .
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reported that in rural areas, tubers provide the main dietary starch (62%), followed by
sago (18.3%), and then corn, rice, banana, and breadfruit. These data, unlike the
situation discussed in colonial times, show that there is no direct correlation between
the increase of population and the increase of sago consumption.
Comparative field observations also suggest that sago consumption is
decreasing. Ellen's late 1970s research among the Nuaulu in Seram maintained that
for the Nuaulu sago was "the most important food source, and no meal is considered
complete without it.

...

In Nuaulu terms, hunger is the condition which prevails in the

absence of sago" (Ellen 1978:72). Similarly, several years ago, the Buano people
would not feel they were 'full' or satisfied until they had sago. However, during my
stay in Buano at the end of 1998 and January 1999, my host family and I mostly ate
taro, yam, and cassava for our carbohydrate. During that time, we only had one sinoli
lunch. Similarly recent researchers agree that amongst many present-day Central
Malukans, sago consumption has decreased, substituted by other starches, including
rice and cassava (e.g. Wolff and Florey 1998; Latinis 1999).
This decrease of sago consumption in contemporary Maluku has been caused,
or affected, by several factors. As shown by the figures above, sago has been replaced
by other staples, such as cassava and rice, which have become increasingly available.
This has allowed the younger generations to avoid the hard uninteresting task of sago
extraction49. Also the introduction of commodities other than cloves has required more
time to be devoted to their cultivation. For example, farmers in Halmahera maintain
that they are too busy working their new coconut plantations to go elsewhere and
extract sago (Leith 2001:183). Young people in Buano also prefer cash employment in
timber plantations outside the island rather than going to Seram to extract sago.
Besides, the sago groves have decreased, partly because of deforestation, partly
because their space has been required for other purposes, such as settlements for
population growth or transmigration with their irrigated paddy fields. Sago companies
in certain areas, such as west Seram also contribute to destruction of sago groves by
their enormous requirements for effective production (see e.g. Girsang 1996:3839)50,

49

Brouwer (1998) describes the physical demands of pounding pith in sago extraction. Therefore
young people avoid this arduous work (see also Bubandt 1995).
50
The operation of sago companies in Central Maluku is very dependent on the availability of locally
owned sago palms. They also have to compete with the use of the palm for local consumption as a
staple food. For example, Girsang (1996:38-39) writes that during 8 months of operation in 1993, the
Waihatu company in West Seram only produced 260 tons of sago flour. In February 1995 it only
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while causing increased prices on the local market51. Above all, the contemporary
status of sago within the community may influence the extraction and consumption of
sago (see Leith 2001).
Since colonial times, sago has been considered inferior food, especially by
Europeans (see e.g. Loth 1998). Sago-eaters were perceived to be backward,
uncivilised, and lazy (see e.g. Wallace 1869:292; Maan 1910 in Bubandt 1995:299)52.
There was a negative correlation between sago production and development as was
argued by McMillian Brown (1914) saying that "where sago grows there is and there
can be no progress" (in Osseweijer 1999:2). A similar stereotype continues today,
shared by non Malukans, Malukan government officers, or 'non-jungle' people. They
view sago as a non-prestige food and village sago eaters as backward or non-modern
and lazy, who 'eat only to live, not for work' (see example Leith 2001; Girsang 1996).

Sago and cassava
Cassava [Manihot utilissima] is currently an important tuber in terms of volume
consumed in contemporary Central Maluku, and is ranked highest among sweet potato,
irrigated paddy, dryland paddy and corn (BPS Kabupaten Maluku Tengah 1997; 1998;
1999).
According to Ellen (1979:52), cassava (together with other cultivars, including
maize, sweet potato, and rice) entered the Malukan diet from the 161h Century onwards.
It was grown in Ambon by 1653 (Lynam 1984:171, from Nelson 1982). However, it
was not known in 1692 to Rumphius when he did his work in Maluku (Ellen
1979:64, from Burkill 1935:1413). Another source says that it was known and used
in Ambon by the late 171h Century (Monk et al. 1997, citing de Wit 1959). The
tuber was probably brought to eastern Indonesia by the Portuguese or Spanish
(Monk et al. 1997:708). However, cassava tubers and leaves have integrated rapidly

operated for 9 days, and resumed in April-May, its target being 200 sago trunks or about 25 tons of
flour. After that, according to a factory supervisor, the company probably could not survive because
of supply problems, the increased price of palms and local consumption. He said that if the company
continued to operate for 3 months, sago palms would diminish from four villages around the
company.
51
For example, a man in Piru (subdistrict town of West Seram) said that in the early 1990s, before
there was a sago factory in that area, sago flour sold for Rp. 1000/ tumang. After the company
opened the price rose to Rp.4000/tumang. The company only operated for about four years (not
productively), closing for lack of raw material (fieldnotes 1997).
52
Nevertheless the Dutch were also interested in commercial sago exploitation and the Dutch
government started a sago plantation in West Seram in 1914 (Monk et al. 1997:689).
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into the Malukan diet and are generally considered as traditional staples and included in
the menu of traditional foods.
In some places in central Maluku nowadays cassava dominates the local
gardens and diet. Wolff and Florey (1998:290) illustrate a typical Alune garden which
is dominated by cassava. Another example is from the villages of Buano. This
increasing importance of cassava is also influenced by the availability of sago in the
area, either in the form of sago groves or in the market. People of Buano observed that
there has been a decline of sago forest in certain parts of western Seram, such as
Assaude, from where they have obtained their sago (see Chapter 7). In 1998, during
the national economic crisis, the price of sago flour in the subdistrict town also
increased which may have led to decreased demand, since there are other choices of
starch available53.
The preference of cassava to sago is supported by several conditions and
advantages offered by this tuber 4. From considerations of cultivation, the growth
period of cassava is much shorter than sago (although some sago palms may be
uncultivated). Tubenzation usually begins to occur between the 45 to 60th days after
planting, after which tuber bulking continues (Balagopalan et al. 1988). Cassava can
be ready for harvest from the seventh month. However, it depends on the varieties. In
general, bitter varieties require longer months to mature than 'sweet' varieties
(Onwueme 1978:109). Generally, people in Maluku harvest cassava for between 6
and 9 months depending on the variety (mostly 'sweet' varieties). Regarding land
use56, although sago palms might grow wild, and occupy swamp areas or along the wet
coast areas not favourable for other food plants, nevertheless cassava can tolerate a
wide range of tropical soil conditions. It does not necessarily demand good soil,
tolerating low fertility soils while still producing quite a satisfactory yield (see e.g.
Balagopalan et al. 1988; Cock 1984). This makes this tuber suitable for areas that have

During the Maluku unrest, the price for sago flour in Ambon market in April 2002 was Rp.30,000
for a 25kg zurnang.
Although sago may sometimes be more advantageous than cassava, for instance its tolerance of
pests like wild pigs because it is protected by its spines while cassava is vulnerable.
55 The best time to harvest cassava depends very much on the varieties. Onwueme (1978:133) gives
examples of the harvesting time of different varieties from different regions in the world, ranging
from 7 months to up to 18 months after planting.
56
Balagopalan et al. (1988:1) maintain that, in general, traditional methods of cassava cultivation
yield between 5 to 12 tons/ha. Compared to sago, Louhenapessy (1998:3) estimates an average of23
palms/ha (range 18-31) of mature sago. Using his estimate of average production as 220kg/ha, this
equates to 5.6 ton/ha, a similar figure to the minimum estimate of cassava production.
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experienced soil degradation and a drought-tolerant crop in tropical climates 7. It does
not need much space to grow, being eminently suited to the size of short-term food
gardens, usually around 0.25-0.5 ha.58, found in many Maluku villages. These reasons
make cassava a dependable, secure food crop when facing the current national
economic crisis as well as environmental crisis.
For labour, planting and harvesting cassava59 can be done by females as well as
men, while in Maluku, extracting sago is mostly men's work, although in some places
women are involved in the last stage of kneading, washing and filtering the pith to get
the sago flour. Therefore, as a staple, cassava is eminently suitable for households
without male members and reduces dependency on their male kin. This is important to
a community such as Buano, where many male members are very often absent working
outside the island. Local farmers consider the technique of cassava planting to be very
easy since it merely involves planting cuttings taken from the woody part of the stem.
Like many places elsewhere, Malukans recognised two kinds of cassava,
common ['sweet'] cassava (kasbi biasa), and bitter cassava (kasbi mabo). The
common cassava tuber can be directly consumed. As a main dish, it is served boiled
for immediate consumption, but it may also be baked like sago, called sagu kasbi
(lit. sago from cassava, baked cassava loaves). Bitter cassava is not commonly
cultivated by Central Malukans 60. This kind of cassava is processed into sagu kasbi
after a process to remove its toxins61. In this biscuit form, it can be kept for several
months as long as it is properly sun dried after baking. Baked cassava loaves can be
seen as a direct substitute for baked sago loaves (sagu lempeng), both in form and
function (shown by the name, sagu kasbi) and is one good reason in shifting from
sago to this tuber in certain area. Other tubers are not processed in this form62.

57

Although the Buano experience showed a poor cassava harvest after long drought in 1997.
However, people usually open more than one garden, in which a variety of crops are cultivated,
such as cassava, yam and taro, and other cultivars.
Garden site clearing or opening is done by males. Households with no adult male members are
usually helped by male members from their kin groups.
60
In Central Maluku, it is commonly known that the Butonese prefer to cultivate this kind of cassava
to make their food, such as suami or sangkola. In Ambon, the bitter cassava is also called kasbi
sangkola or kasbi bistungker, using the Butonese terms. Kei people in the southeast Maluku cultivate
this kind of cassava to bake their cassava loaves called embal.
61
In bitter cassava, high levels of the cyanogenic glucoside are distributed throughout the tuber
(Onwueme 1978:109).
62
However, in the raw form, taro and yam can be storedikept longer than cassava. This may be one
of the factors why these older local starches are still important in the Malukan diets. As discussed
also by Latinis (1999), the Malukans usually have more than one choice of starch in their menu.
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Besides being a staple food, many kinds of snack can be produced from
cassava starch, such as kasbi goreng (fried cassava), lamet, kasbi tone, gato, and
kuyabu. Also the cassava leaves may be consumed as vegetables in various recipes, it
is available throughout the year, is easy to get, and is also considered a cheap green
vegetable in the marketplace63. The cost of the tuber is also generally within the scope
of local buyers64. Therefore, cassava provides both household food and a cash crop
from the surplus.

Sago versus rice & development
As the center of spice production, Maluku was linked by economic activities to
outside networks from early times. In Ellen's reconstruction of early clove trading, by
the 12th Century rice was one of the commodities involved in exchange for spices
(Ellen 1979:54), probably for consumption by the local ruling elite.
As mentioned earlier, during colonial times imported rice challenged sago as a
staple. In centers, such as Ambon and Banda, rice was imported in large volumes from
Java (Loth 1998; Ellen 1979). Loth (1998:77) describes the rice requirements for
Banda around 1625-1650. Banda was a nutmeg centre that could not provide its own
staple food. The Dutch Company had to supply the greater part of their rice stock in
Java annually to feed the Banda population that was mostly non Bandanese, being
either European or immigrant labour and traders. Loth (1998:77) found that demand
for annual rice provision could reach about 900 metric tons, although supplies later
decreased because it was sometimes difficult for the Company (VOC) to supply this
amount. The high demand for rice increased the price fourfold65. The government
tried to promote sago as an alternative staple food without too much success. The taste
of sago was not favoured by the European colonialists, besides they looked at it as
inferior food, only fit for lower status people, such as the slaves they employed in
Banda plantations (Loth 1998:77-78). However, during scarcity of rice, people
63

For the same reason also, this green vegetable in some places is considered less valued among
some Malukans. For Buano Selatan cultivators, the low status of this vegetable is because it is just a
by-product of cassava tuber. Some husbands in this village are not happy to let their wives sell this
vegetable (and also other vegetables: papaya leaves [daun papaya] and banana blossom [lantung
pisang] for the same reason).
64
In Indonesia, cassava is considered an inferior food to rice. lndiyanto (2001) describes how the
younger generation in one Javanese village prefers rice too, because they grew up in the period when
rice was easily obtained.
65
Van Leur (1955:210) estimated that about 8800 tons of rice per year was needed from Java to feed
Maluku (Banda, Ambon, and northern Maluku) consumers at that time.
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welcomed the supply of sago as shown in a governor's report which noted that between
five months in 1647, 50 vessels dropped anchor in Banda offering sago for the most
part (Loth 1998:80). In this situation, sago functioned as emergency and reserve food
(including for non-Malukans).
In the local Maluku agriculture system, dry field rice has been cultivated for a
long time66. Wolff and Florey (1998:277) even suggest that in earlier times in Seram,
rice formed an important part in the Alune diet in both mundane and ritual contexts.
However, I doubt that rice exceeded sago as the main source of starch in the past in
Seram, or even other starches of taro and yam (see also Latinis 1999). Rice usually
occupied only small parts of the garden in short periods of cultivation, and people did
not depend upon it as the main staple throughout the year. Irrigated paddy fields were
introduced to Maluku through the national transmigration program sponsored by the
for mostly Javanese settlers who specialise in irrigated
government from the 1950s
paddy cultivation.
All over Indonesia, the government has popularized rice. The New Order
government food crop policy was centred on rice, including its production, price, and
consumption. In production, the government sponsored the modernisation of rice
cultivation through the green revolution, and irrigated paddy fields (sawah) spread
throughout Indonesia through the transmigration program. Then the government
subsidized the price of rice at the consumer level so that most of the population could
afford it, and had import policies that ensured supply and price maintenance.
Moreover, the government distributed a monthly rice ration to civil servants and
military officers and their dependents as part of their salary entitlement. Every person
in the family was entitled to 10kg of rice per month67. Considering that government
workers and their dependents form a significant portion of the population, and rice was
distributed from provincial cities down to village level, this policy poured rice into
community consumption, leaving sago behind as a source of carbohydrate. The rice
66

Estimates propose that dry field paddy was introduced to Maluku after the early stages of Maluku
subsistence that exploited sago, banana and tubers of yam and taro (see Ellen 1979). The Seramese
have their own myth of the origin of rice from outside, the sky, different from the origin sago which
was locally created from a human (see Latinis 1999:420-422). In Halmahera, estimates place its
introduction by the 16th Century (Wada 1980:190). Some 60 rice varieties were collected in Maluku,
and Tobelo people recognise about 15 varieties of rice (Monk et al. 1997:704,706, from Siwi &
Kartowinoto 1976 and Taylor 1990).
67 Following the promotion of national Family Planning, the rice ration was limited to three children.
Later when the program was modified to two children, the rice ration was also modified since around
1994.
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ration also served as remittance' when workers in Maluku sent their rice rations to
their farmer parents in the village every month. For many villagers, it is matter of pride
when their children are government workers because the job is considered to have
higher status than village farmer. The status of the occupation is then transferred to the
rice ration and thus, since colonial times, the consumption of this starch has higher
status than other tubers or 5ag068. Besides, the government subsidy for rice, its
relatively low price69 and its easier serving soon made this the favourite staple. The
rice supply for Maluku before the unrest was about 122,000-137,000 tons/year, about
26-27,000 (or 20%) of which is produced within Maluku (Louhenapessy 1998:5) 0 .
The success of rice production at national level departed from the New Order
government's development model that emphasises 'growth'. The rice industry was
implemented in the form of a Green Revolution a la Indonesia in the beginning of the
1970s, through programs called Bimas and Inmas71 . This rice intensification program
included subsidies for chemical fertilizer, higher-yielding crop varieties, credit for
fanners, improving the irrigation system using foreign loans, basic price regulation,
and promotion of pesticides (see e.g., J.J. Fox 1991; 1993; Kompas 25/9/2000a). The
program's success was shown by increased productivity of rice in Java that by the mid
1980s
had doubled the output of the late 1960s.
By 1989 the production had reached
30 million tons (Fox 1991:63). Furthermore, from being the largest rice importing
country in the world market in the late 1960s to 1970s,
in 1984 Indonesia reached self-

68

The rice ration policy of the government ceased by 1 April 2000, replaced by a money ration.
The price of rice varied depending on the quality and taste of the varieties, and on the stock supply.
The lowest price by rice quality in Ambon in 2001-2002 is range from Rp.3 100 to Rp.3500 per kg.
70
Rice is also a main item of food aid for natural and social disaster. During the Maluku unrest, rice
is supplied by both government and NGOs in large amounts for the refugees, especially those who
stay in refugees centres. Usually the ration aid is distributed per month per person. However, in the
end of March 2002, following the signing of a peace agreement (Perjanjian Malino If) sponsored by
the government, there is a one-time aid from government in rice for all the displaced people in
Ambon. Every person received 50kg of rice. My point here is that rice becomes more and more
popular especially in times of unrest. This is also because villages were destroyed and many villagers
left their villages and gardens, or have no access to their cultivations and forests. This makes rice an
important starch for people who live in the city, such as Ambon, where the supply of sago and tubers
from rural areas during the unrest is irregular. Therefore the market prices for sago and tubers have
increased, increasing the demand for rice. The logistic depot of Maluku data also shows the increase
of supply and distribution of rice into the market during the unrest (see also e.g., Republika
22/7/2002, 1/8/2002; Gatra 2002a).
71
Bimas = Biinbingan Massal, mass guidance; Inmas = Intenstikasi Massal, mass intensification.
The programs, to establish an agricultural support system, focused on agricultural extension for rice
farmers, using a top-down knowledge transfer approach.
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sufficiency in rice (swasembada beras), which was acknowledged internationally in
1985 when President Soeharto received an award at the FAQ meeting in Rome72.
In short, government policy on national food security centered on rice has
successfully raised the status of rice to that of 'national food', with higher 'sociocultural' value, more prestige, superiority over other staple foods73 and a perception
that 'to eat is synonymous with eating rice' (ma/can identik dengan ma/can nasz). Also
its increased production became one of the criteria to measure 'achievement' of
development 74. For example, the government thanked the role of transmigration in
contributing to the development of eastern Indonesia by increasing rice production
(Leith 2001:176, from Pelita 1996).
In contemporary Maluku, eating rice is linked to being modern, as opposed to
eating sago that is associated with something backward75. Rice is identical to
modernity and development (see Leith 2001), so much so that, if they can afford it,
most people prefer to eat rice than sago or other staple foods. In urban areas,
transmigration locations, and industrial areas, rice has dominated and is very significant
72

This self sufficiency only lasted for about four years, after which Indonesia became the biggest rice
importer in the world again (Kompas 25/9/2000a). Imports averaged 3.1 million tons per year during
the period 1995-2000. This was about 14% of world rice trade and three times the volume imported
by Iran, the second largest rice importer (Kompas 22/3/2000). Ironically, the concept of food
security therefore means not only the ability to self-supply, but also the ability to buy (import). It has
also been suggested that Indonesia has been trapped in 'food trap' policy, set by foreign foodproducer countries in order to maintain the dependency of Indonesia on imported food products, for
instance through foreign loans given to Indonesian importers (Kompas 5/3/2002).
Furthermore, the green revolution of Indonesia has also failed. Although it succeeded in
increasing production, it did not succeed in improving the living conditions of small-scale farmers
that are the majority group. In this Green Revolution, government only functioned as the supplier of
new technology (machine, chemical fertilizers, pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, and herbicides),
credit/loan, and agricultural extension. Aspects related to structure of society were not targetted
because the rural society is seen as homogenous with no social differentiation (see Husken 1998).
The Green Revolution also failed to control the decline in soil condition through the continuous
monoculture of rice, the use of machines, chemical fertilizers, and pesticides, and the development of
new insect pests, such as the dangerous wereng cokiat [Nilaparvata lugens] and wereng hfau
[Nepotettix spp.].
A Javanese West Seram transmigrant made a comparison between rice eaters and sago eaters by
saying that the Javaneses have a better diet than Malukans because they eat rice that is more
nutritions, has more prestige, more favour in the market, and can be harvested faster. He
characterised sago as lower than rice, and remembered that when they just arrived in the 1970s, they
had to eat sago and use sago materials for their houses because they had no choice (Girsang
1996:127).
74
Sibuea (1999) pointed out that the rice policy was a means of the New Order government to
maintain the status quo. He hyphotized that government assumed that if people can consume rice
three times a day, and feel satisfied, political stability can be guaranteed.
75
Besides modern/backward, the rice/sago polarisation is also a metaphor of the nationallethnicity
identity struggle. A young city Malukan may feel uncomfortable or insulted if a non-Malukan says that
Malukans consume sago everyday. Furthermore, it is not surprising if an Ambonese teenager from the
city knows what sago biscuit (sagu lempeng) looks like, but has no idea how sago flour is extracted
from the palm.
'
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in people's diet. With the flow and increase of urbanization, one might assume that the
demand for sago would decrease. However, among many urban populations, sago has
shifted its function as an alternative food for a change or even sometimes as 'elite'
consumption that is only served on special occasions (see Louhenapessy 1998:2).
Some households consume sago only occasionally, just when they want to taste it
again.
The government focus on rice has resulted in great dependency on it, through
strong substitution of other staples, so that it became an obstacle to food
diversification76 in production and consumption, or improved cultivation system of
other staples. This condition in turn led to vulnerability of food security in many
places77, especially during crisis periods. Consequentially, when the long drought in
1997, followed by the national economic crisis, resulted in the failure of the rice
harvest and rapid price rise of basic staples, rice eaters faced great difficulty in meeting
their dietary needs. At that time, people in Maluku tried to return to sago, rushing to
obtain it as emergency food, as it had been before. Sago supplies in the market were
insufficient to meet the sudden increased demand, while the producers preferred to
keep it for their own consumption.

Divergent views of sago
Sago's dominant position in the Malukan diet has been replaced by cassava and
rice for many parts of the region. However, it is still very significant in some parts of
76

Although to improve people's nutritional status, the government (Presidential Decree, Inpres
No.20/1979) launched a program of food diversification, encouraging people to consume different
carbohydrate sources, long found in the diets of different ethnic groups, including sago for Malukaris.
This also aimed to support national food security. It was followed by a presidential decree (Keppres
No. 04/DATRANS/1980) on research and utilisation of sago as foodstuff and energy (Louhenapessy
1998:2). However, this program has been undermined by the government support of the uniform rice
policy.
Indonesia continues to import rice because of problems with domestic production. The opening of
paddy fields (sawah) in the Outer Islands is slower than their loss in Java, Bali and Sumatera for
other use. Loekman Sutrisno, a rural sociologist from Gadjah Mada University estimated that within
30 years (1991-2020) about 807,000ha of agriculture fields would be lost in Java (680,000ha), Bali,
Sumatera and Sulawesi (Suara Pembaruan 12/7/1999). Other data indicate that irrigated rice fields
decrease about 25,000ha to 40,000ha per year (Kompas 13/5/2002). Also rice production is
influenced by declining soil quality as result of technology, intensified use, fertilizers, pesticides, pest
attacks and disease, weather and natural disasters such as long drought and flooding. In addition the
low price of rice, regulated by government at the consumer level and especially at the producer level,
may cause rice farmers to lose their enthusiatiasm for its cultivation. Besides, sometimes there is
competition with cheaper imported rice. For example, in 2000 the rice price went down, and one of
the causes was the availability of cheaper rice from outside the country (see e.g. Kompas 24/3/2000a;
24/3/2000b).
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Maluku, especially in Central Maluku, not only as staple food, but also for building
materials. Sago is an essential element of local Malukan food security for many
communities (Brouwer 1998, from von Benda-Beckmann 1990).
Sago has survived in Maluku through the different perceptions of its value or
status and the functions the resource has contributed.

Its story shows the

contradictions, conflicts and struggles among Malukans in their practices and attitude
to it. The source of discourses on sago has ranged from colonial and Indonesian
government officers, scientists, Malukan urban and rural inhabitants, old and young
generations, and non Malukans. Within all the discourses, nevertheless, sago has its
specific functions, including meeting the feeling of 'satisfying', maintainance of food
security and identity, and as emergency or reserve food.
For example, Brouwer (1998:341-342) observed the discourses on sago that lie
between its standing as a resource for carefree livelihood in colonial times and an
underutilized commodity in modem times. Colonial reports merely see sago
descriptively as abundant starch, essential for Ambonese livelihood and welfare, and
for stability in the region. This characteristic perception of sago fitted with the Dutch
primary focus on cloves. Inhabitants could devote their time to cloves without
competing demands for subsistence production. For colonial governments, sago was
also significant in its contribution to feeding colonial workers and as emergency food.
The Dutch even felt it necessary to have their own sago plantation in West Seram.
However, the easy conditions and carefree life of sago eaters (according to the
Dutch), in turn created a negative opinion of the moral character of the inhabitants
(Brouwer 1998:341, from Ruinen 1921 and Heyne 1950). The 'sago culture' was
interpretated as the culture of idleness by outsiders. This stereotype is still shared by
Indonesian government officers, including those .who are Malukans (see Leith 2001)78.
However, Leith (2001:188-9) also observed different viewpoints between seeing sago
flour as the local staple food or as a supply for the sago factory. She found that a
Malukan government officer placed sago factory supplies and workers on a higher
level than farmers and subsistence food, better respected because an industrial factory

There is ambiguity or contradiction in viewing sago from the perspective of government, as an
identity symbol or actual use. In the symbol of Maluku province, sago leaves were chosen to
represent Maluku life. In explanation of the symbol, sago was acknowledged as the staple food of
Malukans, representing vitality. Sago also dominates the symbol of Central Maluku subdistrict.
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is related to modem life and development. Besides, working for cash is seen to have
more prestige than working for subsistence.
Similarly, in present-day Maluku, there is difference between the ways sago
is represented as a symbol of ethnic identity and as food for everyday consumption.
For example, Leith (2001:169-170) describes an occasion in Ternate when the state
TV station was filming members of a sponsored state women's organization (PKK),
making local snacks from sago. The participants were proudly showing the outside
world that sago was their local food, while they acknowledged behind the 'screen'
that they actually prefer eating rice rather than sago.
In urban Central Maluku, sago is also very often served for guests on certain
occasions to 'show-off to outsiders the distinctive local food, while the hosts may
confess that they do not normally eat sago very often. Sago is one means for
Malukans to show outsiders their 'Maluku-ness' or sometimes to remind themselves
of their Malukan identity. Sago biscuits may be found in all Ambonese kitchens in
Ambon, but they might function more as reserve food for emergency or only be
eaten when one longs for the taste79. In this case, sago appears as a means of
marking identity that is not compatible with its actual use.
In urban areas, sago also appears more as emergency food, only consumed
when absolutely needed. Brouwer (1998:354) emphasizes that
Historically, the fate of sago consumption and exploitation has always been
dependent on the price ratio between the prime cash crop of the area, cloves,
and rice. With terms of trade for villagers improving during the post-war
period, reliance on sago decreased. With deteriorating terms of trade in the
second half of the 1980s, the less wealthy villagers again increasingly relied
on sago for food.
At the beginning of the economic crisis in 1997-98, the price of rice increased
dramatically and there was a rumor in Ambon that rice would be hard to find in the
market. In response, many Ambonese towns people who are mostly rice-eaters for
their main meal, bought baked sago loaves and stored them against food shortage. As a
consequence, sago became hard to find in the Ambon market, partly because of high
demand by both buyers and producers in response to the rice price. In addition, the

Characteristically, sagu lempeng can be stored for long time and still be ready for immediate
consumption which makes it perfect as stored food (makanan cadangan). For example, we always
have sagu lempeng in my family kitchen in Ambon, as does my sister in Jakarta and I in Australia.
Family members eat them for breakfast when longing for the taste, or have run out other foods. They
may also be eaten as supper if it is too late for usual dinner meal.
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harvest of other main starch sources, such as cassava and yarn, failed because of the
long drought in that year. However, I must also not forget to emphasise that the eating
habits, especially in urban areas like Ambon may vary according to different factors.
Thus, sago maybe significant and play a special part in the menu or diet of certain
families living in the city.
Rural kitchens in Central Maluku may provide slightly different stories of sago
consumption. In many villages where sago palms are still available, sago s function as
'

the staple food is still very significant. Brouwer (1998) describes how the village of
Hila in Ambon Island still extracts sago and its consumption is still dominant in many
households' diet. People very often express their satisfaction after eating sago. Some
people of Lohiatala considered their diet pattern is better than their neighbouring
transmigrant Javanese because their staple food is sago supplemented by tubers, while
the transmigrants eat rice (Girsang 1996:126)80. However, villages located close to
transmigrant settlements become adapted to rice consumption, especially among
younger generations, which regard rice as better than sago and more prestigious
(Girsang 1996:126)81. In general, some wealthy rural families in Maluku eat more rice
than sago (e.g. Brouwer 1998). In this case, there is a correlation between income and
consumption of sago, between social-economic status and 'modernity'.
Villages where there are few sago groves to feed their population may reduce
their dependence on sago and shift to tubers, such as cassava that they cultivate, as in
the example from Buano. Villagers in Buano usually obtain sago flour from mainland
Seram. Some sago owners in the island continue sago extraction personally, while
others sometimes have their sago extracted through the maano system (distribution of
harvest). Although they can replace sago with cassava, banana, and other tubers (yam
and taro), nevertheless they cannot entirely do without sago. During the long drought
in 1997, some of the tuber harvest failed. People acknowledged that the availability of
sago in mainland Seram prevented starvation. Sago flour is also still in demand for
some occasions including Ramadhan, the Islamic fasting month. One of the specific

80
Novotny and Rumalatu (1995) recorded that Lohiatala diet is more diverse than the Waihatu
transmigrants; no rice recorded in their menu.
81
Members of older generations maintain that their own long cultivated dry paddy fields are now
failing because of the disease caused by the presence of transmigrants with their irrigated paddy
fields and use of chemical pesticides, spreading the disease to the local paddy fields. As a
consequence, they no longer produce their own rice, and must purchase it from transmigrants since
rice has become popular in their community as supplementary food (Girsang 1996:126).
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food snacks prepared by almost all households in Buano for celebrating the first days
of Ramadhan is sagu tumbu (sagu flour mixed with palm sugar and kanari nuts).
People of Hila also search for sago to welcome Ramadhan (Brouwer 1998).
However, there are many villages in Central Maluku that are still very
dependent on sago as their main staple food. in contrast to Buano, Garogos village in
the tiny atoll located southeast of Seram has no land available to cultivate tubers or
other starches. They depend on sago flour from mainland Seram and Gorom Island.
Traditionally, they obtained sago (and other products of the palm: atap leaves and
gaba-gaba, also baked sago mould) from bigger islands through bartering with marine
products. Today they sometimes use monetary local market prices in their exchange
calculations (Soselisa 1995). Alternatively, they purchase sagu tumang in the
subdistrict town82.
As a subsistence or staple food, sago is sometimes viewed as having a
distinctive meaning different from cash products. As von Benda-Beckmann states
"sago is seen as an unmonetized safety-net in local livelihood" (in Brouwer
1998:344). The unmonetized characteristic is demonstrated by a man from Buano
Selatan commenting on the increased price of sago flour in the Piru market. He
argued that local people should not sell sago products at high price considering that
sago is the everyday subsistence diet, not commercial food. "You own the palm
tree, you just extract it" [pohon punya sandiri, tinggal pukul saja]. This comment
suggests that people should treat subsistence and commercial products differently
when they market them83. In a slightly different way, Garogos people identify
baked sago loaves as subsistence food outside the cash market. For example, a
family which runs out of sago biscuit will borrow it from neighbours. Garogos
people use the word pinjam for their transaction, which means 'borrow/lend' in
contexts where money is not involved. They will return sago biscuit later when they
have time and firewood to bake their own. In Garogos, sago biscuits are not baked
for sale (Soselisa, fieldnotes 1993).

82

Although cassava and cassava baked loaves are also among the exchange products which Garogos
people bring home, sago appears to be the major staple. Islanders usually bake only sago loaves, not
cassava loaves.
8'
Besides economic value embedded in a commodity, a product is also valued socially (see
Appadurai 1986).
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Sago also can be obtained through maano, where money is not involved in the
transaction84. Maano is one way to share the sago harvest, done mostly among people
with friendship or kinship ties. The harvest is shared between the owner of the palm
tree (tuang sagu) and the extractors (see Chapter 2).
Beside its use as food, the sago palm also provides basic building materials.
However, wealthier households tend to replace them with iron roof sheets and cement
walls, as one of the criteria for 'life improvement' in Indonesia8 .
Scientists have also studied the significance and functions of sago, for instance
the modern discourses of its potential to contribute to national food security and to
economic growth (Brouwer 1998:342-3431; Louhenapessy 1998). As a potentially
underutilized commodity, its status and technology for exploitation need to be
improved.
The Maluku experiences show that commercialization of sago would be
damaging to food security. The presence of sago factories in Maluku, as described
earlier, showed that their operation soon depleted locally owned sago groves, since
the factories themselves had no cultivated palms and totally depended on existing
local resources. However, according to Rumalatu (1992:65), most farmers preferred
not to sell their sago palms to the mill in Waihatu because they calculated that there
was more profit from selling sagu tumang in the local market. This shows that sago
can still maintain its function as both local staple food and source of income.
One significant point about the sago subsistence community of Central
Malukan villages is that sago is integral within a diverse diet. With their polycrop
agricultural system, people not only choose sago as the main starch in everyday
menu, but it is accompanied by other carbohydrates, such as taro, yam, cassava,
sweet patato, banana, and dry rice or irrigated rice harvested by non-Malukans. This
diverse diet provides more food security.
Finally, sago has ecological significance. Ecologically, sago groves can protect
ground water and function as buffer zones for coastal areas. Ellen (1979:47) argues
84

Metaphorically, the social function of sago highlights the importance of food sharing especially at
difficult times. Ambonese say: kata hidop basudara, sagu salempeng barbage dua (living as kin, a
loaf of sago is shared into two). This aphorism was also chosen during the unrest to remind
Malukans of their unity as Malukans beyond religious difference. Unfortunately, it was not
successful in its aim, it just maybe pointed up the reality that sago is less popular in contemporary
Maluku.
85
These houses are also more durable, although some people consider that an iron roof is hotter.
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that "subsistence on sago delayed and altered the character of the dependent
relationship by preventing the immediate depletion of arable land, rapid deforestation,
and competition over land between subsistence and trade crops". He later (1999:138)
emphasises that the heavy reliance on sago over hundreds of years by indigenous
people of Seram reduced forest destruction for swiddens. Contemporary use of sago
palm among the Malukans for staple food still shows its sustainability (see Brouwer
1998). In relation to this, a further shift toward cassava may lead to further landscape
change through the opening of more cassava gardens.

3.4. Idleness and Work
Sago eaters have always been considered to be lazy by colonial and national
authorities. Harvest from a sago palm could supply several weeks' meals for a family,
and side dishes, such as fish, could be caught with simple technology. The rich natural
resources and the easy conditions of livelihood were often blamed for the laziness of
the natives, as well as for the generally bad economic conditions in the region
(Brouwer 1996; 1998). Maan (1910, in Bubandt 1995:299), a Dutch missionary, states
that "It is possible to get all one needs from the sago palm and that is why sago has
been called the "curse of the Moluccas", because all sago eating tribes are unbelievably
lazy". The Javanese also shared this opinion, as recorded by Girsang (1996:127). The
Javanese transmigrants in West Seram described the difference between them and local
Malukans, saying that the Javanese have to work hard every day and seldom sit
relaxing during the day like the locals. The principle of the Javanese is "eat [rice three
times a day] to (be able to) work", while the locals "eat only to survive"86. The local
principle of life is to "relax"; pursue food for three days by extracting sago for eating
during three months. With this way of life, as the Javanese say, the locals have no
challenge to work because they feel that they still have plenty of forest to harvest
(Girsang 1996:127). So, to cultivate and consume rice is associated with hard work
86

The Javanese say that "the locals only eat twice a day: sago for lunch, tubers for dinner, and only
tea for breakfast; that's why they are lazy and Cannot work hard" (Girsang 1996:127). However,
Latinis (1999:35-36) differs in opinion, saying, "the average Malukan (men, women, children, young
seemingly exhausts more calories compared to many of the transmigrant wet-rice
and old)
farmers, although energy saving technological amenities such as work animals, tractors, roads,
bicycles, motorized vehicles, access to heavy equipment for land clearance and artificial watercourse
manufacture are more readily available to the rice farmers. The average daily routine in rural Maluku
is physically demanding. The daily mobility in a mountainous, island, equatorial, rural environment
alone requires considerable energy expenditures".
...
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and diligence. This is similar to what Borger (1920) said about Mentawai people in the
islands off west Sumatera: "the introduction of rice cultivation would be the solution to
get lazy Mentawai men to work" (in Osseweijer 1999:2).
A common expression in Ambonese Malay is, "alam kasi bae, bikin orang
pamalas" (spoiled by nature, makes people lazy). It shows that the stereotype of local
idleness is also shared by some Malukans, including government officers and nonvillage persons (see also e.g., Osseweijer 1999; Leith 2001).
Of course, there are different perspectives of viewing 'local idleness' by locals
as well as by outsiders. Locals perceive their environment as providing wide potential
for its people, while outsiders perceive the environment as requiring intensive
extraction. The local perception is: why must one exploit everything if one does not
need it at the time? From this perspective, the Javanese are seen as greedy, exploitative
people, or as people who work hard in their irrigated fields because they have no
choice. Environmentalists similarly may agree that instead of seeing 'local idleness' as
a negative aspect in production, this factor is a positive aspect for sustainability (see
e.g. Brouwer 1996; 1998 for discussion of sustainability in Maluku agro-culture).
The reasons behind what appear as 'laziness' vary depending on one's
standpoint. Latinis (1998/99:17-18) shows how a Malukan views outsiders and
governments that condemn them as lazy and untrustworthy. From the Malukan point
of view, they have been neglected and exploited by outsiders/government, always
telling them what to do without asking their opinions or what they want for a project.
Establishment top-down projects never succeed because they are neglected by officials
and funds are lost, eaten by corruption.
We [the Malukans] rarely get any aid by the government or banks for our own
projects because they call us lazy and don't trust us. Lazy! Who would work
for 2000 rupiah87 a day carrying rock and building a bridge.., it's insulting
.they'll use food security to neglect us further (Latinis 1998/99:18).
Here, from monetary calculation, the economic action known as 'work' for payment of
2000 rupiah/day is considered not rational. The Malukan view of work is based on its
rationality and 'makes sense' (see Osseweijer 1999).
Maan, the Dutch missionary, in his articles in 1910 and 1912 described local
laziness among Halmahera people and his opinion of it (Bubandt 1995:300-1). He
87
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could not believe that although the sea and forest is rich in resources, people go hungry
because they are too lazy to go hunting and fishing. He felt that Malukans seemed to
consider that all work is bad, they thought they suffered, and complained how hard a
life they had. Maan described how he and some Ambonese teachers brought home a
good fish catch to the village and the whole village came to ask for a couple of fish.
He could not understand why it did not cross the minds of these people to go out
fishing themselves. On Maan's descriptions and opinions about local laziness,
Bubandt (1995:299-30 1) offers a cultural explanation for such behaviours, connecting
them with local myths, the local concept of hard work, and the concept of exchange in
society. Laziness is locally perceived in negative terms, similar to Maan's. However,
"hard work" is seen as downright dangerous" for the body: it can cause rupture of the
conduits of raw blood and "this is danger to both the sanity and life of human being"
(Bubandt 1995:299). Going fishing day after day, although one has already caught
enough on the first trip, is also a detrimental effect of striving too hard, because as the
locals say "every path you take has dangers, so if you have already got lucky why
would you want to leave again? Don't force yourself beyond the limit" (Bubandt
1995:299). Furthermore, regarding Maan's complaint that people ask for things
because they are too lazy to produce themselves, Bubandt sees it as a general type of
exchange behaviour. So "rather than an expression of climatically-determined laziness,
sharing is an essential mçchanism in the moral construction of society" (Bubandt
1995:300). In addition to these exchange obligations, one should respond favourably
to requests for food from distant relatives. As a result a fisherman may end up with
four instead of seven crabs (Bubandt 1995:300-1).
I have had similar fishing experiences in Buano. When a young man who
worked in a purse seine fishing unit (jaring bobo) one day got his share of catch, called
ikang makang (fish for own consumption)89, it was distributed among his own
household and his kin. His share was a basket, about 40-50 fish. When his wife and I
went to the beach to watch the fish distribution through purchase or gift, a crew friend
saw us and gave four more fish to us. These gifts we divided between two old widows:
one family kin, and the other a neighbour. That day we had fish for lunch, and there
was none left for dinner.
88

In my interpretation, 'hard work' in this sense is more about 'hard labour'.
Usually this share will not be for sale, but goes for household meals. In a good season purse seine
net fishing may be done two or three times a week. In a bad season, they do not operate at all.

89
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Through this sharing mechanism that also contains a concept of exchange, the
community provides room for its members to fulfil their moral and social obligation to
their community and their kin. That young Buano man could feel satisfied because he
fulfilled his obligation by sharing his production. His wife seemed relieved that they
could give a share to the neighbouring old widow whom she realised had missed out in
the earlier basket (ikang makang) share. For her satisfaction, she also smoked a good
fish and sent it to her grand-mother-in-law for her lunch, although the grandmother had
already received her own raw fish from the share.
Malukans recognise laziness (pamalas) as the lack of will to work. As a
consequence of the sharing and social obligation described above, 'laziness' may be
seen in reluctance for continuous seeking and sharing food. An Aruese 'decided' to be
lazy to go fishing because he found that by sharing his catch with all his relatives, only
one fish was left for his own household. He also found that when he wanted to have
fish with his meals, he could not ask one of his kin because they had counted on him to
provide. So, he said, why should he work himself 'half dead' (setengah mati) for that?
(Osseweijer 1999:5-6). In this description, the individual felt that to 'work half dead' is
something 'negative' for his body both physically and mentally. In this concept of
sharing, moral and social obligation in a community, becomes counter-productive: it
leads to reluctance to work (and in this case, the concept appears 'not to make sense').
It also becomes an excuse for the 'real lazy people' not to work to catch their own
fish90. So, this is parallel with Maan's Christian perspective on local laziness (see
Bubandt 1995:299-300). Worknig too hard or hard labour (kerfa setengah mati),
however, is still seen by Malukans as a negative value which 'does not make sense'.

3.5. Men can
Work (kerja) in the local concept is work in pursuit of food (carl makang) and
work in pursuit of money (carl kepeng, carl uang). In Maluku common terms it is
called mencari (lit, searching for), or mencari hidup, work to make a living. Mencari
as the pursuit of food and cash is about economic activity for subsistence and market,
for household consumption and cash.

90

A term in Ambonese Malay, used for people that take advantage of other people's work is harap
ganipang (lit, hope the easiest), hope to get things in the easiest manner.
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The story of cloves and sago presented in this chapter represent these two
activities, in which cloves are merely a cash commodity, not for local consumption,
and sago is a subsistence food that may also be marketed for cash. The stories illustrate
how the pattern and system of mencari is very much connected to, influenced, and
affected by internal and external factors. These factors include: government policies
related to resources (commodity and food consumption), wider markets and their
demand for resources, money economy (ekonomi uang), and environmental
circumstances. These factors influence the change of local activity in mencari
(including household units or cooperative production), and may also influence the
change of conception about work and mencari.
With the increased monetary needs of contemporary Malukans, including those
who live in remote areas, exchange activities have become more important to meet
basic and secondary needs. In addition, money (kepeng, uang) also becomes more
dominant in exchange of food and goods. To maintain a living people must mencari,
especially as life in contemporary Maluku became more difficult because of increased
population and competition for natural resources. Furthermore, mencari is not just
work, but something into which one must put an effort; one must be industrious or
diligent (rajin [mencari], or kuat karja, work hard). Rajin contains a spirit' of work, it
builds the spirit of work and life, thus makes a body healthy. It is different from hard
labour (kerja setengah mati) that tends to kill the 'spirit', to make the body unhealthy
(jadi said [AM], become sick). Rajin is a positive value of life.
In the following paragraphs I will illustrate local contemporary conceptions
about making a living, including views or meanings of life. These views of economic
action in inencari show its connection to wider spheres and systems, including the local
environment and wider economic networks. I obtained these opinions from villagers in
Garogos Island in 1993-94 (taken from Soselisa 1995:150-1, and fieldnotes 1993) and
from villagers of Buano Selatan in Buano Island in 1998 and 1999. Both islands are
located in Central Maluku.
Garogos is a tiny sandy atoll located in southeast Seram. The island has no
available land for agriculture or other means of livelihood. Its people entirely depend
on marine resources for making a living, providing their own immediate needs for
protein and, through exchange of marine products, provide their basic and secondary
needs. Their fishing technology is considered traditional. Through these activities,
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they are connected to wider networks and the outside world. These are some of the
comments about making a living in Garogos.
Work is an important thing in Garogos people's life. To stay alive, we mencari,
work to get something for a living, such as money. Our purpose in life is bameti,
"to go fishing" [a 26 year old woman].
People must work hard (kuat karja, rajin {mencari]) to get money to buy daily
necessities. The most important thing for life in Garogos is rajin mencari. The
Garogos sea still has many resources and they have good prices. So, you must
go to catch them. If you are lazy, you will not get money. Also marketing is
smooth. You just bring the catch to the middlemen in the island or even stay in
your house waiting for buyers from outside" [an old man in his 70s].
Fishing today is easier, because many marine resources have good prices and high
demand, such as shark fin, sea cucumber, abalone, and fish. Compared with other
communities in Gorom Island [a nearby bigger island] which depend for their
income on cash crops, such as nutmegs that are now [1993] falling in value and
price, Garogos people, as a maritime community, are lucky [a 30 year old man].
Life is difficult for us, because we depend only on marine resources [a 35 year old
man]
Mencari today is difficult. Many more people go fishing, so that people must
compete with each other. At the same time, they must get harvest from fishing in
order to get money. Everything today must be bought in money [a woman in her
60s].
Life is hard. We must struggle. It is hard to catch sea resources. Don't think
about an ideal or wish until you get money. No money, no wish. So, first, we are
looking for money, and after we get much money, we will start to think about
ideals. [a 24 year old woman].
The above opinions tell us that Garogos people have accepted a livelihood that is
adapted to their environment. With the nature of their environment they could only
extract marine resources. Most of inhabitants, from as young as 4 years old, male as
well as female, engage in fishing (Soselisa 1995). The characteristics of the sea and its
resources form local opinion and patterns of mencari. The statements above indicate
that the locals are aware of the characteristics of marine resources as well as of their
'choice' to engage only in fishing, and that they have no alternative sources of
livelihood. They also indicate an argument that gaining subsistence by fishing can be
more difficult, because of a greater level of uncertainty than with agriculture where
production is planned and more controllable, although not without risk of failure
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because of pests and disease91. Fishers do not share the same environment with their
products, the resources are mobile and difficult to locate, so the catch is uncertain. This
problem of uncertain harvest in Garogos was minimized by working diligently, rajin
mencari. Therefore, laziness was condemned92. During my staying in Garogos, I only
found one man whom the community considered a lazy fisherman, despising him for
his laziness and few fishing trips93.
Related to the dependency on uncertain production and market relations, life in
contemporary Garogos was measured to be harder, with more struggle, than in the past.
Since they entirely depended on producing marine products and could not meet most of
their ovu subsistence food needs by themselves, Garogos people could only survive as
part of a larger system of production and exchange. Thus, work or mencari for
subsistence is also through work for the market through sale or barter. Since the use of
money has increased in the exchange economy, money has become an important aspect
in the concept of work and mencari. Money is an important outcome of work, of
mencari, to ftilfil daily and other necessities94. The needs of the cash market could in
turn reduce time allocation for subsistence food from the sea. However, the demand of
the market for various marine products enables them to make a living, although this is a
vulnerable source for livelihood because they have no alternative to fishing, and very
much depends on market demand to maintain life. As demand increases for

91

on the contrary, fishers may perceive that fishing is less difficult than agriculture because one must
invest personal energy through a series of stages in making the garden before one can obtain the
harvest.
92
Garogos people also recognise the concept of sharing and its social obligation in everyday life.
The ta/i kor fishing method allows for community social obligation to share the household portion
with those who cannot provide fishers as active participants. To receive fish for household
consumption, only requires a 'passive participant', even a small child, in a canoe as part of the group
(see Soselisa 1995).
Some people explained his laziness for fishing, saying that he originally came from Gorom.
Because of his bad reputation as a lazy fisher, my Garogos friends even advised me to avoid
interviewing him seriously about fishing, because of his lack of fishing experience.
94 Usually Garogos fishers combine their activities for household consumption and market in one
single fishing expedition. However, because of the increased market demand for certain marine cash
products, such as sea cucumber that is not locally consumed, and the increase of monetary needs, the
catch for household consumption may be neglected for cash products in peak seasons. For example,
when Garogos men were busy with shark hunting, and fishing for family consumption was neglected,
I once found three small boys sharing a small fish, only about 10 cm long, for their lunch side-dish,
which is ironical in a community which lives from the sea. Their father went shark hunting and their
mother was nine-months pregnant, so there were no adults in the family to provide fish for the
children. The fish was given by their kin neighbour as part of the catch obtained by three teenagers
who threw a net for the day's meals (Soselisa, fieldnotes 1993). Furthermore, one may argue that
cash market activity, although increasing available income for foodstuffs, does not automatically lead
to nutritional benefit for the people, in this case children (see e.g. the discussion on this subject in
Pottier 1999).
''
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commodities they do not consume themselves, such as sea cucumber and abalone, it
could lead to the neglect of marine resources for household consumption. Another
potential consequence is the problem of declining resource stocks as a result of over
extraction. As the statements recorded above indicate, Garogos fishers are already
aware of this phenomenon.
Further examples of local opinion and statement about making a living come from
Buano Selatan villagers in Buano Island, located off western Seram. The island is
much bigger than Garogos. There are two neighbouring villages in the island, where
Buano Utara has a larger population than Buano Selatan. The people of these
villages engage in forestry, carpentry, garden cultivation mostly for food crops,
fishing, and also work outside the island. Below are some Buano Selatan local
opinions on work and life, including comments on the impact of the 1997-98
economic crisis. These comments were obtained in 1998-99, before the Maluku
unrest.
If we work industriously in the garden, it means money, because cassava,
bananas, and other food crops can be sold to the neighbouring village.
Moreover sugar cane can give money; in hot days, it sells well to primary
school students, Rp.100-Rp.350 per stick [a young wife].
If we are diligent, we will not have great difficulty in meeting our subsistence
based livelihood because there is a big market there [pointing to the
neighbouring village with a larger population]. If I plant chilli, and somebody
comes to pick it, I will shout at her. Everybody here has land and a house yard
with plenty of room to plant it. Whoever does not want to plant it is lazy! [A 33
year old woman with four sons].
Sources of money can be looked for in Buano. People can produce money
easily. For example, wild pigs can be processed as dry meat (dendeng). Land is
available for gardens. If we have direct transportation to Ambon [the province
capital], bananas can raise much money because they can be carried to Ambon
market and sold for a good price. Buano people can be rich as long as they
want to work diligently. We also can seek money in Obi [an island in north
Maluku], for several months as skilled labour building in construction, timber
workers or in mining. They pay well there compared to Ambon [a 44 year old
man who decided to return home to Buano with his family to work on his own
garden after working for a Chinese in Ambon for several years].
Looking for money in the sea [as crew of a fishing group] is what I prefer; I can
get money faster compared with working in a garden, and can consume fish
more often [a 26 year old man who works as a crew on floating platform
(rumpon) as part of purse seine fishing unit].
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In life, don't count time or money or life itself. [If] we count time we lose it,
count money lose it, count life lose it. For example, if our three leaves of atap
roof leak and we do not replace them immediately, we will lose more time in
replacing them when they are more damaged causing increased leakage. When
making atap roofs, if we want to spend less time and money, we place greater
distance between the lirang of atap. As a consequence they last a shorter time
and we need more time and money to produce new ones. So, I am not talking
about money, but life. Tomorrow it can rain or be hot. If it is hot, we will burn
the garden site, plant cassava for. eating rice [plant cassava, sell it, obtain
money, buy rice to consume it]. Also in life, we must hidup bae, maintain good
relations with all people then even the stones [not only humans!] will greet us!
That is life! [a 54 year old man in a conversation with three men from a
neighbouring village who had come to ask his permission to let them maano his
sago tree].
. .

The following are comments relating to the economic crisis and its impact.
The monetary crisis belongs to the state. However, if there is a "monetary
crisis" at state level, we should not create an "economic crisis" at village level
as some people do now. I told them, if you sell bananas to the neighbouring
village at a high price, they will also sell you fish at high price. Similarly, in
Piru sago flour is sold expensively [by local people]. This should not happen
because sago is for daily subsistence, not commercial food. Besides, you [the
seller] have that tree, you just extract it [a 70s year old man, village leader].
The economic crisis has a very large impact on the price of goods, including
subsistence needs. However, there is a positive impact also for people. If the
goods are expensive, people will work hard, more diligently. For example, in
Ambon before the economic crisis, government officials' wives wearing red
lipstick, drive out for pleasure. Now, they must work to help their husbands
meet family needs, such as planting something. But then there is no available
land in the city, not all the families have land or a home yard which can be
cultivated. In fact, we people in the villages are more able to face the economic
crisis than people in the cities. At least we villagers have our own gardens for
daily consumption [a 54 year old man].
The price increases are made worse by island kiosk owners taking so much
profit from small goods that are in fact easily transported to the island without
tax. For example, fishing equipment, such as hooks and artificial bait, are sold
with 150-300% profit [a 44 year old man who likes fishing for household
consumption].
Unlike Garogos people who only engage in fishing, Buano people had more than
one choice of occupation. Their environment provides the opportunity to choose
various resources for extraction potentially to meet needs for subsistence food and for
cash to buy daily necessities and other priorities, including childrens' education. In
addition, they also saw job opportunities outside their island. However, to extract the
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resources that nature provides, they had to work diligently95. So, similar to Garogos,
Buano people place rajin as a valued concept in mencari and life. Rajin means to work
efficiently and effectively with valuable results 'so we will not lose time and money'.
Therefore, laziness was not endorsed by Buano Selatan people. However, a
neighbouring village man commented about the connection with laziness in choosing
garden plants among Buano Selatan cultivators. He said that because they are lazy,
they choose bananas that are easily planted and do not need fenced gardens.
Conversely, the Buano Selatan people do not see this as laziness but as a rational
strategy to overcome the threat of wild pigs as pests and to meet the demand for
bananas in the neighbouring village.
By being rajin one connects the available resources, such as land, to an improved
life. Even the national economic crisis is thought to have had a positive effect in
stimulating people to be rajin in working to make a living. Through the economic
crisis villagers also saw their advantage over city people, because they had their own
land to support their family needs in a difficult period. However, the crisis had a direct
impact on everyday life. Prices for products from both outside and local sources
increased; this also shows the importance of mencari for money.
Finally, in making a living and in life, Buano people were also aware of their
relations with their environment and community. Although their environment
provides resources to be managed, people have to adapt themselves to the elements
of nature, including uncertain weather. One should not be forceful, but adaptive. At
the same time, one has to maintain good lateral relations with the community in
order to gain a valued life.

Buano people are well aware of resources provided to them by their environment, land and sea.
Even a four year old boy answered me immediately that "I will extract sago (pukul sagu), eat full, and
go fishing" when I asked him about his ideal when he would become an adult man.
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Photo 3.1. A clove grove mixed with other plants, in Ema, Ambon.

Photo 3.2. A handicraft from cloves.
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Photo 3.3. Extracting sago flour (pukulsugu) from a palm trunk [Buano Selatan, December 1998].

Photo 3.4. Processing sago flour (runias sagu) [Buano Selatan, December 1998].
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Photo 3.5. Sagii lumang [photo taken in II ila. 1997].

Photo 3.6. PapeJa (sago jelly) served in seiape [Nolloth, 1998].
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Photo 3.7. Sago loaves, rice (kutupa), cassava are served together
[makangpalita feast on Nolloth beach in the first day open sasi for trochus, 1998].

Photo 3.8. Dry food and snacks made from sago (sagu lempeng, bagea, sarut, sagit tiimbu),
on sale in Ambon market, 2001.

Photo 3.9. Work in Garogos: non, w omen. and children are hshing using ta/i kor method [1993].
Garogos Island in the background.

Photo 3.10. Work in

Buatio:
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is harvesting cassava tubers [1998].
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Chapter 4
LEGAL COMPLEXITY, LOCAL
COMMUNITIES AND SUSTAINABLE
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Chapter 4
Legal Complexity, Local Communities and
Sustainable Resource Management

Central Maluku, in common with other parts of the world, has experienced
many problems dealing with the extraction and management of resources. These
problems are subject to a complexity of regulations, rules, rights and obligations.
The control, extraction and management of local resources in Central Maluku is
subject to state legal frameworks and variable local, traditional and customary laws.

4.1. Chapter Objectives
This chapter explores some of the general problems encountered in dealing
with legal complexity in the extraction and management of natural resources among
the villages in Central Maluku. I do this by examining the position and the practices
of state laws and local customary and other laws in community life. The use of
resources is concretely articulated in the legal concepts and regulations that are
found in the form of rules, rights and obligations of social units in communities that
have access to resources.
The local customary and other laws are generally encompassed by the
Indonesian word adat. Therefore, adat includes a broad range of meanings. It is
tradition, custom, laws and legal system, political system, morality, religious values,
collective experience and local knowledge. Since Maluku cultures have acculturated
with other outside cultures and powers for a long time, Maluku adat also includes
results of earlier acculturation with those powers and cultures (before and during the
colonial influences of the West). In Indonesian terms, however, adat is sometimes
generally defined as pre-IslamIChristian religious practices, in contrast to world
religious practices, as traditional concepts in contrast to modern concepts.
Though both state and local laws are applied in a community, the nature of
these laws is often contradictory in their interpretation and application in the
management of resources. This legal pluralism is seen in the definition of what
resources are, as well as in distinguishing ecological units of resources, constructing
resources as property objects with a complexity of property rights, coping with

disputes over management, control and extraction of resources, and defining holders
of decision making authority. It is often in the management, extraction and control
of resources that authorities, individuals or institutions, play an important role in
legitimatising decision-making using different legal systems.
Some state regulations and projects that have been discussed by both
academics and NGO activists as not benefiting adat-based communities are
mentioned briefly in this chapter, together with the impact of state interventions and
regulations on local-level practices. The issue of sustainable use of resources is also
addressed in this chapter. Besides exploring the layers of relationship between local
communities and the state through state policies, this chapter also considers different
layers of relationships, arrangements and tensions over the issues of resource use
and management within a local community, between local communities, and
between local communities and incoming settlers or immigrants.
The situation and cases presented here relate to the period of New Order
(Orde Baru) Government that after 32 years officially ended in 1998. The most
important ideology of New Order government under Soeharto was pembangunan,
'development', that has been a cornerstone for the government's legitimacy.

4.2. The Problems
Legal pluralism has a long history in Indonesia (von Benda-Beckmann
1992). It is not just the co-existence of state law, including colonial government
laws of the past that are still effective, adat and religious law, but as F & K von
Benda-Beckmann state (2001:29), also new forms of local legal regulations, which
the authors call 'unnamed law', that affect local practice. This constellation of laws
becomes more complex with. the increasing role played by international law and
conventions which have emphasised issues such as human rights, environmental
destruction and sustainability, access and exploitation, with respect to the legal
status, political and economic rights of 'indigenous people' (F & K von BendaBeckmann 2001). Examples include the Kari-Oca Declaration and ILO Convention
of indigenous people and the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development'.

For these conventions and declarations, see e.g. Terena (1994) and Swepston & Tomei (1994).
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For at least the last two decades, attention has been drawn to indigenous or
tribal people and the rights that they hold over resources in their region2. They are
often involved in problems over the use of their resources, for example for the
purpose of development programs promoted by government/state, such as
plantations, forestry extraction, transmigration, mining, tourism, and conservation.
Many conflicts emerge, not only those between the state and its people. These
include inter communal or ethnic conflicts (such as between incomers and local
indigenous people), the 'rich' who control capital versus the 'poor' who provide
labour, the concept of fixed settlement versus a natural-based way of life,
anthropocentric concepts versus eco-centric, and monoculture ecology versus
indigenous ecology.
Following global attention, indigenous people and issues of sustainability
have attracted the attention of NGO activists and academics in Indonesia. In fact, in
many cases, these two elements are interrelated. Ignorance of adat-based
community rights often goes hand in hand with the issue of unsustainable use of the
environment.
There have been on-going debates on how the existence of adat-based
communities and their rights are ignored in New Order government regulations on
land and resource management, especially in the Outer Islands (see e.g., Pannell and
von Benda-Beckmann 1998; Li 1999; Ruwiastuti 2000; Leith 2001). National and
international policies have marginalized adat-based communities within their own
lands. New state regulations have ignored customary and local regulations that have
been practised since before the establishment of the state itself. In fact, the welfare
of local people is not the priority of resource extraction regulations. The different
concepts held by government and the people on what they mean by 'development',
and the existence of adat-based groups, very often leads to an adat-based group
being accused of opposing development. The differences in approach are given
negative connotations by agents of the state, who associate forest dwellers
(perambah hutan) and shifting cultivators (peladang berpindah), with forest
destroyers, isolated people (masyarakat terasing), backward people (masyarakat

2

The definition of 'indigenous people' in Indonesia is subject to discourse among, for example,
government and NGO activitists (e.g. Li 2000).
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tertinggal or masyarakat terbelakang), or (for the traditional miners in Kalimantan),
illegal miners (penambang tanpa ijin or PETI)
Indonesian communities based on adat still hold their land and resources
under local customary tenure systems, while formal legal rules are under national
laws. Disputes over resources and rights can happen within a customary community
with its local law practices, between communities, as well as between communities
and state, where local customary (adat) law is confronted by state law.
Legal pluralism and its problems cover conceptualisations of law, property
rights and socio-economic practices (Fisiy 1992). Differences in definition and
concepts of an object perceived by different parties can result in a legal action under
one law being seen as a violation under another law. A forest may be viewed by
government as a state forest, while an adat-based community may view it as their
community's property. The state views land as a national economic resource, while
for a local customary 'community, land is often an interrelation of economic, social
and cultural values and activities. It is not only a primary source of food, but also a
place of ancestors, linking the living and the dead, a place of afterbirth and funeral
sites (see e.g. de Coppet 1985).
In the eyes of government, state laws are seen as one of the primary
instruments for nation building, national integration, and as an instrument for
'development' (Fisiy 1992:3 in the discussion on land law reforms in Cameroon).
However, instead of achieving its objectives for national integration, in practice it
only creates uniformity, standardisation and simplification of various local laws 3.
On the other hand, among communities in the field, the problems that emerge are
not only with, or caused by, the government, but are between different layers of
groups: between the local community and outside settlers, between local
communities, and within a community.
Since a community is not homogenous, it is important to see how various
social actors adopt and use the co-existing laws. The effectiveness of a law in
practice is dependent upon the choices the actors make from amongst the various
sections of law for their own aims, who the social actors are (for example, their
position in a community), and the reaction of other actors in the field at the time.
Leith (2001:50-70) discusses the policies of centralised Indonesian government in nation building,
in which the Javanese culture is used as state-oriented political culture, becoming the standard of
national culture for economic development and resource extraction systems.
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Local laws may often emerge in response to local interpretations of the
formal legal situation. Such laws are often likely to be based on a misunderstanding
of the law, or on the loose application of law by local authorities, businesses, and
others. Widespread corruption and lack of effective legal controls are likely to mean
that at the local level the formal legal system is often misrepresented. In fact, one
law, whether state or local, tends not to have a single interpretation and
transmission, but has wide variation in interpretation (see Fisiy 1992 for cases from
Africa).

4.3. State Regulations on Resource Management: instruments for nation
building and development
Regulations and policies of natural resources management in Indonesia are
derived from UUD 1945 (1945 Indonesian constitution) article 33 subsection 3 that
states: the earth and waters and natural riches which they contain are controlled by
the state and are used for the maximal prosperity of the citizenry4. So, according to
this article, the state has the right to control (not to own) land [earth], waters and
natural wealth, although there is no further clarification on how the state should or
can exercise this control. However, in its interpretation in the field of action, the
question of state control and owning of resources is always a topic for public
discourse and debate (see e.g. Fauzi 1998; Ruwiastuti 2000).
Based on this article of UUD 1945 as a general formulation, the MPR
(Male/is Permusyawaratan Rakyat, People's Consultative Council) formulates the
policy direction for management of natural resources in Indonesia in the GBHN
(Garis-garis Besar Haluan Negara, Broad Outline of State Policy) that are draw up
every five years. Through Undang-Undang (laws composed by government and the
legislative assembly, DPR) and other lesser decrees by sectors or departments, such
as presidential and ministry decrees, the regulations for resource management are
determined.
The laws on resource management include regulations for land, forest,
mining, water, fisheries, environment, bio-diversity, etc.

The number of

departments or sectors involved in the implementation of these resource
'In Indonesian: bumi dan air dan kekayaan a/am yang terkandung di dalamnya dikuasai oleh negara
dan dipergunakan untuk sebesar-besarnya keinakmuran rakyat.
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management regulations can lead to overlapping scope, conflicting sectoral
jurisdictions and competition. For example, the forestry ministry may perceive that
control over a forest reserve is equal to control over the land of the forest, while
Sumardjono (1999) argues that it is actually about the use of a certain resource on
the land. The newer laws lead to overlapping and contradictory interpretation and
application in the field, due to the various practices of the actors and the situation of
their actions. State laws and projects as illustrated in examples below show how the
state has perceived and constructed nation building and national integration through
its concept of development.
Although state regulations and legal frameworks are not always effective at
the local level, they may deny the potential responsibility of the locals to manage
their own resources. The discourse on the legal framework also shows government
attitude to the local, in which government claims control over local communities and
their resources, instead of recognising control by the communities.
There are several state laws that have often been discussed and described by
both academics and NGO activists as opposing, ignoring or even destroying the
position of the adat-based community and its rights and access over its resources
(see e.g., Ukru et al. 1993; Ruwiastuti 1998; 2000; Razlf 1998; Japhama 1998; Fauzi
1998; Moniaga 1998; Muhammad 1999; Nurjaya 2000). They include Basic
Agrarian Law (UU No.5/1960
Forestry Law (UU No.5/1967

-

-

UUPA, Undang-Undang Pokok Agraria), Basic
UUPK, Undang-Undang Pokok Kehutanan) and

forestry decree on HPH6 and HPHH7 (PP No.21/1970), Basic Mining Laws (UU
No.11/1967 on Pokok-Pokok Pertambangan), and the 1979 Village Administration
Law (UU No. 5/1979 on Pemerintahan Desa). Other government policies, such as
transmigration and resettlement as discussed below, have also been argued not to be
compatible with the adat-based community situation.
Under the 1960 Basic Agrarian Law, customary rights are acknowledged
(article 3 ) using for the first time an Indonesian term hak u1ayat8 which categorises
,

These authors highlight parts of the regulations that in the applications disadvantage the local
people.
6
HPH = Hak Pengusahaan Hutan, forest utilisation rights/forest concession.
HPHH = Hak Pemungutan Hasil Hutan, rights for collecting forest products.
8
This term was translated from the Dutch legal term beschikkingsrecht (Ruwiastuti 2000:86). The
Indonesian dictionary (Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia 1993:33 5) defines hak ulayat as rights owned
by an adat-based community to control its land and all its resources in its own domain.
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all the rights held by adat-based groups. However, this acknowledgement of adat
rights came along with conditions (Ruwiastuti 1998:6), such as (a) as long as the
right (hak ulayat) already exists, (b) the compatibility of the right with the interests
of the state and citizens of the country, and (c) as long as the rights are not
inconsistent with higher regulations. These conditions, as Ruwiastuti (1998) argues,
leave unclear the position of the adat-based community as rights holders. While the
interests of a local group can be overlooked or ignored in the context of state
interests9, there is no legal identification of what kinds of regulation are higher than
ulayat rights. Any new government regulation may overrule or deny an ulayat
right'0. Furthermore, Ruwiastuti (2000:88-90) argues that, in practice hak ulayat is
used by the state to generalise all types of adat-based community rights, and in turn
concludes that by using article 33 of the constitution, ulayat rights can be
categorised as state rights. Thus lands under ulayat rights become equivalent to
those under state rights and the state can take over legitimacy to control, arrange,
and make legal contracts with third parties over those lands.
Although the UUPA was constructed for positive reasons, in its
implementation it has lost its function, especially that of strengthening the rights of
marginal people over their land, such as groups of villagers and small ethnic groups.
Other new regulations and government policies for land management during
Soeharto's New Order have very often given benefits to the outsiders, people who
have capital, and to the state itself12. Many cases of land dispute have involved the
<

At least three articles of UUPA say that community and clan forests are state forest and so are
managed by the state. If the state needs them for other purposes, their customary functions and uses
can be suspended (Pamulardi 1996:265).
Ruwiastuti (1998:4-5) also shows government concepts of existing ulayat rights, using examples
from several sources. In one example from East Kalimantan, the head of the Provincial Land Office
states that the land base of ulayat rights is not recognised in the region, thus the land and its products
are the property of former Kutai Kingdom, so now become state land. The head of the Provincial
Land Office in Papua (Irian Jaya) argues that it would be dangerous to recognise the ulayat rights of
adat-based communities in the province, because this would effectively recognise the autonomy of
adat communities as 'mini states' within Indonesia. Furthermore, since an adat-based community
does not hold a certificate of property ownership, its position is weak in relation to forestry
companies that hold government documents approving forest extraction.
Imam Soetiknjo, an UUPA initiator, categorises hak ulayat (beschikkingsrecht) as public rights
owned by adat-based communities, which are the smallest political units in a state (Ruwiastuti
2000:88).
12
In the name of 'development', the New Order government developed capitalism in the agrarian
sector through, for example, the green revolution, forest exploitation program, and agro-industry
program (see Fauzi 1999). These programs led to the 'destruction' of people's lives and resources for
livelihood, especially marginal people in the villages and adat-based communities found mostly in
the outer Indonesia islands. Often they lost their economic, social, cultural, and ecological relations
with, and access to, their land or forest, becoming even more marginalised.
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people versus the state or big companies supported by the state, the poor versus the
rich, coloured by despotism, threats or violence against the powerless13, and also
widespread allegations of corruption.
In Central Maluku villages, to some extent social organization is still based
on adat. In adat, a village as an autonomous unit, holds authority over its domain.
The domain of an adat-based village includes both land and water (rivers, lakes and
sea). For coastal villages, the boundaries of their land extend out to sea, up to a
certain distance from shore, based on the local concept of property. Usually the
border of a domain is marked by natural features, such as a rock, stream, tree, cape,
reefs, or current (see next chapter).
Land and its resources, such as forest and gardens, are owned or managed
through varied rights by various groups, from the community as a whole, to clans or
families. These kinds of rights encompass obligations and arrangements over the
management of the resources, based on adat. The arrangement of the rights to, and
obligations over, resources are inter-related with the social structure in a community.
However, in Central Maluku experience, as in many other places in the world, local
management of resources has changed over time. Transformative influences include
intervention of the state, from the Dutch colonial period to independence, and are
encapsulated in the market economy. In the Dutch time, for example, change started
with policies regarding spices, which caused changes in the ecology as well as in
social structure and cultural life. These changes included patterns of production of
cash crops. Some communities expanded clove plantations, while others neglected
them in order to avoid high tax imposed by the colonial government. Resettlement
programs sponsored by the colonial government moved people from the interior to
the coastal area in order to control them, or to chase away local populations opposed
to the government's spice policies.

The spice policies that created hongi

expeditions, also led to the creation of dati land system in adat structure (see
Chapter 2)1 .

13

During the New Order government and up to the new government (mid 1998-2000), there were
some 1744 cases of agrarian conflict covered by the media and recorded by NGOs. The conflicts
mostly dealt with plantation land (337 cases), public and urban infrastructure (278), and 112 cases on
industry and factory issues (Suara Pembaruan 25/9/2000).
14
In tracking adat structures in Central Maluku, one may find elements that were influenced by the
Portuguese, created by the Dutch or influenced by other central political powers before colonial
times, such as the Sultanates in the northern part of Maluku. With the long history of contact with
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In the view of many local communities in Indonesia, the forest is generally
categorised as adat land. Usually, it is controlled by the village government and is
to be used by all villagers. However, since the time of the Dutch colonial
government, local rights over forest have been ignored by the state15. Under the
national government, the state has control over 70% of land in Indonesia classified
as state forests, hutan negara (Campbell 2001:62). This state forest is divided into
production forest, national parks, and protected forest16.
In the 1967 basic provisions on forestry, where the government provides its
own definition of forest17 , the rights to manage a forest are regulated by the state.
The rights of adat-based communities are secondary to the objectives of the decree.
Hak ulayat of an adat-based community are not allowed to obstruct the
implementation of government planning, for example, by refusing to clear forest for
large-scale projects, such as transmigration, or by using adat rights to justify the
careless clearing of forest (see e.g., Saman et al. 1993 cited in Fauzi 1999:178;
Pamulardi 1986:265; Nurjaya 2000). Implementation or practice of ulayat rights
should comply with the national interest and should not be exercised contrary to
government regulations.
In the government implementation regulations, PP No.21/1970 on HPH and
HPHH, adat rights are also ignored. The state can give HPH rights to all state
productive forests, including forests controlled by adat-based community (article
13); the state controls the rights of the community to collect forest products, so that
this does not disturb forestry companies' concessions, and the rights may also be
suspended (article 6). The HPH holders are allowed to control (article 6)18 or even

outsiders and influences of the colonial government, one also can not be sure which elements are
more local in origin or which were created earlier than others.
For example, the first forest regulation in 1865 and the 1870 Domeinverkiaring stipulated that
forest and land not being used was claimed as property of the colonial state. The definition of 'not
being used' in this context was ambiguous. It was not clear whether it meant clearing for agriculture
and harvesting timber for market, or also included land lying under fallow/forest re-growth, sago
extraction, hunting activities, collecting rattan or medicinal wild plants.
16
Monk el al. (1997:603) listed the categories of forest function that are covered by government
regulations. They are forest provided for: (1) conservation purposes, (2) protection of water and soil,
(3) restricted production (erosion prevention and timber production), (4) normal production (for
timber), (5) conversion to agriculture or other uses.
17
Government has rights to define a forest (see article 1, subsection 1 and 4).
Article 6 subsection 2 says that any implementation of adat rights must have the permission of the
HPH holder. This may be arranged according to the rules following a meeting between the rights
holder and the adat-law community with the presence and advice of government forestry officers.
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cancel the local people's rights to extract the forest (article 17) (see e.g., Fauzi
1999:178-179; Pamulardi 1996:265-267; Nurjaya 2000:217).
The implementation of these regulations for extracting, maintaining and
marketing forest products have created conflicts with adat customary laws and
communities living around the forests. While a local community will claim a forest
as its property over generations based on its adat laws, and then demand its rights,
the government may view the community as being opposed to the government and
'development' program. This has often caused conflict, familiar in Indonesia as
well as in other parts of the world where customary laws still exist and apply to the
local communities, but in practice are very often ignored by state authorities (e.g.
Baland and Platteau 1996; Dove 1999; Ruwiastuti 2000)1 .
The issue of the HPH decree, which offers opportunities to anybody to
exploit forests, has resulted in about 69 million hectares in nineteen provinces of
Indonesia coming under the control of 657 HPH right-holders (Kompas
25/9/2000b). According to the 1996 Central Statistics Bureau data, 531 HPH
companies had the rights to an area of 59.78 million hectares in 1994; on average
each HPH holder extracted 0.112 million ha (Soehendera 2000:243).
Over the last 30 years, logging activity has extended dramatically in central
and north Maluku (Monk et al. 1997:609). Up to 1993, there were 43 HPH (forest
utilisation licence) holders in Maluku, covering 35,046 km2. Fifteen of these
operated in Central Maluku: twelve in Seram, one on the island of Ambalau and
three on Buru Island (Monk et al. 1997:612-613).

Nevertheless, in an effort to acknowledge the rights of local people around an HPH forest area, the
government in 1993 under a decree of the Ministry of Forestry, issued regulations on the right of an
adat-based community to collect forest products within the HPH area (Keputusan Menteri Kehutanan
No. 251/Kpts-II/93 tentang Ketentuan Pemungutan Hasil hutan oleh Masyarakat Hukum Adat atau
Anggotanya di dalam Areal Hak Pengusahaan Hutan). This states that an adat-based community (as
long as it exists) can collect forest products (timber and non-timber) in an HPH area for their own
subsistence or community needs, but not for commercial purposes. Permission for such activities
should be sought from the district forestry head or his appointee (see e.g. Pamulardi 1996:266-267).
As with previous regulations, this regulation also disadvantages adat-based community members,
since many of them depend upon forest products for the market, especially non-timber products, in
order to meet their everyday needs. Many of them are not familiar with the bureaucratic procedures
to ask permission from the authority to collect the products. Moreover, the existence of an adatbased community and its members must be verified through a letter issued by a regency or district
head (Bupati Kepala Daerah Tingkat II) in the region (Pamulardi 1996:267, from Adisoesanto 1994).
This bureaucratic recognition and process can lead to questions about how to define the existence of
an adat-based community and the methodology used.
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Since many islands are small in area, logging seriously threatens local
Maluku ecology as well as the local indigenous people's way of life (Ellen 1997b).
One community leader from Tifu village in Buru Island commented on the
consequences of HPH company presence, saying;
No Buru people became rich because of the HPH. The future of Buru people
is only in coconut gardens (dusun kelapa), clove groves (dusun cengkeh),
and other tree gardens. The Buru people will be impoverished in the future
by the HPH companies. They destroy our forest and persuaded the youths to
forget their dusun (Ukru et al. 1993:62).
Logging activity is also a major threat for the nature reserves and national
parks in Seram and Halmahera and in other parts of Maluku (Edwards 1993; 11;
Monk et al. 1997:861-864). Besides government legal logging, Maluku forest also
suffers from illegal logging. Toward the collapse of New Order, illegal logging in
Maluku reached about 1.2 million cubic metres (Kompas 4/712002b). During the
unrest, this illegal traffic has gone out of control (Kompas 41712002b).
However, deforestation in Maluku is not only caused by commercial logging,
but also by forest clearance for resettlement programs (Ellen 1 997b) (see later
discussion below about transmigration).
Similar to the forestry case, many large-scale mining companies operate on
customary land, owned by local groups or adat-based communities20. Several cases
show the disadvantages faced by local indigenous communities because of the
present and past operation of mining companies on their land. These include
problems with environmental degradation, social, cultural and economic
disadvantages, besides human rights problems (e.g. Kunanayagam and Young 1998;
Razif 1998)21.

20

In the same year of Basic Mining Laws, the government issued a decree on foreign investment,
Undang-undang No.] tentang Penanaman Modal Asing. This regulation explicitly defines three
benefits for foreign companies investing in Indonesia: the availability of cheap labour, the rich
natural resources, and political stability (Razif 1998:13). In line with its objective, this decree has
attracted substantial international investments, especially for mining and forestry. In mining, one of
the main attractions is the offer to allow up to 90% to be foreign owned, and 10% held by an
Indonesian company as a partner. In addition, according to a study done by Econit (an Indonesian
economic research and consulting firm), the government only charges a royalty of between 1-3.5%,
compared to other southeast Asian countries, such as Malaysia, The Philippines, Thailand and
Vietnam which charge 3-15% (Muhammad 1999:193). Since the state is convinced of the economic
value of large scale investment, government mining policies have been influenced, which in turn lead
to basic problems in relation to local people's welfare and environment (Muhammad 1999:164).
21
PT Freeport Indonesia is one of the examples of foreign mining companies that have operated in
Irian Jaya (now Papua) Province of eastern Indonesia since 1967. American Freeport-McMoran
owns 80% of the operation, while the rest is held by Indonesian government and Indonesian private
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In fact, the regulations of 1967 basic mining laws provide ioop holes through
which opportunities for such problems arise. For example, article 26 states that the
landowners have an obligation to allow mining companies holding government
licences to extract minerals from their land through agreement. This article does not
offer much choice to the landowner (Muhammad 1999:179). Moreover, if the
landowner prevents the activity, he faces jail or a fine. The decree also gives the
opportunity for the relocation of the local people to another place.
In eastern Seram in Maluku, onshore drilling has occurred in the Bula area
for some years. Oil was discovered there over a century ago in Dutch colonial
times, and the first production was in 1913 (van Horn 1999). Production was
stopped after the Japanese occupation, because they demolished the installation
before they left in 1945. It started again under the Indonesian state in 1969 (van
Horn 1999). Although the Seram oil production is small compared to other parts of
Indonesia, the presence of the industry on the island still has a potential effect on
natural resources. As Edwards (1993:9) states, if a commercially viable well is
found, by a consortium which held exploration rights for an area amounting to onethird of the island in 1988, it will affect the rain forest vegetation.
The topic of mining in Central Maluku recently received public and even
national media attention for some time before the 1999 unrest, because of protests
by the local people of Haruku village against the initial digging activities that were
disturbing their resources and threatening their adat-based management of the local
environment. As usual an agreement had been arranged by the central government
and a potential partner company without consultation with, or provision of
information to, the local people before-hand. As a consequence, the mining
company's activity was met by an unfavourable reaction from the villagers. The
investors. The company contract gave it rights to extract copper, but it later also extracted gold
(Razif 1998:17). This is also an example of a big company whose operation has brought impact and
disadvantages to the local adat-based community since the company has taken its customary land.
Although on the national level, this company is the biggest tax payer (in 1996-97), over more than
thirty years operation, it has been alleged to have damaged 30,000 hectares of rainforest as well as the
Ajkwa and Kopi rivers. About 125,000-300,000 metric tonnes of potentially toxic mine waste are
dumped into the local rivers per day, poisoning the water and food supply of thousands of indigenous
people. When the local people protested, they received human rights abuse from the military.
Moreover, the Kamoro have also been ordered to leave their lands as the company plans to target
their villages downstream as a site for dumping tailings (Beanal 1997). Similar problems, such as
marginalisation of local people and environmental degradation, caused by mining industry in
cooperation between state and capital have been experienced in other parts of Indonesia, such as
North Sulawesi, central, east, and south of Kalimantan, south Sumatera, Sumbawa, and Haruku
Island of Maluku.
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river was polluted, and holes were dug within the villagers' lands and gardens
(dusun) without the owners' knowledge and permission. One garden owner who
found 26 holes in his garden protested by removing the company's jerrycan and
cutting the company's cable from the garden. He was arrested and sent to prison in
Ambon on a charge of stealing the company's property.
Haruku village has revived the practice of sasi for the lompa fish (a local
conservation system, see Chapter 5 for details). For their efforts, the village
received the highest national environment award, Kalpataru, from the President of
Indonesia in 1985 through the Department of Environmental Affairs (Kissya 1993).
This demonstrates some government acknowledgement of customary systems. The
Wai Ira river in the mine area has been polluted. It is an important route of the
lompa fish that travel annually upriver from the sea. The kewang, an adat institution
that has a role in resource management including the sasi system, was strongly
involved in the protest activated by the head of kewang (kepala kewang). One of his
threats was to return the kalpataru award if their protest was ignored by the
government (Forum Keadilan 1997; Gatra 1997). In another example, a letter sent
by the Haruku community to the provincial legislative body in January 1997
regarding the mining activity, resulted in an insulting and angry response from the
subdistrict head who visited the village, accompanied by army and police personnel.
He scolded the villagers as stupid, uneducated, and ungrateful for failing to see the
mining activity as a source of community welfare. He said that they always used the
kalpataru environment award as a shield against mining activity (source: another
letter sent to the provincial legislative body in February 1997 by Haruku village
community). These examples show that government sectors do not share the same
views about ecological issues, resulting in contradictions between government
rhetoric and practice.
The Haruku operation is only one part of a mining project called Maluku
Joint Venture property, a Joint venture between a Canadian company holding an
85% interest and Aneka Tambang, a state-owned Indonesian mining company with
15% interest in the project. The Maluku Joint Venture property has rights over
100,000 hectares, covering the islands of Haruku, Ambon, Saparua, and Nusalaut.
The Contract of Work (CoW) was signed by the Indonesian government in 1997 and
consists of two parts, one covering 9,207 hectares on Haruku and 34,550 hectares on
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west Ambon Island, and the other covering Saparua, Nusalaut and other portions of
Ambon Island (Indo Metals Ltd. Press Release 1998)22.
When Nusalaut leaders learned from a local Ambon-based NGO that their
island was also included in Maluku Joint Venture properties, they objected.
Facilitated by the local NGO, all seven villages' leaders had meetings to discuss the
potential impact of mining on the population and environment of their small island,
and what they could do to prevent mining going ahead. In September 1998, the
leaders of these seven villages with some community members gathered at the
sacred centre of the island (pusat pulau), which is believed to be a place of the
island's ancestors. In this place they held a meeting of the People's Council for the
Land (Dewan Saniri Tanah) and signed a statement to the effect that they refused
any kind of mining activity on the island. They also prepared a testimonial letter to
be sent to the provincial and national parliaments and to the Human Rights
Commission (see also Novaczek & Palyama 1999).
The results of exploration in the four islands has shown the potential of base
metal values, especially the Haruku exploration in the second half of 1997 which
promised the potential of discovery of high-grade polymetallic (copper-lead-zincsilver) (Indo Metals Ltd press release 1997; 1998). \Vhat this means for the local
communities and their environment when the next stage of mining activity takes
place is unclear. Given the small size of the four islands, activities such as mining
can be dangerous for land and sea resources and their inhabitants. In a discussion
between my group from Pattimura University in December 1997 and Ameth
villagers, the Nusalaut inhabitants clearly indicated that they already fear for their
future life if the mining project continues. They worry they may even be forced to
leave their ancestral land.
The 1979 Village Administration law is aimed to make uniform the
administrative structure at village level throughout Indonesia. This law is modelled
on the situation in Javanese villages. This decree also meant replacing or removing
adat-based administration structures that had been practised for a long time,
including the structure of organizations dealing with resource management.
22

Novaczek and Palyama (1999:38) notice that "in promotional material for Indometal stock, a
broker from Vancouver described these islands as being covered in "dense tropical jungle", with no
mention of local inhabitants. This is very misleading information".
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Customary rules have been replaced, so that a village leader can now be chosen from
beyond descent groups that traditionally provided leaders. Also customary titles of
the leaders or village organizations have been replaced by Indonesian terms
unfamiliar to the locals, with the loss of the local customary meaning attached to the
titles. Some customary organizations have also been undermined because there is
no room for them in the new national structure. Some have lost their function in
social life and cultural practices, while adapting to the state system, others now have
ambiguous status in customary law (see e.g. Warren 1993). Under the 1979 village
administration regulation, a main village can be reclassified as a hamlet and its
former hamlet can become the main village on the basis of relative population size
and domain size. By decree of the Home Affairs Ministry (No.4/1981), a village
(desa) should have a population of at least 2,500 souls or 500 families. Many adatbased villages in outer islands, including Maluku, fail to meet this condition. If the
size condition is not met a village may be merged with another village, its status
changed to that of a hamlet (known in Indonesian as dusun), and administratively it
will be placed under the authority of a new main village. This may lead to problems
if the former main village is where an adat authority is located, and the new main
village was only a hamlet. Or, where those villages were formerly autonomous
adat-based communities with their own leaders, the merger leads to one being
subordinate as a hamlet to the other. This creates problems in leadership.
Academics and NGOs widely blame this state regulation for the decline of
customary village structures23. Local organisations have lost their autonomy and
status as independent socio-economic and political units. This in turn has weakened
the legitimacy and recognition of adat-based rights, including the rights of access to
their own resources.
Under the pre 1979 situation, each Central Maluku village had an
autonomous government, consisting of executive and legislative bodies. Generally,
the traditional Central Maluku village adat government can be described as follows
(see e.g. Leirissa et al. 1982; Cooley 1987; Effendy 1987), although there was some
regional and historical variation.

23

One may argue that there are also other factors that weaken the customary structure and practices,
including modernity, market economy, and education. On the other hand, some consider that the old
customary system was "feudal and undemocratic" (Lee 1997:71), so that the new system is
preferable.
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The executive body, called Pemerentah Negeri (village government)
consisted of the village head, with the title Raja, Pati or Orang Kaya24 , and the
Kepala Soa, the heads of clan groups who represented each sea comprising the
village community. The Raja (or Pati and Orang Kaya) was a hereditary position,
and so could only be held by a member of the clan who had the right to be village
leader, confirmed by the Saniri Negeri (Village Council) as the people's
representative. However, some inheritance rules also allowed for more than one
possible candidate, so that an election of eligible successors to the position of raja
would be organised by the Saniri Negeri. The same rule also applied to the kepala
sea, who were elected from the descendants of former kepala sea by sea members.
Each kepala sea helped the raja as the government representative for their own sea.
Especially in the Lease Islands, the kepala sea took turns to represent the
Pemerentah Negeri as duty officer for a month, to keep the operation of the
government and everything in the village running as smoothly as possible. This
duty officer was called kepala sea jaga (jaga = guard) or kepala sea bulan (bulan =
month).
Kewang was one of the institutions of village government. This institution
consisted of the head of the kewang (kepala kewang), which was also a hereditary
post, and its members (anak kewang), whose task was to keep an eye on, and
maintain village resources, such as village boundaries, forest, and garden
management, including the implementation of adat regulations on resource
management, the sasi system. Other personnel in Pemerentah Negeri included juru
tulis (clerk) who was involved in administration matters, and marinye who had the
task of disseminating information or village decisions to the people. He would walk
around the village, hitting a tifti, small drum, to attract people's attention, and pause
in certain strategic places to shout out the information. In an earlier period, a raja
was also supported by a kapitan as war commander.
The Saniri Negeri acted as a legislative body. It elected the raja, regulated
his governance, provided him with advice, and assisted him to decide or arrange
village matters, such as those relating to regulations or sanctions. This body

During the Dutch colonial times, these titles were also used politically by the colonial government
to mark the level of loyalty of the leaders toward that government. In a letter of a village leader's
inauguration or appointment signed by the government, it mentioned the title that could be used. The
highest title was Raja, followed by Pati or Patty and then Orang Kaya.
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consisted of the elders from village clans, adat and ritual practitioners, including the
tuan tana and the head of kewang darat (kewang in land domain) and kewang laut
(kewang for marine domain). The tuan tana, lord of the land, was a person
knowledgeable about the history of the village land and its clans, including
boundaries. The position of tuan tana was also hereditary. The Fernerentah Negeri,
the executive body (the raja and the kepala soa) were also members of Saniri
Negeri.
There was an element in adat government called Saniri Besar, especially
found in Lease and Ambon villages. The Saniri Besar was a public meeting of the
Saniri Negeri and all other villagers (usually attended by adult men) who gathered in
the baeleo negeri (village adat house) at least once a year. The meeting was led by
the Fern erentah Negeri, representing the Saniri Negeri, and gave the yearly report of
the village government to the people.
Under the Indonesian state, the implementation of the 1979 national village
administration in Central Maluku villages, which began in the 1980s, has led to a
shift of village social structure and practices.

Adat government has been

systematically undermined by the state. The state law does not accommodate all the
elements of adat government. While the new institutions that have no roots in the
community are looking for their meaning, position and function, the former
institutions have been ignored and have gradually lost their community meaning,
position and function. This has created confusion among the adat community. In
much of Central Maluku, villagers have noticed that their adat institutions have lost
their power, although some villages have tried to maintain some former elements.
Kewang is one of the adat institutions that is not accommodated under the new
regulation, and in many villages this institution has faded, especially if the sasi
system is no longer being practised.
There has also been change in the application of adat. For example, the term
raja has been changed to kepala desa. The new designation does not carry the full
meaning of the former adat authority. Under adat, the position of raja is hereditary,
but anybody can now be elected as a kepala desa as long as he has been living in the
village for two years. So, an outsider can become a village leader. However, to try
to retain links with tradition and avoid confusion that may happen in practice, most
villages in Central Maluku still choose somebody who is a descendent of a raja to
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be kepala desa. They are also still referred to within the village as 'raja', rather than
as kepala desa. This can be seen as a way in which traditional government may
subvert the state organization. Thus, traditional systems may persist with the
appearance of legitimation by the state.
In practice, a kepala desa is more directly responsible to the head of the
subdistrict (Camat), than to the Saniri Negeri or Saniri Besar, which no longer
formally exist in the new structure. LMD (Lembaga Musyawarah Desa, Village
Consultative Council) was thought to be a replacement for Saniri Negeri, but in
practice this new institution is impotent compared to the former institution, besides
being substantively different. In addition, by state regulation both the LMD as
legislative body and LKMD as executive body are led by the kepala desa, so that a
controlling function of village government is difficult to practise.
The village mergers have also led to serious problems, such as disputes about
village leadership with village funds (see e.g. Ukru et al. 1993; Universitas
Pattimura 1996). In the subdistrict of Buru Selatan, 56 adat-based villages
(kampung) were merged into 28 (main) villages with hamlets, while in the
subdistrict of Buru Utara Timur, 58 villages became 27 (Ukru et al. 1993:63). Ukru
et al. (1993:63-64) provide examples from Buru of local leadership conflict because
of this policy. For example, because of their small size the adat-based villages of
Tifu, Nasarua, and Waeken were merged in 1988, with Tifu as the main village. The
Tifu leader leads the new merged village, however, two other leaders and their
communities are not happy with this arrangement25. Similarly, in 1988, villages of
Solea, Melinani, and Selumena in the north central part of Seram were reduced in
status to hamlets (dusun) of Manusela as the main village (Universitas Pattimura
1996). As a consequence, they were no longer entitled to receive a government
subsidy to communities with desa status. Other development funds, such as IDT
fund, that were received by main villages had also to be shared with the associated
hamlets. Historically under the Dutch, around 1939, these three villages were once
25

after the merger of the kampung, many problems emerged.
A Nasarua leader commented,
Besides village fund, also leadership issues. Who should obey whom? We do not want to be
governed by Tifu. Our elders decided to separate from Tifu because we did not want to be under
Tifu. A village [model] like in Java cannot be applied here; in Java it can because it is compatible
with their adat. We have different adat and small number of people. We should return to our adat
system". However, a Buru subdistrict head did not share this opinion. He said, "the merger makes it
easier for government administration, so that village administration is uniform nationally, so it is
much easier for the government to organise people to develop" (Ukru et al. 1993:64).
"...
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put under the Manusela government. However, in adat, Manusela does not have
'authoritative' rights over these villages, besides the village of Manusela is located
quite far from these three villages (Universitas Pattimura 1996:9). Aware of this
fact, the leader of Manusela has sent a letter to the regional government for
autonomy rights for his hamlets. The letter has never received a reply (Universitas
Pattimura 1996:9). Government regulations on village size, however, are not
applied consistently in Central Maluku. Some villages have less than 2500
inhabitants, but retain desa status.
Similar to other places in Indonesia, the position of the village as the smallest
administrative unit under the state, in some cases, has lost its customary autonomy
and authority over its lands and resources. State regulations, policies and programs
are being implemented over village resources without arrangement with the village
authority.
The government- sponsored transmigration program involves the movement
of poor, landless or nearly landless households from the islands of Java, Madura,
Bali and Lombok to the land-rich areas in the outer Indonesian islands26. Under the
Indonesian government, transmigration was started in December 1950 when 23
families from Central Jawa were sent to Lampung in Sumatra27. Over the last 50
years, about eight million individuals have been re-settled as transmigrants
(Yudohusodo 2000)28.
The idea behind transmigration is to move people from densely populated
areas to, relatively 'empty' sites in less heavily populated areas, to open the area and
develop it, and to relieve population pressure in densely settled areas. Besides the

26

There is also much independent and unregulated migration between and within provinces, as well
as other movements of people sponsored by government (including what is called transmigrasi
spontan and transmigrasi lokal).
27
The initial transmigration project began in 1905 (called kolonisasi) as a Dutch colonial government
measure to relieve poverty in Java and to help entrepreneurs built rubber plantations outside Java.
During 37 years (1905-1942), about 235,802 transmigrants (60,155 households) resettled outside
Java. Under the three and a half year Japanese occupation, transmigration (called kokuminggakari,
meaning volunteer for country development) was run as a policy to provide food for Japanese in war;
about 12,000 souls were resettled (Yudohusodo 2000).
28
It is estimated that with their descendants, they make up about 18 million transmigrants, or about
9% of total Indonesian population number (Yudohusodo 2000). During the state's 6th Five-Year
Plan (1993-1998), the government also conducted a program to settle shifting cultivators accused by
the government of forest destruction by their agriculture system. Within five years, 15,000 families
(about 60,000 souls) were resettled (Yudohusodo 2000).
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objective of population redistribution29, this program also aimed to provide some
benefits, such as land ownership and employment to improve the living standard of
transmigrants, cultivating under-utilized land by intensive methods, raising
agricultural production and contributing to economic development in the outer
islands30. However, in its implementation, transmigration can also bring negative
impacts to the local people in the destination areas, such as ecological, socioeconomic, and cultural problems. In fact, many cases show that the transmigration
program has lacked consideration for local people regarding land rights issues and
the environment31 (see e.g., Indonesia Publications 1994; Ellen 1997b; Leith 2001).
Besides, as Leith (2001:203-209) argues, through Javanese transmigrants sent out to
the outer islands, the Javanese culture plays a significant role in supporting the
national (Javanised) economic culture promoted by the state, modernising cultures
of those who live far from the urban centres of the state, using Javanese culture as a
standard. Transmigration is one means by which the state seeks to achieve national
integration by minimizing diversity.
Most transmigration sites have been selected in forested areas, owned by
local indigenous groups. Forest clearance to prepare the site on a big scale brings
potential deforestation and soil destruction due to the clearance technique, besides
also giving profits to the clearers. Moreover, the impact of transmigration on the
forest and soil has been claimed to be even greater than that of logging operations,
since transmigration involves mechanical clear-felling, while logging is selective
cutting. In fact, as Ellen (1997b: 184) states for Indonesia, "transmigration and its
29

In 1950s, as a new state, another aim of transmigration was the unity and security of the nation.
Settlements was established along land borders with Malaysia that were vulnerable to infiltration in
Kalimantan (Yodohusodo 2000).
°
The 1972 basic law of transmigration identifies seven goals for transmigration: improved living
standards, regional development, a more balanced population distribution, equitable distribution for
development across the country, utilisation of natural and human resources, national unity and
national defence and security (Babcock 1986:158-159, in Leith 200 1:203).
Criticism for bad planning and implementations of transmigration cite at least four issues related to
local disadvantage (Yudohusodo 2000). They were (1) environment issue, related to the clearance of
forest for settlement, (2) human rights issue, dealing with taking land from locals and forcing their
relocation, (3) etlmic 'cleansing' or Javanisation issue, related to sending Javanese to the outer
islands, where sometimes the locals even became the minority, and (4) Islamisation, dealing with the
coming of Muslim transmigrants to regions where their local inhabitants were mostly non-Islam, such
as Irian Jaya, East Timor, Maluku, and interior of Kalimantan (Yudohusodo 2000). Transmigration
has also been criticised for failing to deliver regional economic development (World Bank 1998 and
Babcock 1986 in Leith 2001:206). Not all destination sites were appropriate, sometimes housing was
so bad that it could not be occupied, there were no water sources or roads, and soils were infertile
(Kompas 6/12/2000a). In this case, the transmigration program only 'threw out' poor people from
high density places without any intention to change and improve their lives.
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knock-on effects have been more responsible than anything else for forest
destruction, and certainly more damaging than either swidden cultivation or
logging".
Maluku has been involved with the national transmigration program since as
early as 1954 when 275 households (880 individuals) of transmigrants from East
Java were located in Waimital, western Seram (BPS Propinsi Maluku 1984:33).
and increased
However, the program has really been in place only since the 1970s,
in the 1980s. Between 1980 and 1985 transmigrants accounted for 17% of the
population increase of Maluku (Potter 1991:191). Pannell and von BendaBeckmann (1998:9) state that the high population growth rates evident in the
province are largely due to transmigration, both sponsored and spontaneous. The
destinations of the national transmigration program are the islands of Seram and
Buru in Central Maluku, Halmahera in north Maluku, started in 1982, and Aru in
6th Five Year Plan (up to
southeast Maluku, started in 1990. During the state's
1996), 25,319 families or 97,422 individuals were resettled in the province of
Maluku (BPS Propinsi Maluku 1998:113).
In Central Maluku, another 150 households were located in Waimital
between 1970-73, followed by 400 households between 1973-75 in nearby Waihatu.
Buru Island was the next destination, with 2,000 households or 8,388 individuals
resettled in the subdistrict of Buru Utara Timur from 1979. Other destinations in
Central Maluku were the subdistrict of North Seram that started to receive groups of
transmigrants in 1982 with 3485 households (13,961 individuals), and the subdistrict
of Bula in the eastern part of Seram Island that had Javanese transmigrants for the
first time in 1987 with 190 households of 813 individuals. By 1998, the number of
households of transmigrants resettled in Central Maluku were 14,856 or 58,942
individuals (BPS Propinsi Maluku 1999)32. In 1998, this figure represented 6.8% of
the total population of Central Maluku District (683,116), 10.1% of Seram
population, and 25.4% of population of Buru.
This program has also brought the marginalisation of local indigenous
groups. They must allow their land to be used for the program in accordance with
government regulation as discussed earlier. Indigenous people are labelled as
32

These figures are taken from the records of the transmigration office at the time of the resettlement
of transmigrant groups.
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traditional backward groups, being stereotyped as lazy, or less developed people
who do not know how to use their resources and who therefore need to be
'developed' (see e.g. Dove 1999; Li 2000; Leith 2001). Transmigrants, on the other
hand, consider themselves more modern and culturally superior to the local
indigenous groups. However, in the field, transmigrants often show their greed and
lack of understanding of local ecological conditions in the way they use resources
(see e.g. Goss and Leinbach 1996 for Maluku).
The local indigenous population and the environment in Seram Island has
suffered from both commercial logging and transmigration programs (see e.g., Ellen
1993b; 1997b; 1999). Ellen has described the negative effect of commercial logging
and transmigration on the local people and their environment, such as the Nuaulu in
central southern Seram (Ellen 1997b; 1999)33 . Although the Nuaulu have received
some advantages from the programs, such as roads and other infrastructure
development, education, expansion of the market economy associated with other
settlers, and an increase in income from selling food products and land to other
settlers, they have also faced long term disadvantages. Deforestation has depleted
fauna and flora as well as lowering soil fertility. Logging has caused the game
animals as well as fish in the rivers to move far away, leaving the Nuaulu to struggle
for their food (Ellen 1999:151-152). Since the programs have interfered with the
local subsistence patterns, the Nuaulu have faced a change in their environment and
way of life, as well as leading to a change of their conception of nature. They are
also involved in conflict over land and resources with other settlers.
Beside national programs that focus on the movement of people from Java,
Bali, and Lombok, Seram Island has also been the destination for the program of
resettlement of other Malukans organised by the provincial government, settling
victims of natural disasters, for example, people from the volcanic Teon Nila Serua
subdistrict, or relocating groups suffering from land-shortages and limited resources,
such as villagers from the island of Saparua and Nusalaut.
Another government program related to isolated indigenous groups is
resettlement. This program aims to show the concern of the government for
'isolated' indigenous groups (defined as masyarakat terasing, isolated tribe), to
'civilize', 'educate' and 'develop' the group by moving them from remote areas in
33

Other examples from north Maluku are given by Leith (1998) and Bubandt (1998).
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the interior to a place where they have access to better services, such as education
and health (see e.g., Li 2000; Leith 2001). Under the Department of Social Affairs,
the government has built houses for such groups in order to allow them to live
'normally'34. In the earlier program, groups were often resettled close to a
transmigration site. However, since the government and the groups have different
concepts of 'isolated', 'civilisation', 'living normally', or 'development', the
resettlement program has very often caused the uprooting of a community from its
original environment and ecology, making them terasing (in the sense of being
strangers) in their own region35, very often watchers of, rather than participants in,
the 'development' surrounding them 36. This has led to their exploitation by other
settlers, and the failure of the original program objectives. An example from
Maluku region was given by Leith (1998; 2001) in relation to the resettlement
program of indigenous people in the Kao subdistrict of north Maluku.
As a major target and subject of 'development', the state promotes a specific
objective of changing their 'lack of culture' and isolation (i.e. 'primitive') to
connected to the rest of the nation (i.e.' civilised'). In the process, there is an
expectation that they change their mode of livelihood, and become more dependent
on the market, for example by abandoning shifting cultivation37.

34

The houses and the structure of new settlements usually did not follow those culturally typical of
the groups in their original Sites.
35
The old raja of Sekenima (the Huaulu people in north Seram) complains that in the new settlement
in Alakamat they feel as complete strangers (Ukru er al. 1993:85). A young Huaulu who is aware of
their present lost position in the 'new structure' as a result of resettlement states that "Previously, our
adat guided our lives to be good people, to look after each other. Now, our lives are guided by the
government that may not be a good government, may not look after us or help us. Our moving from
Sekenima to Alakamat proved that. We lost our property, which was replaced by government
property [the new resettlement was said to be a gift from government]. We are recolonised again.
This New Order is Orde 6-M: Merayu [persuade/deceive], Men/pu [deceit], Merampas [seize/take
away], Menguasai [control], Merusak [destroy], and Menendang [kick away]" (Ukru et al. 1993:8687).
36
But since an indigenous community is not homogenous, different reactions may also be found
among them towards the 'development' program. Some may consider that such a program gives
disadvantages for their life and culture, while others react enthusiastically because for them it gives
access to a 'better life'. Perceived improvements include: access to services, infrastructure or
education, road links to the outside world, markets that bring more money to buy daily necessities,
and other services that make life more enjoyable and varied. Related to different views of logging, an
indigenous Papua New Guinean of a forest owning community expressed his feeling that apparently
supports logging activity. He says that logging gives them sunshine, while the NGO that criticizes
the logging gives them rain. They have been under-privileged, under-developed and uncivilized for
too long, so the presence of logging can give them the opportunity to improve their lives and to have
their rights to development and prosperity (Filer 1996:295-296).
37
An example from Huaulu of north Seram also shows that resettlement of a tribe may be linked to
another government economic development project. Soon after the Huaulu people were moved to
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In Maluku, the classification of masyarakat terasing by the Department of
Social Affairs is generally for those who live in the interior. From 1972 to 1998, the
provincial office of Department of Social Affairs claimed to have 're-educated'
through resettlement 3,388 families of isolated tribes (15,543 souls) from the total
number 10,452 families (41,808 individuals) censused in Maluku. They were from
Seram (1047 families

=

4469 individuals), Bum (1018 families, 5232 individuals),

and Halmahera in north Maluku (1323 families, 5842 individuals)38.
Another layer of difficulty that has been faced by Central Maluku
communities involves opposition to incomers and conflict both between local
communities, and within a community.
Besides transmigrants mentioned earlier, for several centuries Maluku has
been a destination of internal migrants from other places in Indonesia as well as
attracting foreign traders and colonialists. Spices first attracted people to come to
try their luck. Since from demographic figures we cannot distinguish between
Malukans, defined as descendents from the 'original' local ancestors and nonMalukans, classified as incomers, a comparison of their numbers cannot be made.
However, examples from some places in Seram show the number of incomers may
exceed the numbers in indigenous communities.
For example, Eti, a Christian village in western Seram, has nine hamlets
scattered in its domain. One of the hamlets is a settlement of 'local' transmigrants
from Saparua Island, sponsored by the government, and the remaining eight are
Butonese settlers. In 1997, these eight hamlets of Butonese represented about 72%
of the total village population, while the population in the main village of Eti
comprised only about 21%. Another example is the Amahai-speaking Muslim
village of Rutah in south central Seram. According to 1996 village population
figures, the two Butonese settlements under the village domain comprised about
43.6% of the village's total population. In fact, one of the major incomer
populations in Seram is the Butonese from southeast Sulawesi. The figures from
these examples indicate that the spontaneous incoming migrants have played a big
Alakamat, a HPH holder operated in the forest around their original site, Sekenima (Ukru et al.
1993:84).
Data are taken from the provincial office of the Department of Social Affairs. However, in the
field, not all such relocations work, some indigenous groups abandoned new resettlements and
returned to their original sites.
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role in the local population increase. The Butonese and other incoming settlers,
such as Buginese, Makassarese, Javanese, and other Malukans (such as people of
Kei, Lease, and Ambon) mainly engage in agriculture, some focusing on fishing.
The population increase contributed by incomer settlers, together with the effect of
government policies may be used to gauge the changing pressure on resources, and
prompts discussion of the 'tragedy of invasion' (Ellen 1993b:141, using
Brightman's term, 1987), rather than the 'tragedy of the commons'.
Land is a scarce resource where the settlers come from. Their discovery of
'un-exploited' or 'abandoned' land in many parts of Seram when they arrive can
lead to excessive zeal to exploit it. Here, as in many stories told elsewhere in
Indonesia, local indigenous people and the incoming settlers have a different way of
looking at and exploiting resources. The incoming settlers may use their perceived
superior cultural characteristics of being 'diligent, dawn-to-dusk hard-workers, and
smart' compared to the inferior local sago-eater communities who are 'lazy' and
'stupid', as an excuse for their pattern of exploitation (see Chapter 3).

The

consequent pressures on resources, plus other cultural and economic factors, can
result in the relations between these two kinds of communities becoming tense, and
conflicts may arise. For example, Goss and Leinbach (1996) provided an example
of tension between transmigrants and local people in west Seram, while Ellen
(1997b; 1999) mentioned another tense situation regarding land rights between the
local Nuaulu with other settlers. Moreover, the interaction with the outside world
through the market economy combined with the state development programs, and
the resulting changes in the environment and the depletion in quality and quantity of
resources, can lead to an increase in conflict among local communities and within
communities over resources, such as access to land. This situation also leads to
changes in concepts, construction and representations of nature among them. For
example, the "Nuaulu now identify their forest as a whole as a commodity,
something which has exchange value, when previously it was inalienable" (Ellen
1999:148). This shifting of concepts may in turn change their behaviour toward
their environment.
In fact, disputes over property rights and the use of resources within and
between local communities, especially neighbouring villages, is an ancient problem
in Maluku. Many examples can be found in the field. A Kei aphorism says that
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even gold can be sacrificed for women and land39, showing that land can easily
become a source of conflict. Since legal complexity is a focus of this chapter, we
will consider how disputes emerge because of different views and interpretation of
'laws', accompanied by, or based on, certain data or evidence used by different
parties involved in the disputes.

4.4. Disputes over Resource Rights and Conflict Resolution
Disputes may arise over the interpretation of laws and rights over resources.
Disputes over resource use are clearly related to the rights over resources. Rights
correspond with resources, based on their ownership status, such as communityowned, clan-group, and individual resources. In Central Maluku we find various
rights in customary-based communties, such as hak mill/c (property rights), hak
pa/cal (use rights), hakpusaka (heirloom rights), hak ma/can (rights for harvest), hak
terdahulu (prefential rights), hak diutamakan (rights of precedence). The rights can
be applied at several levels, from the community as a whole down to an individual
as a family member40. Although the rights are set, in practice conflicts may still
emerge, mainly because of their different interpretations, and the laws defining
them. Arguments in support of particular interpretations may be based on laws,
such as Dutch colonial landraad decrees, Dutch colonial-based dati registration,
Indonesian government decrees, oral histories, statements of a tuan tana, or natural
evidence, such as a tree claimed to be planted by an ancestor.
Once disputes emerge, there are a variety of resolutions available. People
either seek resolution through negotiation and adjudication, or utilize other means to
prosecute their quarrels, including violence, public humiliation, and witchcraft
(Caplan 1995). The ways that are chosen can be based on customary or traditional
ways, religious laws, state procedures, or a combination of these.
State procedure is one avenue for conflict resolution, for example by
reporting to the police. In fact, most disputes over resources that cannot be
overcome through customary ways will be brought to court. Alternatively, having
gone through customary ways, some people still need the state's authority to
39

In Kei language: mastum run mam inelyanan, run mat nan lajIk wahan soen tuviat anyau elat did
renat urat (fleldnotes from Kei, 1991).
40
For example, hak makan bersama, rights to harvest, are shared by the Seram villages of Amahai,
Soahoku, Rutah, Makariki over a certain area based on the unity of their ancestors. At an individual
level, a woman holds a property right over a dusun atitin given by her father.
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legitimate their winning of a case, since state legitimacy is considered stronger than
the customary authority. Effendy (1987) recorded some disputes over adat land that
were decided by the Maluku court for cases in Ambon and Lease Islands, either
between individuals or individuals against a village. Some cases were referred to
the higher level of the Supreme Court as a result of dissatisfaction of one party.
Many customary land disputes are often not resolved because one party
involved in the dispute remains dissatisfied with the court's decision (adat or state
court), so that the dispute can re-emerge any time. This is because "when people
appeal to the law they appeal for remedies for ills, not recipes for harmony" (Caplan
1995:4). This is illustrated by a dispute from Kei Besar in southeast Maluku,
between two neighboring villages, Tutrean and Sather, which were in conflict over
rights to the meti (shallow sea) area located on the boundary between them. This
conflict involved the right to harvest marine resources, in this case, trochus shell
[Trocus niloticus], a commodity that has high economic value. The conflict over
their sea domain was recorded as early as the 183 Os. It has since gone through
fluctuating tensions, including the attacking and burning of a village, and has been
subject to a Dutch colonial government decree, the Indonesian court, and adat court
(see Adhuri 1998; Yayasan Hualopu 1991). However, since one party still feels
disadvantaged by all these decisions, the dispute remains unresolved.
Buano communities have also experienced disputes over resource use as a
result of legal complexity. There are three district communities in Buano. They are
the two villages, the Muslim Buano Utara and the Christian Buano Selatan whose
settlements are located close to each other, and the incoming Butonese who are
scattered on the other side of the island (see Chapter 6).
I did not record any serious disputes over the use of resources between local
Buanos and their Butonese settlers. One of the reasons for this is the lack of
competition for resources between the locals and the settlers. The Buano people
focus their livelihood on the land, such as making gardens and cutting the forest for
timber. Most of their gardens are located closer to the settlements on the southern
part of the island. The Butonese settlers focus their economic activities on the sea,
hunting shark and collecting sea cucumber, besides catching fish. They also make
gardens, but mostly grow cassava for household consumption only. Although they
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are not allowed to plant long-term crops, a very few of them also plant coconuts41.
The Buano have tolerated this, since it is only a few palms in the limited space
allowed them for their settlement area. The Buano Selatan people commented that
the area where the Butonese settle is mostly hilly and considered less fertile than the
area where the Buano settlements are concentrated. It is also considered as the
'back' of the island, which is inferior to the 'front' part where the Buano settled.
Conflict between Buano Utara and Buano Selatan may have started when
these communities separated into two villages in the late 17th Century because one
group decided to follow the Dutch colonial religion and become Christian. More
recently, serious conflict occurred in September 1983 when Buano Utara attacked
and burned down most of the houses in Buano Selatan. This incident started when
the kewang42 of Buano Selatan forbade a group of Buano Utara people to throw nets
in Buano Selatan water, close to the settlement. The kewang told them to ask
permission from the raja, the leader of the village, or to pay a fee to Buano Selatan
since their use of nets was intended to obtain a large catch. The same confrontation
occurred the following day. Instead of doing as the kewang advised, men from
Buano Utara retaliated by beating the kewang and throwing stones at his house.
Although the parties were reconciled by village leaders of both villages, the clash
occurred yet again the next day, and the village leaders tried again to bring them into
peace. Nevertheless, the next day the people from Buano Utara attacked Buano
Selatan, and in the fighting, a Buano Selatan man was killed and houses were burnt
down.
Informants said that after the incident, there was an epidemic in Buano
Utara. Village elders and adat practitioners communicated with supernatural powers
through what is called a soso or mawi ritual to seek the cause of the disease. The

41

In many places in Central Maluku, incoming settlers, such as Butonese, are not allowed by the
owner of the domain to plant long-term plants. Such an agreement is to demonstrate the property
claim over the area. Usually, in the property and rights arrangement over the resource use in Central
Maluku, a person is allowed to open a garden in someone's land with the permission of the owner,
with one condition: no long-term crops are to be planted. With only short-term garden plants, the
land-owner can take back his land anytime (after the harvest) if he wants it for himself. Once longterm plants are planted, it is hard for the owner to do that. In practice, many incoming settlers
disobey this oral agreement. The locals lack control over this. Usually when they find out, the plants
have already grown and most of them feel it is a pity to ask the settlers to destroy the plants.
42
As mentioned earlier, kewang is an adat practitioner whose task is to control resource use. After
the long absence of kewang, the raja (village leader) of Buano Selatan decided to choose one. He did
not explain the reason for the decision. He chose a Keiese who lives in the village to be a kewang,
since there was no local interested in the position.
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ritual revealed that it was caused by the dispute, which should not have happened
between these two villages because they come from one source, and are therefore
tied by close kinship. People believe that such conflicts must be avoided in the
future. One way to avoid future conflict is to ensure that personal disputes that
involve several people will not be raised to village level4 .
Since the 1983 incident, people of Buano Utara who previously had gardens
in the domain of Buano Selatan, lost access to them. Before, a few had opened
gardens in Buano Selatan, mostly based on friendship. Informants said that after the
incident, the people of Buano Utara also never used dynamite to blast fish in Buano
Selatan water. For some time after the conflict, Buano Selatan fishermen who
passed Buano Utara sometimes had stones thrown at them by some villagers.
However, these two communities had tried to build their relationships again.
Analyzing the problem that caused the conflict, from the point of view of
Buano Utara fishermen, fish are classified as a 'mobile' resource, which can move
from one domain to another, and which should be treated differently from
'immobile' resources. If trees for making a boat were cut in another village's forest,
then a fee had to be paid to the owner. Or if sea cucumbers, classified as an
'immobile' marine resource, are harvested in another village domain, a fee should be
paid to the village, especially since sea cucumbers are saleable commodities.
Further, the kewang who forbade the Buano Utara group was originally from Kei,
although he was counted as a Buano Selatan inhabitant, married to a Buano woman.
He was nonetheless seen by the Buano Utara fishermen as a non-local person who
had tried to tell them the rules about fish in Buano. They would have felt differently
if the kewang had been a local Buano. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of the
kewang, it was his task to tell the fishermen to follow the rule the village had
adopted. Throwing nets to catch a large amount of fish, probably for commercial
purposes, and close to beachline of the settlement without 'throwing voice' (buang
suara), that is asking permission from village authority beforehand, is forbidden.
Examples of disputes within a community are provided from the village of
Buano Selatan 44. The first example shows the intervention of state law, through the

Ironically, these two communities again became involved in the Maluku conflict that started in
1999 when in January 2000, Buano Utara attacked Buano Selatan village.
44
Because of the technical problem in the field I explained in the introduction chapter, I have not
been able to provide an example from Buano Utara.
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interpretation of a local actor, in an adat community. During his second elected
period of leadership, around 1995, the village leader (raja) of Buano Selatan
introduced a new policy on land use for making gardens. Referring to article 33 of
the 1945 Indonesian constitution that says: "land and water and natural wealth are
controlled by the state and are used for the prosperity of citizenry" (see section 4.3),
he stated that anybody is allowed to open a garden on empty or abandoned land
without asking permission from the customary owner. His reason is that land and
other natural wealth, must be used for the welfare of the people as citizens of the
country, as article 33 states. So people must be allowed to use any abandoned land
for gardens. As one woman said about the leader's implementation of this policy:
"all is government land, anybody can plant on it".
In fact, this is also related to the government policy that prohibits people
practicing shifting cultivation because this activity is thought by officials to destroy
the forest. The village leader also gave an example about the Butonese who settle at
the 'back' of the island, by saying that they plant coconuts there because 'front'
people (the Buano) do not bother to exploit their land there. So, his policy also
allows a person to plant long-term crops without needing to ask permission from the
owner of the land.
This policy statement from the raja has raised arguments for and against in
the community. Some people, especially whose who have a lot of land located close
to the settlement oppose the idea, because their land will be a favoured target of this
policy. On the other hand, people who have land further from the village receive
advantage from the raja's policy. They can choose an abandoned site, closer to their
home than their own land, to make an everyday food garden. It allows them to
increase the frequency of attending the garden in order to protect it from the major
pest, wild pig.
Effectively, the raja's new policy amounts to a refusal to accept the principle
of customary ownership of land, except for permanently used or occupied land.
Though some people are dissatisfied with the policy, they prefer to do nothing, so
there is no movement against it. Old informants say that they would feel
embarrassed if they show their disagreement, especially since they are official
leaders of the village and also elected the raja for his second period of leadership.
However, they worry about the result of the policy if it continues. They said that it
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could bring disputes over land use and rights, besides disrupting or upsetting their
elders' or parents' arrangements about property; this policy has the potential to
destroy harmony in the community because it is contrary to adat; people will be
confused and fight.
In Buano, according to adat regulation, land is owned by a soa (a group of
more than one clan), a clan, or families within the clan. Land that is not currently
cultivated is not without an owner. It is an aong, a fallow garden. Anyone who
wants to open a garden on the site must ask permission from the owner. Usually the
owner will not allow the borrower to plant long-term plants, such as coconut, but
sometimes he allows it by making agreement for division of the harvest. The
common arrangement is to share the proceeds, half for the planter and half for the
land owner. In making a food garden, the borrower usually also gives a share of the
harvest to the owner although this is not an obligation. The amount is not fixed but
depends on the planter. With the announcement of the village leader's new policy,
some people have abandoned the customary practices: using somebody's aong as
they please and planting long-term plants without bothering to ask permission from
the owner4 .
In the next example of conflict over land, the village leader showed his
inconsistency, which may also be seen as the actor selectively choosing elements of
laws for his own ends.
In late 1998, the village leader and his family asked a man to move out from
land on which he had been growing coconuts for four years. They claimed the land
as belonging to their mata ruma (clan). The man ignored the request, claiming that
it was land of the soa (the same soa as the village leader). Long ago when there
were no members of the leader's clan in the village, the soa assumed control of the
land, considering it as dati lenyap (abandoned land, see Chapter 2). Other members
of the soa were permitted to cultivate the land. Subsequently, the man who was to
become the village leader returned to the village after a career in the army. He
wished to regain control of his own clan's land, but it had already been planted with
a long-term crop. He said that in his absence from the village serving the country

'

However, as moral practices in community life, people still feel obligated to ask permission from
the owner before use of his abandoned land.
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and the people, his soa had taken his dati land. He claimed his own soa had acted
wrongly regarding the land of his clan.
The dispute escalated when the raja's daughter-in-law cut 83 coconut trees
planted in the garden. The tree owner reported the case to the authorities in Piru, the
subdistrict town. The day I left the field, somebody informed to me that the police
were supporting the woman.
Informants saw the incident as demonstrating inconsistency on the part of
their leader. On one side, based on his interpretation of state law, he supported
people cultivating abandoned sites. On the other side he was opposed to the man
who cultivated his dati land, once abandoned by the owner who had left the village,
and resumed by the soa, which allowed the man to cultivate the land. On one side
his daughter-in-law cut a man's coconut palms planted in the land that she claims as
her father-in-law's clan land, while the father-in-law at the same time has cultivated
coconut palms on other people's land. This situation has generated more confusion
in the community about land property and use matters.
These two examples illustrate the incompatibility of state and customary
laws and the potential effectiveness of a law (see Fisiy 1992). The village leader, as
one of the important actors in the community, can easily introduce a change in a
rule. In the first example, he positioned himself as an agent of the state, preferring
the state law46. In this context, he also preferred to be addressed as kades (for
kepala desa), following the national term for village head in the 1979 village
regulation, than to be called raja, the local customary term. However, our cases also
show the contradiction in the laws and the actors who interpreted them.

4.5. Sustainability Issues: between local practices and global concepts
The local concept of sustainability in extracting resources can be seen from
simple conventions in everyday practices through to a more complex system, such
as sasi. For example, in many villages in Central Maluku, if someone cuts sago
stems for atap roofs, he always leaves about half in order to keep the sago palm
alive. An aong (fallow site) in a rotating cultivation system allows the soil to regain
its fertilility after being cultivated for some time.

46

This attitude was also based on his long term service as a soldier until he retired and became the
head of the village.
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In some Central Malukan villages the institution of kewang to control natural
resource use still exists. Sasi is a system to protect certain plants or animals for a
period of time, and can also still be found in some villages, although it is weak or
dying in others. Sasi is applied to land and marine resources, to non-commodities as
well as to commodities. It is claimed that sasi is a local system, which has been
applied for centuries, for sustainable management of resources. In fact, sasi also has
economic, political, social, and cultural aspects. The institution covers territorial
claims, rights arrangements, regulations and rules about resources and their use,
including sanctions for the violators (see Chapter 5).
In adat-based communities, interactions between people and their land and
resources not only have material, but also cultural meanings. Customary (ada!)
concepts and ways of dealing with resource use are still practised within many
communities, although they may be weak, especially among the youth. Ritual or
ancestral and supernatural elements in adat are weakening, replaced by alternative
modern-based logic and the need for cash. As many villagers say, compared to the
previous dark world, full of magic and supernatural powers, the world now is open
and clear, so that those powers are not as strong as before. The opening or clearing
of the world is described physically by the clearance of forest, cutting down the
trees. The mysterious thick dark forest was associated with the place of supernatural
powers. However, 'the opening of the world' that has led to diminished significance
of supernatural powers also means the decline of forest.
Local resource extraction practices have changed because of many factors.
Population pressure, interaction with the outside world, market economy, and state
intervention are some of the factors that have influenced local practices. People
have increasingly adopted semi-permanent agriculture, prompted by official state
views that shifting cultivation leads to forest destruction. Forest is identified as a
commodity while previously it was inalianable (Ellen 1999:148). The institution of
sasi and its practices have gone through changes over time, partly because of market
demand. Sasi rules can also be broken for economic reasons. The need for cash
leads to over-use of resources. However, there is a diversity of local views about
sustainability in resource extraction. Some groups still want to revive their
customary practices, while others ignore them for various reasons.
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The local resource use practices are also shaped by the presence of incoming
settlers who have their own practices. For example, non-Malukans may have
different opinions about sasi. Sasi may face difficulty in its application to outsiders
(see e.g. Pannell 1997 for a case in southeast Maluku). Among the Butonese
incomers who occupied the small island of Osi in Kotania Bay in western Seram,
sasi is viewed as a system that disadvantages them. It limits or suspends their
fishing for certain resources and in some areas, although a few of them accept the
relevance of sasi to increase the harvest and to protect the sea, especially from the
diving activity of outsiders (Soselisa et al. 1999). Fishermen of Osi are familiar
with the use of dynamite for catching fish. The leader of Eti village, the main
village of Pulau Osi that located in the mainland Seram, said that it is useless to
apply sasi in Pulau Osi; it is not effective, being ignored by the villagers because
they think sasi is not their own adat, and it is difficult for the main village to control
it because of the distance (Soselisa et al. 1999; my fieldnotes from Eti 1997).
Kewang and sasi institutions in fact can play crucial roles in establishing,
maintaining and monitoring resource management practices effectively. Villages
such as Haruku even decided to revive their sasi law in 1979 (Kissya 1993). In
1984 the village leaders also decided to add several new sasi rules that directly
contribute to conservation and sustainable management of resources, such as
prohibitions against cutting down trees on the river bank and entering the river with
motorized boats (Zerner 1996:86, from Ririmasse et al. 1985). However, it is
unfortunate that state policies and development efforts sometimes undermine these
moves. Efforts of the local community to save their environment from outside
destructive activities seem hopeless. Haruku village once brought their neighbours
to court for fish blasting off their coast. The villagers have also been involved in the
protest against mining. These efforts have not brought improvements; there is still
bombing by irresponsible fishers, and the mining activity still continues. The 1985
kalpataru award discussed earlier has not significantly helped in preventing the
destruction of their resources.
While economic factors lead to the degradation of local resources, the global
environmental problem and the need to 'save the planet' have brought
environmentalists to the villages. Global concern about the impact of development
efforts on local resources and indigenous communities has led to the establishment
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of local NGOs, mostly based in Ambon, the provincial capital. In searching for
local environmental wisdom, the NGOs have become involved in research and
community development matters. For example, in 1991, Yayasan Hualopu, one of
the first local NGOs, working with academics of the state Pattimura University,
undertook the research. I was one of the researchers, making an inventory of
customary rights in marine areas and resources (Yayasan Hualopu et at. 1991). A
booklet about Haruku sasi, written by the head of Haruku kewang, was produced
with the support of a local NGO, and was published by a Jakarta NGO in Indonesian
(Kissya 1993) and in English (Kissya 1995). Booklet on Kei land and sea tenure
written by the village leaderof Watlaar was published in 1995 (Rahail 1995). The
sasi institution has been investigated to evaluate the significance of such systems to
contribute to government policies, such as through co-management (see Novaczek
and Harkes 1998).
Some villages are familiar with the activities of local NGOs that have
introduced the 'global style' of struggle for local rights. As locals may have shifted
their view of their environment and resources through integration with the state,
interaction with incoming settlers and market forces, Maluku villagers have also
welcomed the approaches, introduced by NGO activists. Their problems with how
the state and other communities deal with resource use can now be shared widely.
Some village leaders and adat practitioners have been invited to attend seminars on
indigenous communities and resources management, where they can express their
views to a wider audience of outsiders, or visit other places or countries for case
studies47. In addition, research on local customs or resources can be a way to
revitalize the customs by the locals themselves. Such research can also inform the
locals about their own endangered and unique resources and raise local awareness of
the importance of their resources. For example, the local people of Halmahera did
not realise that Wallace's standard-wing Bird of Paradise, Semioptera wallacei
(Paradisaeidae), was unique until they saw material produced by Birdlife
International-Indonesia Programme and PHPA (fieldnotes from Labi-Labi,
Halmahera 1996; also Monk et at. 1997:83 1).

47

The current arena of environmental politics, developing on earlier political struggles by or on
behalf of disadvantaged villagers, has created space for disempowered groups to channel their voices
more confidently and legitimately (Hirsch 1993), although they are still not always heard.
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Academics also participate in the activities of villagers and NGOs. Seminars
are often organised to discuss actual problems faced by local communities over
resource use. These are attended by academics, NGO activists, government officers
and villagers48.
As Indonesia participates in the international community for environmental
management, the state must also show its concern for the local environment49.
Sustainability is an important element of some new development projects involving
local communities 0.

However, there are no simple solutions since many

government programs have failed for complex reasons, both because of the project
design itself or the structural condition of target groups. Poverty and the need for
cash, with lack of awareness or knowledge are the main reasons that lead to the
destruction of the environment by local people.

48

For instance, a seminar was organised in 1997 at the Maluku Studies Centre of Pattimura
University on the topic of sasi resistance towards the investment pattern in Maluku, including the
impact of mining investment for small-island ecology, based on the actual problems faced by Haruku
villagers. The seminar, held by a local NGO and the studies centre, was attended by villagers,
government officers (including from mining department), academics and NGO activists.
49 Environment issue has intruded into Indonesian politics and state policies since the mid 1970s (see
Cribb 1999). The first attendance by an Indonesian delegation to the UN Conference on Human
Environment in Stockholm in 1972 marked the development of environmental policy and laws in
Indonesia (Santosa and Rahmadi 1999). The concept of ecological development, pembangunan
berwawasan lingkungan, was then introduced in the 1973 GBHN, Broad Outlines of State Direction.
The first Ministry of Environment was established in 1978. In 1982 the Environmental Management
Act (EMA) was issued (Undang-Undang Lingkungan Hidup No.4 Tahun 1982). In 1997, a new
EMA was issued. Following the world conservation strategy that was proclaimed in Bali in 1982, the
issue of conservation in Indonesia has been developed by government, especially for biological
resources. A regulation on the conservation of living natural resources and their ecosystems was
issued in 1990 (Undang-Undang No.5/1990). The area of conservation and protected forest has
reached 50 million hectares (Alikodra 2000b). On land, the conservation area covers more than 10%
of total forest area (Alikodra 2000b), while more than 2.8 million hectares of marine area are
incorporated into 35 marine national parks (Arifin 2000).
50
For example, in the second half of the 1990s government designed at least three programs for
Maluku, with the support of foreign donors. In 1996 those projects started with an initial study for
baseline data and social assessment. The Maluku Regional Development Project (MRDP) was
designed to improve the welfare of the people and income generation by increasing agricultural and
fishery productivity, with the support of infrastructure and strengthening government and nongovernment institutions. This project was accompanied by Maconar (Maluku Conservation and
Natural Resources Management Project) that targets the villages around national parks or nature
reserve areas in Seram and Halmahera. The third project was Coremap (Coral Reefs Rehabilitation
and Management Program) that aims to save coral reefs from further destruction by involving the
participation of stakeholders in the field, and the rehabilitation and management of coral reefs for the
welfare of people. All these projects had a similar focus on income generation for villagers but
within sustainable environmental limits. One solution to avoid resource destruction by villagers is to
look for alternative occupations, which unfortunately were not easily created.
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As we are aware, the concept of sustainability or conservation may differ
between villagers and state practitioners, or between villager and conservationists.
Villagers may conserve a resource through sasi for economic reasons, in order to
have a better harvest, but ecologically this may also maintain the population level of
the resource. A resource can be seen in different ways. For example, on the
question of what is the main function of coral reefs, 49% of respondents (from 148
villagers in a village in Nusalaut) answered they were for house building materials,
20% for house ornament, while only 20% answered that the function of coral reefs
was to be houses to provide fish habitat. Other answers included beach protection
from abrasion (about 7%), and ornaments to beautify the bottom of the sea (3%)
(Soselisa and Soselisa 1999). People of Garogos in eastern Seram archipelago saw
no reason to be gentle with the coral reef when they turned it over to seek for and
dig out abalone (Soselisa 1995). These examples may lead us to question whether
people traditionally were really conservationists? (see Baland and Platteau 1996). I
will deal again with this issue in Chapter 7 when I discuss contemporary resource
extraction in Buano.

'

There are commonly contradictory and overlapping decrees and actions in the field among the
government sectors and other actors. For example, in 1971, in recognition of the importance of the
forest, the whole island of Yamdena in southeast Maluku was declared a conservation area by
government and 72,000 hectares of the oldest forest was made a nature reserve (EarthAction 1997).
However, in 1991 the Ministry of Forestry gave a logging concession for more than half of the
island's forest (about 164,000 hectares) to a company. Through the protest of local communities,
supported by outside community groups, logging activity was banned in 1993 while a study of the
forest was carried out. Although the study concluded that logging in the island was neither
environmentally nor economically sustainable, the Ministry of Forestry issued another logging
concession on the island in 1995. Considering the island is built on limestone, the result of forest
destruction will lead to the collapse of its ecosystem (EarthAction 1997). In fact, all protected areas
in Maluku region (strict nature reserves, wildlife sanctuaries, national parks, marine parks, and
recreation parks) are facing threats of environmental disturbances. Monk et al. (1997:861-864) list
those threats, including by logging, overfishing, dynamite fishing and other destructive exploitation,
overhunting, road development, plantation expansion, transmigration settlements, uncontrolled
tourism, collection of orchids, megapode eggs, and seabird eggs. On the other hand, establishing
nature reserves may disadvantage local people living around the area, disturbing their hunting
patterns, techniques and catch, and their ecological management systems. For example, when the
government established the Manusela National Park in the middle of Seram, people of Solea lost
most of their hunting area, located to the east of their settlement (Universitas Pattimura 1996:75-76).
Researchers discuss at least three consequences of this. Firstly, the Solea hunters have to move to the
west and northward where previously not many hunting activities had taken place because the area
was a priority breeding and development ground for game. Secondly, their hunting area was further
away (15-23 km) than before (5-10 km). The distance reduces frequency of hunting, which in turn
reduces the income from hunting through sale of dried meat. Thirdly, because of the distance, dogs
are now less often used, but trapping has increased. With this technique, mature as well as small
animals can be trapped.
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4.6. Government, Activists, Locals and Revitalisation of Adat
This chapter has looked at state interventions and regulations, local practices
and dynamics, and state-global-local discourses on resource use and concepts.
Where state and local laws are incompatible, state laws and practices have overruled
those of the locals. In practice, the post-colonial state, like the Dutch colonial
regime, has not ensured an effective resource management regime for local
communities. Its "centralized, top-down, and bureaucratic policy approach" to
resource management and use shows its political authority over local interests
(Baland and Platteau 1996:236, from Lawry 1989:5). Furthermore, as Baland and
Platteau (1996:238) discussed, "the idea that people must be protected against their
own improvidence", gives government the 'duty' to regulate village resources (such
as forests), including their conservation. This, in turn increased the control and
power of state over local resources, and restricted the rights of locals. As a
consequence, locals may view their resources as state resources, instead of their
own, and this can cause a careless attitude to, and extraction of, local resources.
State intervention and regulation of Indonesian village-level natural resource
management have caused programs to fail in their implementation. This failure is
due to many factors, which commonly occur in Third World countries as discussed
by Baland and Platteau (1996:244-262). These factors include (1) central lack of
information about local resources and conditions, (2) failure to enforce regulations,
(3) widespread corruption practices by state agents, (4) relations between local
people and state bureaucracy are usually distant and antagonistic which causes
tension between the state and the people (also between people and other factions as a
consequence of government policies), (5) the economic requirement to extract
maximum revenue from the country's natural resources without consideration of
resource base viability, and (6) political decision to issue a regulation is not
motivated by considerations of long-term resource management, but is rather to
maintain law and order for political gain of the state leaders.
The impact of government intervention and regulation of local-level resource
management in Indonesia has threatened traditional sources of subsistence
livelihood, made customary laws and rights insecure and disempowered customary
mechanisms and authorities (see Balland and Platteau 1996). These situations have
resulted in the presence of NGO activists and academics who position themselves on
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the side of the people as disempowered groups, and also as a bridge between the
state and the people 2. NGO activists move into local rural communities seeking to
empower communities, introducing the global concepts of human rights, equity, and
environmental sustainability, which may be different from local concepts. Locallybased NGO movements of this kind began in Maluku around 1989 by the
establishment of an Ambon-based NGO.
The NGOs helped local communities facing problems with state policies
regarding local resource use and management. In the struggle for their rights over
resources, local communities had to demonstrate that customary laws were still
practised in relation to the resources. These customary laws formed the basis for
their claims, which were strengthened by demonstrating that the customary system
had greater value and was more ecologically sound than the state system. Such a
task may not be easy for a village community whose customary practices have been
weakened as a result of absorption into the state and the market economy. They
may have to revitalise their customary practices that are no longer practised, in order
to present themselves as a customary-based village or 'indigenous community' that
is different from 'an ordinary village' 3. For example, as a response to the threat of
mining operations in Nusalaut, Central Maluku, the village leaders and people met
in September 1998 at the sacred site in the island (pusat pulau) and produced a
written declaration of sasi in the island (Ikrar Sasi Pulau). The leaders made a
pledge to revitalise the sasi custom in Nusalaut in order that adat communities
should prosper. The actual practice of sasi is arranged by each village separately.
The declaration emerged because the island community felt threatened by the future
mining operation and its effects on their life and livelihood, as well as their rights
over local resources. The existence of sasi is already acknowledged by outsiders,
especially by government, as evidence for adat community status. As such the
community has preferential rights over their land and other resources compared to
the state. Li (2000) has explored the strengths and limitations of indigenous
52

As Li (2000:126) discusses, the activities and agendas of Indonesian NGOs have shaped and are
shaped by state policies and donor priorities. Some government sectors or personnel may agree with,
or be against, the NGO movement that defends local village communities.
They must also be able to demonstrate the effectiveness of their customary practices, a task that is
not always easy. One may question the level of priority between fighting for the rights over the local
resources and fighting as 'environmentalists' for the sake of local resources. One may also be aware
that cash and market demand may challenge these fights.
'
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environmental knowledge in Indonesia as a means for advancing claims over
resources.
Local rural communities are far from static. Encapsulation into the nation
state and the market economy has brought local village communities into a mixed
arrangement of practices in resource use and management. Some practices may give
priority to economic outcomes, being far from ecologically sound. There may also
be poor leadership through corrupt practices in collusion with wider networks of
state systems and field operations. However, some communities may struggle to
keep customary practices that are ecologically sound, revitalising or modifying them
to follow the 'new' concepts of conservation introduced by NGO activists (so that
they would be recognised as 'environmentalist' (Ellen 1999:131))54. For example,
Haruku village leaders have modified their sasi regulations as described above.
Although they still view their lompa fish as 'heirloom fish', given by their ancestors,
they do, however, consider that the resource is not limitless. They observe that the
availability of the resource may be threatened by larger scale fishing and mining
operations. At least two Ambon-based NGOs still maintained contact with, and
provided supervision to the village, and regularly attended open sasi rituals in
support.
The new introduced view of environment and adat opens room for
communities to challenge the dominant state concept of economic development and
state imposition of unified rules that tend to simplify communities (see Scott 1998).
This contemporary global perception leads to a new kind of community promoted by
NGO advisors, which stands to voice their position in community-based resource
management, and to struggle for their rights over their own resources and
environment. Although the use of the "environmental hook" (Li in press, in Walker
2001:11) by local communities in dealing with the state power is not always
successful, as in the case of mining in Haruku village, this image of such a
community has successfully "asserted the links between socio-cultural autonomy
and biological diversity" (Walker 2001:11).
In the process of voicing adat systems against the state, there is a danger of
romanticising them, assuming that adat is static with fixed rules. This neglects the
54 Local

NGOs have chosen specific villages to work with. As a consequence, certain villages are
very familiar with the NGO activists' presence and with working together in programs supported by
NGOs, while some villages have no such experience.
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dynamics of adat as a process of adaptation to various factors resulting in decision
making. In this context, I agree with Campbell (200 1:67) who maintains that
arguments for the rights of adat community can lead to the trap of simplification.
He states:
Putting adat at the centre of the argument for rights, there is a danger in
expecting too much of adat institutions, a danger to romanticise adat
processes, leading to an interpretation that adat is static with fixed
regulations. This in turn becomes an obstacle to understanding adat as a
more nuanced process of dynamic community decision making which
always develops, interacts and has close relations with legal, political, social,
and religious influences. The romantic picture of adat as a sacred tradition,
living in harmony with nature, allows government critics to put forward a
simplistic perception that most adat systems (as static, eternal systems) have
already collapsed. However, acknowledging that adat is part of the reality of
legal-pluralistic decision-making and by understanding it at the village level,
allows critics to say that it is impossible to define functional adat
communities. Thus many efforts to revitalise adat system as competitor of
state legal system have attracted greater attention and debate involving adat
leaders, activists, academics, and politicians (Campbell 2001:67, my
translation).
With the collapse of the New Order government, reform oriented actors have
been expected to have more room to improve community roles in control and
management of local resources, although a range of discourses will still emerge and
play their role.

4.7. Post New Order
Soeharto's New Order government collapsed in 1998 following student
demonstrations demanding reformation of state government, especially freedom
from corruption, collusion, and nepotism (KKN

-

korupsi, kolusi, neporisme). The

post New Order government era is now called the reformation era (era reformasi).
Reformed governments (pemerintah yang reform is) must quickly be seen to
change some regulations and policies that were subject of criticism, to show that
they are different from the previous government53. For example, in May 1999 the
government issued several decrees on regional autonomy (otonomi daerah). One of
55

However, following national economic crisis and the collapse of New Order, the revolution led to a
series of unrest and violence in Indonesia, and successive failure of new governments to show their
capability to lead the country. With this condition, people have become pessimistic that new laws
can be applied properly. Besides, as discussed, the new laws are still criticised.
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them is the decree of regional government (UU No.22/1999 tentang Pemerintahan
Daerah), to be effective two years after being issued. This decree replaces the old
basic regional government (UU No.5/1974) and the 1979 village government decree
(UU No.5/1979) discussed in section 4.3. The new regulation gives authority to
regional governments to manage their own natural resources. In the section on
village government, it also provides for local villages to use their own title for
village head (article 95, section 1), and their own village representative body. This
body's function is to protect and guard adat, formulate village regulations, recognise
and channel people's aspirations, and control the implementation of village
government (article 104). However, one particular article in this new decree has
been opposed at a local level because it does not recognise the existence of adat
villages located in municipal domains. Article 126, section 2 states that all villages
located within municipality areas are, or will become, kelurahan 6 .

In the

Indonesian administration structure, kelurahan is a village located within a city; it is
not recognised as an adat-based village. It has been created later from a
neighbourhood that is not bound to the same ancestors as those in an adat-based
village. It is led by a lurah who is a government civil servant based in a government
office. As a response to this article, twenty-three leaders (raja) of customary-based
villages (desa or negeri adat) in the municipality of Ambon shouted their protest.
They even brought their protest to the legislative assembly (DPR) in Jakarta in
January 2001 (Suara Maluku 30/1/200 1). Their action was supported by regional
legislative bodies.
The Ambon rajas argued that adat villages still exist in Ambon, therefore
that particular article of the regulation is not compatible with reality in the field.
The status and existence of adat villages are related to customary rights over the
domain (petuanan), including land, sea, and other resources on it. They argued that
changing the status of an adat village to a kelurahan will have wider-ranging
consequences, one of which is that all village property becomes district or
municipality property by regulation. Therefore adat land will no longer exist, but
will become state land. They also claimed that the relationship between people,
their resources and their rights includes sacred relations as individuals, groups and
56

This article makes the spirit of the new regulation similar to the old one, which tends to neglect the
varied systems found in the communities, making them all uniform.
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the village as a whole. They believed that changing the status of an adat village to a
kelurahan would bring mystical disaster and bad luck to the village. The rajas
maintained that there would also be a disastrous effect on adat-based pc/a relations
between adat villages. This relationship would be destroyed because a kelurahan
does not recognise the pc/a pact (Suara Maluku 30/1/2001; 2/2/2001). This could be
very important in the current context of the long Maluku unrest where one of the
causes is the decline or erosion of local culture as a result of state intervention.
Therefore this part of the new regulation would be a disadvantage when the Malukan
community begins to rethink their existing culture and try to rearrange their loss. As
part of their concern for the continuing unrest, the rajas feel their opposition to this
regulation, and retaining adat, could indirectly be one small contribution to
reconciliation (Suara Maluku, 30/1/200 1).
Ulayat rights (adat rights over land and domain) were previously neglected
by the state. Consequentially in May 1999, the new government, through the
Agrarian Minister who is also Head of National Land Affairs, issued a regulation on
guidance for overcoming the problem of ulayat rights of adat-law communities
(Peraturan Mentri No.5/1999). This regulation contains statements clarifying the
principle of state acknowledgment of ulayat rights and the similar rights of adat
communities. It defines ulayat rights, criteria to identify existing ulayat rights, their
practices, and the authority of adat communities over their ulayat land.
Another new regulation of the post Soeharto regime is about the rights of
people to manage forests, called hutan kemasyarakatan (SK Mentri Kehutanan No.
677/Kpts-II/1998), issued in October 1998. Campbell (2001) examines this
ministry decree, saying that this is the first time that people who depend on forest
products will be given management rights over forest production, protected forest,
and forest under conservation. Under the new government, all forests that are
currently not under long-term lease contract, will be given Community Forest
Utilisation Rights (HPHKM, Hak Pen gusahaan Hutan Kemasyarakatan), held by
local people through a cooperative body. However, Campbell explores how the
regulation appears to be slightly different from the original intention when it was
51

One of the Forestry Ministers in the post Soeharto regime emphasised that unlike the previous
regime, in era rejormasi, policy for forestry will aim to (a) distribute equally 'development' and its
products, (b) give more autonomy to regions, (c) be more on the side of small, middle-scale economic
groups and cooperatives especially where locals live within and around forests, and (d) limit the
rights of forest concessions and plantations (Nasution 1999).
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formulated. The weakness of this decree, is that communities, as forest concession
holders, will only be given "utilisation rights", not "management rights". The
government still views forests commercially and retains control over resources.
Giving management rights to the people means that government would lose control
over forests, therefore the state only gave rights to collect and use resources
(Campbell 2001:74). The regulation stipulates that for a community to have
utilisation rights over forest, it must firstly establish a cooperative body (koperasi).
This institution is viewed by government as a community-based egalitarian business,
although in past experience most cooperatives, KUD, have failed. Campbell and
other critics predict that this community forest program will be misused through
fake cooperatives (Campbell 2001:75).
Another reform policy of post-Soeharto governments concerns
transmigration. After reflecting on the successes and failures of this program,
government admitted that the program gave more facilities to the transmigrants, but
ignored the locals' interests.

As the current Minister of Manpower and

Transmigration states, "it fails to assess the social, cultural, and environmental
background of the local region and its people" (The Jakarta Post 14/12/2001).
The transmigration program draws protests from locals, and tensions
between locals and transmigrants. Following the eruption of serious ethnic conflicts
in several regions of Indonesia over the last few years, which created many
displaced inhabitants, government ceased the inter-island transmigration program in
August 2000 (Kompas 6/12/2000b)58. As a replacement, the transmigration ministry
now works on resettlement of people within a province (transmigrasi lokal) and is
involved in solving the problem of refugees (displaced people), including their
resettlement. Many displaced people are migrants (Kompas 6/12/2000b; The
Jakarta Post 14/12/2001).

Learning from past mistakes, revision of the

transmigration policy includes checking the legal status of local land before giving it
to migrants, providing job opportunities (e.g. in plantations), and considering a 5050 ratio between locals and transmigrants (The Jakarta Post 14/12/2001).
The cessation of the regular transmigration program, however, is not entirely
accepted by the public. One of those who disagrees is the former minister of
58

Transmigration is also one problem blamed for the ethnic conflicts and disintegration that has
occurred in several regions in the last few years (e.g., Kompas 7/12/2000; 9/12/2000).
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transmigration in the Soeharto cabinet, Siswono Yodohusodo. He acknowledged the
failures of the transmigration program under the former repressive government, but
also gave examples of transmigrants' success stories.

One example was

transmigrants in West Seram who were thought to have had an important role in the
development of Seram Island, especially in the economic sector where they were the
major supplier of agricultural products for the region. In his opinion, although the
implementation of this program had its weaknesses and is considered to have failed,
transmigration still needs to be considered by government as a means to overcome
population problems that are still faced by Indonesia. Since transmigration can
expand agriculture development into new areas, this program also can provide food
security in the future (Kompas 9/12/2000).
Another former ministry of transmigration, AM Hendropriyono, looked at
transmigration as a means to integrate ethnic groups in Indonesia. In his opinion,
the cessation of regular transmigration will sharpen inter-regional and ethnic
conflicts, because each region will only be concerned with the welfare of its own
people. The cessation of the program, as he says, makes "'Bhinneka Tunggal Ika'
(national motto, 'Unity in Diversity') only a slogan" (Kompas 7/12/2000). He
hoped that the cessation of the program is only temporary. This is a typical
government opinion and concept of transmigration as a means for achieving national
integration.

On the contrary, as previously discussed, transmigration in its

implementation is a state tool that ignores diversity. As Leith (2001:65) states,
"'Unity in Diversity' came to mean unity over (or instead of) diversity".

4.8. Conclusion
Discussions of state laws and programs show the New Order government
concept and paradigm of economic development, nation building, and national
integration.

Although environmental issues became part of the national

development program, in the field, instead of seeing natural resources from an
ecological and sustainable perspective, the New Order government was more
interested in economic growth, and viewed them in an economic sense. Ignoring the
diversity in local practices and by simplifying communities, the state preferred
59

In this case, through an irrigated system providing rice as the main national source of starch (see
Chapter 3).
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uniformity for controlling the people and resources. This simplification, as Leith
(2001:60, taken from Geliner 1993) discusses "comes out of the need of modern
societies for cultural homogeneity in order to function smoothly, and has played a
role of fastening together the state and the nation".
State power and policies have affected and eroded traditional resource bases
and practices, as well as disempowered local communities. Local people's reactions
toward the state penetration may vary to show resistance or adjustment. However,
integration with the state, interaction with various incomers, and participation in the
market economy, have affected and altered resources and resource management
practices of Central Malukan communities.
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Photo 4.1. One of the series of sasi rituals: maintaining adat-based
community through rituals. Should state rules stop at the village gate?
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Photo 4.2. Turning coral looking for abalone: the dilemma between market deniand, need icr cash.
and local sustainability.
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Chapter 5

545I LAUT:
A CASE OF MALUKU MARINE
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Chapter 5
Sasi Laut:
A Case of Maluku Marine Resource Management

5.1. Introduction
The area of sea is larger that the land area in Indonesia and is therefore an
important potential source of wealth'. This wealth has attracted many foreign
vessels often operating illegally and using unsustainable techniques, such as trawis.
This is damaging to the ecology, the national economy, and to the Indonesian
artisanal fishers.
Although it claims itself as an archipelagic country with rich marine
resources, from independence until the New Order government, Indonesia has had
no special ministry for marine and fisheries. Under Soeharto's Orde Baru regime
for about 32 years, fisheries were managed by the Ministry of Agriculture, under a
director-general of fisheries. Some coastal issues were handled by the Ministry of
Forestry, such as issues of mangrove forests and marine conservation. Now, under
the new Indonesian government, after 54 years, the importance of the sea for
Indonesia is acknowledged by the establishment in 1999 of a ministry called
Departemen Eksplorasi Laut (Department of Marine Exploration), that deals with
marine and fisheries issues. This department later changed its name to Departemen
Kelautan dan Perikanan (Department of Marine Affairs and Fisheries).
As an archipelagic country that consists of thousands of islands, with its
inhabitants living in a multiethnic and multicultural system, community-based
management must be taken into account in government policies in Indonesia. A
policy or rule for fisheries may be suitable for one community, but may not be so for
other communities because of differences in customary laws.
Community-based fisheries management in Indonesia is still commonly
practised, particularly in the eastern part of Indonesia. Coastal communities in

The area of land is about 1.9 million km2. The total area of Indonesia including sea area is about 8
million km2 (Agoes 1999:228). A list of the rich Indonesia marine resources is provided by Soegiarto
and Polunin (in Moosa et al. 1996, cited by Lilley 1999:248) as follows: plants 833 species (algae
782, seagrasses 13, mangrove 38), corals 910 species, sponges 850 species, mollusca 2500 species,
crustaceans 1502 species, echinoderm 745 species, shallow water fish more than 2000 species,
mammals 30 species (whale and dolphin 29, dugong 1), turtles 6 species, and sea bird 148 species.

Maluku are still maintaining their coastal and marine resources based on customary
laws and practices, local knowledge, local history, and social organization. One of
these practices is sasi. The idea of sasi is the protection from exploitation of certain
plants or animals for certain periods of time. By looking at community-based
marine resource management, we will find that while the sea may appear fairly
uniform to some outsiders, in fact it is not so to local people.
Sasi is often claimed as a resource management tool with the aim of
sustainable resource use. The question is whether through the practice of sasi the
aim of sustainability is achieved or whether the practice serves mainly short-term
economic benefit at the expense of long-term environmental health2. There are no
detailed studies of the sustainability of marine resources or the increase of harvest as
a result of the practice of sasi. However, recent research on sasi (Novaczek and
Harkes, 1998) found that areas of sea covered by sasi have better ecological
conditions than areas that have not been covered by sasi. This finding supports the
argument that sasi can protect the marine environment from more exploitative
practices. Statements of local people about the relevance of sasi for sustainable
harvest suggest that by practising sasi, they believe they can obtain better harvests
than without sasi. It is assumed that through sasi, there is less extraction of marine
resources than without sasi. Furthermore, sasi as rhetoric about sustainability, might
play a role in the maintenance of local institutions.
Apart from its ecological implications, sasi should also be analysed from
economic, legal, political and cultural perspectives. The discourse of sasi as a set of
ideals and practices is highlighted in this chapter.
Here, sasi is looked at as a local institution of resource use, which consists of
rules and practices. According to adat rules villagers have rights as well as
obligations. I will focus the discussion on the rights related to the practice of sasi
and the actors (right holders) involved. It is important to discuss this aspect since
the form of sasi practice to some extent is dominated, controlled or even exploited
by particular right-holders. Through sasi practices property complexes can be
examined dealing with rights and obligations of the community. Here, we see

2

Although, in fact, long term economic benefit depends upon sustainability. In another word,
sustainability is also an economic issue.
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communal property as it is treated by different right-holders both inside and outside
the community.
In brief examples of six villages in Central and Southeast Maluku3, this
chapter will discuss the concept of community rights over communal marine
resources through a description of the sasi system. Sasi on marine resources (sasi
laut) is practised by some villages in Maluku. In the institution of sasi laut, there
are some general principles, such as specific resources, which can or cannot be
harvested in particular times and particular areas in the sea. Also, there is variation
and distribution of rights and obligations, such as who controls sasi, who is excluded
and included, who gets benefits from sasi, etc. Here, the practices of sasi will be
seen as elements of resource management that contain a bundle of rights. These
rights are held by different actors involved in sasi with different kinds and
combination of rights. These rights have enabled the holders to create flexibility and
diversity in sasi practices; and create property complexity with pluralism in laws.
Through empirical data of sasi laut practice, we come to an understanding of
diversity, dilemma and complexity in the discussion of resource use. Through sasi
practices, this chapter also illustrates how adat-based communities arrange and
rearrange their resource management system to respond and adjust to wider
influences, including how a community is identified.

5.2. Theoretical Approach
Since the late 1970s, in research on local community-based fisheries
management, it has been agreed that the sea and its resources are not merely 'open
access'. This perspective emerged in the context of refining Hardin's (1968)
discussion of common property and the risks of unsustainable management.
Hardin's 'tragedy of the common' involves the argument that open access will
inevitably lead to overexploitation of resources. He argued that the problem of
increasing population has no technical solution; selfish individuals do not cooperate
to manage resources in sustainable ways. Common property as open access means
no property rights, or everything is owned by everyone, and therefore owned by no
one (Hardin 1968).

Although this thesis focuses on Central Maluku, I use also available data from southeast Maluku for
my analysis of the problem discussed.
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Berkes et al. (1989) argued that Hardin's model failed to meet at least four
criteria. Firstly, by equating common property resources with open access, it
suggests the absence of property rights. Secondly, the model assumes that
individual interest is unconstrained by existing institutional arrangements. Thirdly,
it assumes that resource users cannot cooperate in their common interest, and
fourthly, the set of solutions offered by the model are too limited, while
conventional resolution to the 'tragedy' are too optimistic.

For example,

"privatization or imposition of govermnent control are not the only viable policy
options" (Berkes 1989:93). Furthermore, Berkes et al. (1989) and Feeny et al.
(1990) state that common property resources contain two important characteristics:
(a) excludability or control of access by potential users is problematic, sometimes
impossible4; (b) subtractability, that is users are capable of subtracting from the
welfare of others. These authors also looked at the term of common property under
four categories of property rights. They are (1) open access: the absence of welldefined property rights; (2) private property: the rights of an individual or
corporation to exclude others from using the resources; (3) communal property
where the rights held by an identifiable community of users to exclude outsiders and
regulate use by members; and (4) state property in which the rights to the resource
are vested in government. This latter is officially the case in Indonesia.
For the reaction to debate of the differences between common property and
open access regimes, between common-pool resources and common property
regimes, and between a resource system and the flow of resource units in relation to
property rights, Schlager and Ostrom (1992) and Ostrom (1997) introduce bundles
of rights. They identify five property rights, which are most relevant to the use of
common-pool resources. They are (1) access: the right to enter a defined physical
area and enjoy nonsubtractive benefits, (2) withdrawal: the right to obtain resource
units or products of a resource system, (3) management: the right to regulate internal
use patterns and transform the resource by making improvement, (4) exclusion: the
right to determine who will have access rights and withdrawal rights, and how those
rights may be transferred, and (5) alienation: the right to sell or lease management

For example, it is difficult to control migratory or fugitive resources (such as fish and wildlife) as
well as ground water, range and forest lands, global commons (such as high seas), the atmosphere
and the geosynchronous that pose problems of exclusion (Berkes et al. 1989:91).
-
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and exclusion rights (Schiager and Ostrom 1992 in Ostrom 1997). These rights can
be held by individuals or collectives, either all five of them or some of them. The
possessors are classified into (a) authorized entrants (holders of access rights), (b)
authorized uses (possessing access, withdrawal, and management rights), (c)
claimants (for access, withdrawal, and management rights), (d) proprietors (access,
withdrawal, management, and exclusion rights), and (e) owners who possesses all
the five kinds of rights. With this bundle of rights, Schlager and Ostrom show that
"property rights are far more complex than simply government, private and common
property" (Ostrom, 1997:7-8).
Following the discussion above, we look at sasi and the elements embedded
in it. The complexity of sasi involves more than open access, private, communal
and state property mentioned above. Examination of rights of access, withdrawal,
management, exclusion and alienation also provides only a partial understanding of
sasi. Sasi reflects the complexity of property arrangements, which contain multiple
rights and multiple relations (F & K von Benda-Beckmann, 1996). The practice of
sasi involves pluralism in rules based on state law, adat, and religion. Empirically,
sasi practice is varied, and should be examined through not only an institutional
approach, but also in terms of local meanings and human agency.
Sasi refers to the arrangement of territorial claims, regulations and rules
about resources and their use, including sanctions and punishments for violators of
rules. The practice of sasi for marine resources in Maluku will be seen in the
framework of communal property management, which addresses the rights of users
in a community. Village property is the focus of marine sasi, since marine resources
are generally regarded as communal property. This is different to land sasi where
the resources may be either held communally by community, clan or family, or
individually. The reason marine resources in Maluku are defined as 'communal
property' is because the sea itself is regarded as common property of a negeri
(village) as a whole. All villagers have rights and obligations in relation to the sea.
However, the management of marine resources is undertaken by village government,
and includes regulation of sasi.
I treat sasi as practice involving a bundle of rights and relations of different
categories of right-holders. Sasi as an expression of rights from the holders in
managing and using resources create flexibility and diversity in sasi practices. With
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the rights, a particular holder can include and exclude other holders or can be
included and excluded in commi.mal marine resource management. Some kinds of
rights can become more dominant than others, related to other factors embedded in
the rights, such as the status or position of the holders within the community. Some
rights can be created or obtained. In fact, sasi, which is used to manage resources,
creates rights as well as constrains the users or owners in using property. It permits
right-holders to be both members and non-members of the community. Beside
entitlement it also develops enfranchisement, where some particular right-holders on
behalf of community as a whole may transfer the rights of the community to
outsiders or particular groups within the community. This results in the exclusion of
the original right holders. In the framework of all these rights, which interweaves
with other aspects in cultural and social life, sasi accounts for part of the complexity
of communal property practices.

5.3. Village Sea Boundaries
In general, coastal communities in Maluku recognize their domains
(petuanan [AM]/nuhu met [Kei]) both on the land and in the sea. From the local
communities' perspective, the sea is not separate from the land. A village domain
comprises the land and the sea as an extension of the land up to a certain distance
from the shore, based on certain concepts or folklore. For example, for Garogos
people in southeast Seram their shallow sea is seen as the extension of their land,
especially at ebb tide, moti (Soselisa 1998b), while in Kei people speak of the sea as
'water of land' or 'land with water' (Soselisa, fleidnotes from Watlaar 1991).
The sea boundaries are defined by imaginary lines extending from the
borders on the land out to the sea, and are sometimes marked by natural features,
such as a cape, rocks, or reefs in the sea, or by the 'feel' of special kinds of changed
currents found in certain places that indicate the boundaries between domains.
Generally sea borders extend to the edge of the shelf (tubir or tohor), the area
between shallow and deep sea, which varies in distance in different areas.
Boundaries of some communities extend beyond the shelf to the mid-point between
their island and the island located nearest to theirs5. The boundary between closely
For example, the village of Watlaar in Kei Besar Island claims sea territory far into the deep sea to
approximately the mid point between the Kei and Aru Islands (Yayasan Hualopu et al. 1991:125;
Rahail 1995:22-26).
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adjacent islands is usually the mid point. Villages may claim property rights over
islands or submerged reefs far from their villages, based on folklore or local history.
Marine territories are divided into several named zones, from the shoreline to
the offshore (see e.g., Huliselan and Norimarna 1982; Yayasan Hualopu etal. 1991;
Rahail 1995; Soselisa 1995). For example, in Ambonese Malay, shallow in-shore
sea affected by the rise and fall of the tides is called meti (also meaning 'low tide'),
while the area between shallow sea and deep sea, the edge of the shelf is called tubir.
A place to anchor canoes, usually the area in front of village, is called 1abuhan6 .
Claims on sea territory are also associated with fishing boundaries and the
use of technology or equipment, which in turn relates to the surveillance,
monitoring, and enforcement by a community over the area. Control may be
impracticable over great distances. As a consequence, although in theory a
community may claim sea territory far beyond the edge of the shelf as its petuanan,
in practice it can only effectively exercise its authority over the meti.

With

improvements in technology, such as motorized boats, or better communications,
such as the telephone, a community may more effectively impose its authority
further out into the sea territory it claims.
Furthermore, the sea territory claim consists of the rights to the use of the sea
and the obligation to maintain it7. Local customary rights and obligations over the
sea and its resources apply to both community members and outsiders (see e.g.,
Soselisa 1995).

5.4. Sasi: a form of local resource management
The etymology of the word sasi itself is uncertain. Definitions include
'saksi' meaning 'witness' (Riedel 1886:48), or 'sign of interdiction' (Volker
1925:294). According to Riedel, a Dutch Resident in Maluku in the late 1800s, the
meaning of sasi was derived from the Malay word 'saksi' (= witness). Lokollo
(1988:19) disagrees, arguing that the sasi institution is older than the introduction of
6

Lokollo (1988:21-22) defines labuhan as a place to anchor fishing canoes, usually formed by a
small bay near village, a river estuary, and rich in fish.
There is often long-time conflict over domain (petuanan) borders between neighbouring villages.
Conflict may worsen if the disputed area contains valuable marine resources, such as trochus shell
(see Chapter 4 for an example from Kei Besar Island). To avoid the fighting, the government may
put an indefinite ban, called sasi pemerintah (government sasi) over the disputed area until the
conflict is resolved.
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Malay language in Maluku. Another viewpoint was given by a community leader of
Pelauw village (Yayasan Hualopu et al. 1991:100) who said that the word derives
from tasi [Pelauw language], meaning salt. This interpretation is based on the story
of the ancestors of the Lease Islands and Ambon Island, who came from the
highlands of Scram. In their journey, they found places with different kinds of
plants that were used for different positive purposes. Places that they thought were
good, were marked by wooden sticks with certain signs on them, or by magical
formulae. Some of the ancestors continued their journey to the coast and went
across to other islands. Because they originally came from the mountains, salt was
one of the important things they discovered at that time, so it had to be marked by a
special sign and magical formula, and kept for future use. The word of tasi (which
later became sasi) came to be applied to the protection and maintenance of salt,
plants and animals in certain periods. In many local languages in Central Maluku
the word for salt is tasi(e) (e.g. languages of Haruku, Alune, Rumakai, Piru, Paulohi,
Amahai, Sepa, and Bonfia) or cognate forms. For example, in Nusalaut and Saparua
languages salt is tasiol, while in the languages of Burn (language of Burn, Kayeli,
and Ambalau) salt is sasi (Stokhof 1981, 1982a, 1982b).
The word sasi is regarded as an Ambonese-Malay term, which is in cormnon
usage in Maluku nowadays, although some ethnic groups use different terms. For
example, Kei words for sasi include yot (Kei Besar Islands) and yutut (Kei Kecil
Islands), while in the past Gorom used the term ngaam (Riedel 1886:166), and the
common Luang term referring to sasi is gheralyai (Pannell 1997:292). Sasi often
refers to a claim of ownership. This can be seen in some of the different stories told
about it where there is a similarity in objective: to protect an object from some
activities and at the same time lay claim of ownership to the object8.
Sasi is defined by local people as a prohibition in utilizing certain natural
resources in a particular area and for a particular period of time, in order to provide
harvests of the resources of greater quality and quantity in the future (Kissya 1993:5;
Rahail 1995:39).

In another expression, the Pelauw leader mentioned above

See for example, the story of the first sasi sign, haweczr, in Kei (Yayasan Hualopu et al. 1991:114),
which was put on the basket on the back of a woman named Ditsakmas when traveling with her
buffalo to her husband in another village. This sign formed from plaited young coconut leaves stated
that she was somebody's wife, and so could not be molested. Similarly, gheralyai larkiyuhi, a
container made of lontar leaves was used to mark physically the boundaries of the sasi area on Luang
Island (Pannell 1997:292).
8
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emphasises sasi as a form of management of land and marine resources use and
ownership (Yayasan Hualopu et al. 1991:100). Von Benda-Beckmaim et al. (1992)
found that besides placing a periodic prohibition on the harvest, sasi prevents theft
of particular resources with economic or subsistence value to the community, while
Zemer (1994a) sees sasi as an institution used to regulate access to particular
resources and territories under a variety of property regimes9.
Sasi is imposed on plant and animal resources, such as coconuts, nutmeg,
areca nuts, pineapples, cuscus, as well as marine resources, such as fish, trochus
shell, sea cucumber, seaweed. While sasi on land is mostly applied to individual
property, sasi on the sea applies to resources that are considered to be communal
property.
Since the literature on marine sasi is scant, I am not able to talk much about
it from a historical perspective. During sasi times, it is prohibited anyone to harvest
the resources upon which sasi has been imposed. In fact, sasi is not only related to
the natural environment, but also the social environment, because petuanan covers
both of them. For example, in Kei, village sasi not only refers to protection of
natural resources, such as coconut plantations and sea resources (vit nangan), but
also has the meaning of maintaining vit ohoi, which refers to family, clan and
community as a whole (see Yayasan Hualopu et al. 1991:80). Similarly in Haruku,
there is sasi dalam negeri (sasi within the village) with rules for behaviour among
villagers to avoid conflict or trouble (see Kissya 1993). The 1913 sasi regulation of
the village of Paperu had rules to protect some plants before harvest time, replant
certain plants, prevent theft, prevent conflict in the community, and also to protect
women from accident (see Adatrechtbundels 1925c:314-323).
The length of time that the prohibition on exploitation is in force varies
depending on the resources. The area of the sasi is marked by a sasi sign,
commonly young coconut leaves.
Customary officers constitute the framework of the sasi institution. In some
places in Central Maluku, the kewang institution, has responsibility for controlling

In both literature and practice, sasi shows variation in purpose and kind. Kriekhoff(1989:2) noted
one sasi purpose, that is collecting funds for village benefit, while Lokollo (1988:21-22) talked about
kinds of sasi based on: (a) beliefs, for example sasi is imposed because there is a death from drowing
at sea or falling from a tree in the forest, and (b) increased welfare of villagers, this includes sasi as a
police action related to boundaries of dusun (garden) or sea, and sasi babaliang (sold sasi).
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environmental management of all resources in the village domain, especially during
the sasi time (see the kewang regulation, for example in Adatrechtbundels 1925 a;
1925b. Sasi is a part of kewang regulation).
Sasi rules have been written down in some villages and sometimes are read
out in the sasi ritual. Watlaar village in Kei sent an announcement letter to its
neighbouring village to inform about the sasi closing time, the area under sasi, the
rules and sanctions, also attaching a sketch map of the area of sasi in the sea (my
fieldwork notes, 1991) [see Figure 5.1.].
Sasi includes sanctions and punishment for violators as set by the village
council. These include corporal punishments or fines. Nowadays, sanctions usually
involve monetary fines. Corporal punishment includes collecting coral, stones or
sand from the sea for community needs (Soselisa 1995:85) or in the past by
receiving 5-50 blows to the body (Yayasan Hualopu et al. 1991:117). Beside
corporal punishment, there was the moral punishment of shame, publicly sentenced
as an example, where the violator walked within the village wearing a sign around
his neck as a breast pendant on which was written 'I have thieved' or saying loudly
'don't thieve like me'. Punishment by fines, other than money, was also paid in
lela, a small copper canon, or mas tiga tahil, a high value gold piece (Yayasan
Hualopu et al. 1991:117).
People believe that the sanctions are provided by community leaders as well
as by supernatural ancestors. In the past, people were more afraid of the invisible
supernatural punishments. A punishment or a fine payment resulting from breaches
of sasi restored equilibrium between the natural and social environment, within the
community, and between the community and the supernatural world, or constituted
'paying back' the mistake, which had caused loss of equilibrium, thereby avoiding
supernatural punishment.
The practice and meaning of sasi has been changing since pre-colonial times,
from about the 15th Century (see F & K von Benda-Beckmann & Brouwer 1992;
Zemer 1994a, 1996). As von Benda-Beckmann et al. (1992) note, at one time a
particular aspect may have had more importance than others, but at another time,
other aspects have become dominant. This shows that sasi contains not only
ecological objectives, but also cultural-religious meaning, and social, political,
administrative, and economic objectives. All these aspects are closely interwoven
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and influence the function and practice of sasi in social life (von Benda-Beckmann
etal. 1992:6).
Since sasi has changed and has been interpreted and identified variously by
different actors, we must be careful about making generalisations as to the form and
content of sasi. As Pannell (1997:292) states, it is important to situate sasi locally,
historically, and politically.

5.5. Examples of Sasi Laut Practices in Central and Southeast Maluku
Each community claims rights to regulate their resource use, including
marine resources. In Maluku, villagers have access to fishing rights (hak ma/can, lit.
eat-right) based on customary law and territorial rights of their villages. The
institution of sasi is one element to regulate rights for fishing, including the
regulation of harvesting the resources. The rules of sasi affect both villagers and
outsiders who come into the area. Since marine areas and associated resources in
Maluku are claimed as community property, marine sasi is effective over resources
in communal areas.
The resources controlled by sasi include non-commodity and commodity
marine resources. Sasi imposed on marine commodities, such as trochus, is thought
to have become significant from the 1960s (Zerner 1994b:91-93) when the
commercial demand for trochus shells increased. When sasi is imposed on trochus
which has a high market demand and can be found relatively widely in some
villages, sometimes it will be accompanied by imposing sasi on other commodities
which are not found in large quantities, such as sea cucumber, japin-japin shells
[Pinctada margaritifera], and batulaga shells [Turbo marmorata].
In many cases in Maluku, sasi for marine resources including fish, trochus
shells, and sea cucumber applies in the meti area (low tide mark to seaward) or in the
labuhan (fishing anchorage). The choice of sasi area is based on the knowledge of
the habitat and movement of the marine resources under sasi. For example, there is
the local knowledge of Haruku people about the movement of lompa fish [Trisina
baelama] that they harvest annually through the practice of sasi (Kissya 1993).
Another example is the knowledge of some villagers about habitat of trochus. A
Nolloth villager said that trochus can rarely be found in deep sea; they live between
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3-7 metres depth'°. He also gave another reason, that the trochus found in deep-sea
is old and its shell is not bright (lola mati), so it is not in demand on the market. The
sasi area is also related to the level of control practised over the area and the limited
equipment used in harvesting resources. The area inside the tubir (from low tide
mark seaward to the edge of the shelf) where the sasi is imposed can be more easily
managed by people, including women and children (see Soselisa 1998b).
Generally, sasi rules and its opening and closing times are set through a
customary meeting of the village council, saniri negeri, which is attended by village
leaders (raja/orang kaya/kepala soa), elders (tua-tua adat) and customary
practitioners, such as kewang.
The examples described here are based on field data collected between 19911998 from six villages. The data for Kei are based on interviews conducted in March
1991 in the villages of Watlaar, Hollat, and Kilwaat which are located on the eastern
coast of Kei Besar Island. Data for Garogos Island was collected between February
to August 1993 and in February 1994. Data from Saparua Island are taken from the
village of Nolloth when I attended the opening of sasi for trochus shells in January
1998. Material was collected in Haruku in 1990, 1996, and November 1998 when I
attended the ritual of opening of sasi lompa in Haruku village.

Resources under sasi
For Kei, marine resources under sasi are trochus shell [Trochus niloticus],
japin-japin [Pinctada margaritfera], batulaga [Turbo marmorata], and sea
cucumber. Sasi for these resources is usually applied at the same time and area. For
Watlaar, sasi rules also apply for fish and some edible shellfish (bia).
In Garogos, sasi is done for trochus shells, sometimes also Tectus pyrarimis
(another kind of trochus). Nolloth places sasi on trochus [Trochus niloticus] and in
1998 also for sea cucumber, while for Haruku, sasi is on lompa fish [Trisina
baelama]

10

Trochus shell is one of the marine resources which is categorized as an 'immobile' resource. This
categorization is in turn related to the claim for access in fishing rights.
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Time of ban
In Kei the period of ban, tutup sasi (lit. sasi close) is 1-2 years for trochus,
japin-japin, batulaga, and sea cucumber, and 6-12 months for fish and shellfish in
the meti area. In Garogos the time of the ban is about 1-2 years. Until the 1980s,
the length of closing time in Garogos was 2-5 years. Nolloth had two years ban for
trochus, and Haruku one year for lompa fish.
Generally, control over sasi is observed by all members of the community.
In Haruku and Nolloth, the kewang institution has a significant role for controlling
sasi.

Time ofljfling the ban
The length of lifting the ban, buka sasi (lit, open sasi) varies, for example 1-2
days (Haruku), 2-3 days (Watlaar and Kilwaat), 1 week (Hollat), 1-2 months
(Garogos and Nolloth).
The day of buka sasi is decided through a more or less similar process. For
example, in Kei the time of open sasi meti for fish and shellfish is decided at a
community meeting attended by all adult males. Usually, the day chosen is a good
time to memeti (to go fishing at ebb time), where there is a wide ebb in the day time.
For trochus shell, the timing is usually determined by the villagers' observation of
the condition of the tide and if there are many trochus seen in the sasi area of
suitable size for harvest. It is common to set the buka sasi time for trochus shell in
the calm season with the greatest ebb low tide and when there is no rain so that
divers can see the bottom of the sea clearly. It is similar to Garogos, where the best
time to lift the sasi on trochus shell is in the west wind season, usually October.
Beside the very low tide at this time, the water is also clear because of the absence
of rain.
In Garogos, the decision to lift the sasi is taken by the raja (as both
customary leader and village leader, in this case the village of Kataloka) together
with the hamlet leaders (kepala soa) of Garogos". Advice is sought from the sasi
practitioner (rema) who is thought to be expert in observing trochus conditions and
has a role in the ritual of open sasi to ensure a good harvest.

'

In both customary and state administration, Garogos (together with eleven other hamlets in Gorom)
is under the authority of village of Kataloka, located in Gorom Island.
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In Nolloth, the day of open sasi is decided by a village meeting and with
consideration of the advice of the tuan negeri (lit, lord of the village) who searches
for a suitable day through communication with the ancestors '2. The good days for a
ritual are usually Tuesday or Friday. In Haruku, the head of kewang who observes
the movement of the lompa fish from the sea up the river (including the amount and
the size), is the person the village asks to decide the day of open sasi.

The area of sasi
The area covered by sasi is commonly the meti area (shallow sea, affected by
the rise and fall of the tides), so, it is usually called sasi meti. In some villages, such
as Nolloth, it is also called sasi labuhan because it applies to labuhan area. Meti
supplies both subsistence food and marketable commodities, and can be exploited
and managed by all villagers regardless of age and gender. In Garogos, sasi applies
also to the shallow sea around the neighbouring uninhabited islands of Koon and
Nukus, which are controlled by the Garogos people.
In Watlaar, the area covered by sasi is divided into 100% sasi area and 50%
sasi area [see Figure 5.1.]. In the 100% sasi area, it is forbidden to catch fish and
collect trochus shell, batulaga, japin-japin, other shellfish, or sea cucumber, as well
as coral or rocks and floating wood in the closed time. In the 50% sasi area, it is
forbidden to collect trochus shell, batulaga, japin-japin, or sea cucumber, but people
are allowed to gather shells, throw nets and set fish traps (bubu, made of plaited
bamboo) for household daily consumption needs, and to collect floating wood which
is used for house material or other needs. This arrangement of sasi areas makes it
possible for villagers to meet their household consumption needs from marine
resources during closed periods. Moreover, for subsistence need, even the 100%
sasi area may also be opened, usually after being closed for about nine months. It is
opened for a maximum of two days during the ebb in the day time when it is best
time for memeti, to give villagers the opportunity to catch fish, shellfish and octopus.
However, during this period, it is still forbidden to dive to spear fish, throw nets, and
collect trochus, batulaga,japin-japin and sea cucumber.

12

have not obtained information on how the tuan negeri communicates with village ancestors. The
tuan negeri (amanupunno/amanopunyo, the lord of aman) is an important customary position related
to matters of be1ief,the tuan negeri takes care of relations with the spiritual world, the ancestors, and
the rituals.
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Figure 5.1. Sketch Map of Watlaar Sasi Area, 1990
(taken from the attachment of village letter sent to neighbouring hamlets)
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The area covered by sasi in Haruku is the labuhan (shallow sea) in front of
the village and 150m seaward including the estuary and the river where the lompa
fish come up.

The participants in buka sasi
In Kei all villagers have rights in buka sasi to fish, and all adult men in the
village participate in collecting trochus shell, batulaga, japin-japin, and sea
cucumber. It is not common for women to dive to harvest the resources. Male
villagers who live in other places retain their rights in buka sasi in their village of
origin. In collecting the commodities, a villager's rights of diving for trochus shells
can be delegated to another person from other villages if the villager cannot dive. In
this case, he hires a diver (tukang mob) under a harvest sharing arrangement. The
diver is usually allocated about one-third of the harvest he gathers. Community
leaders, including religious leader, may hire two divers to replace them, as a special
privilege in recognition of their prominent position in the community.
Unlike the majority of Malukan villages, in Garogos all villagers, men,
women, and children who can dive '3, have rights and are allowed to harvest the
trochus in the open season. The villagers who live elsewhere still have these rights.
The same rights and obligations are also given to the villagers of Kidang Island,
located west of Garogos. This extension of rights is based on the special
relationship in the history of these two islands14. Outsiders, for example, people
from Gorom or surrounding islands, can obtain rights by asking for permission from
the raja, and must provide a share of the harvest to the raja as a fee for the
permission.
In the 1998 open sasi for trochus shells and sea cucumber in Nolloth, the
rights to harvest were held by the village KUD (Koperasi Unit Desa, the village cooperative). The cooperative provided divers, employing eight villagers who were
13

Since Garogos Island is surrounded by wide shallow sea (meti area) and the island has limited
agricultural land and alternative livelihoods, both sexes and all ages of villagers use the sea for
fishing.
14
About twenty years ago, around 1977, some households of Garogos moved to Kidang Island as a
result of a conflict between two factions in the community (some also moved to Gorom Island).
Since then, these two islands have built relationships through kinship, intermarriage and visiting each
other. Some younger families moved back to Garogos. In 1993, there were only about 18 houses in
Kidang, while in Garogos there were about 39 houses. While Garogos is in the domain of the Raja of
Kataloka in Gorom, Kidang is under the authority of the Raja of Kiltai in the island of Kilwaru.
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paid Rp.5000 for every kg of trochus shell they gathered. The market price of
trochus shell was around Rp.16,000Ikg at that time. Other villagers had no rights to
collect the harvest.
The participants of open sasi for lompa fish in Haruku are all villagers: men,
women, adults and children. Villagers who live in other places still have their rights
in open sasi. Indeed, since the lompa fish is not a commercial resource, but an
15
'heirloom' fish which is annually harvested for household consumption,
the

villagers allow outsiders, such as kin, friends, and some neighbouring villagers, to
join them in the 'party' of catching the lompa in the river. The participants usually
arrange themselves in groups, such as households, family or neighbourhood groups.

Limits on size of resource and use of gear in open sasi
The size of trochus that can be harvested should not be less than 6
centimeters diameter, or the width of a man's three fingers. This regulation was
suggested by traders with the consideration that at this size, the shell of the animal
has reached a stage of maturity that can be processed for the end products. Traders
will refuse to pay for trochus which is smaller than the agreed size, and this
agreement applies throughout Central and Southeast Maluku. This rule is fully
supported by villagers, because it meets the main objective of sasi application, to
harvest only mature animals or plants.
In Kei, when diving to collect trochus shells in the open season, in order to
maintain equity among villagers, it is forbidden to use modem scuba equipment.
People usually use only simple goggles.

Similarly, in Garogos there is a

conventional agreement that all divers only wear goggles, commonly local
handmade goggles. However, one man (a village leader) said that he could use
modem equipment if he had it. In Nolloth, since a cooperative has the rights to
harvest the resources in open sasi, the divers can use modem scuba equipment.
However, in the 1998 open sasi season, all 8 villagers hired as divers, wore only
goggles because there was no other modem equipment provided.
In the open sasi season for fish and shellfish in Kei, the use of akar tuba
(fish poison from a plant root) is banned in support of sustainability. In Haruku, the

15

The harvest usually is preserved in the form of dried fish.
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fishing equipment generally used is a small net (jala) and 'scoop-net' for children,
for catching lompa fish in the river.

The harvest distribution system
In Watlaar there are certain agreements at the community level concerning
the distribution of income from the harvest. Rights of community members to
harvest resources for their own household income are recognized as molo untuk
pribadi (diving for oneself). Sometimes this is called buka sasi pribadi (individual
open sasi). Villagers may also be obliged to harvest the commodity as a source of
income for village needs, for example, to pay for a community facility, such as
generator for the village. This is done as molo untuk umum, 'diving for the
community', sometimes called buka sasi umum (public/communal open sasi). In
diving for the community, where the income from the harvest is contributed to the
village, the divers are all villagers; there are no hired divers from other villages to
replace local villagers. Sometimes there is a compromise among village leaders and
the community to combine these two systems of open-sasi in one period of open
season in order to meet both household profit and community benefit. Then the sasi
area is divided into two parts, one part is provided for molo untuk pribadi and
another for molo untuk umum.
The strategy in Kilwaat is that the area of sasi for trochus and batulaga is
divided into three parts for three days of diving, one day for each part. The male or
individual part (bagian pribadi) will be exploited by male divers exercising their
adult male rights over the resources and its income goes to individuals/households.
The female part (bagian perempuan) provides for women's rights to the resources;
men harvest the resource for the women, because it is uncommon for women to
dive. The third part is a communal share (bagian umum), harvested by males for
community needs. The income from the harvest is used for village planning or
activities, such as regional church meetings or providing money for the expenses of
a village event. In the case of Kilwaat, one can argue about the equality among
these three divisions of the harvest. The day of harvest may influence the amount
harvested in each area. The first day of diving may be the most productive.
The marketing of the harvest from open sasi, either for household income or
village benefits, is arranged between the community leaders with an outside trader
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who wins the monopoly to buy the harvested resource. In return for exclusive rights
to buy the village harvest, the trader must pay a cash fee to the village, called bayar
sirih-pinang (lit, pay for betel leaves-areca nut). The price of the harvest is decided
through an agreement worked out between the trader and the village leaders.
The harvest distribution system found in Garogos is slightly different. The
income goes to the household or nuclear family. However, all divers (villagers and
outsiders) have an obligation to give a part of their harvest to the raja as his share in
his capacity as customary leader who holds authority over the sea domain. The
share varies depending on the decision of the raja at the time, or is adjusted
depending on the yield in the first three or five days. Usually the outsiders' share
given to the raja is bigger than that of villagers (for example, an outsider must give
20% of his catch, while a Garogos family only gives 10%). However, the share
depends on the harvest, so that if the yield is not good, there is an agreement to
reduce the share, for example, to two kilograms per household. Alternatively, the
share can be the same for Garogos people and outsiders: half for the fishers and a
half for the raja, as was the case in 1993 (from the income of the first five days of
harvest).
The marketing of the harvest of open sasi is arranged between the
community leaders, local middlemen and outside traders who win the monopoly to
buy the harvested resource. The raja usually has a role in the agreement by giving
advice or recommending certain traders. The harvest from open sasi for trochus can
also be sold for community benefit through credit given by a trader to the
community as a whole. In exchange, the trader gets rights to buy the harvest of
trochus shells in more than one open season, until the repayment of the credit is
complete. For example, in one case a trader provided a generator for the village. It
would be paid off in trochus shells every harvest time to the trader by each house in
the village; each house contributing a specified number of kilograms of their harvest.
The price of the harvest is decided by agreement of the trader, the middlemen and
village leaders.
If the village government sells their commodity under the sasi to buyers
(within or beyond the village), the income does not go directly to the individual
villagers. It is paid to the village collectively for the community benefits. The buyer
who gets the rights to harvest the resources paid the fee to the village. In Nolloth,
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according to the agreement between village leaders with the local co-operative as the
harvester for the 1998 open season of trochus and sea cucumber, the income from
the catch was shared: 50% for the co-operative and 50% for village benefit, such as
to build planned village infrastructure. This type of sasi to a certain extent is
reminiscent of that called sasi babaliang and sasi kontrak which was practised for
commodities in Ambon Island and Central Maluku in the past16. The area of sasi is
rented to the trader who will arrange their own labourers in harvesting time.
Since the trader (the buyer) is the village cooperative (KUD) and the KUD
leader is also one of the important village's customary leaders, the tuan negeri, who
has an important role in village ritual, including sasi, the story about the open sasi
ritual becomes slightly different for Nolloth village. If the sasi ritual may be
neglected by an outside trader who rents the area in the open season, then the 1998
open sasi ritual for trochus was led by the tuan negeri, and attended by the raja,
kepala soa, head and members of kewang.
In 1998, the ritual of this open sasi included the customary ways and
Christian practices. The Christian priest followed the ritual, then prayed to God, and
together with the raja poured water into the sea before the first dive as a sign to
throw all bad luck out and at the same time to thank God and ancestors for the
resources and to ask for a good harvest. Before departure from the village to the
ritual site by boats, the tuan negeri prayed to God to ask that everything should go
well. He also addressed God as the head of adat. This also indicates that there is a
combination of customary and Christian elements in sasi practices which is also
seen in the retention of pre-Christian religious elements involving belief in ancestral
spirits.

16

In sasi babaliang, 'sold sasi' (see Lokollo 1988:23), some villagers are given rights to buy the
harvest controlled by village sasi (for example, coconut). During the closed time the buyers --as
well as the kewang-- had authority to control the area under sasi and to impose sanctions on
violators. Sasi kontrak, 'contracted sasi' can be seen in the 1920 sasi regulation of the village of Sin
Sori Sarani in Saparua Island. This involved a 'contract' to buy the harvest of villagers' coconuts, so
that the kewang controlled the villagers' coconut plantation for the buyer. The money from sale of
the harvest was contributed to purchase kerosene for religious building (Volker 1925:306-3 10). The
forms of sasi babaliang and sasi kontrak can also be found nowadays to some extent in the form of
sasi lelang (auctioned sasi) for land or marine resources. In auctioned sasi for marine resources, the
person who wins the 'village auction' over sasi (called tuan sasi, lit, lord of sasi or owner of sasi) has
authority over the sasi area in the sea. Since he gets the rights to harvest the resource in the open
season, in practice, he also can give permission to people to take the resources (usually fish) during
closed times (my fieldwork notes in Haruku Island, August 1997).
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In sasi lompa in Haruku, each household or family catches its own harvest.
If they go with a larger group, the catch will be shared equally among them.
Households which could not take part in the open sasi because of old age or sickness
of members, received fish contributions from other relatives or neighbours. The
harvest are usually dried and stored for household consumption.

5.6. Between Communal Ownership and Community Rights
Looking at the practices of open sasi from the examples given above, there
are some characteristic points that can be underlined.

The pattern of local authority over marine resources
type of ownership
In certain bounded areas, the sea and its resources are owned and managed
collectively by the village. Marine sasi is a type of communal management
exercised over communal property in a communal area. The area protected under
sasi includes the shallow water, where monitoring, surveillance, and enforcement
can easily be effected by the local community with their limited technology.

type of rights
All villagers have equal rights to use marine resources. These rights are
suspended while the area is closed under sasi. Villagers who move away from their
village of origin still hold these rights. The villagers' rights can be extended to
particular outsiders. For non-commercial marine resources such as lompa fish in
Haruku, the rights of villagers can be shared with outsiders on the basis of kinship
and friendship. Rights to fishing in open sasi can be delegated to others, for
example, male divers on behalf of village females, and an outside diver can replace a
villager in Kei.
In the case of Kilwaat, where rights in diving for trochus shells are exercised
by males, adult female residents as members of community still hold their rights to
harvest resources, delegating the task of diving to male family members. While
women who are married into the community gain harvest rights, women who leave
the village on marriage lose the right. Garogos females do not need to delegate their
collecting rights in marine resource exploitation, since they also dive for trochus
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shells. On the other hand, in other communities, such as Nolloth, female residents
do not dive for trochus shell, and do not delegate men to dive for them. These
situations show the rights of females for particular common resources are culturally
constructed. Kilwaat sasi demonstrates a compromise between Garogos and
Nolloth. It acknowledges the rights of female community members to village
resources, but denies their rights to dive for them.

privileges
Village leaders hold privileges with respect to shares in marine resources.
For example, in open sasi for trochus, they use two divers in Kei, or they receive a
share of all villagers' harvest in Garogos. These privileges also extended to
decision-making in managing marine extraction, for example, the decision on the
length of closed and open sasi. In addition, the village leader can transfer villagers'
rights to the outsider or can grant outsiders a share in the village harvest, and
determine the share of the harvest due to the leader from villagers as well as
outsiders. Local government leaders also can rent the sea area to a particular group
of insiders as well as outsiders. By doing this, the rights of villagers are hired out to
others to extract marine resources. This results in the exclusion of the original rightholders and their replacement by non-members.

transfer of rights
Use rights, or hak ma/can, of community members over marine resources,
especially commercial resources, can be transferred to a particular group of insiders
or to outsiders through the payment of fees. For example, the rights of villagers to
harvest marine resources in open sasi can be transferred to a local cooperative, the
rights of each household to the income from the harvest can be shared by the village
for community benefit, while outsiders also can buy the right to obtain a monopoly
on the harvest.
Renting the sea to outsiders gives them an opportunity to extract the marine
resources in their own ways, for example, using modern scuba equipment, in order
to get a good harvest in a short time.
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The influence of the wider economy on local resource management system
Sasi for marine resources is undertaken for both non-commodities for
household consumption and commodities for sale. The system of sasi applied to
commercial resources is influenced by the wider market economy. The village
government may hire out the marine area, which is communal property, to outsiders
in the name of the community. The regulation of harvesting time is modified to
meet outside market demands. The extraction of marine resources under the local
sasi management system is transferred to outsiders in order to satisfy market
demand and to make money for particular groups. The marketing of commodities,
based on surplus extraction to generate profit, interferes with the local subsistence
economy which is based on adequacy or sufficiency of production for local
consumption. For example, the length of open sasi is sometimes extended to allow
more production for commercial sale. Similarly, in the demand for cash, the length
of the closed period is sometimes shortened, from between 2-5 years in several areas
previously, to 1-2 years now.

Strategies for the management and extraction of marine resources
Marine resources are extracted to meet household consumption needs and for
cash. In order to meet both purposes, the area of sasi is divided for the extraction of
marine resources for local consumption and for commercial production. Besides,
not all village sea areas are covered by sasi regulations, and are therefore open to
production for local consumption or cash sale at all times.
Although extraction for commercial resources is based on economic benefit
which emphasises the maximization of the catch, local people try to maintain equity
in harvest and to limit harvests through the rules of gear use, preferring to use
traditional techniques. The size of resources which are collected is considered. This
in turn can be claimed as an effort to achieve sustainability. However, one may
question whether the objective of these limits on harvest is to achieve sustainability
of resources or to provide equal opportunity to all participants to harvest as much as
each other. In the latter case, the results could still be over-extraction and depletion
of resources.
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Looking at sasi practices, it can be seen that they are dynamic, flexible and
adapting to local situations and times (Soselisa 1 998a). As a legal institution, sasi
does not comprise permanent prohibitions, but rather a temporary ban in order to
manage the use of resources. It shows that there are opportunities and possibilities
within the community to (re)arrange or manipulate their 'law' as long as it is locally
acceptable in order to meet their needs'7.
Resource-use and rights of a community have been applied communally in
two directions, inwards and outwards. Inward-directly rights control the freedom of
individuals within the community to resource extraction, while creating regulations
and adjudicating over members who are acting in conflict in resource extraction.
Outward-directed rights are applied to outsiders, by which a community can refuse
outsiders the opportunity to extract resources and judge those who break the rules.
On the other hand, members of a community have rights as individual
households and as a member of the community. These dual rights are applied in the
way the objectives of the sasi harvest are set. At one time, a villager's harvest
provides income for their household, but at another time, their harvest contributes to
the village as a whole18. As a member of the community, an individual is under an
obligation to use communal property for communal purposes. This elasticity is also
shown in the strategy of applying dual rights at the same time by sharing some of the
harvest with the village while some still goes to the household for profit and
consumption.
Marine sasi is applied to resources available under communal rights. As
mentioned earlier, rights to communal property are held and regulated by an
identifiable community of users to the exclusion of outsiders (Berkes et al. 1989;
Feeny et al. 1990). However, in sasi practices for commercial resources, rights may
be extended to outsiders, and insiders as the original users excluded. Community
leaders with their privileged rights may manipulate sasi practices for their own
benefit, not for community benefit as a whole. Examples of sasi practices show that
communal property may not be automatically owned by the community as a whole.
17

For example, the arrangement of marketing the harvest.
Kriekhoff(1989:2) classifies the objectives of sasi as (a) individual sasi, where sasi are prepared
by individuals for household profit, and (b) communal sasi, prepared by sasi practitioners or a certain
person (wan sasi) for the benefit of the village or religious community, for example to build youth
meeting hail, mosque fences, or to purchase kerosene for religious building. Lokollo (1988:21-22)
classifies sasi babaliang (sold sasi) as sasi with the objective of the welfare of community members.
18
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Arrangements in a sasi system may shift what was originally communal property
available for communal exploitation to a communal property only available for
private exploitation. This shows that the rights of individuals as community
members to communal resources may be weakening.
In reference to the five property rights for the use of common-pool resources
outlined by Schiager and Ostrom (1992, in Ostrom 1997) (see section 5.2.), we
should find that the community possesses collective ownership to all five rights.
However, in a sasi system ownership is classified into different kinds of rights
exercised by different authorities. In the case where the harvesting rights are leased,
the village leaders act as the claimant, proprietor, and owner that possess the rights
of management, exclusion, and alienation, while the villagers as authorized users
lose their withdrawal rights to exploit the resource for themselves (see Ostrom
1997). In cases where community members do not accept sasi rules imposed by
authorities they may break the rules regulating exploitation in order to gain access to
resources they regard as community property.
The role of local village government becomes one of the keys to the question
about sustainability of the resources. The village leaders, including the sasi
practitioners, have authority to set the rules of the open season, such as the duration
of the harvesting time and the gear permitted in collecting the resources. When the
market demand for a commodity increases, in some communities the length of
closed time is shortened and the open period is lengthened. In this case, it suggests
that sasi is deliberately manipulated for short-term economic gain, rather than for
long-term ecological and economic sustainability. I have no long-term information
on resource stocks to determine whether they have declined under sasi control.
However, in villagers' observation and experiences, the shortening of the closed
period usually gives smaller harvests than longer closed periods. On the other hand,
maintaining the use of traditional equipment and limiting the size of trochus to be
harvested shows the positive role of village elites in attempting to achieve
sustainability.
However, in some cases, for example in Kei, the rights of villagers to harvest
resources are still a primary consideration. Besides providing some sea area to yield
income to support village projects, the sasi area is exploited for household income.
Concern for the future of resources is taken into account in setting the length of the
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harvesting period, which in Kei is generally restricted to less than one week using
traditional equipment, compared with one to two months in other places19. This
strategy contains an element of deliberate conservation and rationalization, wherein
lies a social or community paradigm which contains "equity, community welfare,
and other social and cultural benefits" (McCay 1996:111). We can see that Kei sasi
for commercial resources is arranged as an economic institution in order to provide a
bigger harvest and better income on the next occasion when extraction is possible,
but possibly at the expense of longer-term sustainability.
The high market demand for trochus is a major economic incentive for
Malukans to ignore the government regulation (SK Mentri Kehutanan No. 12/Kpts11/1987) that prohibits the extraction of trochus as an endangered marine species.
Malukans, however, argue that their local system of sasi can protect the trochus
from over-extraction that would otherwise lead to diminishing stocks. This shows
the different ideas of resource conservation management between central
government in Java and the locals in Maluku. At the same time, trochus is important
for their income, and continues to be harvested illegally under the sasi system with
full knowledge of the regional government. It appears that Malukan government
officers and academics accept the logic of sasi for sustainable harvest of trochus for
the reason of providing local income. However, since trochus is a protected species,
villagers may face problems in selling it 'under the nose' of the government, such as
in the city of Ambon. A Nolloth man said that they must do that carefully. People
of Kei and Garogos, however, do not consider this as a problem since their harvests
are bought directly by traders on terms arranged beforehand, so that the trader would
be the one who deals with the government officers. With many of the production
centres of trochus being remote from government centres, it is very difficult for the
government effectively to monitor exploitation at all.
Since the 1987 decree, data on production and export of trochus have not
been available from official government sources. However, trochus is still being
harvested illegally, and misreported by including trochus in data for "other marine
products" in official statistics (see also Arifin 1991, in Purnomo 1996).

19

Indeed, technology has become one of the important elements in marine sasi, not only in the
sustainability issue, but also in the claim of rights.
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Discussion of marine sasi cannot be separated from the territory where sasi
is applied. The existence and the practice of marine sasi over communal resources
is dependent upon the pre-existing definition of the area as a communal area owned
by a village community as a whole. In an example of sasi lelang (auctioned sasi)
practices in some villages in Central Maluku, the area of sasi in fact is rented to
individuals or groups who win the auction and get the rights to harvest the resources
in the marine area owned by a community as a whole. The status of an area or
domain can determine the status of the communal resources within the area20.
However, as a consequence of auctioned sasi, communal rights over communal
resources are constrained by the temporary right holder to the communal domain
(sasi area).
The flexibility of sasi practices, community rights and obligation show that
communal property is a cultural matter, which is constantly socially constructed,
contested and re-constructed. It illustrates that property resources are very much to
do with socio-cultural institutions about resources (e.g. agreement to decide whether
a resource is communal or private). Questions may still be asked about where are
communal rights, or who holds communal rights, who owns the resources, what
makes up community, is it a village as a whole? The answers may refer to sociopolitics of legal complexity, which creates bundles of rights and relations in
controlling and extracting marine resources.

5.7. Conclusion
Theoretically, marine sasi systems in Maluku share two main characteristics:
(a) they are applied over communal marine property, so that (b) the community
exercises its communal rights. The influence of the market economy has changed
the system of marine sasi for commercial resources. In some cases, there are
problems with community rights in the sasi practice applied to commercial
resources, where the rights are transferred to outsiders for economic reasons, while

20

A communal resource which is found in a private area can be claimed by the owner as his property.
One example from the land involves mayang palm trees [Arenga pinnata] which are found in village
forest in Maluku. They are common property and any villager can exploit the trees to produce local
liquor or sugar palm. However, a 'wild' inayang palm tree found in somebody's dusun (garden) is
automatically claimed as property of the owner of the dusun. Anyone who wants to exploit the palm
tree should ask permission from the owner and pay a share to the owner, such as giving half the
product to the owner of the garden (my fieldnotes from West Seram, 1997).
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for non-commercial resources, the rights are shared with (or extended to) outsiders
to welcome them in the event.
The description of sasi as an institution and its practices show the variety of
tenure arrangements for maintaining, transferring, sharing, renting, contracting, and
auctioning rights and resources. There is variety in the arrangement of rights from
one place to another and for different marine resources. One arrangement might be
more concerned with conservation than another. With the influence of the market
economy, a sasi practice might be put into effect to increase short-term harvest,
while another may be more concerned with sustainable use. For example, instead of
seeking a short-term big harvest with the risk of a small harvest next season, Kei
villagers prefer the existing continued more modest harvest arrangements. Here,
sasi is viewed as a local economic institution which must be maintained in order to
provide continued income.
Local historical experiences influence communities to make decisions in
resource use as well as in rights arrangement. In decision making processes within
communities, the role of individuals or particular groups, for example, village elite,
as part of a community is the most important thing. The forms of individual or
group behavior in decision making for the arrangement of community property
tenure in turn are influenced by internal customary factors as well as by external
political forces and the wider economy.
Village leaders are important in managing access to resources under the sasi
system. Under pressure of wider economic forces, arrangements with outsiders or
particular economic groups within the village are defined for extraction of
commercial marine resources. In the case of transferring rights to outsiders to
harvest resources with modern technology without concern for sustainable future
stocks, villagers may respond by increasing their harvest of resources before other
users, including violation of the closed season. In fact, in the context of the cash
economy, deciding on sasi practices may involve a dilemma, as a result of
contradictions between individuals and the community as a whole and between
individuals and their physical environment. Individuals may wish to preserve
marine resources for future generations, but at the same time need to extract the
resources for survival of the present generation. One also may break sasi
regulations, or end a community commitment in marketing the resources to a
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particular buyer who has the rights if another buyer later offers a better price. These
situations may help to explain why sasi regulations are sometimes disregarded.
Similar to the findings of von Benda-Beckmann, et al. (1992), Zerner
(1994a; 1994b; 1996) and Pannell (1997), we found variations of sasi, for example
through history and its changes, the objects and activities, including political
organisation and control through village government, economic institutions, labour
organisasation, such as KUD (village co-operative) with its own divers, obligation
and rights.
Sasi has been described as involving a bundle of rights. We find that a
community is not homogeneous and communal property has varied socio-cultural,
ecological, religious, political and economic aspects.
Finally, under modern market influences when the demand for cash is
increasing, a successful local-level management of coastal fisheries should be based
on local social agreements so that the local rules are recognized as legitimate by
higher authorities, and thereby strengthened. Sea is as important as the land, and
sasi is a local adaptive institution that still has its positive rules and characteristics,
so that it is still relevant to be considered as a model of community-based resource
management. Through good agreement between local leaders and the community to
apply sasi according to their understandings of its original spirit and characteristics,
income generation and equity for the community as a whole, and sustainability of
the resources can be accommodated. By examining the strengths as well as the
weaknesses of sasi practices, there is room to revitalise the system as relevant to
current conditions. Through co-management involving government and local
communities, sasi can contribute to management systems and practices that meet
objectives of income generation and sustainable use of resources.
However, the question arises whether local marine sasi practices can still
exist with other bigger fishery activities outside sasi areas or outside village
territory? Some Maluku villagers point out that fixed fishing gear, such as bagang21
or other modern fishing equipment, owned by large scale fisheries and operating
outside village areas, have reduced their catch (my fieldnotes, Nusalaut Island,
December 1997). This problem affects the continuity of local institutional practices

21

Bagang is a fixed gear floating hut on the sea to attract schooling fish, especially with the lights set
on it. Once fish gathered around there in big amount, they are caught by big nets.
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such as sasi. Here, while the community as a whole faces outside forces that
threaten their system of resource management and use, it may also affect internal
arrangements of obligations and rights.
One also can ask, in the current economic situation faced by all Indonesians
and the on-going violence in Central Maluku, is marine sasi with its positive rules
and characteristics able to survive while people are struggling to extract resources in
order merely to survive, especially when disorder spreads into the local
communities? The unrest brings break-down of resource management. Although
sasi is an adaptive institution, it can only adapt so far; during the unrest it faces
heavy pressure as well as other local institutions, especially, as argued in Chapter 2,
when the locals no longer control the conflict.
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Photo 5.2. On the open sasi day in 1-laruku river, 1998: villagers and visitors, harvesters and
spectators were all gathered for the event.
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Photo 5.3. Than ne'cri leads open sasi ritual for trochus on Nolloth beach. 1998.

Photo 5.5. The raja, accompanied by the tuan
negeri and the priest in the ritual of pouring of
water into the sea from a canoe.

Photo 5.4. Prayers led by a Protestant priest
at the opening sasi ritual.
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Part 2
Memories & Fragments: within a locale

Chapter 6
THE ISLANb OF BUANO

Chapter 6
The Island of Buano

This chapter provides an overview of Buano Island and society as a
background to the analysis of aspects of the local economy and resource
management practices in later chapters.
Buano is a relatively small island, located off the western end of Seram
Island in Central Maluku (Map 6.1. and 6.2.). It lies parallel with two similar
islands to the southwest: Kelang and Manipa. There are also several tiny islands
nearby.
Buano is about 22 km long and 8 km wide at the widest point, and covers
about 125 km2 (Knaap 1987:46). Very close to Buano at the northwest, there are
Pua Island that is about 7 km2 (Knaap 1987:46), and two tiny islets: Kasuari and
Kelapa.
Buano experiences two seasons in a year. Firstly, the west season (musim
barat) from November to April, when the west wind blows with interludes of
northerly winds in the daytime. Secondly, the east season (musim timur) from May
to October when the east wind blows, with interludes of southerly winds in the
daytime. In the westwind season there is much rain in Buano, while the eastwind
season is dry. Between these two season there is musim pancaroba, transitional
period, that occurs between April to May and between September to October. The
strongest wind comes from the southwest and northwest.
In the literature on the early colonial period of the 16th and 17th Centuries,
Buano is sometimes mentioned in association with the Hoamoal Peninsula of Seram
that, at that time, was one of the main centres of clove production. Under the current
Indonesia state, Buano is a relatively isolated, less developed, part of central
Maluku, despite its proximity to major centres in nearby Seram and Ambon.
In writing this chapter I have used the 'ethnographic present' of the period
from 1998 up to January 1999. Since then, the ongoing unrest in Maluku has
brought many changes in Central Maluku communities, including Buano.

Map 6.1. Buano, part of western Seram and Ambon IsJand
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6.1. The Villages
There are two main villages of indigenous people in Buano: Buano Utara
(north Buano) and Buano Selatan (south Buano). They are located on the
southeastern coast of the island, close to each other and connected by a main street
parallel to the beach. In 1998, the border between the two villages was shown by a
line on the main street where the surface changed colour, from light to dark. The
light surface was in Buano Selatan where the road was covered by white coral, and
the dark one, from the colour of the soil, delineated Buano Utara (certain parts of
Buano Utara main road is covered by cement).
Buano Utara is the larger village, with a population of 4,400 people in 1997.
The people of this village are Moslem, have a strong sense of identity based on
retention of local language, and they seemed to retain customary practices more
strongly than the neighboring village, which came from the same ancestors.
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Map 6.2. Buano and nearby islands
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The village of Buano Utara covers about 18 hectares, formed by three
neighbourhoods called Soa Ola, Soa Tenga, and Soa Usat. There are three main
roads, running parallel with the beach with lines of houses located on the both sides
of the roads, and some paths toward the interior. In 1998 there were 590 houses.
Generally the roofs of houses are made of sago leaves, but some also use corrugated
iron sheets. One or two houses use roof-tiles (genteng). Walls are made of the stem
of sago leaves (gaba-gaba), planks or woven sago leaves, but some also are built of
cement, or half below made of cement, and half above from gaba-gaba. Most clan
houses (ruma pusaka) show a typical architecture and are made of planks or stem of
sago leaves for the wall, and for roofing, sago leaf atap are used. A clan house is
usually bigger than ordinary houses, and is usually occupied by more than one
nuclear family.
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The public infrastructure of this village includes a mosque, a baileo
(community house), a state primary school and a junior high school that share the
same building. The school is located outside the concentration of settlement, in the
eastern end of the village. The mosque is still under construction, made of cement
for walls and corrugated iron roof. Although the baileo was originally a property
owned by both Buano Utara and Buano Selatan, in practice nowadays, only the
Buano Utara community uses it. There are three cemetery sites, two of which are
located in the village between the houses, and are no longer used. The third is
bigger and newer, and is located at the eastern end of the village.
The neighbouring village, Buano Selatan had about 440 people in 1997. The
people have strong associations with the Ambon Malay language and Christianity.
Buano Selatan village is smaller than its neighbour, with only one main road, and
several roads inward. There were 84 houses in 1998. Most of them are built using
local materials, sago leaves atap as roofing, and gaba-gaba planks, sago leaves, or
wood plank for the walls. There are about eight houses with corrugated iron sheets
for roofing and three houses used roof-tiles. The planks for walls includes kayu pule
[Erithrina sp.], palaka [Pallaguium sp.], samama [Anthocephalus macrophyla.],
kayuputih (melaleuca), and marsegu [Anthocephalus cadamba or Nauclea orientalis
U. As in Buano Utara, some houses in this village also have cement walls, or half
cement-half gaba-gaba or planks.
There is an old church, made of kayu lasi [Adinafagfolia VAL] for its upper
walls and cement for the lower, while its roof is sago leaf atap. Opposite the church
is a state primary school. There is a village office connected to a hail. The
Puskesmas (Pusat Kesehatan Masyarakat, Community Health Centre) that provides
health services for all of Buano is located in Buano Selatan, with a house built
opposite it for a doctor. However, there is no doctor in the village, so the house is
unoccupied. There is also a house that was called polindes (poliklinik desa, village
polyclinic) that was previously used for the family planning program. It is no longer
used since the program is no longer run. The cemetery is just outside the village, at
the western side.
The water sources for both villages come from wells. There are two main
wells in Buano Selatan. One that is located inland beyond the village is for drinking
water and cooking. The other, further inland among the people's gardens, was built
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as a main project of Christian college students from north Sulawesi doing field
practice in 1994. It was jointly built by students and community members. This
well is used for washing clothes. In Buano Utara, there are several wells also,
located in the middle of the settlement, used for drinking water and bathing. When I
was there, there was a government program in progress, to look for a water source in
the island in order to distribute piped water to the two villages with tap points.
Some of the pipes were already set.
There is no electricity in either village. However, in Buano Utara, there are
about two people who owned generators for their own houses: for lighting and other
domestic purposes. One of them, who is a kiosk owner, uses it sometimes to show a
TV movie for villagers who pay a small fee. In Buano Selatan there is one
generator, owned by the village head's family. This generator provides lighting at
night for three houses (the raja, his son, the village secretary's house) and one kiosk.
In 1998, there were fifteen kiosks in Buano Utara, but only one in Buano
Selatan. The kiosks basically sold everyday necessities, such as foodstuffs,
cigarettes and tobacco, soap and detergent. Some kiosks provided a wider range of
goods than others.
Besides these two local villages, there are several settlements scattered on
the northwest to the southern part of the island, including Pua, Kasuari and Kelapa
Island. These settlements are occupied by some incoming Butonese Moslem
groups. There are four hamlets under Buano Utara administration. These include
two on the island proper, Naeselan, located on the north tip of the island, and
Anauni, located in the western coast. The two others are a hamlet on Pua Island and
a hamlet on the island of Kasuari. Buano Selatan has two hamlets, Huaroa located
on the southern coast, and Pasir Panjang, located in the southwest of the island.

6.2. History of Buano Utara and Buano Selatan
Buano Utara and Buano Selatan in the past formed a single village, so that
they share some mutual history. It is said that their ancestors came from Nunusaku,
a secret and sacred place in mainland Seram'. The first village site in Buano was on
the mountain. They then moved down to settle along the coast. They built a baileo
People of West Seram as well as Lease share the same tradition that their ancestors came from
Nunusaku, which is believed to be a mountain where a banyan tree grows (see e.g. Sachse 1907;
Duyvendak 1926).
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as a village house where village and life-cycle rituals took place and where all
village problems were discussed and solved. The baileo, named baileo Siwalete,
was also known as baileo tujuh soa, because at that time this community consisted
of seven (tujuh) soa (clan group). This baileo is now located in the village of Buano
Utara.
The community of Buano split into two settlements when Christianity was
introduced by the Dutch. Teffer (1860), a Dutch missionary, reported that in 1667,
Buano people were baptized as Christians. This information is supported by a VOC
letter in 1668 (VOC 1271, fol.43-44) that mentioned there were already Christian
members on this island, while others were still Muslims. Probably Islam was
introduced to Buano when they became connected to Sultanates in North Maluku,
such as Ternate, before the Portuguese and Dutch arrived in Maluku. It was also
possible that some of them at that time were still animists. Based on different faiths,
Buano Christians set up a new village, separated from the Muslims as reported in a
letter of VOC document, dated 1 February 1669 (VOC 1271, fol.171r)2.
Although separated by different faiths, the people of these two villages have
maintained many of their kinship relationships. An example of their past
relationships are similar mata ruma (clan) names, such as Titalou (in Buano Utara)
and Titalouw (in Buano Selatan), Tipaheu (Buano Utara) and Tipaheuw (Buano
Selatan), Palirone (Buano Utara) and Salarone (Buana Selatan). They believe that
these similar names derive from the same clans in the past, which separated because
of different faiths. To some extent, some clans still recognise and maintain a sense
of their unity, expressed in attending rituals for building or repairing clan houses
(ruma pusaka) of each other, especially among the older generation. Others no
longer care about such relations.
On the whole, the two village communities cooperated effectively until about
the last quarter of the 201h Century. For example, in the past, baileo tujuh soa,
although located in Buano Utara was built jointly by members of both villages.
Building, restoring or repairing the mosque or the church used to be done jointly by
members of both communities because they felt that these two religious buildings

2

In the current Buano church book, it is written that the congregation of Buano was established in
1673.
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were owned by both communities 3. However, that time has passed. After the 1983
incident (see Chapter 4, section 4.4.), the cooperative community work of these two
villages no longer occurs4. One informant said that even before that time, it had
begun to fade. He gave reasons for that, saying that the young Buano people who
went away for work returned home bringing outside influences and concepts that did
not support cooperative community work in the island. However, there are still
some personal relationships between members of these two communities, whether
based on friendship, jobs, or ancient folklore5.
The relationship between Buano Utara and Buano Selatan is described as
basudara (sibling) separated only because of differences in faith; it is taboo (incest)
for the villagers from these villages to marry each other, and can result in death6.

6.3. Pela and Gandong
According to oral history of the founding of Buano, these two villages have
pela and gandong alliances with other villages outside Buano. Gandong means
sibling (both same and different sex) where the relationship is based on
mythological kinship of the village founding fathers. Each lives in a different place.
Pela, however is an alliance between two villages that is established for specific
reasons, such as to give help in war or crisis, as reconciliation after war or conflict,
kinship relation, and marriage (see also section 2.9. in Chapter 2). Some people
categorize gandong as one type of pela, called pela gandong7 . Other opinions say
In the 1983 conflict between these two communities, the Buano Utara people did not destroy the
church when they attacked and destroyed houses in Buano Selatan.
However, when Buano Utara built their new mosque in 1998, the sand as building material was also
contributed from Buano Selatan beach. They asked permission to extract it.
For example, a Buano Selatan house builder made many friends in Buano Utara because he built
their houses and went working outside the island with groups of them. My host has a special
relationship with an old man from luma tau Suneth who came from Luhu (in Hoamoal Peninsula),
and stays in Buano Utara because he married a Buano Utara woman. This relationship is based on an
old story. My host's wife is from the Kuhuela clan that originally came from Luhu. Folklore said
that in the past, this Kuhuela clan killed a Suneth member. The killer then ran away. Because they
could not find him, the Suneth took revenge on all Kuhuela in Luhu by killing them. Only one was
left alive to be adopted as a Suneth to replace their member who was killed. The adopted Suneth is
usually addressed as Suneth Kuhu. Meanwhile, the escaped Kuhuela was helped by a fish, ikan saku
layar, and brought to Pulau Sarani in Buano. The fish then become a totem of the Buano Kuhuela.
Based on this history, my host family and the old man have a good social relationship. My host
addresses the old man as Ipar ([brother] in-law).
One example I heard was that several years ago a man, originally from mainland Seram but staying
in a Buano Utara family and considered as one of them, married a female from Buano Selatan. As a
consequence, the man was cursed: his body swelled up and was followed by death.
According to Bartels (1977:181) Ambonese classify pela into three categories: pela keras or pela
tuni, pela gandong, and pela tampa sin.
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that gandong was based on biological links (siblings from the same uterus), while
pela was established for social, economic and political reason or after conflict as a
reconciliation institution, and mostly not between biological siblings.
Buano Utara and Buano Selatan have (pela) gandong alliances with the
villages of Oma in Haruku and Ulath in Saparua Island. Here is one version of the
story provided by Buano people8. It is said that in the past three brothers lived on
the mountain of Nunusaku in Seram. One day, they were looking around and
decided to go in different directions to seek new homes elsewhere. They then
pointed to their future places. The oldest brother pointed to Oma (Haruku Island),
the second brother pointed to Nusa Puan (Buano Island), and the youngest chose
Ulath (Saparua Island). They each took their canoe, went down to the beach, and
sailed to Tanjung Sole (cape of Sole in Kelang Island). In Tanjung Sole they created
a well, called Perigi Tiga Saudara (lit, three brother's well).
While in Tanjung Sole, the oldest brother looked to Nusa Puan (Buano) and
said, "That is a really male island, so as the oldest I must go there". But because this
island had already been chosen by his younger brother, they decided to draw lots.
They made three bamboo spears and took seven steps9 away from a banyan tree.
From that point, they would throw these bamboo spears at the banyan trunk. The
person whose spear embedded first into the trunk would get Buano. The oldest
brother's spear came first, so he won.
The youngest brother then took his canoe and went to Ulath. The first and
the middle brother, because of their disagreement over Buano Island, decided to
angkat pela, establish pela between them in order to eliminate the dispute. They
prepared sirih-pinang (betel leaves and areca nut, usually used in a ritual), put it on
the tip of their kelewang (long machete), and served it to each other. Then, they
sailed to Buano and Oma. Based on what happened between the two brothers,
Buano and Ulath are both gandong and pela.
Another pela alliance involving Buano is called pela parang (lit. parang

=

machete) and is held between Buano Selatan and Lumoli in mainland western
Seram, and Nukuhai and Ba'a in northern Seram. It is based on the story about
when people from these villages went to pukul sagu (extract sago) in Assaude on the
8

Bartels (1977:171-173) provided another version of the relations of Oma-U lath-Buano.
It is said that at that time, one step meant a big distance.
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Hoamoal Peninsula. In their activities, they were involved in a conflict and fought
using parang. Nobody won or lost. Finally, they agreed to have a peace pact by
angkat pela (establish pela pact). As a consequence, if they visit each other and
want to take coconut, they must pick the coconut, not by using a parang but with
twist of the wrist.
The relationship between Buano and some mountain villages in Ambon
Island, such as Ema, Kilang, Naku and Mahia, is categorised by some Buano people
as apela relation, called pela sumpahan (oath pela). One Buano version of the pela
story said that the alliance started when Buano gave a gong to those mountain
villages. In exchange, the mountain villages were expected to give one large jar
(ternpayang) of areca-nut fluid (air pinang)'° and a gantang" of embryo of kanari
nut kernels. It seemed that the mountain villages were unable to accumulate the
enormous number of embryos to fulfil their promises to Buano. As a consequence,
Buano swore an oath that if the Ambon villagers come to Buano or even see it from
the distance, they will die.
According to another version from Axnbon'2, in the past a group of Ema
people were involved in a war in the Hoamoal area when they were sent there by the
Dutch for a hongi expedition. One of the Ema leaders, Kapitan Sahulata (a war
commander from clan Sahulata), was killed by the Kapitan of Buano. This fight
between Ema and Buano people prompted the Ema leaders to take an oath that they
and their descendants will never set foot in Buano. Later, it is said that this oath was
not only for people of Ema (or especially for the descendants of Kapitan Sahulata),
but also for other mountain villages close to Ema. They should not visit Buano, pass
it or even see it from the distance, because it will cause bad luck, sickness or even
death.
Knowledge of the alliances between Buano and other village communities is
evident in everyday life. Generally all Buano people know with whom they are
related as their gandong.

Usually they call each other gandong as a term of

reference and address. Through this term they maintained good relationships with

Another version said, one sempe (a pot made of clay) of areca nut fluid.
Gantang is a kind of container. In Indonesian measure, a gantang is a measure of rice equivalent
to 3.125 kg. Malukan old people say that a gantang equal to approximately 3-4 kg.
12
The version was taken from unpublished material (no date), entitled Sejarah 'Pela" Samasuru
Amalatu Ameth dan Hua Resirehung Ema (the history of pela pact between the village of Ameth and
Ema).
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their gandong when they met or were involved in the same communities, especially
in their own villages13.
Because gandong are siblings, it is incest for members of the communities
involved in such a relationship to marry'4. They also had social responsibilities as
the consequences of the relationship, such as their presence at community rituals or
mutual help in community matters. The fulfillment of certain responsibilities is
considered important, and neglect of them will have bad consequences. One
example was given by Buano Selatan people. The village of Buano Selatan had had
no village house (rumapusaka negeri or rumah negeri) for a long time. About 1975
the community decided to build one, because 'the ancestor spirits' must be put into
their house, and not left to roam about outside. Rumah negeri is the house where the
village founding fathers stayed together before they built their own clan houses. At
the time of planning to build the house, one man fell into a trance and said that the
village needed people from Oma --that has both gandong and pela ties-- to come to
Buano to be involved in arranging the rituals for building the house. After the news
was sent to Oma, they were willing to come by themselves to Buano without being
collected. However, until the last stage of the ritual, when it was time for all village
members to eat the feast food, naik makan dulang terakhir [AM] (lit, come up to eat
the last meals), representatives of the Oma community had failed to arrive. Not long
after, the Buano Selatan people heard the news that the kapitan of Oma had passed
away. They believed that this was a consequence of not attending the ritual as
promised.
The different alliances involving Buano, described above, were established
on different bases. However, the decisions to establish the pela pacts were
preconditioned by disputes between factions, so that the pacts became the means to

13
There was a Christian man —originally from Ulath- working as a paramedic in the Puskesmas,
which served both Buano Utara and Buano Selatan people. His presence in the community became
more acceptable because of the gandong relationship. They addressed him as gandong.
14
There was also a taboo against inter-marriage between pela pact members, especially those
categorised as pela darah or pela karas, declared by the ritual of drinking the mixed blood of
participants from both parties. Establishment of a pela pact means the declaration of brotherhood
(angkat sodara, lit, make somebody to be a brother). However, there was also a pela pact where
members may be allowed to marry each other (see e.g., Bartels 1997). Nowadays, however, among
the younger generation, especially those who grow up in the cities, the inter-marriage taboo between
pela members has often been ignored as well as they neglect the cultural consequences for breaking
the rules, such as sanctions from ancestors. The relationships between pela members are also weak
among them.
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reconstruct, reconcile, or re-define relationships to avoid continued conflict or
disputes

6.4. Soa and Luma Tau
Both Buano villages contain several soa, clans, known in the Buano
language as nuru. The Buano Utara community consists of five soa: Ola, Naani, Eti,
Huhun, and Naini. Soa Ola consists of the luma tau or mata ruma: Nanilette,
Titalou, Tohalisa, Salekota, Sahetumbi, and Palirone. The present village site was
part of the area of this soa. The luma tau of Soa Naani are Tamalene, Tipaheu,
Loupatan, Tampibesi, Salasela, Sombalatu, Mulihatu, Husimahu, and Poipesy. Soa
Eti, which originally came from Eti in the western part of mainland Seram, had luma
tau Tuhuteru, Tumbilanga and Surikamba. The latter two no longer exist because
their members have left the village or died out. The luma tau Nurlette, Toramahu,
Ninilou, and Luhupare formed Soa Huhun. Nurlette holds the customary position of
the raja, the village head. Soa Naini consists of luma tau Hitimala, Mahilatu,
Tamarele, Tuheitu, Lukaraja, and Tombalisa.
The village of Buano Selatan has four soa: Sinohi, Sea, Sulupatan, and
Hatuputi. Soa Sinohi consists of the luma tau Nusaaly, Pisarahu, Sekatihel,
Tehumahu, Musapelalang, Tulapia, Limawael, Loulisa and Suripati. The last two no
longer exist in the village. Soa Sea has Hutuely, Tehutora, and Hehalisa. While Soa
Sulupatan has Tipaheuw, Latulette, Kuhuela, and Launela, Soa Hatuputi consists of
Titalouw, Salarone, Tokomuli and Tetehuka (the last two are also no longer found in
the village)16.
Each luma tau or mata ruma is associated with a particular animal or
sometimes plant as their totem. For example, mata ruma Tamalene: nuri bird
(parrot), Salekota: morea (eel), Tohalisa: selaris (tamarind), Nusaaly: kaluyu
(shark), and Tehutora: burung raja bird. It is taboo for its members to kill or eat the
'

Bartels (1977:57-58), by tracking the word "pela", maintains that the term can be regarded as
meaning "to be finished" or "to finish" (he also suggests another meaning "brother"). This meaning
led to the claim that two villages involved in war or conflict decided to make peace and all fighting
has ended.
16
In Buano, among certain luma tau (or mata ruma), there are sub-groups termed 'mata ruma
basar'[AM] and 'mata ruma kacil'[AM]. These show the autochthonous clans of the locality. 'Mata
ruma basar' refers to the original luma tau, and 'mata ruma kacil' to the group that came from
outside the island in the past and was adopted by the local luma tau and used the same clan name.
The adopted members and their descendants then formed a branch, and had their own clan house
(ruma pusaka).
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totem animal or fruit of the plant. Each mata ruma also has its own house, ruma
pusaka (lit, heirloom house)'7 as a symbol of their unity.
Since a ruma pusaka demonstrates the existence of the clan, associated with
its source, and as the place where life cycle rituals of the members takes place, the
house is treated specially, both when it is built and throughout its existence.
Information from Buano Selatan relates that when a ruma pusaka is built, the main
pole or tiang tete [AM] (ancestor pole) must be set first by the elder members of
luma tau. The material for this main pole must first be cut by the tauli (tuang karja)
of the luma tau, who then cleans it with water before setting. This pole is erected
for the room, which will be occupied by the ancestral spirits. The room is
positioned on the east18. The first atap roof of this room is laid by old members.
Because this kamar tete (ancestors' room) is only for the ancestors, it is not
occupied by the 'living' members of the house. The room is looked after everyday.
Inside the room there is usually a table on which is a plate where lie money offerings
to the church from life-cycle rituals of the luma tau. Every night a lamp is lighted
inside the room. The luma tau consists of both ancestors and present members,
therefore, the kamar tete is important in representing a luma tau as a unity and its
continuity. Building a ruma tua or ruma pusaka is the responsibility of all the
members of luma tau. In Buano Selatan, materials for the house are contributed by
nuclear families within the luma tau.
A luma tau is an institution that defines the community, with its members'
positions and relationships to each other, and their relation to their ancestors and
land. It also defines the roles of customary practices among its members. For
example, in marriage, besides paying a bride-price to the family of the woman, a
man must pay a 'fine' to her luma tau for taking a female member of the luma tau.
The 'fine' is usually money. If the man is not a Buano man, the fine is twice the
amount a Buano man would pay. The fine is heavier for a man that takes away a
woman by elopement without the preferred adat procedure. The amount is decided
in a luma tau meeting in its ruma pusaka. Buano Selatan informants said that the
fine usually includes two metres of kain kapitan (kapitan cloth, red) and seven

17
18

Common term in Central Maluku for clan house is ruma tua (see Chapter 2).
East, where the sun rises, symbolises life, and represents the continuation of a luma tau.
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metres of kain malesi (malesi cloth, white)19. If these fines are neglected, the
children of the couple will become sick, the wife will become insane or other
accidents will happen.

6.5. Administrative Unit
In political administration, during the 16th century to the beginning of the
17t11

Century, Buano was claimed by the Sultanate of Ternate as one of the areas in

western Seram under his dominion. This was shown by the sultan's appointment of
a kimelaha who acted as sultan's representative for the area. In 1558, Laulata was
the first Ternate kimelaha in the area of Hoamoal Peninsula and surrounding islands
including Buano (Knaap 1992). At that time not all kimelaha who acted as the
sultan's representatives in the area of western Seram agreed with and obeyed the
Sultan's policies, especially in spice trading (see e.g., Nanulaitta 1966; Keuning
1973; Leirissa 1973a). However, to acknowledge Ternate's power over Buano, the
island (together with Manipa Island) had the duty to provide 3000 men when there
was a war that involved Ternate (Abdurachman 1973:6263)20. Beside the
kimelaha, there was also the title of san gaji that was presumably part of the Ternate
government system. There were several San gaji at that time in Hoamoal and
surrounding areas, usually based in a port-town, including in Buano (Leirissa
1973a:86).
During the 'VOC-state' of the colonial Dutch in the second half of the

17t11

Century, Buano belonged to the Wantrouw District of Central Maluku, together with
the islands of Kelarig and Manipa, where its administrative centre was located, and a
part of the coast of Seram facing Buano and Kelang (Knaap 1987:30)21. Under the
'

I have no data why these kinds of clothes are called kain kapitan and kain malesi. It probably was
associated with the colour of the clothes. Kapitan is a Central Maluku term for a war commander.
People went to war wearing a red bandanna. Duyvendak (1926) cited various meanings of malesi: a
person selected as a leader in a big feast (Martin); a person who had just come back from a head
hunting journey, and became the centre of attention in a head hunting feast (Riedel), a war leader,
similar to a kapitan (van Hoevell). Informants from Buano Utara said that the malesi was a vice
kapitan, similarly in Nolloth (see Huliselan 1990a:4).
20
Beside Buano and Manipa, other islands in Ternate's fiefdom, from Sulawesi to New Guinea had
to provide about 130,300 people.
The VOC-state in the Ambon area spread from Ambalau and Jiko Morasa in Buru on the west to
Amahai region in southwest Seram and Nusalaut in the east (Knaap 1987:29-30,270). There were
seven districts called after names in the Netherlands and forts built in the districts, as follows: (1)
Victoria covered Leitimor Peninsula and southern coast of Leihitu Peninsula of Ambon Island,
centered on Fort Victoria in Ambon City; (2) Rotterdam for the west-tip of Leihitu Peninsula of
Ambon, centered in Larike; (3) Amsterdam, based in Hila covered the north part of Leihitu Peninsula
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division of regions developed after 165622, Buano was placed in the region of
WestelUk eilanden (Westerly islands) together with the islands of Ambalau, Manipa
and part of Buru (see Knaap 1987:273-274).
During the Dutch colonial state in 1 880s, Buano was under Afdeeling (part)
Hila and Larike23, within the Residentie of Amboina (see e.g. van Ufford 1856:95;
Ludeking 1868:3-4). Later, as reported by Dutch officials at the beginning of the
1900s, Buano was under the District of Piru, which is part of West Seram (see e.g.,
Fraassen 1997: 415).
Under the current Indonesia government, Buano is one of the islands in the
subdistrict of Seram Barat (West Seram) with its capital Piru, located on the
mainland of Seram. The Subdistrict of Seram Barat is in the District of Maluku
Tengah (Central Maluku) with its capital Masohi. Under Indonesian administration,
by UTJ No.5/1979, the village of Buano Utara as the main village includes four
dusun (hamlets), and Buano Selatan two hamlets. All six dusun are Butonese
settlements.
The villages of Buano Utara and Buano Selatan officially have changed
names more than once. During the period of the Dutch, these villages were called
Buano Slam (slam/salam is the Central Maluku term for Islam) and Buano Sarani
(sarani is the term for Christian). Earlier under Indonesia government, they were
called Buano Islam and Buano Kristen (Islam and Kristen are Indonesian words for
these two religions). Later, by Gubernatorial decree concerning numbers and names
of villages in Maluku Province (SK Gubernur No.146/5K138/89), issued on 23
January 1989, the two villages in Buano were named Buano Utara and Buano
Selatan. The removal of the religious label from the village names was probably to
avoid stirring religious sentiment24.

and most of the Hoamoal Peninsula; (4) Zeelandia, based in Haruku, covered Haruku, the east-tip of
Leihitu and south coast of Seram from Kaibobo to Rumakai; (5) Hollandia, based in Sirisori, covered
Saparua, Nusalaut and the southern coast of Seram from Kulor to Hatumeten; (6) Oostburg was for
Ambalau and a small part of Burn in Kayeli Bay; and (7) Wantrouw, based in Tomilehu in Manipa
covered Buano, Kelang, Manipa and a small part of Hoamoal.
22
After one of the so-called Ambon Wars (Ambonse Oorlog), between the Hoamoal people and the
Dutch.
23
Afdeeling Hila en Larike covered the north and west coast of Leihitu Peninsula, islands of Manipa,
Kelang, Buano, and nine villages in Seram from Eti to Kaibobo and from Kulor to Lisabata.
24
A similar change also occurred with other villages, such as in Saparua Island where the village of
Sirisori Islam became Sirisori and its neighbour Sirisori Sarani became Sirisori Amalatu.
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6.6. Population
The population in Buano is distributed in two main local villages and
Butonese settlements. In 1997, the total population, including the Butonese
settlements, was 6963, broken down as shown in Table 6.1.
Households in both Buano Utara and Buano Selatan consist of nuclear
families as well as extended families. The extended family may consist of a main
nuclear family with one or two married children with their families, or a nuclear
family plus aging parents of one or both of the spouses, or with one or two other
relatives. Average household size is larger in Buano Utara than Buano Selatan. For
example, in the 1995 village statistics, the number of household members varied
from 2 to as many as 18 people, while in Buano Selatan for the same year it was no
more than 12. The average number of residents per house is 7.5 for Buano Utara
and 5.2 for Buano Selatan. These figures show that Buano Utara houses have more
consumers that those of Buano Selatan, and may have potentially more workers.
The ratio of population numbers for the villages of Buano Utara and Buano Selatan
(Table 6.1.) was 10:1, however, these two main villages managed more or less the
same sizes of domain (the estimated domain boundary is shown in Map 6.1. with a
dotted and dashed line).

Table 6.1. Buano Population in 1997
Main Village

Hamlet

Population

Households

4401

661

Naeselan

224

35

Anauni

247

46

Pulau Kasuari*)

683

121

Pulau Pua

141

25

438

110

Huaroa

232

41

PasirPanjang

597

113

Buano Utara

Buano Selatan

Total
Population
*)

6963

1152

Population of Pulau Kasuari including those who live in the nearby Pulau Kelapa.
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A number of residents have joined the community on marriage to men and
women of both villages. These in-married spouses include people from Seram,
Ambon, Obi, and Kei. There are a few non-Buano residents working as
schoolteachers, paramedics, and a Protestant priest in Buano Selatan, together with
their families. Also a Butonese family occupies a house on the beach at the
boundary between the two villages.
The total population of the incomer communities who occupy the six hamlets
was about 2100 people. They are mostly Butonese with one or two non-Butonese
families of the primary school teachers. A few hamlet members also have nonButonese spouses. Although the Butonese newcomers might not have come from
the same origins in southeast Sulawesi, nor at the same time, they are all described
as orang Buton.

There is no information about when the settlements were

established. However, some Buano people said that some settlements might have
been established during the Dutch occupation, such as those in Pulau Pua and Pasir
Panjarig, while others, such as in Hoaroa, were established more recently in the early
years of the Indonesian state. Southeast Sulawesi incomers to Buano were
mentioned in the Dutch literature (as Binongko people) as part of the 1900s
population figures (see Table 7.1. in Chapter 7). The current Butonese incomers in
Buano are mostly fishermen producing for the market. They also plant short-term
food crops, especially cassava, for daily consumption.

6.7. Education
As mentioned above, there is a primary school in Buano Selatan (SD Negeri)
and one in Buano Utara (SD Inpres) whose building is shared by a junior high
school (SMP PGRI). The schools have cement walls and corrugated iron roofs. The
primary schools are state schools, while the junior high school is owned by the
Indonesian Teacher's Union (PGRII). Students from both villages attend these
schools. In 1998, the number of primary school students were 386 for SD Negeri
and more than 500 students for SD Inpres. Most students were from Buano Utara,
while Buano Selatan contributed about 60 primary school students. There is also a
primary school in each Butonese settlement.
A common problem faced by schools in remote parts of Indonesia, including
Buano, is that the number of teachers is always less than the number of classes (six
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grades for primary school). For example, SD Negeri in Buano Selatan only had
three teachers in 1998, and in 2000 during the unrest, the SD Inpres, with about 700
students, was taught by only one teacher2 .
Not all the students who graduated from primary school continue their
education to the next level. However, some families send their children outside the
island for more education. Usually they stay with their relatives. Buano children
are sent to Piru, the subdistrict town, for junior high school (especially before the
SMP was established in Buano) and for senior high school. Some also are sent to
Ambon, usually for high school and university. Many parents want their children to
receive a good education in order to obtain better jobs in the future. Not only boys,
but also girls leave the island for education.
There are few Buano students who attend university in Ambon, most of them
males from Buano Utara. Most parents, especially in Buano Utara, prefer to offer
the first opportunity of continuing education to their sons. In their opinion, girls do
not need much education, because their future will be as wives with domestic work,
spending much of their time in the kitchen. However, a few parents do not share
this opinion. For example, one father said that even if a girl will become a wife, she
still needs education in case she gets an educated husband with a job in an office, so
that she will be able to balance her husband's education and position.
With the background of Christianity and its relations to Dutch colonialism,
the inhabitants of Buano Selatan were introduced to schooling earlier than their
neighbours. The level of illiteracy in Buano Utara has been high. According to a
school teacher in Buano, for the subdistrict of West Seram, Buano Utara together
with the village of Luhu, was reported as having the highest illiteracy in the second
half of the 1990s. For this problem, a government program to reduce illiteracy,
called Kejar Paket A (Kegiatan Belajar Paket A, study program of package A) was
applied to that village in around 1996. This program was combined with the social
activity of the military (AMD Manunggal) in the village 26. The target groups were
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Information provided by a Buano Utara leader I met in Ambon.
AMD = ABRI Masuk Desa (lit. ABRI [Indonesian Armed Forces] enter village) is a New Order
national program to integrate the military with the people. Therefore, the program in the field is
called AMD Manunggal I, II, III, and so on (manunggal = integrate, be united). It started in 1980
and runs every three months for two weeks. The group of military will stay in a village for two
weeks and work with villagers building village development projects, such as water channels, wells,
or bridges. The aims of the program are to improve the awareness of villagers as citizens, to defend
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adults, of both sexes. However, only women were willing to participate, not only
because they formed the majority of illiterates, but they said that men were
embarrassed to join the class. As a result of this program, according to the primary
school teacher, the literacy rate has risen to 60% of the population27.
Aside from illiteracy in Indonesian language, Buano Utara people retain their
local (Buano) language better than neighbouring Buano Selatan. In Buano Selatan
only one or two old men can use the language and only a few understand it, while in
Buano Utara all villagers can speak the language. The Buano language has not been
practised for long time in Buano Selatan. People use Ambonese Malay in
conversation with each other28. This fact also supports the lack of ability in
Indonesian language among many Buano Utara people. This, in the opinion of
Buano Selatan people, is seen as a disadvantage for them in the context of
integration into the nation state. With their lack of ability in the national language,
they are considered less modern29. However, Buano Utara people are proud of their
ability to keep their own language and along with it their distinctive culture, and said
that Buano Selatan is the one which is lost with the disappearance of their
indigenous language. One Buano Utara man commented that in the Dutch time, by
using their own language the colonials had not known their secrets. So, by keeping
their own language, they can talk about their secrets in front of outsiders, and this is
important otherwise outsiders will know all your secrets when you are talking to
each other in public.

6.8. Livelihood and Economic Strategies
Generally, people of Buano claim themselves to be farmers. From the
available data of 1995 population register of Buano Selatan, almost 100% of the

the country, and to improve village community life by building infrastructure. This program is one of
many 'development' programs designed for national integration and nation building (see Chapter 4).
27
Although some Buano Utara adult men lack reading and writing skills, they have no difficulty with
their occupations as boat or house builders, or as timber workers. For taking measurements (for
example, of a boat), they have their own techniques, using parts of the body, such as the stretch of
hand or length of arm, knowledge passed down from their parents.
28
Cooley (1987) discusses that besides being the trading language, Ambonese Malay began to be
used during colonial times in order to spread Christianity and for education. See also Collins
(1998:47-49) for more specific discussions of this matter.
29
The national language is one of the state means for nation building, a 'standard' for people to be
'up-to-date' citizens, the language that carries the message of 'development' so that it makes it easier
for 'development' officers to apply their projects (see also e.g. Grzimek 1991; Leith 2001).
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occupations were farmers. Other occupations were five teachers, two retired, one
priest, and a village leader. From Buano Utara in the same year, farmers were at the
first rank (85%) of the various occupations engaged in by villagers. Other
occupations listed were timber workers, boat builders, house builders, fishers,
factory workers, small-scale businessmen, house servants, village government
officials, housewife and retired people. Although listed with different occupations,
most people generally engage in garden activities, at least for subsistence needs.
The staple diet of these two villages is the same, namely cassava, sago, taro,
yam and banana. They also fish for household consumption.
There is some diversification of activities by age, gender and village. While
people of all ages from young children to the elderly and both genders can be
engaged in gardening, only active adult men engage in timber working, house and
boat building. These activities are therefore mostly confined to men between the
ages of about 16 to 50 years old. A household is not only an economic group whose
members have the same occupation, there can also be differentiation of occupation
within a household. Some individuals may also pursue several occupations at the
same time. Occupations may be pursued both within the island and outside the
island.
Although subsistence is based on agriculture, in fact there are slightly
different interests of economic activity between the villages of Buano Utara and
Buano Selatan. In number, more Buano Utara men are engaged in timber working
and boat building for cash than Buano Selatan men. They have become famous
outside the island for their expertise as boat builders. One Buano Utara leader
estimated that there are about 300 men involved in boat building. As timber
workers, the people work on the island as well as elsewhere, such as in Seram and
North Maluku. They are mostly young men. According to the village leader, in
1998 around 60% of young men from Buano Utara were engaged in this occupation.
Their interest in working outside the island and beyond agriculture is increased by
the high population numbers and demand for immediate cash, competition for
agricultural land in the island, and for some lack of enthusiasm for working in the
garden.
Buano Selatan people focus more on agriculture, especially on short-term
food crops. The gardens are usually not far from the settlement and surplus harvest
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is sold in the island. In certain seasons, the people also catch fish and hunt for wild
pigs, deer and cuscus. However, some young men work as timber workers outside
the island, for example in Obi Island in North Maluku. Often in timber working
outside the island, the men of these two villages go as a group, consisting of two or
more members.
Visiting Obi is not only to engage in timber working, but also other kinds of
jobs. A Buano Selatan man who has skill as a house builder (tukang batu), in 1998
went to Obi with his friend from Buano Utara as timber workers. His friend brought
his own chainsaw. When they finished their timber work, he continued work as
house builder, in which he earned more money than he received from the same job
in Buano or even in Ambon. He went home with enough money to celebrate his two
children's baptism, when he invited all families in the village and some of his
friends from the neighbouring village. For Malukan Christians (Protestant), there
are two important sacraments to be celebrated: sarani (baptism) and sidi
(confirmation). Usually, after the ritual in the church, the family will invite their kin
and friends to celebrate at the house, where the host provides food and drink for a
whole day.
When around 1995, gold mining operations started in Anggai, one of the
villages in Obi, people of Buano were interested and a few started to work for the
mine. One Buano Selatan man informed me that the mining is run traditionally and
unprofessionally by small-scale businesses, which rent land from villagers30. There
is no regulation of insurance for the workers, and workers can be injured or die
without receiving insurance. The workers come from different places, such as north
Sulawesi, north Maluku, and Central Maluku, including Buano, Scram, Lease and
Ambon. Some work as diggers, some in the holes, or at the tromol, the processing
place to separate gold from rock. One young unmarried Buano Selatan man who
worked at a tromol for about one year went home with about two million rupiah. It
could be much more for married men who are more careful in spending their
income, and it would be much less for people who are careless with their money.
Another young man only brought home about Rp.100,000-Rp.150,000 for six-

30

A local newspaper (Suara Maluku 14/4/1998) reported that in 1998, there were about 2500 workers
involved in the illegal mining in two villages (Anggai and Sambiki) in Obi, and there were hundreds
of holes around 45-50 metres depth. Many trees were cut and the environment was threatened,
therefore, this activity caught the attention of this local newspaper.
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months work, while an old man who worked as a 'stone-pounder' in a tromol for
fifteen days went home with Rp.400,000. He made a calculation of how much a
stone-pounder can earn per day. For one 25kg sack of stone (usually only half
filled), the worker received about Rp.3000-Rp.4000. So, if in a day a worker could
finish ten sacks, he could earn about Rp.40,000/day. With food expenses, he could
save on average about Rp.25,000/day.
The young man who I met has just returned for Christmas from working in
the mines. He is building his house from his money that he earned in Obi. The old
man had also just returned from Obi. His main reason for going to Obi was to build
a canoe (about six metres long, and one metre wide) for an Obi man. For this job,
he earned one and a half million rupiah. This was half the average rate of payment
because the owner has an affinal relationship with him (the owner's sister married
his nephew).
In 1998 there were about 45 Buano Selatan men working in Obi: about 25 in
Sum as timber workers, and about 20 people in Anggai in the mines. Usually they
go back home at Christmas. Generally, they are young men. In old age, people
decide to return home, spending their time mostly in the island, working in their
garden.
The objective for people to work outside the island is to obtain more cash.
Sometimes this is to fund particular events, such as to celebrate one of the life-cycle
rituals. So, working outside the island then is seen as a strategy to earn extra money
beyond agriculture or to obtain money faster than from garden harvest. Men,
especially young men, prefer this strategy. The period of absence from their family
for outside work varied, from several months to several years. However, they
usually come back home to celebrate Christmas, Ramadhan or Idul Fitri. Some
households re-organize the allocation of jobs within their membership. While a
family head is absent from the island, other members of family, such as wife and
children still work in the garden for subsistence needs.

6.9. Health Care and Illness
A community health centre (Puskesmas), located in Buano Selatan provides
services to both villages. In 1998, there were six paramedics (nurses and midwives
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[bidan]), four females and 2 males) at the health centre. There was no doctor and
there were several traditional midwives (mama biang) in the villages.
The Puskesmas records the first eleven most common diseases including
accident found among the people in the island. These are (1) ispa (upper respiratory
infectionldisease), (2) malaria, (3) diarrhea, (4) scabies, (5) anemia, (6) frambesia
(yaws), (7) rheumatism, (8) skin infection, (9) pneumonia, (10) accidents (such as
cutting by machete), and (11) tuberculosis.
Buano people use modern as well as traditional medicine. Health centre
attendance and usage is high when staff is available. As elsewhere in Maluku
villages, people's favourite choice of modern treatment is injections as they are
believed to work better than pills. The traditional medicines are derived mostly
from plants that grow on the island.
They believe there are two general causes of illness, through mundane or
supernatural agents. Mundane illness can be caused by food, seasons and weather,
disease germs, or by accidents.
In order to have a strong child resistant to future disease, a midwife (mama
biang) takes care of a newborn baby, including bathing. From assisting the birth until
the 40th day, the midwife comes to the infant's house to ba-asar (to warm) the infant.
A cloth is warmed (rao) over a wood fire and then is pressed and wrapped onto the
body of the infant, on the area of her stomach and her back. This process is slowly and
patiently repeated many times by the midwife. The father usually prepares kayu lasi
[Adina fagfolia VAL] for the firewood because the wood characteristically bums
down well to hot coal and does not explode. The fire is usually set on the 'grave of the
older sibling (kaka)' of the baby in order to warm the kaka as well. If the kaka is cold,
it will affect the baby who will feel cold as well. If the newborn baby is cold, she
cannot sleep at night and will be more easily caught by illness. The kaka is the baby's
placenta, thought of as the older sibling of the baby. In Buano the kaka is put in a
coconut shell and buried, usually inside the house where the floor is covered only by
soil. For a house with all cement floors, the 1w/ca is buried in the house yard (kintaf).
In the process of ba-asar, the midwife also cures the baby's navel. She chews a
mixture of betel leaves, areca nut and tobacco, and then spits them (sumbur) onto the
navel in order to 'mature' it (kasi masa).
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For the first forty days after giving birth, the mother also receives a treatment
from the midwife called kancing (lit, to button), to 'put back' the body's parts that
'open' when giving birth. The mother's stomach is wrapped or tied in order to let the
'unclean blood' (darah kotor) stream down fluently so that it will not move up to the
head. Her forehead is also tied by a bandana for the same reason. If the blood,
especially 'white blood', runs up to the head, she will get headaches and can be caught
by a disease called hantu kuda (lit, horse ghost) with symptoms similar to madness,
and which might even cause death.
Beside mama biang, who are women, some old men also have the ability to
cure children. For example, a man cured a child with a speech problem by using daun
bala lida (lit, tongue-cut leaves, Bauhenia purpurea) that was put onto his tongue
while reciting a magic formula.
Supernatural power can cause illnesses including diarrhoea, madness,
convulsions, or even immediate death without illness. This is caused by spirits in
certain places, or through breaches of customary rule or taboo in the community.
Buano people believe that there are supernatural powers everywhere, such as in the
forest, in garden sites or along the path from the garden to the village. As one
informant said, 'a path or space is not empty'. A child can get sick after returning
home from the garden. A family may change their garden site if they find out that
there is a spirit that causes their child to become sick. Neglecting marriage rules, such
as obligations to the luma tau and to a woman's family are also a cause of sickness, or
even death. Examples are given, such as the death of a man believed to be because he
forgot the marriage payment of white cloth (kain putih satu kayu) to his mother-in-law.
He had to pay this 'fme' because he breached the rule by marrying a woman whose
mother had the same fam as him (even though they did not come from the same luma
tau and ruma pusaka). Another example was a couple whose child was in poor health,
because the husband forgot to look after his mother-in-law. Since he married the
youngest daughter, he had an obligation to look after the mother of his wife 31. Another
example was of a Dutchman who married a Buano woman and lived in the
Netherlands. He had an accident with a machine, which deformed his hand, because
he did not pay marriage wealth to the luma tau of the wife.
'

One obligation of marriage payments is to give kain putih satu kayu (white cloth, about 33 to 44
metres long) to the youngest sister or brother of the wife.
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Illness caused by supernatural powers can be cured by the luma tau leader or a
respected old man in the luma tau. For example, for a sickly child, he usually prepares
water and gives the drink to the child. This has to be followed by the payment of the
obligation that had been neglected.

6.10. Belief and Religious Practice
Islam in Buano Utara and Christianity in Buano Selatan have been practised
for a long time, and have influenced all aspects of community life.
As elsewhere, Muslims of Buano Utara are expected to do the five obligatory
prayers every day. On Friday midday there is a prayer service at the mosque.
Women usually pray at home. There are not many activities undertaken on this day.
During the Friday midday praying time at the mosque, people do not attend gardens
or go fishing. Usually they begin work only after midday prayers and only do light
work. When the fasting month comes, many people working outside the island
return home to celebrate the first three days of Ramadhan. Some of them will stay
until Idul Fitri, when the thirty days of fasting end. During the month, people reduce
their work intensity and load, such as in the gardens.
Ramadhan is the important month in Islamic life. Several days before that
fasting month, people of Buano Utara take out all their furniture including kitchen
utensils to wash them on the beach. The objective of this activity is to clean the
house from all the 'dirty' things, so that they can enter the holy Ramadhan month
cleanly. For this reason, the houses are also swept by the elders who have the ability
to chase away the 'unclean powers' or spirits from the houses. The first day of the
fasting month (kapala puasa) is announced by Guru Mahu (Teacher Mahu) from the
luma tau Palirone; he is responsible for religious matters in the community. On this
first fasting day, all men go to pray at the mosque where the village leader
announces the sanctions against violation of the fasting month, such as people who
eat in public during the fasting time will be fined in money.
Usually Buano Utara starts the fasting month earlier than the national
announcement for the whole country. In 1999 Ramadhan was two days earlier than
the national fasting month. An old man explained that in Buano their fasting, puasa
takwim, starts when the new moon is not yet seen, bulan balongjadi [AM] (moon
not formed yet). This concept is derived from the process of conception of the
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human being, that then grows as an embryo in a mother's womb. The new growth is
there but not seen. Similarly they argue that the new moon is already formed before
it is actually seen, so they start the fast. The earlier start of Ramadhan in Buano
Utara means that they also celebrate Idul Fitri earlier than the national celebration.
In kapala puasa people prepare special food as makanan buka (lit, open
meal, to eat after the sunset, the end of fast for the day). Some of the special foods
are peanut rice (nasi kacang) or nasi bulu (sticky rice that is cooked inside bamboo),
and sweet food, such as sagu tumbu (pounded sago mixed with palm sugar and
kanari nut), noga kacang (pounded peanut mixed with palm sugar), and cake
(bruder, srikaya). Those who have special kinship or friendly relations with Buano
Selatan people send food to them to join the celebration. For the first three days of
the fasting month people do not go to the gardens for hard work.
One big celebration during the fasting month in Buano is the night called
malam lailatulkadar or also called malam tujuh likur that usually is set on the night
of the 271h day of fasting (tujuh likur = twenty seven)32. As the night is also
dedicated to the memory of the dead (hari untuk orang mati), in which it is believed
that the dead spirits will be present, the grave-sites in Buano are busily visited for at
least three days before then. People clean the graves of their family members, paint,
and put white sand on them. On the night of lailatulkadar, resin torches or lamps
are lit on all the graves, incense is set, and flowers (bunga haji, bunga laka, and
daun pandan) are spread on the graves. Resin lamps and incense are also lighted in
front of all houses. During the day, the road toward the mosque is decorated with
coconut palm leaves. Seven houses of the village religious leaders (raja, guru
Mahu, irnam, modin, khatib, tukang sunat, and the keeper of mosque lamp, the
house where the mosque lamp is kept) are the focus of attention. The fronts of these
houses are decorated by young coconut palm leaves and on them are hung foods,
such as sugarcane stems (tebu), katupa (rice cake boiled in a packet of plaited young
coconut leaves) formed in various shapes, and bananas. At around 18.30, children
will barampas, seize each other or struggle to get these foodstuffs as the start of the
celebration of the night. It is then followed by praying at the mosque, and the

32

In Islam, lailatulkadar is the night of Allah's revelation giving to the people, the beginning of Al
Quran. The night is on the uneven numbered night during fasting month after the 20th day, usually
27th. Lailatulkadar is a glorious, blessed night. Anyone who does a good deed on this night, will
multiply his merit.
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lighting of resin lamps on the graves and on the front of houses. On that night, the
lamp of the mosque (called lampu adat or lampu pusaka, adat lamp or heirloom
lamp) is brought to the mosque to be lit, and re-lit every night until the Idul Fitri.
After the Idul Fitri the lamp will be put away-in storage until the next lailatulkadar
night. The luma tau Mulihatu is responsible for keeping and guarding the lamp. On
the night, kapitans (war commander in adat) from certain luma tau guard the
village, especially at the end of the road and in the lanes between houses.
Although people try to live by Islamic rules, in Buano Utara, in everyday
practice, they are not always successful. Some young men are seen to eat during the
fasting hours outside the island, while in the village they do not do. Although in
Islam it is forbidden to consume alcohol, many young people get drunk, and cause
problems in the village. According to many villagers, for the past several years,
youth drunkenness has become a major problem in the community, especially with a
significant number of young people in the village 3. The village leaders have tried
to take strict action with villagers who are found selling alcohol, such as
confiscating the goods and bringing the seller to the raja to be punished. To indicate
his strong disparagement of alcohol, the village leader commented that it is more
acceptable for a woman to prostitute herself than to sell alcohol because selling
alcohol is considered as a crime. People of Buano buy traditional liquor (sopi)
produced by nearby villages in mainland Seram, such as from the villages of
Hatuallang, Assaude, or in Kotania that is cheaper than national or international
brands, and is easily obtained. The high demand for liquor by the Buano young
people is illustrated by the comment of one man, who said that 200 bottles maybe
sold out in only four to five hours.
The problem with alcohol also has to be faced by people of Buano Selatan.
Sopi has long been used in rituals or other life-cycle celebrations in Christian
communities.
The religious activity in Buano Selatan is centred at the church. The Buano
church is old in both material and architecture. The building has been restored every
few years when needed, especially the roof that is made of atap sago leaves. In
December 1998, the community replaced part of the atap after ten years. All adult
men were involved in the work. Each sidi male member (church members who have

33

And especially when those outside workers return home on certain occasions.
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received confirmation) contributed two ban gkawang34 of atap and, hahesi (skin of
sago stem, used as rope). Pairs of men contributed a string (tukal) of gamutu rope
(produced from sugar palm tree), and each family gives one bamboo pole.
As mentioned earlier, there are two important Christian sacraments to be
undertaken by each person. Parents have an obligation to baptize (sarani) their
children when young, while confirmation (sidi) is done later when a child enters
adulthood. Confirmation is one of the initiations for adult membership in the
Christian community and controls the age of marriage. In Buano Selatan, one can
not get married until after the sacrament of sidi, which is usually around 19 to 20
years old. This age is higher than that in Buano Utara where the first marriage age
can be around 14 to 15 years old.
As described earlier, Buano Utara and Buano Selatan were once a single
village which divided into two villages because of the difference in religion. In
some stages they could live in harmony side by side, especially in earlier years,
which people of both villages recorded as times of good harmony. At that time,
when the church was built or restored the Moslem Buano Utara people worked on it,
and if the mosque was built or restored the Christian Buano Selatan joined the work.
The neighbour village also contributed building materials. As people commented,
that was the time when the Moslems felt they owned the church, while the
Christians also felt they owned the mosque. However, the good times are over,
especially among the young generation. This is also endorsed by the many young
people spending time outside the island, who return home with different opinions on
community relationships, including the relationship between different religions. The
dominance of Islam in the current Indonesian state also shapes village relations. In
the light of the 1983 incident between the villages, and the current Maluku unrest,
the Christian Buano community feels vulnerable to dominance by their Muslim
neighbours.
The religious practices in both Buano Utara and Buano Selatan are
influenced by adat concepts and practices. The older pre Islam and Christian beliefs
are still important, as illustrated in the earlier section on illness. Many Buano people
commented that adat in their island is stronger than many other places in Maluku.

"

Bangkawang is the plaited sago leaves for roofing, sewed with loleba (skin of bamboo).
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Some people even claim that both white and black magic are still practised among
certain people in the island.

6.11. External Networks and Sea Transportation
Contact of Buano people with outsiders, including those from other
provinces, can be traced back to the 161h Century, when the Hoamoal Peninsula of
west Seram was a major clove producing and trading centre in Central Maluku.
This was before the Dutch conquered the area and moved the clove centre to the
Lease Islands (see Chapter 3).
From the earlier years of the 20th Century onward, engaging in occupations
such as timber workers, boat builders and boat operators sent Buano men sailing to
many places in the province, as well as to other provinces as far away as Nusa
Tenggara and Java. Some Buano people or families left the island permanently, few
came back. A few Buano Selatan families were descended from members of the
KNIL (Koninkljk NederlanschJndisch Leger), the Dutch colonial army, who were
posted in Java or moved to Holland in the early 1950s. One Maluku-Dutch man has
a house in Buano Selatan.
Many young Buano people move to other islands to continue their education.
When they finish school, some of them remain outside the island and look for jobs.
Although many Buano people have contacts with places outside the island,
even now Buano is considered isolated, a 'closed' island, sometimes called 'Buano
belakang' (outback Buano). This view was enhanced by the lack of sea
transportation to the island, which resulted in a perception of little outside contact.
Better transport from Buano to the provincial capital city of Ambon, and other
centres in Seram, such as the subdistrict town, Piru, have been available since the
1980s.
people who wanted to go to Ambon had to stop the
Before the early 1980s,
boat from North Seram that goes through Buano water. Usually Buano people
paddled their canoes from the island to catch the boat and to transfer passengers. If
they went to Ambon by their own sailing boat, it sometimes took three days.
In the beginning of 1980 there was the first public transportation on a BuanoAmbon return route, owned by a Buano Utara man. However, it soon stopped
running smoothly and ceased. After that, several boats operated the same route, but
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generally for only short times before they ceased because of bad management or
mechanical problems with the boat.
In the late 1980s, a new major road in west Seram was opened. In 1992, a
Buano Selatan family established a regular route from Buano to Pelita Jaya, located
on Kotania Bay facing Buano Island. From Pelita Jaya people can catch a bus to the
subdistrict capital of Piru, and from there to the ferry terminal at Waipirit near
Kairatu. Ferries ran at least four times a days from Waipirit to Ambon before the
conflict35.
In 1997 and 1998, there were three public boats with a daily passenger
service between Buano and Seram. Two of them, owned by people of Buano Utara,
took the route from Buano to Pelita Jaya, and the other, which ran from Buano to
Kotania (located in the north of Pelita Jaya), was owned by a Buano KUD
(cooperative) but based in Ambon. From Kotania, a KUD bus provided service
directly to Ambon.
Beside public transportation, outboard motors are also owned by some
families, and provide alternative trips for the owners and their relatives and friends
to visit other places. To describe how easily people now get out from the island,
Buano people said, nowadays people "sail by their buttocks", meaning they do not
need to paddle or to use a sail, just sit on the boat, to reach their destination. There
is only one condition: money in the pocket to pay the fares.
When public transportation become available to connect people of Buano to
centres in Seram and Ambon, many children were sent to attend higher education
outside the island or to work in Ambon.

35

From Buano to Pelita Jaya by 40hp outboard motor takes about 1.5 hours. It is about 30 minutes
from Pelita Jaya to Piru by small bus. From Piru to the ferry port is about one hour 15 minutes. The
ferry to Ambon takes about 1.5 hours, and from the port in Liang (Ambon), it takes about one hour
15 minutes to Ambon city by bus (39 km). With waiting time, one needs about 9-10 hours to reach
Ambon city from Buano. During the Maluku unrest, the regular transportation is no longer provided.
People of Buano Selatan take alternative routes to reach Seram or Ambon: from Buano to Pohon
Batu in Seram, where a pearl company is located. Frequently, the company's speedboat provides the
service. Then, from Pohon Barn to Waisarisal, where a timber company is located, they take a bus,
and from there to Gudang Arang in Ambon by boat. Through this alternative route, Buano Selatan
people meet their daily needs where they are not self sufficient, and sell their garden products, mostly
in Pohon Barn.
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6.12. Tension Within and Between Villages
Disputes and tensions within and between villages in Maluku can arise over
various issues, including land and other resources, kinship and marriage problems,
the generation gap, and local political issues. In the section on disputes over
resource rights in Chapter 4, I discussed one of the existing tensions that occurred
among the community of Buano Selatan because of the policy and inconsistency of
the village leader over land use.
During my stay in Buano, I picked up tensions also existing in the Buano
Utara community. One of them is dealing with the candidature for village leaders.
Like other local villages in Maluku, Buano Utara has applied the 1979 national
decree on village administration. However, they also combine the state decree with
the previous customary systems. For example, the village leader is still elected from
the members of families that, according to customary rules, hold this position.
There are two luma tau of different soa who are entitled to the position of village
leaders: Nurlette and Hitimala. The current raja when I was there was a Hitimala
man. During his leadership and especially toward the end of his term36, a faction
emerged in the community led by a Nurlette group who are based in Soa Usat. This
group, initiated by one or two young people who have graduated from higher
education in Ambon, opposed the leader because of what they regard are his
unsatisfactory policies and attitudes. They prepared their candidate to fight for the
position of the leader. These local political factions increase tension in community
life. This is made worse by other tensions, such as have existed for some time
between the leader and the KUD (cooperative body), that is led also by a Hitimala
member37 , or even the tension between older and younger generations in everyday
life.
Older people consider that the younger people neglect local adat, as in
consuming alcohol and causing problems in the village when they are drunk. With
the increased contact with the outside world and formal education38 obtained in

36

His term ended on 27 August 1999. However, because of the Maluku unrest, the selection of a new
candidate was delayed, and he still held the position at the beginning of 2002.
37
I have no knowledge about the reason for the dispute. However, the dispute is so serious that when
the KUD had their annual meeting (about 1997), a police group had to be sent from the subdistrict
town to guard the meeting.
An old Buano Utara man complained that not all youths succeed in their education. When they
failed, beside their parents' financial loss of investment for education, they also bring shame to their
'
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bigger places than Buano, such as Ambon, young Buano people may return to their
village with new and different opinions about their adat and community life39.
Comments from some young Buano Utara people who have spent their life outside
Buano indicate that they consider their people in Buano as too much tied to the old
adat beliefs, so that they have not 'developed'. The tension within a community
may also contribute to tensions beyond communities, in this case between the two
neighbouring villages.
As a last note for this chapter, I need to mention again the tensions between
the communities of Buano Utara and Buano Selatan that refer to each other as
Orang Sarani and Orang Salam. Buano Utara call Buano Selatan orang sarani
(Christians), and Buano Selatan call Buano Utara orang salam (Moslems). While
living together as neighbouring villages, originating from the same source and
separated by the choice of religion, the two villages have been involved in conflicts
either caused by internal island disputes or as a result of regional conflict. Besides
the original reason that divided these villages when the Dutch introduced
Christianity, as long as people could remember, there have been at least two big
conflicts between these communities, one in 1983 and the second in the context of
the recent Maluku unrest.
In Chapter 4 section 4.4, I have already discussed the reason behind the
conflict between these two neighbouring villages that erupted on 19 September
1983. The dispute that started over marine resources in the Buano Selatan sea
caused Buano Utara villagers to attack Buano Selatan. It resulted in the burning
down of houses in Buano Selatan, villagers fleeing to save themselves, and the
killing of a Buano Selatan man. In that incident the church was not destroyed. After
the incident, an epidemic attacked Buano Utara inhabitants. It was believed by the
people that the epidemic was a result of their attacking kin, tied through their origin
from the same ancestors. The epidemic was a 'curse' (bahala) from the ancestors
because they attacked their kin.

parents who had been proud to provide a better future for their children. He said that once they make
acquaintance with alcohol and women, they will fail.
39
One informant commented that those young people with their higher education who return to the
village, walk around with three pens in their breast pocket [!] to indicate that they are educated,
smart, and know everything. He said that instead of creating a good social environment in the
community, their activities, especially political activity, have created factions and tension in the
village.
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Following the recent Maluku unrest that erupted in January 1999, Buano
people as a community became directly involved in the conflict when a group of
Buano Utara people attacked the Christian village of Alang Asaude in mainland
Seram on 3 December 1999. They used hand-made guns and bombs, and the attack
resulted in the death of about forty-one people from both groups (Media Indonesia
5/12/1999).
Early on the Sunday morning of 16 January 2000, Buano Utara attacked
Buano Selatan village, burning houses, the village adat house, and the church, since
the difference of religion was the main reason for the attack (Suara Maluku
18/1/2000). It was said that there were people for and against the attack. One
Buano Utara man said that the old people were against the idea of attacking the
neighbouring village. This group included the village leader (raja) of Buano Utara.
However, since there was already an opposing faction to his leadership he was
unable to prevent the attack proceeding, as were the other older people. According
to my informant, the attackers had been encouraged by a group of outsiders who
entered Buano Utara to initiate the attack 40. He called this outside influence 'terror
from outside' (teror dari luar), and said, that old people in Buano Utara fear this,
because the raja could no longer control the youths.
The attack caused the death of three Buano Utara people and destruction of
most of the Buano Selatan settlement, except the area of Kampung Baru that is
located at the other end from the attackers' site. Kampung Baru (which means 'new
settlement') is an extension of the village, built later because of the population
increase. Faced with the attack, the people of Buano Selatan retreated to, and
defended, Kampung Baru, while others, especially women and children ran to the
forest. The attack was stopped by the arrival of the Batalyon Yoni[ 731 Army from
Masohi, the district capital. With about ten army personnel guarding the settlement,
people of Buano Selatan now stay in the Kampung Baru area.
This Buano Utara informant stated that the Buano Utara inhabitants had
begun to be affected by disease after their attack on Buano Selatan in a way that
reminded him of similar retribution after the 1983 attack. However, he thought that
this is only believed by the older generation. The younger generation no longer
40

He refused to mention who were the outsider group. However, an informant from Buano Selatan
said that the group came from Ambon and Haruku Island.
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believe that disease is retribution from aggrieved ancestors for attacking a
neighbouring kin village. Similarly, the lax adherence of young generations to their
local adat is also shown by their attachment to the wider identity of Moslems, which
overrules their group identity as Buano people. The regional unrest that began from
the provincial capital spread fast throughout Central Maluku, involving even remote
areas. It shows how fast people decided to identify themselves with the wider group
and problems outside their locality to show their encapsulation into wider networks.
Apart from who started the attack, the Buano Utara man argued, however,
that the 'curse' (bahala) has more effect on the Buano Utara people than Buano
Selatan villagers. This effectiveness is because Buano Utara people adhered more
closely to adal. In this context, the role of adat and close adherence to it, may
prevent a breakdown of relationships with neighbours. Nevertheless, becoming
involved in the regional unrest and breaking the relationship between these two
neighbouring villages with different religions, illuminates some facets of the preexisting relationship between them. I will discuss the differences and similarities of
these two neighbouring villages, the nature of their social relationships and their
relationship with their resources in more detail in the next two chapters.
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Photo 6.1. View from the sea of Buano settlements, 1999. Note the mosque and church (far lel),
although in different villages, are located close to each other.

Photo 6.2. Buano settlements, 1998, taken from the hill behind.
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Photo 6.3. A main road in Buano litara, 1999.

i.

liJOt() 6.4. Iuano ScLitan maIn road. 1998.
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Photo 6.5. Buano Utara: the Mulihatu runia pusaka during celebration for lailalulkadar night,
January 1999.

Photo 6.6. Buano Selatan: repairing the church root, December 1998.
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Chapter 7
Population and Resource Use:
Social and Environmental Change

7.1. Introduction
In Maluku experience, global and changing markets for local resources,
combined with state intervention have led to changes in resource management
practices and use, changed modes of livelihood and environment, as well as altering
local histories and identities'.
I have recorded stories of change in conversations with many village-based
Malukans2. They described how, in the past, people pursued different occupations,
different resource use and economic organisation, different food, different markets
and incomes, different technologies, with different views and meanings of the
environment. Overall, it was a different style of life compared with the present.
Conversations about change have covered a wide range of topics in social life. The
process of change itself has led to strategies of both choice and non-choice among
people of a community.
Conversations also reflected upon descriptions of a changing physical
environment. People mentioned different land use, landscape or land appearance.
People described the degradation of their environment and some of them have
expressed their concerns.
This chapter explores change from the Buano population's perspective of
historical adaptation to changing economic, political and environmental
circumstances. It discusses spatial and temporal variation in the population and its
pattern of resource use and economic production. I examine how external impacts
on the market economy affect local level economic activities, resource management
practices, and the environment. Global forces have interacted with local forces,
changing the dynamics of the local economy that is linked to local ecology. Using

The same phenomenon has been experienced in other places in Indonesia (see e.g., Kahn 1980; Li
1999).
2
Since 1990 my work at Universitas Pattimura has required me to undertake fieldwork in many parts
of Maluku, from Morotai and Halmahera in the north to Ambon, Lease, Seram, Gorom, Banda
Islands in Central Maluku, and Kei and Yamdena in southeast Maluku.

an historical approach, this chapter describes long and short-term processes of
change. It seeks to examine the changes in economic production and technology, as
well as social life and environment.
This work is framed by an historical ecology approach which studies the
"past ecosystem by charting the change in landscape over time" (Crumleyl994:6).
Changes can be caused by purely environmental factors in the absence of human
agency, or as a result of the interaction between cultural practices and environment.
In looking at human-environment relations, there are two points to consider: how
humans have altered the environment and how environmental changes alter human
activities. The ongoing dialectical relationship between human acts and acts of
nature that are manifest in the landscape lead people to maintain or modify their
activities and practices, making decisions, and shaping ideas (Crumley 1994:9).
Examples of their relationship can be found in the differences of environmental use
between two neighbouring Buano villages.
The neighbouring villages of Buano Utara and Buano Selatan share a similar
environment, but each has developed different livelihoods and ways to utilise and
exploit environmental resources. With its timber working and boat building, its
problem with wild pigs and gardens, and the population pressure, the village of
Buano Utara has extracted its forest more than the village of Buano Selatan. There
are significant differences in ecological relations between the two communities,
which are together bound into a larger 'system' through a 'division of labour', and
are interdependent in certain cases (see next chapter for more discussion on
distinctions between these two villages).
Research in historical ecology can be supported by data obtained from
associated fields, such as ecology, biology, geography, archaeology, anthropology,
and history. However, in this chapter using an anthropological approach, data
collection has focused on oral history through interviews with local people. These
conversations describe human-environment relations through local experiences,
inherited knowledge, and memories of people. This can sometimes result in limited
information, unclear or generalised periods of time, unexplained answers, or
approximate measures. In describing the situation of resources over time,
informants used comparison of past and present from their personal experiences.
For example, in the past there were more fish and big trees than nowadays; several
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years ago there were fewer public boats or number of chainsaws than in the present
day.
Since the only evidence available in oral testimony relies on informants'
opinions (rather than collecting primary data on ecological issues), critics might
argue that such an approach of historical ecology in ecological studies lacks detailed
and precise kinds of data. Alternatively, this argument can be seen as a strength
offered by anthropology that can provide valuable insight. In research on local
resource management, local or indigenous perspectives and understandings
(emic/native/insider perspectives) are critical factors. Perceptions and memories of
local people can often provide important insight into resource and environment
changes over time.
Through experiences, transferred knowledge, and memories, this study
explores a variety of information on how local people perceive, use, view, and
analyse their environment, their relations with their environment, and the changes
over time. From the field of Buano, informants varied in age and gender as well as
occupation and position in the community, including old and young men, old and
young women, farmers, fishers, boat builders, house builders, timber workers,
village leaders, and people who work outside the island. These informants and
residents are people of both villages under the study. Of course, documentary data
are also used to describe the change, especially in the section on demographic
change.

7.2. Buano Topography and Land Cover
Information about Buano topography and land use is provided by a land unit
map produced in 1989 by several project institutes3. Physiographically, Buano is
primarily composed of limestone, with denuded hills in the southeast Buano Selatan
domain, and raised coral beds in Buano Utara territory. The land is steeply dissected
in some places, but in other areas it is undulating and not dissected. There is natural
drainage, but a very low soil water supply. Vegetation cover is composed of high
and low density evergreen forest, woodland (such as melaleuca), imperata grassland,
Those project institutions listed on the map are: the Natural Resources Survey of West Seram,
Maluku Province, Indonesia; Natural Resources Survey Report, Land Evaluation Unit Project
Ambon/ITC Enschede, 1989; Land Evaluation Report of West Seram, Maluku Province, Indonesia.
A copy of this map was stored in the Soil Laboratory of Pattimura University in Ambon, which was
later destroyed in the Maluku unrest.
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mixed tree crops, and fallow fields. Sago forest is found in some spots, especially
close to the coast in the southern part of Buano Selatan and on the northwestern part
of Buano Utara. There is also some mangrove forest in these parts. Land use
includes shifting and permanent cultivation, especially located close to the
settlements, and the hunting and collecting of forest products.
The land use and vegetation cover presented in the 1989 map may have
changed after ten years, by the time I did my fieldwork in Buano. However, I was
not able to make comparison of both situations because I did not have the
opportunity to investigate this subject.
Information from the 1989 land unit map, listed the average rainfall as 18002200mmlyear, while the humid season varies between 100-200 days. In the central
to western part of the island, the average rainfall is 2050-2450 mmlyear and it is
humid throughout the year. The average rainfall recorded by the meteorological
station in Kairatu for western Seram in 1999 was 251.5mmlmonth (or
3018rnmlyear), and average relative humidity was 86% (BPS Propinsi Maluku
2001).

7.3. Demographic Change
Demography is one important factor in the analysis of socio-cultural and
environmental changes. In the history of Malukan settlement, for example, because
of Dutch colonial government policy at the beginning of the 17th Century, Maluku
villages started to move down to the coast from their original sites in the mountains.
This policy was pursued to control local people rebelling against the colonial
government. To break people's resistance, the Dutch might also attack and destroy
Malukan settlements or remove the entire population in order to separate them from
their places and their environment. For example, the massacre of the Banda Islands
in 1621 caused most of their remaining population to run away to the Kei Islands
and other parts of Maluku (see e.g., Andaya 1993).
From the very limited literature on Buano, either from historical or
contemporary sources, we find that its population has been influenced and modified
by internal as well as external factors over time. As mentioned in Chapter 6, it was
believed that Buano people originally came from mainland Seram. They stayed first
in the mountain area and then moved to the coast.
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The following table shows the demographics of Buano over a period of over
300 years. Sources for these figures include Knaap (1987), Jobse (1997), Sachse
(1919), van Doren (1859), VOC 7962, Eschels-Kroon (1783), subdistrict statistic
books (Kecamatan Seram Barat Dalam Angka), and the village books for the year
1997. These sources provide different levels of detail (categorisation) of Buano
Island's population. Kriaap (1987:100, 108; also pers.comm. April 2001) provides
17t11
population figures in the second half of the
Century for the years 1634, 1671,
1672, 1683, 1692, and 1708, taken from Dutch documents and literature. These
early figures mostly show the population of indigenous people in Buano Island as a
whole without classifying them into villages4, or by gender.
Most sources of Buano's population for the 181h and 19th Centuries give only
estimated figures (Eschels-Kroon 1783:149; van Doren 1859:109; van der Crab
1862:239). They do not separate different settlements5. Eschels-Kroon estimated
some 1000 inhabitants about 1780, while van Doren estimated 1500, and van der
Crab thought only 1200 souls. Since the information from van Doren and van der
Crab did not have exact years, I use the years of publication to show the years of
population figures mentioned on the material.
Jobse (1997) worked through some reports of the Dutch colonial government
officials in Central Maluku between 1900 to 1942. One of them shows the
population figures of Serm, including Buano (Jobse 1997:263). This figure is in
the report of Schadee, an assistant-resident of Seram in 1911. It classified Buano's
indigenous population into two main villages: Buano Serani (now Buano Selatan)
and Buano Slam (now Buano Utara), and showed the population by religion and
gender. It also included the number of outsiders in these villages classified by a
group "other residents (Ternate, Binongko6, etc)".

'

Although Buano inhabitants were already split into two villages in about 1669 (see Chapter 6).
Except for the 1734 census in the VOC archives (VOC 7962).
6
Binongko is one of the islands in the Tukang Besi Islands in southeast Sulawesi. Generally people
in Maluku call the outsiders from southeast Sulawesi as orang Binongko (people of Binongko) or
orang Buton (Butonese), although they may come from different islands in southeast Sulawesi.
Buton is a bigger island located northwest of Binongko, and the centre of the district of Buton. In the
past, the Tukang Besi Islands were part of the Sultanate of Buton. In Indonesian administration, it is
within the district of Buton. People from southeast Sulawesi form one outsider group found in
Maluku from earlier times. Their number is significant and they are scattered throughout the
province. They also play a significant role in the local economy as farmers, fishers and traders in the
marketplace.
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Similarly Sachse's (1919) classifications included indigenous residents
(based on religionlwith religious division), outsiders and gender. The outsiders
represented different populations in the two main villages. The outsiders in Buano
"Srini" (Buano Selatan) are all classified in one composite group (including
Javanese, Macassarese, Binongkonese, and other foreign eastern people), while the
outsiders in Buano Slam are broken-down into two: "Chinese" and "Javanese, etc".
For later figures under the government of Indonesia, I have only been able to
find the books of subdistrict Seram Barat (including Buano) for the years of 19891995 (minus 1992). I exclude 1989 because the population in the incomer
settlements is not available for this year. For the years 1994 and 1995, there is no
breakdown between main villages and their component settlements (I present only
the 1995 figure, to make two-year intervals for the last four entries). The last
population figure of Buano is taken from village books of each main village,
maintained by village administrative leaders. The latest available figure is for 1997.
The populations are classified by administrative area: main villages and hamlets.
While the figures are divided by gender, there is no classification on the basis of
ethnic groups. However, hamlets are dominated by Butonese, a common term for
people who originally come from the area of southeast Sulawesi.
From Table 7.1. and Figure 7.1., we can see that the population decreased
dramatically from the year 1634 to 1671 (3430 to 641 people, five fold or 81%
decline). This occurred because of the war with the Dutch and the deportation of
inhabitants from the island by the Dutch colonial government during the 1650s. In
1651, the people of Hoamoal and surrounding islands, including Buano, openly
confronted the Dutch. They declared war against the VOC for its treatment in the
monopoly of clove trading. The war, known as the Hoamoal War, ended in 1656
with Dutch victory when the area of western Seram was subjugated by the Dutch
(see Chapter 3).
To break the resistance of the people in the area, the colonial government
emptied the region. The Hoamoal people were sent to Hitu and Leitimor villages in
Ambon Island (Nanulaitta 1966:87; Keuning 1973:55). The inhabitants of Buano,
Kelang and Ambalau were moved out to Manipa on the nearby island of Kelang
(Nanulaitta 1966:88; Keuning 1973:56; Knaap 1987:302) where a Dutch
government post was located at the Kasteel Wantrouw. The leaders of Hoamoal and
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surrounding islands with their families were sent to Ambon (Keuning 1973:56)'. It
was reported that 12,000 people were deported; the biggest number on 6 March
1656 (Nanulaitta 1966; Keuning 1973; Leirissa 1973a; Knaap 1992). The emptied
areas were destroyed, villages were burned down, clove trees were cut and peeled,
and sago forests were destroyed (Nanulaitta 1966; Keuning 1973). Later the Dutch
took people from the Lease Islands to repopulate the emptied region (Nanulaitta
1966:88).
However, there is no evidence of descendants of Lease people in Buano
nowadays to support this history2. Probably, they mostly occupied the Hoamoal
Peninsula, not nearby small islands. Another possibility is that Lease people had no
significant influence in the island, especially following the remigration of Buano
people some years later. Knaap (1987:109) states that between 1672 to 1692 the
population growth of Buano was quite high (2.8% per annum) because of remigration from Manipa and Ambon.
After that, presumably there was a period of comparatively stable population.
However, between the year of 1734 and 1780, there was another significant decline
in population (about 50% in 46 years), with no explanation of the reason. However,
Knaap (pers.comm. September 2001) suggests there might have been pirate activity
around the island with Buano people as victims3. Later, according to Ludeking
(1864), who listed the colonial governors in Maluku and important events during the
period 1817 to 1864, the inhabitants of Christian Buano were removed to the island
of Bacan in north Maluku on 11 July 1847 and were returned about one year later
(12 August 1848). Unfortunately, there was no explanation for either movement.

Later these leaders were exiled to Batavia (the old name of Jakarta) (Keuning 1973:56).
However, I heard an old man from Buano Utara tell a folkloric tale about a fight in Sulupatan when
the Buano settlement was still in the mountain area. He mentioned that the lost group ran away to
Ameth, a village in Lease.
In the early 17th Century, the Dutch accused Buano people of being pirates who operated in Lease
areas (e.g., van Doren 1859:116; Teffer 1860:77). However, this may be more related to the
resistance of Buano people against the Dutch spice monopoly system.

2
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Table 7.1. Buano Population taken at irregular intervals (1634-1997)'
Records under the Indonesian
Government

Records under the Dutch colonial government

Year

1634

1671

Buano Slarn2
[Buano Utara]

1672

1683

1692

1708

734

464

1734

1780

1859

1862

958

1919

1990

1991

1993

915

894

3912

3940

4002

19955)

1997

4401
5361

1ncomers3
---------------873

541

271

Buano Serani2
[B. Selatan]

51

78

1580

1348

1379

1295

365

396

473

477

487

438
1370

Incomers3
Total Population in Buano6

1911

3430

641

735

909

1275

1200

1831

1000

1500

1200

99

96

825

833

867

1430

1464

6790

6598

6735

829

6731

6963

'For sources, see text.
During the period of Dutch colonial government, the name Buano Slam was used for the village of Buano Utara, and Buano Serani was used for Buano selatan.
Incomers or outside settlers in 1911 for both Buano Utara and Buano Selatan were mentioned as Ternate, Binongkos, etc. For 1919, those who registered under Buano
Utara was classified as Chinese (7 people), Javanese, etc (71 people), while under Buano Selatan was classified as Javanese, Macassarese, Binongkos, and other Asian
foreigners. Under Indonesian government, incoming settlers were predominantly Butonese who settled in hamlets (dusun, the term under village government
administration) of the two main villages.
Since there are no dates for the actual census, these are the publication years of the material.
No breakdown into main villages and hamlets.
Total population in Buano including settlers in the islands of Pua and Kasuari.
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Figure 7.1. Buano Population taken at irregular intervals, 1634-1997
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The demographic figures for the most recent period under Indonesian
government show rapid population growth up to 1997. There is an overall big
increase from the last Dutch record in 1919 to 1990 (about four and a half fold
increase). There is also a significant number of incomers to the island. On the other
hand, Buano Selatan grew only moderately between 1911 and 1990, and since then
the population has fluctuated, with a decline in the most recent period. Buano Utara
has grown substantially, including an increase of Butonese newcomers in their
settlements. One may suspect that the increase of Buano Utara population is not
entirely the result of natural population growth, even though population growth may
be greater in the community. One possibility is that it could be supported by
remigration and small numbers of immigration because of marriage into the
community. From the village 1995 census book, I only found four families with
non-Buano surnames, showing that immigration is only a minor factor in population
growth. Further evidence suggesting that population increase in Buano Utara is
mainly the result of local growth comes from average household size. From figures
in Table 6.1. (Chapter 6) the average household size in Buano Utara is 6.7 member
and only 4.0 in Buano Selatan, indicating larger members of children in Buano
Utara households.
Around the beginning of 1980s, people of Buano Utara from a part of the
neighbourhood called Tapan, extended their settlement to Tanjung Kawa (cape of
Kawa) in mainland Seram, because of population increase and consequent pressure
on resources. They mostly are staying there to make gardens and undertake fishing.
The temporary settlement still exists, especially with the big growth of population in
Buano Utara.
The Butonese comprise about one-third of total number of the Buano
population'°, and number twice the indigenous people in the area of Buano Selatan.
There are four Butonese settlements in Buano Utara's domain and two Butonese
settlements in Buano Selatan (see Chapter 6). However, the number of incomer
inhabitants decreased in 1997 for both settlements under the two main villages.
Buano people explained that many Butonese have moved away from the island

10

With the total Butonese population of about 2100, one should take them into account when one
wants to investigate the role of incomers in the landscape shaping and resource use and extraction of
the island.
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lately to the other settlements, mainly in the mainland Seram because marine catches
have decreased around Buano and the extension of fishing ground areas.
The figures provided in Table 7.1., however, are not suitable to make
significant comparisons of populations or segments of communities by definite
intervals. Furthermore, with inadequate information and intervals between records
being so long and variable (especially 1780-1859, 1862-1911, and 1919-1990) one
cannot assume that population changes have been steady or that the figures
themselves are reliable. Indeed, it would be dangerous to rely simply on the analysis
above. However, these figures do show that there have been at least two big
fluctuations. Firstly, the decline of population in the late 1 600s because of war and
forced relocation by the Dutch colonial government. Secondly, the increase of
to
population (for Buano Utara and Butonese settlers) from the beginning of 1900s
the end of the century due to natural population growth (fertility), remigration and
immigration'

.

From the history of population in Buano, especially since the

17th Century,

the island has experienced significant social and environmental changes. The
destruction of island resources, such as cloves and sago, has changed the landscape.
At present, and according to Buano people, as long as they can remember, Buano
has never been a centre of clove production. People believe that the soil and
weather are too dry and hot, unsuitable for cloves. People have tried to plant them
with little success. Around the 1960s people planted cloves, but many trees died
because of the dry season and soil. When the price for cloves was good in the
1980s, people planted this commodity in the hills where the temperature is cooler.
When the price for cloves collapsed at the beginning of 1990, these trees were
neglected. Now, there is still a small number of clove trees in the mountain area
where the temperature is less hot.
There were some interesting comments made to explain the absence of
cloves in Buano. Commenting on my suggestion that maybe once in the past Buano
had many clove trees like the Hoamoal region, an old man said that it could be, but
as old people said, in the past clove trees in Buano were exchanged with dun

This argument cannot apply to both Buano Utara and Buano Selatan. As argued above, Buano
Selatan population stayed fairly stable, while Buano Utara population (and Butonese settlers)
increased dramatically, especially between 1919 and 1990. The natural population growth may not
entirely explain the situation; it could be contributed to by other factors.
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keranjang [Opuntia nigricans HAW or Flacourtia indica Men] from Saparua, an
island of the Lease Islands (there is no idea who made the exchange or why)' 2. This
explains why there are many cloves in Saparua and there are many duri keranjang in
Buano (and also this implies that there were cloves in Buano in the past). Dun
keranjang is a kind of thorny plant, which is good for firewood and is plentiful in
Buano.
The historical parallel of this local Buano explanation is that VOC Dutch
policy involved destruction of clove trees in West Seram including Buano, and
establishment of new centres for clove production in the Lease Islands and Ambon,
which previously had not been places of spice production (except for Hitu in
Ambon). In 1625 under the governor van Speult, Hoamoal became an early victim
of clove extirpation in order to control the spice trading. In the same time (starting
in 1624), the VOC ordered people of Leitimor (in Ambon Island) and Lease Islands,
to plant as many cloves as possible'3. The first extirpation in Hoamoal, during six
weeks, resulted in the destruction of 65,000 clove trees (Keuning 1973:35). Later,
the extirpations were still done either to control regions of spice trading or to control
overproduction and price'4 (see Chapter 3).
After the destruction of West Seram region (including Buano) for its
rebellion against the VOC Dutch, the colonial government ordered people of Ambon
and Lease Islands which were under their control to plant more cloves to supply the
VOC. One Dutch source (van Ufford 1856:98) shows a blank in the section for
clove trees in Buano and its nearby island Manipa, in 1854, suggesting that there
were no significant numbers of clove trees in those places.
12

One may argue that the lack of clove trees in Buano was caused by the extirpation policy of the
Dutch. For comparison, see Grzimek (1991:67-68) about the absence of cash crops in the history of
the villages of Abio and Ahiolo in western mainland Seram. Those people say the reason was to
avoid high tax from the Dutch colonial government.
'
Knaap (1987:231) gives figures for clove production in 1620, 1647, 1670, and 1695. In 1620
Hoamoal was the highest (about 88,000 kg) compared with other centres in Ambon and Haruku. I
assume that this figure does not include cloves sold to non-VOC traders. Production from Manipa in
the same year was 4,000 kg. In that year, Saparua and Nusalaut had not yet produced. In 1647
Hoamoal was still the highest (about 75,000 kg), Manipa was about 12,500 kg, while Saparua and
Nusalaut produced about 10,000 kg as well as Haruku alone. In 1670 and 1695, there were no clove
products from Hoamoal and Manipa, while Haruku, Saparua and Nusalaut together (Lease Islands)
produced more than 129,000 kg in 1670 and 127,000 kg in 1695.
14
The scale and geography of extirpation were very significant. For example, in 1648 more than
4000 clove trees were destroyed in the area of Hatumeten in south Seram; in 1656 all clove trees in
the western part of the Hoamoal Peninsula were destroyed, and between 1692 and 1695 about
1,050,000 trees were cut in Ambon and Lease (Ellen 1987:42).
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Reconstructing the experiences of Buano people in their new isolated places
after being expelled from their island by the Dutch, and their return several years
later, suggests many difficult processes of adaptation. They faced rapid changes in
both environment and society, including resource use, economic activities, social
organisation, kinship ties, and property arrangements. In addition to destroying the
physical environment, the Dutch policy also destroyed social and cultural spheres.
For example, genealogical ties were broken, members of clans were separated and
sent to different places, and the leaders were isolated in the nearby fort of Ambon or
sent to Batavia (Nanulaitta 1966; Keuning 1973).
The recent population growth, especially in Buano Utara and Butonese
hamlets, has consequences relevant to land use and marine resources available to the
residents. Production for both subsistence, and local and external markets, in
conjunction with external market demand, can lead to over-extraction of resources
which in turn cause changes to the landscape.

7.4. Changes in Resource Use & Environment
In contemporary Buano, people of both villages deal with sea and terrestrial
resources for their economic life. Marine resources derive from fishing activity,
while land resources include agriculture for short-term crops and tree crops,
extracting timbers for building materials and boats, and making melaleuca oil.
These economic activities and use of resources are for either subsistence use or for
the market, or both.
Based on local information, I explore spatial and temporal variation in local
resource use. The links to the outside world, both directly and indirectly, play a
significant role in local change.

Marine resources andflshing
Fish is the main side dish to accompany starchy carbohydrate. Both villages
in Buano fish for family consumption. The surplus catch is sold. However, a few
people concentrate on fishing for sale; about ten in Buano Utara. Fishing activity
increases in the peak season and is less in rough seas. Like other local coastal
communities in Maluku, Buano people recognise certain seasons for certain fish,
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using specific methods'5. For example, the east season is the best time for catching
komu fish [Auxis thazard] while the west season is best for other fish such as sikuda
,

[Lethrinus sp.], silapa [Pristipomoides sieboldi], gamuru, and garopa [Epinephanus
merra]16, using line and hooks.
For household consumption, fish are caught traditionally, using canoes with
either sail or paddle. The tecimology used is either line and hooks or small nets for
2-3 operators. Other fishing equipment includes speargun (pana-pana ikang), spear
(kalawai) and harpoon (acu) used, for example, to catch teteruga (green turtle).
In hook fishing, they have either a single hook on the end of the line or mata
kael rangke (chained hooks). The latter is used to catch schooling fish. The hooks
are set along the line and a lead weight (lot) is put on the end. The number of hooks
must be uneven for it to work, according to local belief. Although 30 and 50 are not
uneven numbers, some people assume they are when people ask how many hooks
somebody has put on his line (by thinking that 3 and 5 are uneven numbers). This
cannot be said for the number of 20 and 40; a young man commented that it is hard
to say these numbers (mulu barat par bilang [AM], lit, the mouth is heavy to say).
The number of hooks that is set on a line may range from 7 to 39 hooks.
The mata kael ran gke is used to catch schooling fish, such as komu. The fish
can be found any time, but the best time is in the east season, especially around July
and August. During this season, the tanoar (the good time)17 to catch this fish is in
the early morning around 6-7 o'clock and in the late afternoon, around 4 to 5 o'clock
when the fish puar (come up in big numbers). When the season of komu fish comes,
men reduce their activities in the garden or land, and go to the sea to i/co komu (lit.
15

As well as they have knowledge of various species of fish and their habitat. Two Buano teenager
boys showed off their knowledge to me by naming a list of fish and categorised them into coral fish
(ikang batu-batu), pelagic fish (ikang yang maeng di kuli aer), demersal fish (ikang panta tana),
schooling fish (ikang kawang), deep sea fish (ikang lautan luas) and its opposite as ikan darat (the
near-coast fish). The categories often overlapped.
16
Scientific identification of fish was provided by Doteng Hendrik from LON-LIPI Ambon also
helped from some literature during my previous work on Garogos fishing community, and by Jeffry
Fernando Dangeubun in the recent work.
'
Tanoar is a Central Malukan concept describing knowledge in deciding the best time to do
something, such as catch fish, hunt, open a garden, build a house, conduct a ritual, or for marriage.
This concept is based on long term experience, adaptation, and relations with the environment,
nature, and "the stars" (cosmic objects), especially with the moon. Certain positions of them affect
the world and its creatures, or indicate good or bad times for specific activity. Tanoar is a particular
condition given by nature to be used optimally by people in their activity. It contains spatial and
temporal dimensions. People talk about 'su tanoar' (lit, already the good time) and 'balong tanoar'
(lit, not good time yet) to indicate whether the time is propitious or not (Pattiselanno and Huliselan,
pers.comm. 1992).
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follow the komu, hunting for the fish). They go with dugout sailing canoes, each
boat with one or two people. One day at the end of April 1998, my host and his 13year old nephew caught thirty-two komu. The day before, the boy alone went home
with thirty-nine fish, while another member of the house, a nephew, got nineteen
fish. Beside household consumption, most of the catch was smoked to send to his
children who were in Ambon at school.
Several kinds of net, with different mesh and net size, are used to target
different species of fish. Jaring meti (jaring

=

net; meti

=

shallow sea, intertidal

zone) is a bottom gill net that is operated in the intertidal area. The various target
fish that inhabit the meti zone, are usually species of coral and sea-grass fish and
small numbers of pelagic fish that have strayed into the area. Such fish include
samandar [Siganus sp.], kapas-kapas [Gerres macrosoma], salmaneti [Upeneus
sp.], kulipaser [Naso sp.], lalosi [Caesio sp.], garopa [Epinephanus sp.], bulana
[Mugil sp.], kakatua [Scarus sp.], sikuda [Lethrinus sp.], gutila, tatu [Balistapus
sp.], and ile [Kyphosus sp.]. The type of net is named according to the general or
specific fish targetted. For instance, it is generally called faring (ikang) batu-batu
(jaring = net; batu-batu = lit, stones or corals, here referring to ikang batu-batu, the
species of fish that live in the coral area), or faring lalosi mainly targetting lalosi
fish. The mesh of this net is relatively small (about 0.5 to 0.75 inch) and the average
length is about 50 depa (75 metres), but may be up to twice this length or more.
Jaring anyo-anyo or faring anyo [jaring = net; anyo = drift], drift gill net, is
used to catch pelagic fish, such as taruru, putilai [Euthynus sp.], momar
[Decaptherus sp.], kawalinya [Selar sp.], saku [Albennes anastomella], tuing-tuing
[Cypselurus sp.], tangiri, and fulung [Hemirhampus far]. Again the net is named
according to the main or specific fish targetted during the season, such as faring
saku (the main target is saku fish), faring tuing-tuing (for tuing-tuing fish) and
faring momar (for momar fish). Usually, the different target catch is indicated by
the different mesh size.
An old man described the situation with the fulung fish, garfish
(Hemirhamphus far) in the past. He said that long before Indonesia's independence
in 1945, fulung fish was one of the main sources of income for Buano people. The
fish were sold to people from Ambon Island, such as villagers of Hitu and Asilulu, who
came to buy them. These fish were abundant along Buano beaches. Every west season
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the fish came to spawn. Usually people would let the spawning period proceed for the
first couple of days before they caught the fish in order not to frighten them away from
the area. Garfish were caught with siru-siru (a kind of scoop net) and the eggs could
be seen attached in the net. With this technique, people could produce ten to twenty
bundles of julung fish (2000-4000 fish) for a couple days' fishing. Around the end of
1950 the giop net (also called julung net), a kind of drift net, much bigger than those
used in Buano, was adopted by Buano people. People from Hitu Lama and Negeri
Lima in Ambon were already using it to catch julung in Buano. According to the old
man, this big net became a problem because people believed that its 'mis-operation' by
Buano people caused decline in garfish numbers. He explained the 'mis-operation' as
breaking a taboo. At that time, with this new net, Buano people caught the fish by
swimming and holding the net instead of throwing from their boat. People concluded
that it was pamali (taboo) for julung to see the sole of a human's foot, because it
caused the fish to swim away. As a consequence, around 1977 the julung fish had
disappeared from Buano, because of the way the people caught them. However, he
also added another scientific factor which contributed to the fish decline. Since the fish
were caught in the spawning period, their eggs were also taken.
Jaring hobo (purse seine) is another kind of big net operated by Buano
people to catch pelagic fish, such as momar, komu and kawalinya. Its use started in
the second half of the 1990s,
having been introduced to them by Butonese fishermen
from Ambon around 1993. There are two units of jaring bobo in Buano, including
motorized boats called motor hobo to operate each of the nets. Two kinsmen own
the equipment. They live in Tanjung Kawa, a Buano Utara settlement in mainland
Seram, and have operated out of there in the waters between Buano and Seram for
about three years. The length of a faring hobo is about 200 depa (300 metres) and
the width ranges between 32 to 50 depa (48 to 75 metres). One unit can be operated
by around 15-20 people.
Since the faring hobo catches fish that gather around a rumpon, the operation
of faring hobo very much depends upon the rumpon. A rumpon is an anchored
bamboo-raft, which functions as a fish-aggregating device to attract schooling fish,
such as komu, kawalinya and momar. Fronds of coconut leaves are attached to the
underside of the rafts. Plankton concentrate in the shelter of the fronds, and in turn
attract fish. Usually it has a small hut on it, made of bamboo and gaba-gaba (stem
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of sago leaves) with a sago leaf roof. The rumpon will be set off the coast in deep
water, using an anchor usually made of a cement filled drum. One or two people
will be responsible for setting a kerosene lamp at night to attract fish closer to the
rumpon.

The person(s) will stay overnight there, watching the movement of

schooling fish. It may take several nights before he is sure that there are a lot of fish
available to be caught. Then he informs the people of jaring bobo, and they will set
a day and time to come to throw the net18.
Since a rumpon is needed for an operation of ajaring bobo, if the owner of
the jaring bobo does not have his own rumpon, he will make an arrangement with a
person or group who does. One of the jaring bobo in Buano used a rumpon owned
by a Buano Selatan man who employs two friends to operate it. Since there is more
than one group involved in the operation of jaring bobo, the income of the catch is
distributed into three shares: bagian jaring (share of net owner), bagian rumpon
(rumpon share), and bagian masnait (share of the crews who operate the net).
Because the catch using this net is large (it can be thousands in a good
harvest), its main purpose is for the market. It is usually sold to people of Buano
and to Seram, usually to the village of Pelita Jaya, more than one hour away by 15
horsepower outboard motor. Small amounts of the harvest, called ikan makan (lit.
fish to eat) will also be shared with all people involved in the jaring bobo operation
to take back to their families for household consumption.
Looking at fishing activities and fishing spots in the past and comparing
them with the present, one Buano Selatan old man noted not only the recent decline
in garfish, but that until the 1950s fish were abundant along the Buano beach. For
example, a good spot for taking fish used to be in front of the area of Hoaroa,
southwest of the Buano Selatan village. People just went there and scooped fish,
such as kawalinya and make in a spot called Epot. Now, people must go further
toward the mainland of Seram.
The use of sea area for fishing by the two neighbouring villages of Buano
can lead to conflict, for example, the 1983 incident mentioned in Chapter 4. To
avoid similar disputes, people of Buano now choose their fishing ground in an area
towards mainland Seram, facing their island, where as long as they remember they
18

Rumpon in Maluku were introduced by fishermen from south of Sulawesi. Mandar people of south
Sulawesi call it roppong, and call bobo as bago (see Zerner 1996).
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have never encountered a dispute with Seramese. The area is considered 'free' for
all fishers from surrounding places. Buano people can set their rumpon in the deep
sea in front of the village called Tatinang without asking permission from the
Seramese. Besides, according to experience, the main reason to fish in the area
closer to Seram is that it is a good fishing ground leading to good catches (ikang
makang bagus)' 9.
Originally, Buano people did not apply sasi to their marine resources.
However, the trochus market has induced Buano Utara village leaders to arrange
sasi for this, and later, also for sea cucumber in the same area. The sasi area is
around Pua Island. The length of the closed season for this area was previously
twelve months but more recently it has been shortened to six months. They mostly
apply a contract sasi system, with outside buyers purchasing rights to harvest in the
open season by paying a fee to the village. The harvest period is usually about two
weeks. In Buano Selatari people also noted that the leader once had similar
arrangements with outsiders for sea cucumber.
While fishing is not a major occupation of Buano people, it is for the
Butonese communities on the other side of the island. The Butonese focus their
marine activities on catching fish, shark, and sea cucumber. They also use dynamite
to catch fish, which is a widespread practice20. Kotania Bay and surrounding sea,
including Buano water has been one of the areas in Maluku where born ikan
(catching fish with dynamite) has been reported. There are many Butonese villages
in the areas, and some of them are engaged in fishing. As a consequence of fish
blasting, in 1998 the government built a post in Pelita Jaya to control fishing
activities in Seram water, especially from fish blasting. The presence of the post and
its military personnel make fish blasters more careful in their activity, but do not
stop them completely. A Buano man said that he has noticed that the Butonese in
Buano have extended their fishing ground further to other parts of Seram
surroundings because their catches have declined in the former site. Some families
have moved out from Buano to Seram, looking for new places closer to their fishing
ground.

19

Ikang makang bagus [AM] is an expression for saying that fish 'like' (to eat) their bait and hooks.
See also Soselisa et al. (1999) about the Butonese of Pulau Osi who use dynamite as one of their
fishing methods.

20
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Terrestrial resources
Land resources consist of plants and animals, domesticated and nondomesticated resources, used for subsistence and for market.

a. Domesticated and non-domesticated animals
Animal protein is provided by livestock and hunting game. Some families
raise several chickens for eggs. The chickens usually are allowed to wander in the
home yard, eating left over scraps or scratching for themselves in the soil. In Buano
Utara, about ten families own several cows, which are raised for sale, usually
outside the island. These cows are usually brought to grassed areas to feed
themselves, but sometimes they roam into people's gardens, even in the
neighbouring village, and become a pest. The village leaders have informed cow
owners that it will be their own risk if their cows are caught by cow traps set by
garden owners.
Many families in Buano Selatan raise dogs as pets as well as for
consumption and to frighten wild pigs in the gardens. Some raise hunting dogs to
accompany them when hunting wild pigs. Certain luma tau in the Buano Utara also
raise dogs as tradition, called anjing adat (adat dog)21, even though they have
already become Muslims22. These are guard dogs and it is believed that they would
rescue their masters when lost in the forest.
Wild pig, deer and cuscus are trapped and hunted. The east season,
especially May, is a good time for cuscus (kusu) hunting. During this time, while it
is the hot season, it is also windy which causes the animals to descend to lower
branches, making them easier to catch. During the rainy season, the leaves are
thicker making it harder to find the prey. Kusu is caught using a spear made from
sharpened bamboo called bambu turana [AM], while deer are speared and trapped,
and wild pigs are speared. Since wild pig is the major pest for people's gardens,
people also 'garden hunt' using pig traps, but because of their religion, people of
21

For example, luma tau Tuhuteru had seven dogs, Tamalene owns two dogs, and Palirone has one.
The luma tau Mulihatu has two dogs, named Mahulapa and Mahuniha, that were raised in the ruma
pusa/ca Mulihatu. If these dogs died, replacements usually would be sought from luma tau Tipaheu
in Buano Selatan that has kinship relation with them. Usually the dogs are specially treated by their
masters, for example, being fed on white plates or bowls.
22
Like pig, dog is forbidden (haram) for Muslims. They should not be licked by the animal, or
touched by its wagging tail, nor let it come close to smell people's food.
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Buano Utara do not eat pork. People state that wild pigs have recently become more
numerous as garden pests compared with some time ago. This may be because more
land has been cleared and gardens opened. I will deal with wild pig as garden pests
in more detail in the next chapter.

b. Food crop gardens
Garden plants include cassava, yam, taro, corn, rice, sweet potato, banana,
pineapple, eggplants, papaya, sugarcane, cucumber, chilli, and some fruit trees, such
as mango, jackfruit, and coconut. Cash crops include coffee, cocoa and a small
number of cloves. There are also some sago palm groves scattered in several spots.
The main household meals are provided by garden harvest.
Sago [Metroxylon sagu] has been the subsistence base of Buano people for
as long as people can remember. There are few sago swamp areas in Buano today,
which are inadequate to supply all the inhabitants' needs. Sago can be found in
some areas in the southwest and northwest parts of the island, away from village
sites. However, there are also some individual trees found in garden areas close to
the settlements and other places. Generally, sago 'gardens' (dusun sagu) are grown
and cultivated on clan (soa) or dati land, or on land owned by a family from the
clan. If it is clan land, all clan members have the right to harvest, usually with each
family taking turns to harvest mature trees. Buano people also recognize maano, a
system of sharing sago harvest, like other places in Central Maluku (see Chapter 2
and Chapter 3)23
Since the Dutch times, people have gone to the Hoamoal Peninsula of Seram,
especially to Assaude, Tatinang and Waisala, located along the coast facing Buano,
to produce sago flour from sago forest in the area. When the population in Assaude
and surrounding area increased, dating from the 1950s, sago forest declined because
of the increased consumers. However, the Buano supply of sago flour still comes

23

In November 1998, as the fasting month and Idul Fitri celebration approached, two men of Buano
Utara came to my host in Buano Selatan, and asked for maano sago that they found to be mature
when they passed his dusun. They knew that the family owned the tree because his son's name was
carved on it. Based on friendship and for their big feast days, my host agreed to maano his son's
sago to these men. Several days later, my host received two tumang of sago flour as his share. One
day, his wife took two double handfuls of the flour to make sinoli. The flour is mixed with scraped
coconut (and palm sugar for sweetness if wanted), and eaten as the main meal.
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from that area today, individually produced, including by Butonese24. Usually sago
flour is transported by canoe for sale in Buano, or people go to Seram to purchase it.
One old man commented that if there were no sago in Seram, the people of Buano
might have 'died of hunger' when the long dry spell in 1997 caused the agricultural
harvest to fail in the island.
However, this comment also indicates the shifting role of sago as the staple
diet. In Buano memory, sago was the staple diet up to the period after independence
in 1945. Nowadays, it is less popular than cassava that is cultivated in most Buano
gardens. A friend of mine in Ambon, whose mother is from Buano, always
comments that her kin from Buano will never feel satisfied if they do not eat sago.
Nevertheless, during my staying there, I noticed that people consume more cassava,
yam, taro and banana, than sago in their everyday diet. The shift from sago to other
starches, such as cassava or rice, in Maluku is discussed in Chapter 3 section 3.2.
Cassava has become a favourite garden plant in contemporary Buano. All
families that own gardens cultivate cassava there. Local people started to favour
especially following the decline of sago forest in Assaude
cassava around the 1970s,
and surrounding areas and the population increase in Buano. Many gardens were
opened during the period from the late 1970s
to the 1980s.
At the same time, there
was forest clearance after the introduction of chainsaws to the island at the
beginning of 1980. Later, in the late 1990s, many of Buano Selatan's aong
(abandoned gardens) closer to the settlement were cultivated again, either by their
original owners or others (see Chapter 4 section 4.4. and Chapter 8). Their
cultivation process changed to include shortened fallow periods and for increased
production.
Similarly to other parts of Maluku, Buano people recognise two kinds of
cassava (see Chapter 3, section 3.2.), named by the manner of their processing for
food. Common cassava is called kasbi rabus (kasbi

=

cassava; rabus

=

boil) or

kasbi lombo (lombo = soft) because it is usually boiled for eating and the flesh of the
tuber is usually softer than other cassava. The bitter, toxic cassava is called kasbi
paru (paru

=

grate) or kasbi gepe (gepe

=

squeeze) following the process of its

24

While sago is generally assumed to be an original, native Malukan staple food, more recently
Malukans can be found buying sago flour from Butonese or sometimes Javanese transmigrants of
western Seram who produce it by themselves.
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production to remove its liquid toxins. After scraping or squeezing it is usually
baked before eating. In Buano, it is also called kasbi obi.
Besides these two general categories of cassava, people also recognise
different varieties on the basis of physical appearance and the length of planting.
For example, within the common cassava group, one Buano Selatan woman
differentiated kasbi kuning batang basar [AM] (yellow cassava with big stem) and
kasbi tangke merah batang basar [AM] (cassava big stem with red branch leaves).
Although classified as kasbi rabus, they have a longer maturation period before
harvesting, up to 12 months. Within the kasbi paru category, she mentioned kasbi
buku kaluar [AM] (cassava with bumpy knuckle), which has softer tuber meat and
can be harvested after 3 months, and kasbi taong (yearly cassava), with harder tuber
meat and 12 month or more maturation period.
As a main dish, cassava may be boiled for immediate consumption.
Alternatively it may be baked in a similar manner to sago, called sagu kasbi (lit.
sago from cassava), which is a longer process and kasbi paru is the preferred
cassava for this. The process to make sagu kasbi is as follows. Firstly, the peeled
tubers are grated. Then, to avoid its toxin, the liquid content must be removed by
putting the grated cassava into a sack (usually white gunny/jute-sack) and pressing it
between two surfaces for a whole day2 . People also place the sack beneath a
wooden beam, the end of which is wedged into a notch cut low down on a tree trunk
to act as a pivot. The free end of the beam is weighted with a large stone to create a
simple press. It is then spread out on a flat container, usually made from plaited
bamboo (nyiru), to dry under the sun. This helps to erase its acid content besides
drying it, which makes it easier to filter through a sieve as the next step. The
smooth flour produced by filtering is placed into the sagu-kasbi mould to be
baked26.
Another product of grated cassava is suami, which is steamed. This food is
well-known in Maluku as Butonese food. An informant estimated that suami [a
Butonese term] was introduced to Buano by the Butonese, as was kasbi gepe,

25

This technique can be also found in other parts of Maluku, such as Halmahera and Banda.
When the fasting month nears and many people return home to Buano, many houses in Buano
Utara install presses for sagu gepe nearby. People who do not have these presses may ask permission
to use others' or groups of houses may share one press. The press may be also installed in garden
sites. I observed one in Buano Selatan, set on a melaleuca tree. The owner processes her sagu kasbi
while she attends her garden.
26
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probably around 30-40 years ago. Besides its tuber, people also consume the
cassava leaves as vegetables.
Besides being a subsistence food, cassava is also a source of cash nowadays,
especially for the Buano Selatan cultivators who produce surplus for selling.
Although cassava has become more popular recently as a garden plant, other earlier
starches are still important, such as yam, taro, and banana that can always be found
in family's gardens. As I discuss in the next chapter, the Malukan food garden is
multi-crop, perceived as a strategy for food security. However, in Buano, there are
also gardens which specialise only in banana (kabong pisang), because this can be a
cash crop. One banana species that is very common and plentiful in Buano is pisang
dewaka. More gardens, especially in Buano Selatan, have been opened to provide a
cash crop for sale to the neighbouring village. However, there are difficulties in
garden cultivation, such as wild pigs as pests (see next chapter) and seasonal
conditions, such as a long dry season.
Buano Island has experienced drought and specific years mentioned were
1972, 1982, 1987, and 1992, which led one woman to remark that drought occurs
roughly every ten years. Those specific years of drought are some of the years when
the world experienced the El Niflo Southern Oscillation (see e.g., Greenpeace Nino
Report, 1998). Wells dried and there were sometimes epidemics, such as diarrhoea.
However, some informants said, the worst long drought was in 1997 to 199827.
Their garden plants dried up. Fortunately, their subsistence needs could be met by
sago supplies from Seram, on which they had depended in the past when sago was
their main starch.
When, finally, rain came at the end of 1998, people had not anticipated it.
Consequently most people had not prepared new gardens, thinking that the dry
season would continue. Therefore, gardens had to be prepared in a hurry, and it was
not a good time for burning (usually August to September). This disruption to
seasonal plans was immediately followed by Christmas and New Year preparations
in Buano Selatan, and the fasting month and Idul Fitri celebrations in Buano Utara.

27

The El Niflo Southern Oscillation was recorded in 1972/73, 1982/83, 1991/92, and 1997/98
(Greenpeace Nino Report, 1998). In Indonesia the 1982/83 El Niño caused drought with 340 deaths,
while the 1991/92 drought caused reduction of annual income through crop loss and wage loss from
Kalimantan forestry. The last (1997) El Niflo, caused forest fires over an estimated 300,000 hectares
in Sumatera, Kalimantan and Sulawesi. The toxic smog from the fires spread over 2000 miles in
southeast Asia, affecting six countries and about 70 million people (Greenpeace Nino Report 1998).
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Villagers perceive that seasons are now irregular and unpredictable, which makes it
difficult to plan properly. I will deal with making gardens more in the next chapter.

c. Tree crops
Melaleuca
In Indonesia, oil produced from melaleuca (kayu putih) leaves is called
minyak kayu putih (kayu putih oil)28. The essential oil produced from Melaleuca
cajuputi or Melaleuca leucodendron L. in Maluku 29 was reported as early as 1855
on Buni and West Seram (Ellen 1997b:179, from Schmid 1914 and van der Crab
1865). It was reported even earlier than 1855, for example, Van Doren (1859:14)
mentioned that in 1837, ten distillation kettles of melaleuca oil were found in Kayeli
on Buru Island. In a 1989/1990 leaflet of the Department of Industrial Affairs,
Maluku Province, it was said that Bum people started production in 1840.
Meantime, Fraassen (1987:404) states that the Dutch controleur of West Seram's
1935 report mentioned the earlier commercial production of melaleuca oil, from
trees grown in the villages of Hoamoal, Manipa, and Buano. However, when the
price dropped, people stopped production except for family use. Similarly, a Dutch
resident in 1915 (Jobse 1987:387), reported that melaleuca oil from West Seram was
sent to Ambon and Europe for market. This report also mentioned the various
quantities of production from 1906 to 1912 with the highest production for 1909
(6370 litre)30. As a local vegetation and domestic medicine, it would appear that
kayu putih oil was produced traditionally before the coming of the Dutch at the

beginning of the 17th Century.

28

Kayu putih oil is a very common home medicine in Maluku found in most houses. The oil is used
for different treatments, including stomach-ache and stomach cramps, coughs and colds, rheumatism,
toothache, small wounds by sharp things, and also as insect repellent. Kayu putih oil from Central
Maluku is famous in Indonesia for its high quality and its traditional production.
29
There are three subspecies recognised within Melaleuca cajuputi: subsp. "cajuputi", subsp.
"cumingiana", and subsp. "platyphylla". Melaleuca cajuputi subsp. "cajuputi" is naturally
distributed from eastern Indonesia to northwestern Australia (Brophy and Doran 1996:62).
Melaleuca leucadendron occurs naturally from northern Australia and part of New Guinea to various
islands in Maluku and other eastern Indonesian islands (Brinkman and Xuan 1991:263; Brophy and
Doran 1996:82). Melaleuca savannah is probably a result of repeated burning or deforestation on
poor tropical soils (e.g. Paijmans 1976; Brinkman and Xuan 1991; Monk et at. 1997). Therefore, the
melaleuca stands in Buano may be a result of human clearing of original forest.
30
Because Burn Island was richer in melaleuca trees than other places, the island was the main focus
of the Dutch for commercial production of kayu putih oil. The annual exports in the 1890s reached
16,000 USD or equivalent to about 900,000 USD now (Monk et al.1997, citing Guillemard 1894).
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The main distribution of melaleuca in Central Maluku is in Burn, West
Seram, the three islands between Seram and Buru (Buano, Kelang, Manipa) and
Ambon. The extent of melaleuca forest in Central Maluku varies according to
different sources, as does the quantity of oil production. For instance the Provincial
office of the Department of Industry states that in 1989 there were about 120,000
hectares of melaleuca trees in Maluku with a productive area of about 36,000 ha.
The estimated oil production in 1987 was 54.10 tonnes, based on the number of
registered kettles (678 kettles with capacity of 200 kg leaves each) (Proyek Bipik
Propinsi Maluku 1989/1990). Monk et al. (1997:653) report that Burn Island with
about 100,000 ha of melaleuca trees is still the biggest oil production centre. Annual
oil production in 1993 was reported as 135,000 litres from 20,000 hectares (Monk et
al. 1997:654, cited from Dinas Kehutanan Maluku 1993). Brophy and Doran
(1996:15) state that there are some 150,000 ha of melaleuca along the Hoamoal
Peninsula, while the Ambon office of the Department of Industrial Affairs (Balai
Industri Ambon 1996/97) estimates about 50,000 ha in west Seram.
According to Buano people, there is more than 10 hectares of melaleuca
(enan) in that island. These trees are surrounded by imperata grassland. People do
not know whether they produced melaleuca oil in the past. The current population
says that a Chinese-Indonesian trader from Piru introduced the process of melaleuca
oil distillation about 1990. He operated this business in Buano for about four years,
starting with 3 kettles for oil production in Buano Selatan. In 1998 there were about
100 stills (ketel) in Buano, only two located in Buano Selatan. Those two were left
by the Chinese trader. The local people learned the business from the trader before
he ceased his business. In December 1998, while people of Buano Utara engaged in
seasonal melaleuca oil production, Buano Selatan people were not interested'.
The distillation of kayu putih oil is achieved by a hydro-diffusion process,
where the oil is dissolved in boiling water and then distilled off. A large wooden
kettle (pot) with a wooden lid is used as a container to boil the leaves. The kettle
sits in an iron wok, set over a woodfire to boil the water. The steam from the boiling
leaves is transferred through an aluminiumltin pipe, within another cylinder
container (made by wood or a drum), filled with cool water as a condenser. It then
"

They simply said that it is not their 'hobby'. Leaf picking is considered to be low-value,
undesirable work. Some Buano Selatan husbands commented that they will not allow their wives to
engage in this work.
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drips into a jerry-can where the oil separates from the water by gravity; water on the
bottom. Sometimes, people use cotton as a filter to separate the oil and water.
Kayu putih oil production occurs in Buano twice a year, usually around
January and June. Theoretically, the leaves should be six-months old or more,
because younger or over-mature leaves will lower the quality of oil. Oil production
takes about two to three weeks. Generally, all people can harvest melaleuca leaves
anywhere. They called it uru daun: to strip the leaves from the stems. This is
usually done by a group of children or young women who then sell the stripped
leaves to a kerel owner. The leaf price in 1998 was Rp.100 per kilogram, having
risen from Rp.75/kg. the previous year. One young woman said that working for ten
days, she can earn about Rp.30,000-Rp.40,000 (about Aus$6-8). Generally, a
woman can harvest about 30 kg. of leaves per day, pressing them into a sack. If the
still is located relatively far from the village, a group of young women will go to
stay for a couple of days at the kettle site. Kettle owners or those who distil the oil
usually stay, or take turns to stay, on site with their kettle during the season.
The capacity of a kettle varies, but is usually either 200, 250, or 300 kg of
leaves. On average, 100 kg of leaves can produce about 0.8 kg melaleuca oil. From
one process, a 250 kg capacity kettle can produce about 2 to 2.5 kg oil, in about four
hours dripping process. The length of 'cooking' (masa) process is about twelve
hours. Oil production very much depends on leaf supply. If the supply is good, one
kettle can process three to four toimes of leaves in a season. Therefore, if a 250 kgkettle owner obtains 4 tonnes leaves, he will get about 32 kg. melaleuca oil from 16
periods of 'cooking'. The price of melaleuca oil in Piru, the capital town of West
Seram subdistrict, in November 1998 was Rp.30,000/kg. In the previous season, it
was Rp.26,000/kg.

Several years before, the price was around Rp.8000-

Rp. 10,000/kg.
A kettle owner estimated his last profit was about Rp.350,000 (Aus$70).
Basic production costs include leaf purchase and firewood, which the process
consumes in large quantities. If the owner has no chainsaw, he must hire one, and
the supply of firewood can cost about Rp.70,000. In addition there are expenses for
food provision during their stay at the kettle site, especially if the owner uses other
workers, such as relatives. Alternatively, the kettle owner I mentioned asks two
female relatives to work for him, when the profit is shared among the three of them.
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The initial outlay for building a still includes a big wok for firewood, the
condenser pipe (kapala ketel) and the kettle. The best wood to make a kettle is
considered to be kayu marsegu [Ant hocepalus cadamba/cynensis or Nauclea
orientalis L.] because the boiling water and its steam expands the timber, closing the
cracks of the kettle wall.
A prospective kettle builder/owner prefers to choose his own land or his soa
land close to melaleuca areas. Alternatively, he could ask permission from another
land-owner for a site that is not his own. In Buano Utara, melaleuca trees
themselves are regarded as common property and their leaves can be picked by any
villager without permission from the particular soa owners if the melaleuca grow on
part of that soa 's land. It is argued that melaleuca trees were not planted by the
elders of the site-owners, but given by the 'village land' (village ancestors) to the
people. Nevertheless, an outsider who opens a melaleuca oil kettle must ask
permission from the village head and pay a fee to the village.
Since the introduction of melaleuca oil distillation the trees have been
regularly pruned, both to allow leaf regrowth in order to increase the harvest and to
provide easier access for leaf-picking. Big melaleuca trees are cut by chainsaw and
the wood used as garden fences, house building and firewood. This pruning activity
has decreased the number of big melaleuca trees, leaving them as melaleuca bushes
or small trees. Some kettle owners have remarked upon the decrease in leaf supply
compared to previous seasons, although this might also be caused by the increasing
number of oil kettles. The decline of dense stands of woodland reduces the shade,
opens the soil to the sunlight and allows increased growth of imperata. Current
levels of melaleuca oil production therefore have a potentially damaging impact on
the environment, and may not be sustainable in the long term.
Besides producing oil and being used for house building material, garden
fences and firewood, the thick, soft, whitish, multi-layer bark of melaleuca is an
important waterproofing material for boats or roofs. It is used for example, to cover
boat walls, space between the piles of the planks (caulking of wooden boats), or to
cover atap roofs. The bark is durable, also, when used under water.
Additionally, melaleuca sites provide areas of imperata grass fields where
root spices such as, kuning (turmeric) and kencur (greater galingale) can be found.
These root spices are also classified as communal property; and can be harvested by
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all villagers. Although they are mostly for household use as for spices and also
traditional medicine, sometimes they are sold to outsiders.

Timber
The Buano forest has long provided timber as planks for both house and
boat-building. The current stock of timber is now much less than in the past. Some
of the available species on the island are gopasa [Vitex gopasus] which is most

prevalent, lasi [Adina fagifolia VAL], kayu besi [Intsia ambonensis], samama
[Anthocephalus sp.], sureng [Tona sureni], laharong [Neonauclea moluccana
Men.], palaka [Pallaquium sp.], marsegu [Anthocephalus cadamba/cynensis or

Nauclea orientalis L], makila [Litsea anggulata BL], pule [Erithrina sp.], siki
[Pallagium javance Burck], titi [Gmelina molucana], and gondal [Ficus elastica]32.
Some species are better for house building and others for making boats. For
example, lasi and laharong are good for important buildings, such as ruma pusaka
(clan house) or church, because they are longer lasting. Certain species grow faster
than others, or can be harvested earlier. For example, gopasa, at its different levels
of development has different qualities. In timber trading, people recognise different
categories of timber based on the structure of the wood, using kias (lit, class) as
group classification. For example, kayu besi is kayu kias satu (first class timber),

gopasa and lasi are kayu kelas dua (second class), while kayu kelas tiga (third class)
includes sureng and samama.
Around fifty years ago, one of the main economic activities of Buano people
was to carry timber from their island with their own sail boats to Ambon and Lease
Islands. At that time, Buano people claimed that most of the houses in Lease,
especially Saparua and Nusalaut, used Buano timber. Timber prices outside the
island were better than in the island, and timber production was also high. One man
said that every time they returned home from a trip, the next load of planks was
already waiting on the beach to be transported.
Trees were felled with an axe. Logs were sawn into planks with a large saw,
about 1.8 metres long, called gergaji tong/ca. This saw was operated by two to four
men. Chainsaws replaced the gergaji tongka from the 1980s.

32

Vernacular names (in Ambonese Malay) of timber are provided by local people. Scientific
identification was provided by a group of Malukan lecturers at the Forestry Department of Pattimura
University, and by Anthony Walsen from the Agriculture Faculty, Pattimura University in Ambon.
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Around the mid 1960s to early 1970s, Buano men began to concentrate more
on working outside the island. They went outside to seek jobs as timber workers,
taking gergaji ton gka with them, and they sailed timber from one island to another.
They went in groups, sometimes men from both Buano Utara and Buano Selatan
together, sometimes not, travelling as far as north Maluku, such as Bacan, Obi, and
Halmahera. There might be as many as twelve members in a group. Up to the end
of the 1960s,
they usually worked for themselves, carrying timber as their own cargo
to sell to other islands, as well as working for other businessmen. Other destinations
included Seram (such as Bula and Hoti in northeast Seram), and Irian (such as
Sorong), where they used their expertise to select and fell trees in those forests,
working mostly for local timber businessmen. They transported this timber on their
own boats to buyers' markets within Maluku, such as Ternate, but also to places
outside Maluku, such as north and south Sulawesi, Flores and Timor (East Nusa
Tenggara), Bima (West Nusa Tenggara), and Java. Working outside the island
brought better payment than at home.
Their off-island work also included other occupations such as transporting
goods (rice, kerosene, gasoline) from Ambon to Ternate, or copra from Maluku to
Java (for example to Gresik and Surabaya in the east Java), or working as boat
crews. They carried both freight and their own boat's cargo. For example, they
bought staple supplies and fuel in Ambon to be sold in north Maluku, and from
north Maluku they bought copra and sold it to Java. Timber could be carried either
as the cargo of individual crew members or as freight for others (see Southon 1995
for similar example of Butonese perahu lambo's sailors).
Since the late 1980s
the percentage of timber workers engaged in outside
employment has increased, mainly because of the declining timber production in
Buano. Some people maintained that there was a dramatic decrease in production in
1987 when a timber company from Ambon joined business with a timber
businessman (pemborong kayu) from Buano Utara who lived in Ambon. They
brought two trucks to Buano (there is no car in Buano) transporting lasi as their
main cargo to Ambon. They operated for several months.
People notice that nowadays, sites for timber felling are much further away
than they were ten to twenty years ago, especially in the Buano Utara forest. Having
to walk 4 km or more up hill from the settlement, each day a man can usually only
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make two round trips by foot carrying one three-metre plank (kayu sosi) on each
trip. So it can take more than two weeks for a labourer to carry a cubic metre of
planks (34 sosi planks makes a cubic33) from the forest site to the beach.
The choice of working as timber workers outside the island is also influenced
by the need to get more cash fast. When arranging to provide timber ordered by
traders they receive money before hand as a 'deposit', if the workers ask, and this
may be left for family expenses during the absence of the husbands working outside
the island. Usually the wife and children continue work on their garden if they have
one. A good husband will send money to his family for daily necessities or in order
to hire local residents to look after their garden, for instance for fence building.
However, some husbands do not do that and since a husband can be absent from his
family for several months, very often the family faces a cash short fall. To cover the
need for cash a few Buano Utara wives (and widows) or children will sometimes sell
their services by working or weeding in other people's gardens. In 1998 the
payment was about Rp.5000/day for weeding. Female members and children will
also engage in uru daun (picking melaleuca leaves) in the season.
Around 1996 Buano timber workers in Obi Island, began to work in the new
gold mining area in the island, both Buano Utara and Buano Selatan men, especially
the young ones. Around this time also, young timber workers expanded their scope
towards Timika in Papua34 where some companies operated. At present, more than
one hundred young Buano men are engaged as timber workers outside the island,
including places such as Obi, Bacan, and Seram (Kobisonta, Saka and Bula)35. The
majority come from Buano Utara. Some said that the total number is about 500
workers, which is similar to the figure quoted by the village secretary36. He
estimated that about 60% of adult men are engaged as timber labourers37, while
33

It consists of 33 planks of three-metres long, 10 x 10 cm wide & thick and 1 plank of one-metre
long.
"

Timika is the district where PT Freeport Indonesia's copper and gold mining is located.
They cut timber from a company's area or in the village forest. From a company area, for example,
they take species that are not the company's interest. Some however, engage in illegal cutting and
may be caught by the authorities. If this happens, often the person ordering the timber or the village
authority who gave permission will negotiate with the authority. However, if it is found by a unit
team (personnel from forestry, police, army, and prosecution office), this may be more complicated if
each person tries to guard their official position.
36
This number is substantial in the context of absence of 'able-bodied' male members in the house.
This level of absenteeism has a significant impact on a household's ability to sustain gardens, and
may lead to an increased market for paid garden labour.
17
Figures for certain occupations can be difficult to obtain from the village demographic book, since
most people describe their fixed occupation as farmers. In many Maluku mainland and coastal

35
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about twelve people act as pen golah kayu or pen gumpul kayu (people looking for
outside orders who will then recruit labourers from the island). More or less fifty
young men from Buano Selatan are working outside the island, mostly in Obi Island.

Boat building
Buano people have been famous as boat builders for centuries. Knaap
(1987:202) mentioned that around the mid 1600s, Buano was one of the recognised
places in Central Maluku for boat production (see also van der Crab 1862:239).
Buano people maintain that certain species of timber are better for making
boats than others. For dugout canoes (kole-kole/lepa-lepa), they advocate palaka
[Pa/la quium sp.], salawaku Albizia falcataria or Suestiana falcataria], bintanggor
[Calophylium inophyllum]38 , makila [Litsea anggulata

BL],

marsegu

[Anthocephalus cadamba/cynensis or Nauclea orientalis L], pule [Erithrina sp.],
kayu burung [Eleocarpus sp.], gondal [Ficus elastica]. The latter material is light in
weight, but some people argue that it is not long-lasting. Lasi [Adinafagfolia VAL]
may also be used for canoes, although most people prefer this species of timber as
house building material.
For outrigger canoes (prau semang), people mentioned species such as titi
Gmelina molucana], salawaku, bintanggor, tilain [Cassia jIstula Linn], and gomu
[Artocarpus indica].
Several different kinds of timber are used in boat building. People choose
gopasa [Vitex gopasus] and palaka [Pa/la quium sp.] to make the hull of a larger
plank boat (bodi). For its gading or tulang (ribs of the boat), they choose gopasa
and bintanggor, while kayu tanjung apan [Mimusops elengi Linn], also called kayu
merah because its colour is reddish, and mangi-mangi (mangrove) are used for pegs
(lolang), used to fasten joints. Nani [Metrosideros vera] and laharon [Neonauclea
moluccana Merr.] are two species of timber that are good for the keel (taunet),
because they are hard and strong39. Therefore they can be dragged along the sand
without easy damage. Kayu nani is not found in Buano, it is obtained from the
villages, agricultural work is thought to be their main subsistence occupation with any surplus sold in
the market. Timber worker is often thought of as 'temporary' work, fulfilling outside orders and
working merely for cash.
.8
Some people say that bintanggor is the strongest and longest lasting material for a canoe. The tree
usually grows on the beach.
39 However, nani is not a good choice for house building because it is heavy.
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villages in mainland Seram facing Buano, such Waesala, Assaude, and Masika Jaya.
It can be obtained through asking permission from the owner (usually if the owner is
a friend or relative) or through purchase. One tree costs about Rp.25,000-Rp.50,000
(about Aus$5- 10). The reason for choosing laharon for keelboats is because it is
good as 'anti-kambelo'. Kambelo is a kind of shellfish that likes to attach to the
underside of the boat and destroys the planks. Kambelo is also the name of a kind of
worm that 'eats' the body of canoes or boats. Laharon is not easy for kambelo to
gnaw. As material for the boat cap (cabin roof) and masts, lasi is one choice. The
bark of melaleuca is used to sisi prau (lit, insert the boat), cover the tiny gaps by
inserting the bark between the plank walls to prevent leaks (to caulk the wooden
walls).
Almost all houses in Buano have at least one canoe, either with or without
outrigger. Most families make their own canoe.
Boat making for sale is usually a Buano Utara activity, especially for bigger
boats (bodi), which may be passenger, cargo or fishing boats. The activity attracted
more outside orders in the 1950s.
The boat builders worked both on the island and
outside in places such as Ambon and Saparua. About 300 men from Buano Utara
were involved in boat building either as pemborong bodi (persons seeking or
obtaining boat orders usually from outside), bas (leader of workers) or crew
workers. A bas can also be a pemborong. Boat builders usually work as a group,
either in or outside the island. Their equipment is relatively traditional.
The length of time to finish a boat depends on a variety of factors, including
the number of workers, the size of the boat, and the supply of material (e.g. timber
or other material, such as nails). Supply is the major factor for boat builders and
often results in unfinished boats. If the supply of materials runs smoothly, with six
workers, a bobo boat (parau bobo to operate bobo purse seine), 13.5-metres long, 3metres wide, 1 15-metre tall, can be completed in three to four months.
.

For a boat of this size more than ten cubic metres of planks40 are needed. A
cubic metre of planking delivered to the coast, called tarima tampa (lit, receive in
the place [of boat building site/of the buyer's demand]) costs Rp.150,00041. Some

40

A cubic metre for this purpose is made up by 22 pieces of 3-metre long, 25-cm-wide, 6-cm thick
plank.
41
If delivery to the coast is not included it is called banting tampa (lit, throw to the place [of felling]),
and the buyer must arrange delivery from the felling site. Therefore the price for banting tampa is
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timber cutters set higher prices, as much as or even more than Rp.200,000/cubic
metre, especially for timber located further in the forest. If the timber is cut on other
people's land, the land-owner receives two cubic metres or their price (usually in
money) for every ten cubic metres that are needed. This is called sapuluh cabu dua
(lit, ten take out two)42.
A boat of the size above needs more than 200 pieces of plank. The worker
whose task it is to build the hull receives Rp.7500 per plank. Similarly the gading
(ribs) expert gets the same payment per gading. There are thirty-one ribs for such a
boat. The gading material is different from wall material and is provided separately.
One man who worked on the ribs went to the forest to choose suitable wood and
brought it to the building site. For this work, he also gets paid Rp.75001gading. If
the boat-building site is on Buano Selatan beach, the Buano Utara boat builder must
pay rent to the owner of the land. The amount of payment varies, ranging from
Rp.50,000 to Rp.200,000 per site.
Like building a house, building a boat is also not just building a 'thing'.
There are rites that should be fulfilled, such as kancing pamali [AM] (lit, buttoned
taboo). This is done to avoid bad luck both during the work and especially for the
future of the boat itself, so that in operation, the boat will avoid bad luck or accident,
be long lasting, and bring fortune for the owner and crews or passengers. The task
of kancing pamali is done by an expert, called tukang kancing bodi (lit, an expert to
button or seal the boat/body). There are three parts on a boat body that should be
'buttoned' (dikancing): the front section of the keel (where the keel sections join),
the aft keel, and the middle section of the body. The latter is where the first plank is
set (called papan pamali) and the first lolang (peg) is put in it, connecting to the first
gading. At these three points, the expert will insert an object whose contents vary
slightly. One boat builder said that the inserted object generally contains a small
quantity of scraped gold, coconut oil, a piece of white cloth, and a piece of kain
berang (red cloth). However, one tukang kancing bodi said that he puts a small
quantity of gold, three cat's whiskers, and a piece of white cloth in his middle

cheaper, around Rp.115,000/cubic metre, or before the economic crisis, between Rp.90,000Rp. 100,000/cubic metre.
42
Before the economic crisis, it was dua belas cabu dua, 'twelve cabu two'. This increased price
also indicates the decrease of timber stock.
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section insertion43. On the boat's launch day, before it is launched, the tukang
kancing bodi walks around the boat three times with incense and wipes coconut oil
on the keel and body of the boat44.
Before the 1997 national economic crisis, the price of ordering a boat of the
above size was five million rupiah, but after the crisis the cost could be twice or
three times that price. A well maintained boat may last 50 years or more.
most materials were taken from the Buano forest,
Until the early 1980s,
although the boat building site was often outside the island. Slightly later, boat
builders working outside the island used local timber or took it from the closest
place to the building site. This was partly because there were few workers available
in Buano to provide planks, because many of them were working outside the island,
and partly because suitable timber was no longer available close to the coast, thus it
was less efficient to cut timber in Buano4 .
More recently still, some boat builders prefer to work in Buano. For
example, one boat builder leader said that of the 16 boats with which he has been
involved with since 1975, either as 'boss' or worker, ten were built in Buano
(starting from 1985) [see the story below]. In November 1998, I found 22 boats
under construction along the coast, 15 by Buano Utara and 7 by Buano Selatan.
Timber for boat building in Buano is still provided by Buano forest, although
certain species are not available in the island (such as kayu nani for boat keels).
However, boat building material has been declining, especially in the forest of
Buano Utara. Now, suitable material is up to five km. from the settlement or the
coast, while around 15-20 years ago it was about one to two km, or even less. With
this increase in distance, a labourer can only carry two pieces of plank to the beach
per day, on foot. Because Buano Selatan forest is closer and has certain boat

43

Since this expertise is special and related to a ritual, the expert will not really announce the exact
detail of the inserted object. It is considered his secret.
44
In comparison, Southon (1995:97-100) discusses the symbolic association of house and boat
among Butonese people of southeast Sulawesi. He describes in detail three parts of a boat keel
important in the boat building process: the forward section, the aft section, and the middle section.
An expert, called pande, performs a ritual when a small quantity of gold, a piece of white cloth, a leaf
from a certain tree, and four grains of rice are inserted into the mortice at each joint of the keel
sections. This boat building ritual is done to protect the boat's fate and fortune, including its crews.
u Compare this situation with Kei. The Kei people were once famous as boat builders through out
Maluku. Wallace's (1962 [1869]:321) impression of Kei in January 1857 states that "it is
everywhere covered with luxuriant forest The forest of Kei produces magnificent timber, tall,
straight, and durable, of various qualities..... However, more recently Kei (especially Kei Kecil) is
known as one of the 'dry' islands in Maluku; and little forest can be found there.
...

.
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timbers, some Buano Utara boat builders were dealing with the owners to buy the
timber. The payment as mentioned above is sapuluh cabu dua, which means that for
every ten cubic metres of timber cut, two are the owner's share.
Beside the decline in availability of timber as the major boat building
material, following the national economic crisis, all the other building expenses have
risen dramatically, including payment for skilled workers. The major expenses are
timber and workers' payment.
Below I give an illustration about the job history of one Buano Utara boat
builder, which describes his other economic activities, his opinion of the reduction
of timber in the island, and his response as a boat builder towards this situation.
Bapa H is about 50 years old. He has four children, two of whom attend school
in Ambon (senior and junior high school), while the two others are in primary
school in Buano. He is a widower, since his wife died in 1987. His household
includes his sister, her husband and their five children while he owns four gardens,
one melaleuca oil processing kettle, one canoe, and two outboard motors (one is a
15 hp jonson and another is 5.5 hp.pok-pok). His house has rough cement walls
and floor, with a roof of corrugated iron sheets. Its interior is not at all luxurious.
In the living room, there is only a set of old rattan chairs, a table and an old
cupboard. By village standards, he lives at a moderate level, not rich. His recent
occupation is pemborong bodi.
He started his boat career in 1967, sailing as crew on a Buano trading boat,
which carried copra to Java. In 1968, with a group from Buano, he went to Sorong
(in Papua), where there were about 300 Buano people working as timber workers.
They cut kayu besi there. In the same year, he then joined a Buano boat, carrying
Bugineses' freight from Ambon to Ternate, north Maluku. In the following year,
they expanded to sail to Loloda in the western part of north Halmahera and brought
copra to Manado, north Sulawesi. From Manado, they sailed back to Halmahera as
far as Tanjung Lelei in the eastern part, from where they carried dried ikan julung
garfish and other products back to Manado. He stayed with this group until 1971.
In 1972 he joined another Buano group which sailed to Bacan, to become timber
workers. They cut kayu besi and carried them to Manado. He worked there in
Bacan for one and a half years, making three trips to Manado.
Although his job interest was not based on his island, he has also opened gardens
in Buano. His first garden was in 1975, its size being about one hectare. Its site is
relatively far from the settlement and it is now unfenced. The garden was planted
first with cassava and other annual plants, and continued with cloves, then coffee,
and now cocoa.
His interest in boat building started in 1978 when he joined a group of boat
builders to build a boat in Amahusu in Ambon Island. There were six people in the
g roup, one being his wife's brother. Since he had no skill in boat building, he
worked as a cook, during which time he started to learn boat building skills. At that
time, the materials were brought from Buano. The following year, the group moved
to Wahenehia in Saparua Island where they built two boats, owned by two Saparua
Chinese. At this time, he worked as a boat builder, setting wall planks. The
material still mostly came from Buano.
In 1982, his second garden was opened. In the same year, his group went to
Poka, Ambon, to build a boat, ordered by an Ambonese Chinese. Material for the
boat still came from Buano forest. His position in the group was then wakil bas (the
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secondlright hand of the workers' leader) because of his improved skill. The
following year his career advanced when he became bas in building a boat in
Wahai, north Seram. At that time, the boat material was provided from Rumasokat
in north Seram. He received another order for a boat in the next year, 1984, when
as has he led a team in Ureng, Ambon. Here, he used Buano timber for a boat
ordered by a provincial government official who had outside business in sea
transportation. The following year, the same owner ordered a second boat, smaller
than the first. For the first time, he led the work in Buano. However, they only
finished the body of the boat. Other ornaments of the boat, such as its cap were
worked by other people in Ambon. Such an agreement was called oper rangan (lit.
give/transfer to other people's hand). In this year, he opened his third garden, about
one hectare in size. The garden is now planted with cocoa and coconut. In between
1986-88 he finished another boat for the same owner, working in Buano.
He started to become apemborong bodi around 1991/92. As apemborong bodi,
his task is looking for boat orders, negotiating the price, while arranging the work
crew and the materials. He received his first order for two fishing boats from an
Ambonese Chinese. The work was done in Buano. As apemborong bodi, one does
not need to have boat-building skills or need to be directly involved in the work.
However, since he is also a boat builder, he still works with his crew but to a less
intense level. In 1993 he received another order from the same person for two
smaller boats which were also built in Buano. Another two fishing boats for the
same client were finished in Buano during 1994 and 1995. Since the client felt
satisfied with his work, he then ordered a big boat, which was built at the end of
Buano Selatan village. At that time, the timber was taken from Buano Selatan
forest.
In 1997, he opened his fourth garden. It is filled with cassava, taro, yam, and
coconut, and it has a fence. He is now (1998-1999) working on a fishing boat
(called rurehe or motor rurehe), ordered by an Ambonese civil servant. The boat is
being built in the end of Buano Selatan village, using Buano Selatan forest material.
Because his main source of income comes from boat building, the availability of
timber in Buano is a major concern. In his opinion, the available material will be
insufficient within two to three years, and it will be hard for a pemborong bodi,
since timber is a major expense of boat building. In some places now (early 1999)
people have already increased the price for timber to Rp.275,000 per cubic metre,
because of the dwindling supply and the national economic crisis. In fact, to
anticipate the situation, although it is more to anticipate his old age when he can no
longer work as pemborong bodi, he has invested his boat building income in other
resources, such as tree crops and melaleuca oil processing. Through these
investments he hopes to provide a better future for his four children and rest in his
old age. He wants a better education for his children, including his oldest daughter
(though for most Buano Utara parents, the sons' education is more important than
daughters', because a girl will end up in the domestic sphere). He thinks that tree
crops can provide funds when he is old and not able to work hard in the boat
building business. Therefore he has increased his gardens, paying people to work in
them and look after them when he was away. Now his gardens give him coffee,
cocoa, and clove trees. The harvests of those crops are sold to Chinese shops in
Ambon. His relatives run his kayu putih kettle through a profit-sharing system.
Technology: chainsaw
Buano timber cutters were introduced to chainsaws in the second half of the
1970s when there was a timber company operating in Kawa (in West Seram
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mainland), which employed Buano workers. Around 1981 a businessman from
Buano Utara, based in Ambon, owned the first chainsaw in the island.
Buano Selatan village owned its first chainsaw in 1983.

Its purchase

followed the conflict with Buano Utara over marine resources discussed in the
previous chapter. After the incident, to help Buano Selatan people rebuild their
houses, the village leaders took the initiative to buy a chainsaw using village funds
contributed by the district government. They also received another chainsaw for
similar reasons from the Maluku Protestant Church.
Soon, owning a chainsaw became an objective of Buano timber cutters.
More timber workers saved money to buy one because through income-sharing
mechanisms in timber-cutting groups, the chainsaw owner receives a specific
separate share. Soon also, this machine totally replaced the gergaji tong/ca. After
chainsaw use increased, the owners of gergaji tong/ca left their tools, saying their
time was over, they were out of date and would soon be museum pieces. Chainsaws
were found to be more efficient and faster than gergaji tong/ca. They are used both
to fell trees and cut them into planks. However, some older men see advantages of
gergaji tong/ca compared to chainsaws. Two old men pointed out that gergaji
ton gka has some good characteristics, providing added value to its use for timber
cutting. It does not need fuel, it only needs strong human energy. Its use works up a
sweat all over the body, which is good for health. Chainsaws spoil the operator's
body, because less movement means less exercise, and vibration of the machine can
weaken the operator.
People believe that the introduction of chainsaws has led to forest reduction
in Buano. Large trees that previously were ignored because they were too big to fell
by axe and gergaji ton gka, now can easily be tackled with chainsaws. Soon people
found their trees were gone and their timber production has rapidly decreased.
People now have to travel further inland to get timber. This was made worse when a
timber company from Ambon operated in Buano in about 1987, which led to the
dramatic decline of timber stocks. People say that in the past, trees were so big that
it needed 5 to 6 men to encircle a tree, but now it takes only two or even one.
On the other hand, forest removal has left their land more open, providing
greater opportunity to open gardens without expending time and energy in heavy
clearing. So, more new gardens are now opened. This has attracted more wild pigs,
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increasing the need for garden fences, especially in Buano Utara. Chainsaws help
them provide fencing material. The greatest expense for a new garden goes in hiring
a chainsaw and bringing fencing material to the garden site.
In relation to melaleuca oil production, chainsaws help to prune melaleuca
trees to encourage re-growth of leaves. Another major use is to provide wood for
garden fencing, because melaleuca are located close to garden sites. Melaleuca
wood is also used for house building material. Chainsaws also contribute to
melaleuca oil production by providing a large supply of firewood for distillation. In
the domestic sphere, chainsaws contribute firewood for family kitchens. With a
growing population, it can be presumed that there is a big increase in the demand for
firewood.
The significance of chainsaws in both subsistence and market production
induces many people make the effort to purchase one. Owning a chainsaw can
provide extra income through hiring it out (Rp.70,000/day in 1998). Like other
machines, the price of chainsaws is always rising, especially in the Indonesian
economic crisis, which makes it an expensive item for villagers. But then, as one
man commented, "Think, if you buy a chainsaw now, you suffer a financial loss,
because firstly, its price is more expensive than before, secondly, within a short
time, there are no trees left, so what will you do with it?" This is a critical comment
of the way the machine gives access or opportunity to the operator to cut as many
trees as he can. People commented that chainsaws often arouse their operators with
a desire to cut many more trees, because of their efficiency compared with previous
technology.
Buano people take their chainsaws when they go to work outside the island.
If they go in a group of two people and obtain jobs as timber cutters, the payment
will be shared into three parts: each of the workers takes one share plus a chainsawshare. One young Buano Utara man said that people who take their own chainsaw
to work outside, perhaps in Timika, Obi or Bacan, could return with about three
million rupiah for three months' work. Those without a chainsaw would earn about
one to one and a half million rupiah. However, an old Buano Utara woman said, of
young men who arrive home you can seldom see their money; it soon vanishes on
alcohol, gambling and other non-useful spending.
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Until late 1998, there were five chainsaws in Buano Selatan, while in Buano
Utara there were about one hundred chainsaws, a few people owning more than one
chainsaw. Using the most recent household data in each village, there would be one
chainsaw for every 22 households in Buano Selatan, while for Buano Utara, the ratio
was one for every 6.6 households.
The chainsaw has been claimed as a major factor in forest destruction and
decline throughout Indonesia. The Indonesian government issued a regulation to try
to limit forest and environment destruction through the misuse of chainsaws. The
regulation, under a presidential decree (Keputusan Presiden No.21 Tahun 1995)
issued on 24 April 1995, covers selling, ownership, and use of chainsaws. It states
that chainsaw owners should be either those who own forest, or agencies which hold
official rights to cut timber, or specific government institutions holding official
rights to timber cutting. This decree stipulates that a chainsaw seller must register
the identity of buyers, sending their names monthly to local government (Dinas
Kehutanan Tingkat I, provincial Forestry Office or its branch). Owners must also
register their chainsaw, obtaining a registration certificate. Chainsaws may only be
operated by their owners; it is forbidden for owners to lend, transfer or to sell their
chainsaws to other people without reporting to the government.
In practice, especially at community level, this regulation is ineffective.
Although Buano people know the existence of the regulation, they mostly do not
know the exact content of the decree. Although they say that owners must report
their chainsaws to the government or village leader, in practice nobody does so.
Their village leaders also ignore the requirement.
With the decline of timber in the island, more people have gone outside the
island, looking for timber with their chainsaws. If there is no order for timber,
people engage in other occupations, such as house building or mining as described
previously.
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7.5. Local Perceptions of Deforestation
People may have differing views of their local landscape; some may see it as
filled with forest trees, others as half-empty. Some regard the decline of forest cover
as environmental degradation, others are unaware of or unconcerned by this
possibility.
Information in this chapter describes local forest decline and the opening of
more gardens. The market demand for timber and the presence of chainsaws in
Buano, which contribute to forest decline, incites further local comment. One
Buano Selatan man said that forest loss causes a decrease in groundwater, whereby
the island will face increasing difficulty with water supply. One Buano Utara
woman commented that the loss of trees causes the spread of imperata grassland,
among which live wild pigs. Wild pigs "have their house" there, in the woman's
terms. Therefore, increased imperata grassland attracts more garden pests closer to
habitation. On the contrary, one old Buano Selatan man argued that there was more
imperata grassland before than now46, and the area of grassland declined from 1980
onward. He said that a helicopter threw sungga-sungga weed [Ephatorium sp.] to
kill imperata. As a consequence, there are many sungga-sungga in imperata fields
causing decrease of imperata47. Sungga-sungga also adversely affects the growth of
kuning (turmeric) and cangkor (greater galingale).
The Buano Utara boat builder earlier illustrated, argued that maybe within
the next 2-3 years, there will not be sufficient material in Buano to make boats.
Conversely, another man who sometimes receives orders for boats (as pemborong
bodi) sounded optimistic about the availability of Buano timber, saying, "who says
that there is no timber in the island anymore? We still have plenty of trees, and they
are still growing". This last comment may represent those who maintain that their
resources, especially uncultivated resources, including forest trees that are not
replanted, are limitless48. They ignore present factors that cause rapid change to
local resources, by maintaining past practices when local resources were sufficient

46

In the past until the 1930s, people in Buano used flowers of imperata to make kanjole, a kind of
lamp to light the house. Now, sometimes a few people use it as pasture for their cow or goat.
An agricultural scientist at Pattimura University in Ambon, explained that sungga-sungga is a kind
of gulma (weed) and its presence indicates soil acidity which can kill imperata grass.
48
found also similar opinions among some fishers in Garogos Island concerning their marine stock.
To them marine resources are provided by nature and they will not deplete their supply (see Soselisa
1995:145). This concept of limitless resources is usually attached to those resources perceived to
have been provided by community ancestors to their people.
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for people's requirements. In fact, when the population numbers were low,
technology was simple, market demand was not so high and the need for money was
not so urgent, local resources were not threatened by over-extraction. Balland and
Platteau (1996) argue that this kind of situation is a coincidence, not an intentional
outcome.
Buano Utara people, through increased numbers and pressure on local
resources, with increasing forest extraction for livelihood, may in future face more
serious deforestation than their neighbours; these variables can be used to gauge the
changing pressure on local resources. Besides, there is no thought of forest tree
replanting within existing Buano concepts. In Central Malukan concepts, forest
trees are not cultivated; they 'self-grow' (tumbuh sandiri). They are tanaman alam
(nature plants) or tanaman liar (wild plants), that do not require human intervention
to ensure regeneration.
There is a set of cause and effect associations between changing landscape,
technology, livelihood, population pressure, and the Buano belief system. For
example, the increasing number of chainsaws is related to forest decline, increased
area of gardens and numbers of wild pigs. The reduction of thick forest also
corresponds with the reduction of local spirits and magic. Buano people believe that
there were many spirits around, and magical and supernatural events occurred when
their forest was still thick and dense, or, as they say, when the 'world was still dark'
(dunia masih gelap). Thick forest is associated with a 'dark world' that is full of
spirits and magic. The reduction of thick forest causes the world to be 'bright' and
open (dunia su tarang [AM]) thus reducing the local spirits and magic in their
everyday experience.

7.6. Conclusion: inter-related variables of change
The discussion in this chapter shows that the Buano population and
environment have been far from stable over the years. They have experienced
recent, as well as long term, changes occurring over a period of over 300 years. This
unstable situation highlights the inadequacy of any assumption that local ecosystems
and patterns of resource management have been relatively stable until recent times.
Figure 7.2. summarises key aspects of change and continuity in local economic
activity as described above.
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Figure 7.2. Illustration of the fluctuation of key aspects of change in Buano
production
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Longer-term historical changes show how local populations in Buano have
altered significantly. The Dutch colonial policy toward spice production led to
change, not only in population, but also in the local environment. Buano is no
longer a place for cloves; it has been increasingly replaced by timber production and
boat building.
Shorter historical shifts emphasise the shifting subsistence base and adoption
of new technology for market production. Forest-based activity for markets,
especially in Buano Utara, leads to more logging and increasing loss of forest.
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People go beyond the island, looking for timber to meet their need for cash. The
loss of forest has directly and indirectly contributed to an increase in the extent of
gardens. The increase in gardens is a response to population pressure and the need
for food and also cash. Subsistence activities, including gardening, increasingly
depends on cash, and production has become partially monetised through hire of
labour and equipment for certain tasks such as fence-building and weeding. A
chainsaw is not just used for cash production, but also in the subsistence sphere for
cash payment through its service. The instrument of production (chainsaw) has
become a commodity itself
In human-environment relations, the case of Buano shows the dominance of
human activities in shaping economic and ecological changes. Changes are caused
and supported by both internal and external variables. Certain variables may be
more significant than others. Population pressure, market forces and technological
innovation are three important factors in forest decline and changing landscapes (see
Ellen 1999:134). The interplay of these variables of change in Buano is shown in
Figure 7.3.
Other communities in Maluku have parallel experiences to Buano, for
example, the fishing community in tiny Garogos Island (see Soselisa 1995). The
market demand for marine resources, especially its changes and fluctuations, have
led to changes in technology and methods of fishing. Fishers have had to adapt to
market demand for different kinds of marine products in order to maintain their
income for household needs. This has led to expansion of fishing grounds to obtain
certain marine products, supported by the introduction of outboard motors. Like
what occurred with Buano forest, the need for money and the response to outside
market demand for local resources, has led to the threat of over-extraction of
Garogos marine resources. However, in the Garogos case, the threat of overextraction has also come from large-scale fishing vessels that operate in and around
Garogos water, while local people are mostly responsible for Buano forest
extraction.
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Figure 7.3. Variables of changes related to environment
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The examples of Buano and Garogos show that ecological situations may
develop people as skilled labourers because of their relationship with their existing
environment: Buano men as expert timber workers and Garogos people as good
fishers. However, when Buano local resources ('in-situ resource') decreased, the
labourers moved out to follow resources and markets to other islands, to the 'ex-Situ
resource'49. While the labour migrants have also engaged in jobs other than timber
working, the in-situ labourers in the island have also been involved in new
opportunities resulting from deforestation, such as production of melaleuca oil or
gardens for market.
Unlike Buano, markets in Garogos are still for marine products and the local
fishers are still based in their island. The market demand moves from one product to
another or for several products. Since the 'in-situ resources' have been able to
supply the products for market satisfaction (although also threatened by decline), the
market has no intention to move away as well as the local labourers. However, the
in-situ marine area for the extraction of certain resources has been expanded.

49

Although they worked outside the island for monetary reasons before the major forest destruction.
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Adding one other example from the larger island of Seram, we look at Eti in
western mainland Seram with sopi liquor as one local product. Since mayang trees
[Arenga pinnata] are available in the Eti domain, local labourers still produce sopi
liquor and palm sugar from the in-situ resource. There is a difference in this
example from Buano, in that one does not have to destroy the palms to make sopi
and sugar, whereas in producing timber one destroys the trees °.
These examples indicate that the labour movement is related to the market
movement and the supply or availability of resources. They illustrate that the
relationship between market power, increased monetary needs, and environmental
change, go along with the state governance, toward economic production of
resources.
People's response to changes and their resolution of the economic and
ecological problems are manifested in landscapes. As Ellen (1999:150) states, one
needs to be aware of the distinction "between change which you can control and
change which is outside your control (and more significantly, is controlled by
outsiders)". Once a place is encapsulated into the outside world and outside
markets, and these become part of its local system, it must share its environment and
resources with outsiders, but outsiders unfortunately do not share the problems of
local environmental decline with the locals.
On the other hand, one argument that emerges from the examples of smallislands such as Buano and Garogos is that island resources and their management
can be said to be mostly under local control. However, in Garogos the introduction
of outside big fishing vessels operating in their water with or without permission
from government is also a key causal factor. This situation is different from that
experienced by local people in bigger islands, such as Seram, where big companies
with government permission operate in their forest. One can ask about local ideas
about conservation, resource management and sustainability and confront them with
the power of the market and the need for cash. How do people arrange or develop
50

With increased market demand and production of sopi, the district forestry office anticipated the
possibility of a dwindling mayang tree production in Eti forest. In 1996 they supplied mayang palm
saplings for the village as one of their projects, but more than one third died before replanting started.
One villager commented that he doubted that such activity (replanting) would happen soon because
villagers were not interested (my fieldnotes from Eti, 1997). Like Buano, Eti people view mayang
palm as nature plants' that 'self-grow', do not need to be cultivated, especially when in their
perception, they still have available mayang trees to be extracted.
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their conservation ethics? From Buano descriptions, opinions and comments in this
chapter, we found opposing opinions or a lack of shared common views about
environmental matters.
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Photo 7.1. Return Il-0111 fish me. [Buano Selaian, 1999].

Photo 7.2. Dogs ready to go hunting.
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Photo 7.3. Houses in Buano, built of sago leaves and stems.

Photo 7.4. Makin- the church roof. Melaleuca bark is used on the cap to prevent leaks.

Photo 7.5. A Butonese from Scram on Buano Utara beach: selling saga tumang.
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Photo 7.6. Pressing grated cassava to remove its toxin.

Photo 7.7. Using a trunk as a

pivot

of the press.

Photo 7.8. Baking cassava loaves.
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Photo 7.9. Population pressure related to high consumption of firewood.

Photo 7.10. Melaleuca shrubs in Buano ready to be picked.
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Photo 7.11. A melaleuca oil still in Buano Utara.

Photo 7.12. DistiIlaion process involves high consumption of flrewood
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Chapter 8
&ARbEN5 AND WILb PIGS

Chapter 8
Gardens and Wild Pigs

Gardening still provides the main source of everyday subsistence foods for
most Central Maluku villages. There have been many studies of the ecology and
economics of subsistence-oriented agriculture in eastern Indonesia and elsewhere.
In this chapter I provide a general description of agro-ecosystem in Central Maluku
generally. The chapter goes on to look more specifically at Buano gardens. It is
clear that wild pigs have become a major pest in Buano. This chapter analyses the
different responses of the Christian and Muslim communities to this common
problem. In particular, I show how ideological differences between Buano villages
has lead to the development of interdependence between Christians and Muslims in
their strategies to deal with the problems of invasion of their gardens by wild pigs.

8.1. Land Use System (Agro-ecology)
For a long time, the 'traditional' local land use system has attracted
anthropologists. Most of the systems have been able to survive through centuries as
a result of long-term adaptation of culture, technology, and cultivated plants to local
ecological conditions. Some of them have been able to reach a level of
harmonisation with the natural environment. The system of land use involves
spatial and temporal organisation, as well as other aspects of ecological, social and
economic factors.
Central Maluku villages, including Buano, recognise several ecological units
in their agro-ecology system. Some ethnic groups have more complicated or
detailed unit classifications than others (see e.g., Ellen 1978). However, in general,
they are as follows:

Tan aman kintal
A description of a home-door garden, tanaman kintal [tanaman = plants;
kintal (from a Portuguese word quintal) = home yard] gives us an illustration of an
agricultural system that interweaves in other systems of people's relations with the
physical and social environment, including the house, in everyday life.

Tanaman kintal, are cultivated on kintal, around a house in a settlement.
There are different kinds of tanaman kintal and they have multiple uses and
functions (multispecies, multiutility, and multifunction). They consist of annual and
perennial crops, bushes and trees, edible and inedible, or horticultural plants (fruit
trees). Plants can be used as food, medicine, narcotics, food colour, or for other
uses, such as for shampoo, adat ritual, beauty (especially flowers) and protection
(certain trees).
Although it can be said that there is no particular pattern for the lay out of
home garden plants, people tend to choose the place for certain plants. Flowers
usually dominate the front yard, while vegetables and cooking spices are located in
the back yard, close to the kitchen, and tree plants can be found in certain spots
around the house.
Members of the house, including children, cultivate plants in the kintal.
Each of them has knowledge of the person who planted certain plants, especially big
trees. Some plants are intended to be planted. Sometimes the seed or young plants
are brought from other places. There is also consistent treatment for some of them.
Some others grow easily simply by throwing seed of, for example, a fruit. Some are
not planted; they grow unintentionally, such as chilli in the area where dishes are
washed close to the kitchen where the seeds of chilli are washed away. Table 8.1.
provides an example of plants recorded in a Buano Selatan kintal in 1998.
Usually, a kitchen in the village is built separately from the house. One of
the reasons for this is to avoid the smoke from cooking that usually uses firewood,
so that it does not pollute the walls or ceiling of the main house. In the village, a
kintal is cleaned by sweeping it with a broom of split coconut midribs (manyapu
lidi), once or twice a day, early morning and early evening.
When a tree is big and dense, it will be pruned (letu)'. This is a very
common activity in a home garden. It provides sunlight for other plants under it and
for the house. In addition, a big thick tree may be a danger to the house since a
strong wind can break its branches. In contrast, a tree is needed in a yard to protect
the house from wind and direct sunlight.

Letu is also done for a young tree in order to stimulate growth. The timing depends on the tree's
condition. If it is a fruit tree, just starting to fruit, letu is not appropriate because the tree will fail to
produce.
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Table 8.1. Plants of tanaman kintal from Mama E's home yard'
Local Name

Scientific Name2

Form

Giyawas
Kuini
Mangga
manggajawa
kadondong
nangka
nangka belanda
belimbing
srikaya
tomi-tomi
namu-namu
delima
kukusan
akasia
kapok
kalapa

Psidium guajava
Mangifera odorata
Mangifera indica
Mangfera indica sp.
Spondias cytherea
Artocarpus integra
Annona muricata
Averrhoa corambole
Annona squamosa
Flacourtia ru/cam
Cynometra caulfiora
Pun/ca granatum
Lansium domesticum
Accasia mongium
Ceiba petandra
Cocos nucfera

tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
palm

pisang

Musa sp.

palm

katok
kelor
ciii
kaladi
blimbing buiuh
sare
asamjawa
sirih
daun bala lida
lida buaya
gadihu

Sauropus androgmnus
Moringa olievera
Capsicum annum
Colocasia escuienta
Averrhoa blimbi
Andropogon nardus
Tamarindus indica
Piper belle
Bauheniapurpurea
Aioevera barbadensis
Codieum digitalum

shrub
tree
shrub
forb
tree
grass
tree
vine
shrub
herb
shrub

kembang sepatu
other flower shrubs

Hibiscus rosasinensis

shrub

Use/Purpose
eaten as table fruit
eaten as table fruit
eaten as table fruit
eaten as table fruit
eaten as table fruit
cooked as vegetable/eaten as table fruit
eaten as table fruit
eaten as table fruit
eaten as table fruit
eaten as table fruit
eaten as table fruit
eaten as table fruit
eaten as table fruit
shade tree
material for pillows and mattresses
food (fruit), material for brooms, foodwrappers (leaves), building material
(stem)
food (fruit), food-wrappers, umbrella
(leaves)
cooked as a vegetable
cooked as a vegetable
cooking spices/sauces
foodstuff (root)
cooking spice
cooking spice

cooking spice
narcotics (leaves)
medicine (to help a child to speak)
some use as shampoo
for beauty; used in adat ritual in parts
of Central Maluku
flower, for beauty

My survey from one house in Buano Selatan. This is only one example, and has great variety
because the kintal is quite big. Many houses in Buano, especially Buano Utara, have only limited
plants in the yard, or none at all.
2)
. Scientific names of plants were provided by Den and Em Nendissa. Anthony Walson provided for
namu-namu and daun ba/a lida.
.

Some home gardens are combined with livestock, such as raising chickens.
The chickens play in the yard in the day time and sleep in the trees at night.
Not all houses in the village have a home garden. Some houses have no
available land as their kintal, especially with the population pressure. Houses along
the beach also have little choice of plants, except for a few, such as coconut.
In practical terms, tanaman kintal, especially the food plants, are used for
everyday needs in cooking, for example, cooking spices and chilli, to save time
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going to garden sites usually located outside settlements. A few people also grow
seeds, suckers, or young plants in their home yard before planting them in the
garden. Neighbours socialise through exchange of tanaman kintal; if somebody
needs chillis, she comes to her neighbour's kintal to gather them after asking
permission from the owner.

Kabong
A kabong2 (garden) is a parcel of land that is made up or formed by clearing
forest (ewang) or by using an abandoned uncultivated garden (aong). A kabong,
which is usually surrounded by a fence, is cultivated with annual crops, such as
corn, taro, yam, sweet potato, cassava, or sometimes rice. Other plants can also be
found in a kabong, such as peanut, pineapple, sugarcane, banana, papaya, chilli, or
other vegetables and edible plants, including several fruit trees. A kabong can show
a great variety of food crops as well as being dominated by a specific plant. A
kabong is a very important source of food in most villages household's everyday life
in Central Maluku. Much time is consumed looking after the plants in a garden.
Besides supplying subsistence consumption, a garden harvest can also become a
source of cash.
After a few years, or at least two to three periods of cultivation, people move
to another new garden, leaving the old one abandoned for a fallow period in order to
let the soil restore its fertility. The length of fallow periods in Maluku varies in
times, places or from one site to another in a community. For example, Visser
(1989:32-33) reported that among Sahu people in North Halmahera, the length of
fallow ranges between four to twelve years, and as long as twenty and even fifty
years. The fallow period for the Nuaulu in Seram ranges from 2 years to 25 years
depending on several factors, such as location of the garden, general availability of
land, nature of the soil, vegetation, and topography (Ellen 1978:178-180).
Generally, the nearer the sites to the village, the shorter period of lying fallow. For
example, because of the distance from home the Sahu women cultivate the garden
again after four years lying fallow (Visser 1989:32-33). The area where forestland
2

Kabong is an Ambonese Malay word for a garden, used commonly in Central Maluku. However,
many ethnic groups in this region have their own term for it. For example, nisi for Nuaulu people in
southern-central of Seram Island (Ellen 1978), wuum is a Gorom term (Soselisa 1995); mlinu is a
word of Alune of western Seram (Wolff and Florey 1998), and Buano Utara people have the term
nainimu for a garden.
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remains is becoming less, because for example, of the increasing population, so the
rotating cultivation system is difficult to practise widely, and the fallow period is
shortened. In recent days, the population pressure and the limited land for gardens
are also forcing people to intensify use of a garden longer than usual, even to make it
a permanent cultivation site. This is also supported by government, which blames
the shifting cultivation system for the forest destruction.
Another way to run a kabong is, after the first or the second period of
planting annual crops, to plant it with long-term crops. These plants, such as
coconut, clove, or fruit trees, are cultivated among the annual crops. When the
perennial crops grow bigger and can shade annual crops under them, people then
move to a new garden, leaving this garden as a permanent garden, which is called
dusun.

Dusun
Dusun is a permanent garden consisting of tree crops, such as coconut, clove,
nutmeg, sago, durian, kanari-nut, rambutan, langsa, other fruit trees, mayang palm,
sago palm, and some other lumber trees3. People recognise dusun with a high range
of variety of tree crops as well as dusun with a few crops or dominated by particular
crops, such as cloves, durian, nutmegs, or coffee. Dusun of sago palm (called dusun
sagu) are usually located in wet areas, such as along a river or near the coast, since
that is their best habitat. While dusun sagu mostly provide a source of starch, in the
history of spice trading in Central Maluku, a cash crop dusun, such as for clove
(dusun cengkeh), is an important source of income for a household.
A dusun is usually bigger than a food crop kabong 4 . As mentioned earlier
(see Chapter 2), a dusun can be owned by a family as well as a unit bigger than a
household, such as a clan or village. This is one of the reasons why a dusun can be
bigger than a kabong in size. There is no need for fences for a dusun that consists of
tree crops. The boundaries are defined by particular natural features, such as certain
trees. A large dusun also gives more room for a greater variety of species. With its
specification, the dusun is labelled as an agro-forestry system (Brouwer 1996;
Fransz 1997). Brouwer states that dusun "were man-made forests with a high
See some examples ofMalukan dusun plants listed by Latinis (1999:161,168,171-4).
Latinis (1999:139) states that the dusun size "may range from a fraction of a hectare to dozens of
hectares, in some cases, perhaps hundreds of hectares".
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diversity of useful species, each occupying a specific ecological niche" (Brouwer
1996:7 1). Furthermore, the pattern of extraction of a dusun for both production of
sago and cash crops has been sustainable (see Brouwer 1996).
With the different harvest times due to its species diversity, a dusun
economically offers security in livelihood production. Compared to a mono-species
crop plantation, such as coconut or cacao plantations in Halmahera, North Maluku,
that is one of the main sources of locals' income, a poly-crop dusun is also more
secure ecologically, more resistant toward pests and disease. In 1996-1997,
Halmahera farmers experienced cocoa-moth disease that attacked their cocoa
plantation, causing production failure (Halmahera fleldnotes, 1997). The same
thing happened with a locust infestation in their coconut plantations some years
earlier.

Aong
Aong is a term used for an abandoned garden, which has been left to restore
soil fertility. After some years, people will come back to the aong to open it as a
new garden. Although there is no sign of a garden fence, the usage of the owner of
the former garden can still usually be tracked. This is shown by a few plants
remaining in the site, planted by the owner. However, a long unoccupied aong will
revert to secondary forest. In this case, an aong can be classified an ecological zone
in a sequence of succession. The Buano term for aong is nainimu asih-i (nainimu =
garden; asih/asi = forest). This local term for an abandoned garden site shows local
u.nderstandings of ecological succession. Occasionally, an abandoned site may
appear to be a disclimax of grassland.
As mentioned above, the length of aong in Central Maluku varies. In some
areas where forest is extensive, aong are numerous with longer periods of fallow
than other areas where not much forest land is available because of population
pressure, forest clearance for settlement and logging activities. Here, aong will not
be left for a long period of time, so that not many aong will be found.

In response to this serious problem the local provincial government issued a regulation at that time
to not develop the plants (cacao) in Halmahera Island in order to avoid pests and the further detriment
of the farmers.
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Ewang
One term for forest is ewang. This term is said to be used for a 'primary
forest' that has not been 'interfered with' by humans or a climax forest, or a mature
old forest as Ellen (1978) stated. Ellen (1978:83) argues about the consistency in
definition of 'primary forest' and the difficulty of knowing how far a term such as
'virgin forest' refers to forest free from human interference. The term climax forest
refers to the final stage of succession from less ecologically stable forms of
vegetation. Theoretically, abandoned gardens from a forest area can be left long
enough to revert to mature forest. For example, Maring villagers in the New Guinea
highlands reported that this takes as long as 70 years (Healey 1990:19-20). In this
case the land is allowed to go through a 'full' cycle of regeneration to mature or
climax forest. The local classification of their forest is thus merely based on the
local people's knowledge and interpretation of their ecological zones.
In practice, however, the term ewang in Central Maluku overlaps with
secondary forest, and in everyday conversation can even be used to refer to a dusun
located relatively far from a settlement.
As an example, Buano people use the term ewang for:
'primary forest' or 'climax forest'
disturbed climax forest: a forest from which people have extracted timber. In
this place, a garden has never been opened.
an old aong (climax forest or advanced secondary forest on former garden sites)
a dusun (sometimes located far from the settlement).

Table 8.2. Example of ecological zones from Buano Island
Vegetation Type

Local
term

Distance
from
settlement

Intensity of
human activity/
control

Time dimension
since human
clearing

ewang

far

none low

very long

young secondary forest
groves

aong
dusun

close
close far

low
moderate

long
moderate

garden

kabong

close

high

short

undisturbed mature forest
disturbed mature forest
advanced secondary forest
dusun forest
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So, in practice, the term ewang, besides referring to an old mature forest, can
be used to refer to an area which has never been cut for a garden (although timber
has been extracted), consists of big trees (including for example, a dusun), looks like
a forest or is in the process of becoming a forest (for example, an aong), or is at a
distance (a dusun that is relatively far from the settlement, presumably because a
forest is usually far from a village).
An ewang which is a forest is a place where villagers carry out some
activities, including hunting for animals, gathering food or wood, and extracting
timber either for household use, such as for house building material, ritual (such as
to build a baileo) or for the market (such as extraction of timber by Buano loggers).
Generally, classification of an ewang in Central Maluku communities is not
just based on vegetation type. It is also a resource zone. It is defined by a
combination of ecological and cultural factors. Ellen (1993b: 138-140) discusses the
Nuaulu conceptualisations of forest based on various factors, including general
statements about forest, ethnobiological data, notions of land tenure, subsistence
practices, rules relating to resources extraction, myths, stories, and taboo. From
these, the Nuaulu conceptual connections with forest are that: (1) forest is a complex
categorical construction, which may contrast in space, vegetation, human
interference, and landforms with owned land, garden, or village; (2) forest is not
homogeneous, either in species and characteristics of vegetation, or in geology,
altitude, geography and other natural contingency; (3) there is an inner connection
between history, identity and forest, in which the local people perceive and value
their forest as materially useful and culturally meaningful in local terms; and (4)
forest is a moral construction, which is engaged to construct practical usefulness,
mythic knowledge and identity of forest by the locals.
In addition, an ecological sub-zone recognised by local people is a sacred
place, tampa kramat [AM], either located around the village or in the forest. A
sacred place can be a site related to ancestors or important events in the past
connected to supernatural power. In the forest it may be an area that is not big
enough ever to be opened as a garden. Besides, villagers will not do this and village
leaders or persons in authority will not allow them because it is believed that should
they do so, it will cause bad luck for the family and the community. Since a sacred
place is related to supernatural powers, such an activity does not respect the powers.
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Although the size of a sacred place is not significant, ecologically speaking,
protection of a sacred place within the forest serves to support and preserve the
biodiversity surrounding it, including for example the source of water.
From the above description of ethno-ecological zones found in Central
Maluku, one may classif' them into three ecosystems: (a) 'natural' ecosystem forest
under local definition as mature or climax forest where human interference is very
low or limited (ewang), (b) man-made ecosystem (dusun, kabong, kintal), and (c)
successive ecosystem (aong) which may be returned to mature forest after a long
fallow period.
Figure 8.1. shows an idealized model of the spatial distribution of different
forms of land use.

Figure 8.1. A sketch of ecological zones in Central Maluku

These concentric circles on the sketch could also be thought of as a map of
(a) intensity of use or amount of human dominance, from most intense in the centre
to least intense at the periphery, and (b) time dimension of intense human activity,
from most recent at the centre to most remote from human interference at the
periphery. The further the site is from human settlement, the less intensity of human
activity and control over the area (see for example for a comparison Taylor's
diagram of forest and human settlement dualities in northeastern Thailand in Taylor
1993:249).
To describe the environment, Ellen (1978:89) uses the terms nondomesticated and domesticated environment. When ewang mature forest is cleared,
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it will transform from a non-domesticated environment to a domesticated
environment, from being part of an outer zone to being part of the inner zone of
exploitation (Ellen 1978:89). Figure 8.2. represents a simplified cycle of land use
between forest and garden.

Figure 8.2. Agro-ecological system of Central Maluku
Ewang

non-domesticated sphere
IF

Aong

Dusun

t

1
domesticated sphere
10

Kabong

With population pressure, many forest areas are being cleared for settlement,
transmigration programs or logging (see e.g., Ellen 1 997b). The fallow period in a
aong land is difficult to determine in many cases, but in some areas is diminishing.
A garden (kabong) can be exploited for six to ten years intensively, maybe without
much fertilizer needed, but such extended use leads to soil exhaustion. In some
cases, the problem may not be lack of forest fallow, but lack of opportunity to use
the forest reserves because of changing settlement patterns.
In the Dutch colonial times, many villages in Maluku were forced to move
down into the coastal areas so that the colonial government could control the
peoples' activity. In addition, the movement was also a local reaction to the
temptation of the spice trade (Ellen 1979; Andaya 1993). However, some of these
communities, for example Ahiolo and Ahio communities in western Seram, returned
from the coast in order to cultivate cash crop tree gardens (Grzimek 1991:67).
The Indonesian government has also encouraged the resettlement of the
people to the coast, in line with its concept of development and modernisation,
especially of indigenous people (see Chapter 4). The government has also promoted
policies to minimize shifting cultivation in the name of conservation, and consistent
with a general view of government officials that permanent agriculture is superior to
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shifting systems. The result of government pressure to relocate settlements in
permanent nucleated villages near the coast, and to adopt permanent agriculture, is
that the people are forced to maintain gardens for longer periods. This situation has
also been exploited by the program for timber extraction and transmigration (see
Chapter 4). Restricting shifting cultivation was also one of the objectives of land
reform from Dutch colonial times until the period of the Indonesian government, as
described by, for example, Brewer (1985) in Bima, a province of West Nusa
Tenggara.
Over-clearing of forest, for example for logging, can result in permanent
grasslands6. On the other hand, a dusun consisting of a diversity of perennial tree
crops appears as a semi-permanent agro-forest with its human activity mostly related
to harvesting and gathering. A general model of the agro-ecological system in
Maluku is shown in Figure 8.3. This model shows both repetitive cycles of
impermanent land use transformations and permanent transformations of the
landscape.
Figure 8.3. Alternative agro-ecological cycle system in Central Maluku
ewang (a)
climax forest

kabong
food garden

ewang(b)
secondary forest

aong
fallow-land

forest clearance for other
purposes
(e.g. timber extraction)

dusun
agro-forestry, plantation

permanent site food garden

)
grassland disclimax fields /
melaleuca field

In a transmigration site in Wasile District, Halmahera, local transmigrants from Tidore could not
use agricultural land provided by the government to cultivate coconut and other plants because of its
infertility. Topsoil was removed by machine to provide for irrigated paddy field (sawah) for
transmigrants. Sawah is not the Tidore people's agriculture system (Halmahera fleidnotes 1996).
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As an ecological system, every zone is at some stage relevant to, and
integrated with, people's livelihood. They strategically fulfil the socio-economic
needs of a community, providing both subsistence food and cash crops. With the
variation in species, planting and harvesting times, the system offers economic
security to the people, including if they face harvest failure because of pests or
climate. Table 8.3. summarizes key ecological and economic features of different
zones, and their association with the socio-economic components of a community.

Table 8.3. Central Maluku agro ecosystem and relations to socio-economic
spheres
Ecological Zone

Ewang

Dusun

Species diversity
Long term trees
Annual plants
Level of
sustainability
For subsistence
Formarket
Ownership

++
++
++

+
++
+

+
+
group/
Village

+
++
group/clan/sub
-clanlfamily

Key: ++

=

very high

+

=

high

-

=

Aong

Kabong

Tanaman
Kintal

-

++

-I---

--family/
household

++
+
family/
household

moderate

--

=

--

family/
household

limited/low

Through ownership, this agro-system interweaves with social organisation in
the community. Through a system of control and exploitation of resources in the
zones, the environment is linked to the economy and social life for community
reproduction. There are rules and regulations about the exploitation of the
environment, including regulation of people's behaviour toward the environment, as
already discussed in the examples of sasi or kewang institution. There are also rules
in economic production, such as the harvest division system, for example in a
maano system for sago extraction from a dusun sagu.

8.2. Making A Garden: stories from Buano Selatan
A garden (kabong) is an important unit of local ecology in supporting
livelihood. The preparation of a garden is a process from site selection until the
planting and harvest (see e.g., Dove 1985 on the detailed process of Kantu'
gardening from site selection to harvest). The persistence or continuity of a garden
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is related to both agricultural and non-agricultural factors, such as plant species,
pests, climate, market, land ownership, or supernatural powers. In the following, I
illustrate a simple example of making a garden from the village of Buano Selatan.
Buano gardens are semi permanent, especially those located close to the settlement.
It is no longer a pure shifting cultivation system. Many gardens have been operated
continuously for about six years.

Site and size
The site people choose for a garden is usually a place with fertile soil, free of
stones, and more or less level which can therefore be hoed easily. People also
consider the distance from the village, especially recently with the spread of wild
pigs, the main pest in the island. To deal with the pigs, people prefer to choose a
site close to the settlement in order to be able to attend the garden regularly to
control it effectively from wild pig invasion. A site closer to the settlement is also
comfortable for the farmer since a garden supplies the household's everyday
consumption.
The size of a garden in Buano Selatan is mostly about a quarter to one
hectare. The size depends upon the family labour available to build the fence (see
below) and to maintain the garden 7. For a bigger size garden, the owner will
concentrate on one part of it first, and will continue with another part later. These
parts will then also be managed in turn, giving each a time for its soil to be rested.
Also, within a site being cultivated, some areas will be periodically rested from a
harvesting period or for crop rotation (see example in Figure 8.4. and 8.5.).
Generally, a household can maintain at least two food gardens on different sites at
the same time.

Slash, burn and plant
In order to clear a site for a garden, people work together in a team, called
masohi (a mutual help team) to slash a garden (pameri kabong). The organisation of
a garden masohi consists of adult men with a tuan masohi (the garden owner; tuan =
master), and the wife of the tuan masohi (who usually also is addressed as tuan
masohi), helped by one or two women preparing food for the workers.
Presumably, the size of the family also influences the size of gardens.
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Figure 8.4. Sketch of Bapa E's garden (April 1998)
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Key to Sketch:
kelapa (coconut, one palm)
mangga (mango, one tree)
Iwini (k.o. mango, one tree)
campada (one tree)
nangka (jackfruit, one tree)
nangka belanda (one tree)
papaya (more than one plant)
pisang dewaka (bananas, one cluster)
pisang susu
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pisang raja
pisang abu-abu
pisang tujuh bulan
tebu (sugarcane, one cluster)
terong (eggplant, more than one plant)
nanas (pineapple; more than one bush)
ciii (chilli, more than one bush)
papinyo (cucumber; more than one plant)

7

Figure 8.5. Sketch of Bapa E's garden (December 1998)
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papaya (more than one plant)
8a. pisang dewaka (bananas, one cluster)
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pisang raja
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pisang tujuh bulan
tebu (sugarcane, one cluster)
terong (eggplant, more than one plant)
nanas (pineapple, more than one plant)
ciii (chilli, more than one plant)
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The labourers usually have kinship relations with the garden owner, or are
his neighbours and friends. An example of masohi work is from Bapa E's new
garden. This was a former banana garden, which had been aong for about three
years (see Figure 8.6.). This aong was obtained from Nico who did not want to keep
his garden any longer8. Nico had abandoned the garden for some time, leaving one
or two banana trees, bushes and some trees. The garden was neglected since he had
joined his father-in-law's garden. Mama E, Bapa E's wife, asked him whether he
still cared about his garden site. If not, she asked Nico to allow her to use the aong,
and Nico gave her permission to do so.
The pameri work involved 16 men including the garden owner. Eight of
them were the closest neighbours of the owner (one of them is kin and his garden is
next to the owner's, and four have affinal relations with the owner, including his
brother-in-law); two were close kin (a foster son and a nephew); five were village
friends (two are owners of close neighbouring gardens, two others are brothers of a
neighbour). They cleared about a haif-hectare garden in about four and a half hours.
The garden owner's wife cooked lunch in the garden hut, helped by heriiiece.
Since masohi for pameri kabong is mutual help that has a reciprocity
principle, and all gardens must go through the process of pameri, the labour
involvement in somebody else's garden is an 'investment' for a labourer providing
for masohi in his own garden. The involvement in a masohi kabong is also related
to other mutual help in the community, such as masohi for building a house.
Usually a masohi kabong group is the same people for masohi rumah because the
principle of group-member recruitment is the same (usually based on kinship
relations, neighbours and friendship). In addition, masohi kabong may also be
reciprocated with masohi rumah consistent with the general concept of social
reciprocity.
Since there is not much old mature forests left, and many gardens have
recently been opened in the aong sites, where the work of masohi kabong is easier,
needing only simple equipment. If the site adjoins other people's aong sites, the
boundaries are usually shown by placing a crossed stick. So, if the signs are found,

Nico has a kinship relation with Bapa E's wife, Mama E. Nico's mother and the sister-in-law of
Mama E are sib1iigs. In his younger years, Nico lived in Ambon with his aunt, who married Mama
E's brother. Nico's garden was opened at the same time as Bapa E's garden. The site of the gardens
are located on Nico's mother's clan land.
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the direction of slashing will either go in another direction where there is no
boundary sign, or will stop at that place.

Figure 8.6. Sketch of Bapa E's garden sites and some neighbouring gardens
(January 1999)
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In pameri, trees are left uncut or the trunks of big trees remain on the site.
These trunks will be needed to protect and support the plants (for example corn, rice,
and sugarcane) from the wind. Later, when they are not needed anymore, they will
supply firewood.
The leaves and stems from the slashing are burned in the next step. Burning
usually takes place in the dry season during August or September. The trunks will
not be burnt intentionally. Burning that takes place on sites which already have tree
crops will be done carefully in order to avoid damaging the trees. For example, a
man wrapped his coffee trees with stems of banana when he burnt his garden site for
the planting of annual crops.
To avoid the fire spreading to neighbouring gardens, a strip about 1-1.5
metre wide is cleared (pameri sipat [AM], meaning slash' the boundaries, or in the
local dialect garu snei).
Before planting, the weeds that grow after the burning period are pulled out
by children and women or hoed by men. The weeds are kept on the site and piled
into rows as fertilizer. Besides using plant material, one woman also used cow dung
from the neighbouring village9. However, many of the people think that the process
of burning also provides fertiliser for the soil, and that the soil will regenerate its
fertility between clearances. Buano people, like those in most villages in Maluku,
are not familiar with chemical fertilisers, and none of them use them.
Annual plants are cultivated in a new garden. Certain plants, such as corn,
need more fertile soil to give a good quality harvest. For this reason, corn is usually
cultivated first, as well as rice. For these two plants, the trunks of trees lying on the
garden help to support their stems from wind damage. One of the strong winds in
March is called timor bongso, the wind that comes near to or in the early part of the
east monsoon. Cassava can be planted anytime in any soil condition'°. Species
cultivated in Buano Selatan gardens are more or less the same, such as cassava, taro,
yam (ubi and kumbili), corn, bananas.
There is no particular pattern of plants in the garden lay out. However,
particular plants dominate a garden at a particular time. For example, one garden
Using animal dung to fertilize garden soil and plants is not common in villages in Maluku; it is
more common for gardening activities in town home yards.
'°
Furthermore, a man from Buano Utara village said that cassava is a plant that can cause soil
infertility. Nevertheless he himself has planted cassava in his garden because this root crop is one of
the main foods in the village.
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owner planted more cassava than another in order to anticipate or meet market
demand for the product. A Buano Selatan woman said that she decided to cultivate
more cassava in the planting season because the neighbouring villagers would need
it during their next fasting month.
On the other hand, there are certain plants that are avoided by certain
farmers, based on their experience with them. For example, one Buano Selatan
woman decided not to cultivate sweet potato because of what happened to her plants
one season. When she visited her children attending school in Ambon and came
back to her village, she found her sweet potatoes had already rotted because of the
late harvest. Unlike other plants, sweet potato tubers mostly will rot if the harvest is
late. Learning from this experience, she will not cultivate this plant since she very
often leaves her garden to visit her children in Ambon.
Certain plants obtain particular treatment by being placed in a certain place.
A garden owner placed pisang raja (a kind of banana) in about the middle of the
garden, so that it would always attract her attention. This species is less commonly
cultivated in many other gardens; the common species are pisang dewaka, pisang
abu-abu, and pisang tujuh bulan. It makes her feel that her garden has an added
value because she also produces less common products.
As explained later (see section on garden fences), plant selection is also
based on their ability to make a garden fence. People who are not able to provide
fences, will choose a plant that does not need a fence to protect it from wild pig
attack. In other words, this plant does not attract the animal. One of these plants is
bananas. Many banana gardens in Buano Selatan have no fence. However, the
choice of particular plants and of unfenced gardens is also due to other factors. For
example, one family decided to change their root plants to bananas because they
could not spend much time attending their garden and staying in their garden hut
with their child, since the boy always got sick. They believed there was a spirit in
their garden that caused their son's sickness during their stay in the garden, so that
their garden site was not a good place to stay in and have a garden hut. By deciding
to plant only bananas, they did not need to spend much time in the garden, and did
not need a garden hut, or to guard against wild pigs. Usually, if they want to stay
longer near their garden, they are welcome to use their neighbour's garden house.
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Seeds are usually kept from the former harvest. Corn seeds are put in a
bottle and kept in the garden hut. Suckers and young plants as saplings are kept
around the garden hut, or sometimes in the home yard. People also exchange their
seeds and young plants, including with friends in the neighbouring village.
Every garden with a fence has a garden hut. Some of the huts are built on
the ground and some are on stilts to avoid rainwater and animals. In order to avoid
the flow of rainwater into the hut, people also build it on a slope.

Effects of seasonal change
Activities of farmers in the gardens depend upon the season. The plan and
schedule of slashing, burning, and planting are connected with the seasons. The
crops can fail because of the weather.
As in other Malukan communities, Buano people recognise two seasons in a
year. The west season is in November to April, and the east season from May to
October. Some plants grow best in particular seasons. For example, corn is
cultivated in the wet west season (for three months) and will be harvested in the
early east season, or cultivated in September and will be harvested before Christmas.
Planting at an unsuitable time can result in a failed harvest. For example, the best
time to plant rice is around November/December. Rice planted in January/February
will be easily "eaten by laor", causing failure of the harvest". Other plants can be
planted at any time, though the length of time from planting to harvesting may
differ.
However, most Buano farmers agree that the seasons and weather are no
longer predictable. They have experienced some bad drought periods that caused
their wells almost to dry up and their plants to die. The last long dry season was in
the latter part of 1997 until the beginning of 1998. This disturbed the schedule of
'

Actually, laor is a kind of sea-worm [Eunice viridis] harvested annually as food in many Malukan
villages. The laor season in Central Maluku is around March. People notice that when the laor
emerge on the beach in large numbers ready for harvest, usually at that time in forest and also
gardens, certain agricultural products fail. For example, kanari nuts gathered during that time are
usually inedible, either with no flesh inside or they are rotten. To explain this failure, people usually
say "laor makang", [it is] eaten by laor. This is a common local explanation based on experiences,
that connect these two phenomena in the sea and on land. Similarly, in Kei people say that the
biggest ebb tide in the sea also signals that the kanari nut in the forest is already mature (fleidnotes
from Kei 1991). Scientific explanation about sea worms (laor) is that at that time millions of them
have mass reproduction; stimulated by the lunar cycle, they spawn once a year on the edge of certain
coral reefs (see e.g. Monk et al. 1997).
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garden activities and the food supply. It affected planning for the future and
anticipation of seasonal change. Many farmers were late in slashing and burning,
since they thought that the dry season would continue. They did not anticipate the
subsequent rain would come so soon. Farmers say they have to adopt more flexible
planning schedules to cope with what they perceive to be increasingly uncertain
seasons in current times.

8.3. Pigs and Buano Agro-Ecology
When I asked a Buano woman, how big her garden was, she replied: "You
must ask me first, how strong can you afford to make the fence? If the answer is: I
can make a fence for a two-hectare site, then this is my size of garden. One of the
most important conditions for a garden is the fence. There are a lot of wild pigs
there".
Most pigs are wild, some are feral from introduced domesticated strains.
Pigs are not native to Seram Island (Holloway 1993:111); it probably arrived in the
neolithic or pre-neolithic period up to 3000 BP (Ellen 1993a:193).
In etimographic studies on agriculture, wild pigs [Sus scrofa] are very often
considered to be pests of agricultural activities through invasion of gardens. Pigs are
regarded as being a greater pest in some areas than in others. Since earlier times,
hunting for wild pig was undertaken as a prerequisite for survival in agriculture
(Boomgaard 1997:191). The presence of tigers in the Malay Peninsula was
considered important to limit the destruction of agriculture by wild pigs
(Kathirithamby-Wells 1997:234).
In examples from the New Guinea highland and other parts of Melanesia,
Vayda et al. (cited by Rappaport 1968:160) analyse the function of pig festivals as a
way to control the number of pigs and so keep the gardens from being overrun by
them. Other examples show the pattern and activities of hunting for wild pigs as one
of the ways to control their numbers, such as among the Nuaulu in Seram Island
(Ellen 1996) or among the Kantu' in Kalimantan (Dove 1993) which is related to
mast-fruiting in the forest. Most successful hunting is done in the vicinity of
gardens. Dove (1985:239), recording Kantu' hunting for deer and pig during 19741976, reported that 46% by weight and 62% by number of all pig and deer were
taken in or near the swiddens. Indeed, people attract the pigs with their gardens
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through
zn a strategy Linares (1976) calls 'garden hunting' (see also Dwyer 1990;
Healey 1995). Dwyer shows that Etolo regard the life of a garden as determined by
pig numbers, in terms of feeding domestic pigs with garden produce and invasions
of gardens by feral pigs.
Because garden crops, such as tubers, are one of pigs' favourite foods, pigs
emerge as a significant predator for the garden which people depend upon for
survival. They are therefore direct competitors with human beings. Although the
example from the Maring people in New Guinea offered by Rappaport (1968) is
about domestic pigs, it shows how controlling the number of pigs is important for
agricultural people, whether pigs are wild or domestic. As Rappaport (1968) states,
problems, incidents or even serious disputes involving pigs among the community
can spread more trouble than the pigs themselves. For example, among the
Tsembaga, the animal leads to conflict between pig owners and those garden owners
whose garden was invaded by pigs, and such conflict can drive people off their land,
or lead to complaints by women being overworked in raising the pigs (Rappaport
1968).
Furthermore, Rappaport shows that pigs are a source of both conflict and
cooperation between people. Pigs can be part of the solution to problems. Among
the Maring, domesticated pigs are involved in ritual (e.g. to satisfy the ancestors'
craving for pork) and social life (e.g., to attract and strengthen allies in order to
defend territory). This animal makes a significant contribution in the cycle of
warfare, which in turn contributes to the control of the pig population.
Pigs --like other things-- can be seen from different perspectives, producing
different stories. Harris (1974) discusses some reasons why the pig is forbidden by
particular religions, but not by others. The problem of wild pigs has been faced both
by those for whom pigs are forbidden by their religion, such as Muslims, and by
those who can consume the animal, for example, Christians. This in turn results in
different control strategies by Muslim and Christian cultivators. Control of wild pig
populations is a real practical problem in Maluku'2 and the religious division

12

In Central Maluku, through its long history of introduced religion, both Muslim and Christian
villages are distributed. Generally, subdistricts (kecamatan) contain a mixture of Muslim and
Christian villages, although some are predominantly Muslim (for example, Seram Timur or Banda),
some predominantly Christian (e.g. Saparua), and some evenly mixed (e.g. Seram Utara). In many
cases villages themselves were mixed, and some villages were officially divided in a way, which
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between Muslims and Christians (and Animists) means that pigs are not only a
source of tension, but also a basis for cooperation. The Nuaulu in south Seram are
an example of a people who are non-Muslim (Ellen 1996:622) living in an area
which is demographically predominantly Muslim. This gives the Nuaulu little
competition for hunting and obtaining the prey.
In the following, I discuss how the two adjacent villages in Buano deal with
the problem of wild pigs. The illustration shows that religious differences between
them reflect the different 'meaning' that can be attached to wild pigs.
Although Christians, Buano Selatan villagers do not raise domestic pigs, out
of concern for their Muslim neighbours and because the need for pig meat can be
provided by hunting of wild pig.

Local attitudes toward pigs
Residents of both villages agree that the wild pig is the most destructive pest
of their short-term food crops. Below are some examples of what people have said
about wild pigs.

From Buano Selatan:
Wild pigs apparently came from mainland Seram, and are increasing in
numbers now [a young man]
Wild pigs are not really afraid of people. At night, they come closer to the
fire. Especially in Buano Utara where the people are Muslims and do not
consume pork, the animals come even closer to the village. Almost every
day, there is at least one pig trapped in their gardens. Therefore, fences
round Buano Utara gardens are stronger and higher; sometimes you cannot
see inside the garden, cannot see the tip of banana trees [the fences are so
high], because even a banana garden needs fence [a 44 year old man]
Young wild pigs are the most dangerous for garden plants, because they are
not 'polite' in eating. The edges of a garden should be cleaned, so the pigs
hesitate to enter. Wild pig prefer young cassava tubers. They do not like
banana, rice, pumpkin, kidney bean, and vegetables. For these plants, fences
are not necessary [a 54 year old man].
A rice field does not need a fence. If a wild pig comes into it, the worst thing
that can happen is the rice can be trampled. A wild pig does not like rice. If

accentuates the religious division (e.g. Sirisori, Buano). These divisions reflect complex conversion
histories.
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it eats paddy, its throat will itch, and it will cough like a child. At that time,
even if you spear it, it will not pay any attention [a young wife].
We must always come to see and control our garden so that the pigs always
realize there are people in the garden, and also they can always smell
humans. In this way, the animal will not come closer to the garden [a
husband. The wife added]: In fact, the pigs seem 'more friendly' with
people who always look after their garden, and the animals do not like to
destroy their plants.
From Buano Utara:
Wild pigs have the ability to bear ten children at one time. They live among
imperata grass areas13. When we were busy with preparation in the last
fasting month, they had a party in our gardens. They can 'finish' everything
just in one night. This also happened with people of Buano Selatan who
were busy celebrating Christmas and New Year. A pig's favourite garden
plants are cassava, taro, yam (ubi and kumbili), sweet potato, and peanut [a
middle aged woman].
There are more wild pigs in our village area, because Muslims are afraid of
the pig, so this animal is not afraid of us. On the contrary, wild pigs are
afraid of Christians because they eat them [a 50 year old man].
It is taboo (pamali) to eat in the garden, except at the garden house, because
it can attract wild pigs to come to the garden [a 14 year old girl].
Making a garden means needing money to build a strong fence which
unfortunately is no guarantee of being free from wild pigs' invasion. Pigs
are more in number than men [an old man].
From these comments, both villages' people agree that the population of wild
pigs has increased. However, the Muslims face more problems than the Christians
because of the religious taboo on eating or handling the animal. The relations
between people and pigs reveals local knowledge about the characteristics and
attitutes of the animal. Some people also 'personify' them (describe them with
human character, such as cough like a child, polite/not polite eating). The threat of
wild pigs makes cultivators think about how to build a good fence and how to set
traps or use other strategies to trick the animal.

13

Morren (1986:144, from Bulmer 1968:3 13, Burton 1962:211) describes wild pigs in New Guinea
as favouring long grass and scrub as well as the forest edge or disturbed forest, mixed ecological
zones, dense reed beds, and secondary forest, rather than deep primary forest. He also reports that
pigs breed continuously, with three to twelve piglets per litter, and have a short generational period,
i.e. they mature quickly (Morren 1986:146).
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Garden fences
Fences for gardens not only mark the borders of the property. The fences are
also important to prevent the invasion of wild pigs and other animals14. Since
garden food production plays an important role in Buano, garden fences are a
significant investment. In Buano Selatan the main fencing materials are bamboo
which does not have a very long life, depending on the variety and age (maturity) of
15
the material, and the weather.
With a good variety and mature bamboo, and

continuing repair and replacement, a garden fence may be maintained for about 3 to
5 years. Usually once parts of the fences are broken or rotten, they are replaced
gradually'6. Rope used to tie fence walls to the poles are gamutu17 , factory rope, or
wire (kawat). There are gardens with fences constructed by sago bark, or simply by
sago and coconut palm fronds, or combinations of bamboo, woo& 8, sago bark, sago
and coconut fronds. Unlike its neighbouring village, building fences in Buano
Selatan is entirely done through masohi work (mutual help). Usually, relationships
between the garden owner (tuan masohi) where the fence will be built and the
labourers are based on kinship, neighbourship, and friendship, as is the case when
clearing a new garden. The number of labourers varies. There may be 10-15 people
or even more.
The time and energy needed for fencing also leads one or two cultivators to
take 'unsporting' action (harap gampang), waiting for the next door garden

14

Beside wild pigs, cows are another pest for garden plants, especially for the gardens located close
to the settlement. In some places in Central Maluku, the type of fences to keep out cows is different
to fences for wild pigs. The palings of a 'cow fence' are set horizontally and widely spaced, and
often not as strong as a pig fence. There are not many deer in Buano and are rare a problem in Buano
gardens.
15
For example, if the bamboo is immature and there is much rain, it will be rotten faster, such as after
about six months.
16
Soil condition is the main reason for resting a site, not fence condition because fences can be
repaired gradually while still occupying the garden. An abandoned garden (aong) needs no fences. If
people decide to transfer the annual garden to a long-term plant garden (dusun), once the trees grow,
fences will not be necessary. Many Buano Selatan annual crop gardens have been operated for about
six years. One of the strategies to rest the soil in a garden is through crop rotation.
17
Gamutu is rope produced from part of mayang palm tree [Arenga pinnata] grown in the island.
People said that gamutu is stronger than factory rope or wire. When it is tied to a wooden pole and
the pole grows bigger, the rope will not break off, but will be integrated into the living fence pole.
Until the fences become rotten, the rope can still be used to tie the new fences. According to old
men, gamutu produced in Buano is stronger than in Seram because the mayang trees in Buano grow
in stony soil, hot weather, and more exposed to the sunlight than in the covered Seram. The same
reason is also applied to timber of gopasa and lasi that is stronger in Buano than Seram.
18
Wood planted as fence poles may also grow as plants (as living fences).
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neighbours to finish their fences first, they then will continue with the rest to cover
their part, thereby reducing the length of fence they have to build.
Fences in Buano Utara are generally stronger and more durable than in
Buano Selatan. The main material of garden fences is wooden planks; the duration
of the fences depends on the quality of the timber and the weather. There are one or
two garden fences made with bamboo and wooden palings. The reason Buano Utara
people have strong sturdy fences is the wild pigs. In consequence, the cost of
making a fence is very high in this village. To describe how expensive it is,
especially nowadays, a woman said that building a garden fence is like building a
house. Now (in the beginning of January 1999) she estimates the cost to build a
one-hectare-garden fence to be approximately two million rupiah.

This cost

includes material for fence posts, nails, the hire of a chainsaw and purchase of its
fuel, and the hire of labourers to shoulder the planks from the place where they are
sawed to the garden site.

.

It costs around Rp.1000-Rp.1500 per board. The further

the distance, the more expensive. An approximately one-hectare garden fence needs
about 400 boards 3-4 metres long. For the amount of planks needed for fences, the
trees cleared from a garden site are not enough. Besides, the site chosen for a food
garden is usually closer to the settlement, so that not many big trees, including
melaleuca trees19, are available any more nowadays (see Chapter 7). If there are no
family labourers available, the cost of fencing is even higher to pay labourers. Since
many males work outside the island as timber workers and carpenters, or join boat
building teams, adult male labourers in a household may often be unavailable.
Table 8.4 summaries the main characteristics of fences and fence building in
the two villages. As a consequence of these different fencing strategies, food crop
gardens tend to be kept in production longer in Buano Utara than in Buano Selatan,
potentially further increasing pressure on the fertility of the soil and sustainability of
current gardening practices.

19

From the point of view of making food crop garden fences, the decline in big melaleuca trees
(using for fence material) may in turn show that the melaleuca oil distillation is a 'by-product' of
subsistence activities.
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Table 8.4. Garden fences of Buano Selatan and Buano Utara
Buano Selatan

Buano Utara

I

*main fencing material:
banthoo, sago bark, sago/coconut leaves

*main fencing material:
wooden planks

*

*

tools to obtain main material:
parang & axe

I

tools to obtain main material:
chainsaw (own or hired)

*other materials:
ganlutu rope from mayang palm free

*other materials:
nails (must be bought)

*duratjon: shorter than wooden fence

*duration: longer than bamboo fence

*type of labour:
mutual help ('masohi)

*type of labour:
paid labour (mostly)

*number of labourers: many

*

*cost: low

*cost: high

number of labourers:few

Traps
Beside fences, people also set traps in the garden or on the garden's area.
Traps and trapping are familiar methods in Maluku subsistence strategies (see e.g.,
Ishige 1980a; Healey 1995; Ellen 1978). In Buano, pig traps are set inside the
garden or at the fence edge outside the gardens where the pigs' trails are. Garden
traps are also set for deer and cow. Not all prey are taken by the trap-setters as
religion forbids Buano Utara people to touch and consume pigs. A cow that is
caught by a garden trap is not owned by the trap-setter, but still belongs to the cow
owner. There are at least three types of traps that are used by Buano people.

dodeso (noose trap)
Dodeso is a wood pole with a rope tied on the tip and ends as a circle set
over a hole which is covered by small branches, grasses and soil. If a pig steps on
the circle rope, it will be snared (see Ishige 1980a:252-255 for some illustration of
the method). Dodeso are usually set along the fence or on the pig's tracks.

sun gga (stake-trap)
Sungga consist of three, five or seven lengths of bamboos (bambu tui,
Bambusa longinodis), each about 30 to 50 centimetres long. These bamboos are
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planted behind the fence inside the garden with sharpened tips. The stakes are
placed back from the fence at a point where it is estimated a pig jumping the fence
would land. The number of bamboo stakes is odd as it is believed this is more
effective.

c. pana-pana utang (spear-trap)
This type of trap is not commonly used. Very few people set it, and there is
also danger of harm to humans if unintentionally injured by it. It works on the
principle that when a pig passes the rope that is set, a bamboo arrow is launched into
the body of the victim. The arrowhead is made of bambu tui, a kind of bamboo
which is believed to be particularly lethal and can act as a 'poison' that may kill the
victim. Because of its danger to humans also, trap setting is broadcast to villagers
by the marinyo (village announcer). Alternatively, the trapper may set it at night
and release it in the day time. If a human is injured by the trap, the setter must pay
for treatment. However, the biggest worry is if the human victim dies. Pana-pana
utang for wild pigs are set as high as the calf of an adult human leg, while for a cow
as high as a thigh and for deer as high as a knee. Like dodeso, this trap is set in the
animal's tracks.

Other tricks to deter wild pig
Attending gardens is one important step to frighten wild pigs. Very often
people sleep in their gardens. People said that by doing this, the pig will always
sniff the human, and will not come closer to the garden. People also use other tricks
to frighten pig, such as creating sounds by pulling a rope tied to a stone or piece of
coral connected to a hanging tin can; putting coconut leaves on the fences; or by ue
(greeting friends in distant gardens by shouting the word 'uuueee' with a particular
tone). People also set the fences with 'decorations' associated with humans, such as
old clothes, rags, or noodle wrappers.

Avoiding doing business with wild pigs
Fences, traps and tricks do not guarantee that gardens will be free from wild
pigs' invasion. People must allocate time to control their gardens frequently. Based
on their knowledge, experience and trouble with wild pigs, and to avoid or reduce

We

the cost, labour and time consumed in dealing with the pest, cultivators may choose
other alternatives.
For example, some Buano Selatan people choose to plant particular garden
crops, which according to them are not preferred by wild pigs, such as banana.
Bananas are also marketable product. Consequently, they sell them in order to buy
other daily staple foods. However, sometimes there are other reasons behind the
choice of plants. An example mentioned earlier was the young family of Buano
Selatan who thought their child's illness was due to a spirit in the garden and who
planted banana to avoid spending a lot of time in their garden.
In contrast to Buano Selatan, cultivators in Buano Utara face more
difficulties in dealing with wild pigs, derived from religious constraint. Even for a
banana garden, they need fixed strong fences since wild pigs prefer all of their shortterm food crops. Even for the gardens located close to the beach and close to the
settlement, they still need a strong fence. To avoid the cost and labour of making
fences or at least to lessen the threat of pigs to their gardens, the Buano Utara people
have chosen other strategies. A few of them have their gardens close to Buano
Selatan's gardens on the border. One or two Buano Utara people who have a good
relationship with some land owners in Buano Selatan chose to ask permission to
open their gardens in the Buano Utara domain, close to the border, together with
Buano Selatan gardens2° (although this can lead to potential land disputes). This
strategy is taken with the hope that there are less wild pigs in this area and so the
garden does not need expensive fences other than the bamboo fences Buano Selatan
people have.
Because of the high cost of fencing, some new younger nuclear families have
decided not to open new gardens at all, but to continue to depend on their parents'
gardens. Buano Utara informants said that young people tend to be lazy about
opening their own gardens. Besides not wanting to make fences, they are also
tempted to choose an 'instant' job in which they can get money faster than in
agriculture.
Buano Utara people, especially young men choose to engage in other
occupations beyond agriculture, either inside or outside the island, such as fishing
20

Before the 1983 incident between these two villages, there were more gardens of Buano Utara
people in Buano Selatan domain.
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and timber working. This alternative means that some do not have enough time for
gardens, leaving them without their own food gardens to provide most of their
everyday consumption needs. As a consequence, they must provide cash for
household meals. In fact, the absence of men from agriculture and from the island
can lead to difficulties in building garden fences for their families who still rely on
garden produce for food. However, the engagement of men in logging brings the
opportunity to obtain money to buy chainsaws. This in turn, can facilitate the
making of fences, by reducing the cost of hiring someone else's chainsaw. Table

8.5. summaries the divergent strategies of these two Buano villages in dealing with
wild pigs.

Table 8.5. Strategies of Buano Selatan and Buano Utara dealing with wild pigs
Strategy
Dealing with
the problem
of wild pig
in the
gardens

Buano Selatan

Buano Utara

Making fence for garden
Setting traps in the gardens: dodeso, sungga, pana-pana utang
Using tricks, such as 'decorations' in the garden or fence associated with
the presence of humans
Attending and guarding garden to frighten pig

Choose particular garden plants
not preferred by wild pigs (e.g.
banana)
[fence is not necessary]

Open gardens on the boundary to
Buano Selatan or ask permission to
have gardens among gardens in
Buano Selatan domain, close to the
border
[the rationale being that there are less
pigs in the Christian garden area]

Avoiding the
problem of
wild pigs in
the gardens
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Engage in other occupations beyond
agriculture (inside or outside island).
[as a consequence, must provide cash
to hire labourers for agriculture work
and to purchase daily food from
people who have gardens]

Eating and hating pigs: the different 'meanings' of wild pig in strategies of
production
Although wild pigs are regarded as a pest in Buano, because of the different
religions of Buano Utara and Buano Selatan, this pest can be discussed using
different 'language'.

Dealing with potential conflict between those two

neighbouring villages, the wild pig plays its role at a practical level since it is
effective in maintaining cooperation between these villages with different faiths.
Problems of wild pigs are overcome through complementary arrangements between
the two villages. If there is a pig trapped in a garden in Muslim Buano Utara, the
garden owner will call a Christian of Buano Selatan to take the pig from the trap.
The Christian will willingly do that. It saves him from hunting in the forest for pig
to fulfil his craving for pork, and the Muslim will also be thankful because it is
forbidden for him to touch the pig2 ' and because his garden food-crops will be saved
from depredation. It is said that every week more than one Buano Utara garden has
a pig inside.
In dealing with the problem of wild pigs in Buano's staple food gardens, the
Christian community, with its hunting activity and consumption of pork, has become
effective in controlling the number of pigs. The type of accommodation reached
between Muslims and Christians to control pigs varies from place to place. In East
Seram, some gardens (e.g. around Kwamur) were regularly abandoned in 1986 due
to pig depredation, while some Christian villagers (e.g. Gaur Kristen) became almost
professional hunters, hired by local Muslims to keep the pig population low.
Gardens on mainland East Seram are heavily fenced22. By comparison, in the Sepa
area of South Seram, controls on pigs may be more effective due to active and
effective hunting by larger population of Christians, and the Nuaulu. The Nuaulu do
not fence gardens but use them as lures to attract pigs, which are then caught in traps
(usually spear, traps, pana-pana utang) on the edges of gardens. People from Sepa
will sometimes seek out the Nuaulu to hunt pig on their behalf (all this information
was provided by Roy Ellen in personal comm., June 1999).

21

As Muslims are forbidden to consume babi (pig), Muslim Buano people also do not consume ikan
babi (babi fish, a kind of dolphin). If it is caught in their nets, they will give to their Christian
friends.
22
In Gorom, garden fences are mostly constructed by stacked rocks.
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In fact, from Table 8.6 it can be seen that wild pigs play a significant role in
these two Buano neighbouring villages, mostly through exchange.

Table 8.6. The 'meaning' of wild pig to Buano Selatan and Buano Utara
'Meaning'
of wild pig

Other cornplementary
exchange

Buano Selatan
Buano Utara
I
main pests; garden invaders; direct competitors with humans for food
crops
crave pig
forbidden to touch and eat pig
set traps; hunt pig for pork
some set traps; do not hunt for
pigs
help Buano Utara to take pig from
ask help from Buano Selatan to
their gardens in order to obtain
take the trapped pig from their
pork.
gardens
[in this case, they 'supply' pig
meat to Buano Selatan].
produce more surplus from garden
engage in other occupations
products to sell to Buano Utara
beyond agriculture (inside or
[which is high density]. More
outside island).
gardens were opened.
[in this case, Buano Selatan was
as a consequence, had to provide
dependent upon Buano Utara as
cash to purchase daily food from
their 'market']
people who cultivate gardens.
purchase daily necessities, mostly
provide daily necessities (sugar,
in Buano Utara
tea, cigarettes, etc) through kiosks
[there was only one kiosk in Buano
Selatan]
provided more surplus in natural
resources
(e.g. firewood)

[about 15 kiosks in Buano Utara
sold a wider range of everyday
goods]
provided public transportation to
Piru and Ambon
[there were three boats owned by
Buano Utara]

The description of how the two villages deal with the problem of pigs shows
how the strategies of livelihood in the two villages has diverged, even though they
share essentially the same environment. It shows how different religious or
cosmological schemes are associated with different strategies, and how those
strategies work out in practical relations with the environment and the neighbouring
community to produce different forms of livelihood that are also closely articulated
with each other and mutually dependent.
The difference in ideology, based largely on their different religious
affiliations, has an impact on agricultural systems and therefore on local agroecologies. The main points of variety of Buano agro-ecology may be seen in the
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diagram below (Figure 8.7.), which shows the different strategies employed by
Buano Selatan and Buano Utara cultivators in facing the wild pig pest.

Figure 8.7. Varieties of Buano Agro-ecology

Varieties of Buano Agro-Ecology
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Logically, one may argue that well-fenced gardens are more likely to be kept
in production longer than unfenced or poorly-fenced gardens. This argument may
only validy be applied in comparison of Buano Utara gardens in relation to the threat
of wild pigs; not between Buano Utara and Buano Selatan gardens because they
have different faiths and different strategies to deal with the pest. Although Buano
Selatan does not have fences as strong as Buano Utara, their gardens still maintain
production by alternate less intensive means. Furthermore, the cost of fencing
among the Buano Utara cultivators may influence the garden owners to keep the
gardens going longer, so that Buano Utara gardens are more 'permanent'. This can
lead to diminishing yield because of the progressive loss of soil fertility and lack of
fallow.
By people cutting fencing material, Buano Utara gardens involve more forest
disturbance. Also, as discussed previously in the Chapter 7, the people of this
community are involved in more damage to forest from over-extraction of timber as
a result of their involvement in non-agricultural work, especially in timber working
and boat building. Above all, the population of Buano Utara is much greater than
the Buano Selatan population, resulting in more pressure on local resources,
especially as their gardening and timber extraction tends to be concentrated close to
the settlement.
The case of two neighbouring villages shows how ideological and economic
factors, religion, cost of production, availability of alternative and diversified
livelihoods, have ecological consequences. This is shown through different kinds of
pressure on the local environment and different social values placed on particular
domesticated/non-domesticated resources.

8.4. Wild Pig and Maluku Unrest: an end note
The case of wild pigs shows that pigs are a source of problems among the
two Buano communities, but also part of the cooperative solution to problems
between them. However, this strategy to enable practical cooperation between
villages of different faiths has no longer been an option since Buano became
involved in the recent Maluku unrest.
The example from Buano shows a collapse of a system of resource
management that had been constructed between communities over time. The
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destruction of most of Buano Selatan village physically signals the changing
relationship between the two villages and their integrated resource management
practices that may lead to economic, social, cultural and ecological changes in the
future.
One informant from Buano Utara comments (in 2001) that after the
breakdown of social relationships between Buano Utara and Buano Selatan in 2000,
the invasion of wild pigs has increased, and extended right down to the gardens very
close to the village23 . When an animal is caught in a trap, there is no choice other
than just to pull it off the garden and throw it out as far as they can.

23

The same problem with wild pig is faced by Muslim villagers in the Leihitu Peninsula in Ambon
Island since the Christians no longer stay in the area because of the unrest. A man from Manuala
Beach in Kaitetu village commented that every night many wild pigs visit the Muslim villages, and
they even attack people. In his theological opinion, the allowing and prohibiting of pig consumption
among people is one of God's creations of a balanced ecosystem. When people go against the rules,
the disaster comes (Kompas 19/3/2002). In the cooling down period of unrest in August 2002 when
segregation areas between two factions had begun to be opened, Muslims asked their Christian
acquaintances to do hunting for wild pigs in their areas (together with security forces) in order to
control the increased population of the animals that bring a big problem for Muslim gardens. This
request was eagerly responded to by the Christians as pork is a most welcome addition to the
Christian diet and the meat can also be sold in the market at high prices (Masariku 2002c; Crisis
Centre Diocese of Amboina 1/9/2002).
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Photo 8.1. A Buano Selatan garden site ready to be planted.

Photo 8.2. Burning a garden to plant annual crops. Coffee trees are wrapped with banana stems to
prevent damage.
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Photo 8.3. Stake trap behind bamboo fence in a Buano Selatan garden.

Photo 8.4. A new plank fence in Buano Utara garden.
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Photo 8.5. A simple garden fence in Buano Selatan.

Photo 8.6. A noose trap (dodeso).
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Photo 8.7. An old garden along Buano Utara beach: exhausted soil.

Photo 8.8. Imperata grass among the remaining melaleuca field: declining landscape.
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Chapter 9
CONCLUSION

Chapter 9
Conclusion

From the mid 20111 Century, in the development of anthropology, there has
been increasing attention to historical influences on communities being studied,
issues of ecological systems and adaptations, and regional focus, rather than just
locally-based studies. The use of these combined approaches has resulted in
anthropology increasingly accepting that the communities being studied in particular
points in time were the outcomes of complex historical, ecological, and political and
economic processes. Wolf s work (1982) is one example of these combined
approaches. He shows that even small-scale tribal communities and cultures can be
understood only in the context of regional historical systems.
My study has tried to combine these three areas of interests. I looked at (a)
the historical forces over 400 years, (b) how these have led to ecological change,
especially in more recent time, and (c) in a regional context, rather than only the
conventional anthropological small-scale fieldwork in a local area. A historical
framework allows me to look closer at the mechanisms of change, in a wider context
of political and economic forces from a community based-actor perspective. With
these approaches, I looked at Central Maluku as a region that has certain common
social and cultural features (as argued in Chapter 2). Therefore, this thesis as a
whole develops a perspective on Central Maluku social systems and social process,
with particular reference to a long history of adaptation to changing external
pressures, including colonial and post-colonial rules and the impact of global
markets, which has involved ecological change and shifting centre-periphery
relations in regional situations.
Over the long period covered in the analysis of the study, there are variations
on resource management systems temporally and spatially. These include kinds of
resources, institutional organizations and arrangements, market fluctuations,
technology of resource extraction, introduction of resources, environmental change,
and various actor decision-making and interventions.

Central Malukans'

conceptions of the environment have been linked to practices of resource use and
management through local production and networks of exchange. One main lesson

from a historical ecology framework is that people make the environment as much
as their activities are determined by it. Of course not all outcomes of human
activities are beneficial. The outcome of this in the Central Maluku context is also
increasing landscape change and possible degradation of the local environment.
This study is about local livelihood, local resource management and the use
of the environment, and their changes in Central Maluku. I presented the theme in
two parts, moving from a general illustration of Central Maluku resource
management to the specific description in Buano; from general pictures of state
powers and market penetration that affect the Central Maluku community and local
environment to more specific illustration at the village-level of livelihood practices
on Buano Island; from a general analysis of agro-ecology in Central Maluku to a
more specific case illustration of the role of wild pigs in the complementary agroecological systems of ethnically identical communities in Buano with different
religions.
I brought together the existing materials of Central Maluku, mostly presented
in part one, then added some new information of Buano resulting from my recent
fieldwork, which dominated part two. The different chapters of Part One outline a
general account of the Central Maluku social system and ecological change that also
emphasis the variety and flexibility in historical context. Part Two focuses on a
locally community-based picture that illustrates local perceptions, knowledge,
attitudes, and practices on local livelihood and environmental use and management.
I demonstrated how local cultural systems have interwoven with state, religious and
other systems, and in their resulted applications how they have affected local
livelihood and local environment. A long history of accommodation to fluctuating
pressure from colonial and post-colonial forces, and the varying influence of
national and international markets for spices, cash crops, timber, sea resources, etc,
over time and in different parts of Central Maluku have had varied ecological
consequences.
Several academics have done historical and comprehensive studies of
Maluku and Central Maluku, such as Andaya (1993) and Ellen (1987). Besides
looking at the broad area of Central Maluku comprehensively in relation to its wider
context, I also observe the situation up to the present day's unrest. In this case, I
argue that the unrest is not separate from other historical events in the region and
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wider economic, social and political system. On the contrary, it can be regarded as
only the latest in a series of social upheavals with consequences for patterns of
livelihood and resource use. However, since the unrest is still continuing while I
write this thesis, I am not able to discuss a definitive account of it.
I am aware that the selected cases and stories presented in this thesis are very
fragmented, including those from literature sources. Parts of the illustration and
discussion rely on people's memories of their experiences in making a living and in
their relations with their environment, including non-empirical elements (e.g.
supernatural spirits). The data and approaches I used of course have limitations and
are inadequate to elucidate people's complete social systems and relations to the
environment. The three angles of culture, ecology, and history used are interrelated
elements in providing an analysis of Central Maluku conmiunities at a certain level.
The primary goal of the thesis is to highlight strategies of Central Malukan resource
management and local livelihood.
From another standpoint, as metaphors, 'fragments' and 'memories' are
components used in a construction of a local social systems and landscape, seen at a
particular point of time. Landscape --physical and social-- is structured by spatial
history, and constructed based on collective and selective fragments and memories
of its people's experiences culturally.

Through historical processes, the

contemporary Central Malukans' perceptions of the environment and the ways they
interact with it are the constructions of social systems influx over time into different
local variants in different environment. As results of the local communities'
adaptation to the external social, political, and economic forces operating on them at
regional and global level, they construct local variants of their perceptions of the
local environment based on differing collective memories of the landscapes and their
place within it.
An example of how perceptions ('constructions') of the landscape may
change over time is illustrated by the different ways that the 'forest' has been
perceived in Central Maluku over time: the 'dark' forest of the past, that has now
been opened up or made light and less dangerous, by modern timber extraction. The
different perceptions of Muslim and Christian Buano farmers is an example of how
ideological difference may lead to rather different constructions of the meaning of
pigs in the landscape.
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The present situation of Central Maluku society and environment is the
outcome of long historical processes. Not taking account of history and limiting the
analysis to ecosystem and regional system, may thereby exclude the types or effects
of far-reaching change, including wider political and ideological systems as evident
in the Maluku case. Drawing on insights from historical ecology, through
diachronic and synchronic perspectives, the illustration and discussion of Central
Maluku for over 400 years shows the influences of state power and intervention and
outside markets on local resource management, livelihood practices, and local
landscapes. Demographic history clearly shows that Central Maluku populations
have not been static.
Before the coming of European colonialists, and as far back as prehistoric
times, Central Malukan communities had already been integrated into the trading
activities of Asia. With this involvement, they had developed both subsistence and
exchange production. Under the Dutch colonial power, their policy on spices,
especially through spice extirpation and the hongi expeditions that began in the
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Century, destroyed local spice plantations and other resources, destroyed
communities and affected population structure, moved spice production centres, and
created new systems in social organization for resource management and local level
politics. The movement of settlements to the coast also altered local social and
territorial systems and ways of life.
Under the Indonesian state, the Central Malukan community is involved in a
new state's policies on nation building and national integration, typical of the postcolonial process. Through the New Order government development (pembangunan)
projects, again the Central Malukan communities, cultures and their environment
have experienced a series of changes, through economic development activities in
logging, mining, and fishing, resettlement, transmigration, and other floods of
immigrants, uniformity in administrative systems, modernity and national
citizenship. These all result in environmental degradation, including deforestation
and marine resource depletion, changing population structure, and changing of local
adat systems leading to local disempowerment.
The Indonesian national economic crisis in 1997 onward brought the country
not only into economy difficulty, but also into social and political crisis, followed by
the collapse of New Order government, and ethnic, religious, and other sectarian
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conflict.

The Maluku unrest brings another disaster for Central Malukan

communities and their environment. In the history of Central Maluku, conflict and
violence is not something new. However, the recent conflict has different
characteristics in scale and complexity.
Central Maluku communities are indeed complex as partly illustrated in this
thesis. They may be more complex than north and southeast Maluku, perhaps
because they are more egalitarian in social structures. One may argue that an
egalitarian structure allows more room, flexibility, and 'freedom' for various
elements in a society to create and modify existing arrangements of social and
ecological systems that can lead to complexity of systems and practices. A lessegalitarian society is more dependent upon and regulated by the power, policies, and
actions of limited particular elements in the society. Rigid hierarchy in a society
may constrain space for flexibility.
The complexity has been created over a long period of time through changes
from contact with outside foreign traders, Islamic and Christian missions, colonial
powers, and post-independence state formation. The social organization of Central
Maluku society, for example, is flexible; this fact must be expected when one wants
to explore and understand the society. Taking a historical perspective, there is
confusion in delineating the exact rules in everyday practices in Central Maluku
society, because in application people tend to modify or not follow the exact rules
(and those applications in turn may become accepted as rules themselves).
Adaptation as a response to contacts and change over times has allowed greater
flexibility in the social system. Local institutions are adaptive to the change.
Complexity is, therefore, one of the cultural characteristics that help to adjust to
socio-political, economic and ecological forces. Besides complexity, there is a
range of variability in many aspects of local livelihood systems, for example in
various strategies applied in mencari (making a living) for both subsistence and for
the market, or in the strategies of multi-crop agriculture systems. The local
agricultural system also shows the sustainability of practices, which are important
for food and livelihood security. For example, Central Malukans have a diversity in
means of supplying starch in the diet, as is illustrated in the thesis.
Several selected events under different periods of influences discussed in this
thesis demonstrate recurrent unstable situations experienced by Central Malukan
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communities, involving long and short-term cycles of change. Although resources
in Central Maluku are naturally different, such as cultivated spices, uncultivated
timber and marine resources, however, they have similar patterns of production and
exchange, and lead to similar socio-economic outcomes. They are all subject to the
impact of fluctuating economic market penetration and government policies on
resources. These influences have an impact on local management and use of
resources, local livelihood patterns, and lead to degradation of the local
environment.
The typical Central Maluku island communities, ranging from very small
islands (e.g. Garogos), small islands (e.g. Buano), and larger islands (Seram, Burn)
have been addressed in the thesis through examples of resources use and livelihood.
They show that the nature of local ecology shapes the way local people respond to
the environment and the choice of livelihoods. They also show external forces on
them that bring ecological consequences. Very small islands such as Garogos have
limited choices of livelihood for their inhabitants. People of small islands like
Buano who are dependent on local forest resources may be forced by their own
depletion of stocks to expand their extraction beyond the island. Forest in larger
islands such as Seram and Bunt have been threatened by outside large-scale
companies. Because of the nature of the environment that leads to interdependence
through exchange of resources, small island communities are more open to the
outside world than communities in the interior of large islands.
One the characteristics of Central Malukan livelihoods is diversification of
activities focussed on both land and sea resources. This dual economic focus is
adopted by people who occupy coastal areas in small and larger islands. Most of the
originally coastal communities came from the interior, therefore, their land
orientation continues to dominate over their sea orientation.
The analysis of Central Maluku production and resource management
developed in the body of this thesis takes into account the variability of
communities. Core variables include population pressure, characteristics of local
ecology, and religious cosmology. For example, the agro-ecosystem outlined in
Chapter 8 presents an ideal cycle which has different applications among Buano
Utara and Buano Selatan communities. Buano Utara with more population pressure
and the religious constraint of dealing with wild pigs as pests and as animals which
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they are forbidden to handle and consume, has more permanent food garden sites
(kabong) than Buano Selatan, and more forest clearance for timber extraction. Here,
the population pressure has led to environmental degradation and changes in
agriculture. But these changes have occurred in the context of particular cultural
constraints. In this case, religious ideology has had an impact on how Buano Utara
has adjusted to changing circumstances. The practice of Islam not only affects the
Buano Utara environment, but also affects the island environment as a whole. It has
shaped Buano Utara livelihood choices and strategies, but it has also influenced the
livelihood choices and strategies of their non-Muslim neighbours because of the
interdependent relationships between these communities. The case of the two
Buano villages provides an example of how different communities, which live in the
same natural environment, adapt and shape their environment differently as the
result of relationships between local population, culture and environment, and as a
result of the social relations between communities in a larger, regional context.
Besides the divergence between communities, there is also variability within
a community. Discussions of local practices in resource management and relations
of population with their environment in Maluku, shows that communities are not
homogenous. Actors in particular populations have various choices, strategies, and
policies available to them in their use of resources and environment, and their
response to economic pressures and environmental problems.

Sasi practices in

Central Maluku and again Buano, provide examples of actor-based models and
individual decision-making. Decision-making involves institutional cultures,
economic factors, and technology considerations. Market demand for certain marine
resources alters the institutional arrangement of sasi, including the length of the
closed season for resource extraction. Technology, such as the chainsaw, affects
people-environment relations as well as influencing new social arrangements in the
organization of resource management. This is seen, for example, in the emerging
forms of labour organization and hire of chainsaws for a range of subsistence and
market-oriented tasks in Buano.
The operation of chainsaws in the Buano forest by local people also
demonstrates the role of local actors in local deforestation. This is different from
bigger islands, such as Seram and Halmahera, where outside big timber companies,
supported by the state, are attracted to the available forest in those island (together
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with other state programs, such as transmigration), and play a significant role in the
local forest decline. In small islands, such Buano, local people can work against
their long-term interests by generating environmental degradation because of the
economic and demographic pressure leading to over-exploitation of local resources.
Decision-making also demonstrates varied adaptive strategies, in which
alternative constructs are made by individuals that can affect the wider community
setting. Response and adaptation to the environment in Buano, in order to feed the
population, include more longer-term or semi-permanent food gardens, stronger
garden fences, and diversification of occupation beyond agriculture, including
seeking work beyond the island. State policies also play a role in local decisions
about environmental use. For example, the government promotion of permanent
cultivation over shifting or rotating cultivation leads to shortened fallow periods and
exhausted soil.
In short, from an ecological perspective, Buano agro-ecology can be
summarized as follows. Demographic and ideological factors (i.e. religion),
environmental problems (wild pigs), economic pressure, market demand and
technology (timber and chainsaw), and state policies (e.g. government perspectives
on agricultural system) all lead to agricultural intensification, change of market
production in agriculture, change of labour system, and deforestation.
Sustainability of resource management practices should be considered in
both spatial and temporal dimensions. However, there are no rigid or static local
perceptions and practices relating to sustainability.

The local world is

interconnected to the outside world, including the world market and global
environmentalism. As a result of encapsulation by these wider forces, local people's
perceptions of sustainability and their actions in the environment are also shifting,
not static. For example, the temporary prohibition of resource extraction set in
closing time of sasi might be more influenced by economic objectives rather than
environment reasons, for a good harvest in order to meet the short-term economic
demands of the local people. Here, this 'sustainable' practice is still maintained
because it gives advantages to the locals; so therefore it is sustainable for the local
community.
The rotating cultivation system which is still practiced by some Central
Malukan communities can be analysed along the same lines. For example, in
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seeking to limit the labour and monetary costs of production, gardens in Buano
Utara and Buano Selatan have opted for rather different strategies. As available land
and labour become scarcer in Buano Utara, garden-makers choose to intensify
production by creating semi-permanent gardens, with strong, labour-and-cashintensive fences. Once established, these gardens can be maintained in production
for many seasons, enabling male household members to concentrate on cash-earning
occupations, such as boat building, timber working, or mining, which often take
them away from the island. The long-term sustainability of this more intensive
agriculture remains uncertain, but there are indications that at least some Buano
Utara farmers recognise problems for the future.
In Buano Selatan, gardeners have generally opted to retain less intensive
forms of agriculture, which may be more sustainable in the longer-term.
The dusun system of agro-forestry is an example of a more or less
permanent, but low-intensity form of production. Once established, dusun become
managed forests and require no further land clearance, unlike gardens for short-term
crops that may more easily lead to soil exhaustion.

Dusun are potentially

sustainable systems that support production for both subsistence and the market.
They are therefore of value in providing diversified options for local communities to
adjust to the fluctuating demands and opportunities of the wider market economy.
Central Maluku demonstrates the link between a local population and its
environment with wider economic, political, and social-cultural systems. The
current unrest indicates the strong links between economy, politics, environment and
socio-cultural factors, and the link between the local unrest with the wider networks.
Through a historical ecology approach combined with a development
paradigm, especially from a dependency perspective and centre-periphery
framework, changing Central Maluku society is discussed in the context of wider
systems. As argued by, for example, Frank (1969), underdevelopment and
dependency is historically and systematically created by colonialist exploitation.
Under the colonial states, Central Maluku (and Maluku generally) was created as a
periphery, providing spices for its European centres. But centre-periphery networks
were also created within the peripheral region of Central Maluku itself. Peripheral
areas, such as Seram, have supported the centre of Ambon with natural resources
through to the post-colonial times. Under the Indonesian government, Maluku is
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less-developed and is a dependent periphery politically, economically, socioculturally and technologically of the Javanese centre of the nation. Examples of this
peripheralization include state policies on nation building and national integration
through the creation of a uniform national culture for all Indonesian citizens, through
government regulations (e.g. UU No.5/1979 on village administration system). This
also promotes Javanese culture, and rice as the 'national' food (e.g. through the
transmigration irrigation system of paddy fields), the uprooting of local indigenous
cultures (through the resettlement program), and the extraction of local resources
which benefit the state and national companies at the expense of the local people and
their environments. Development (pembangunan) is used as jargon to legitimise the
government policies, which exploit local social systems and environment. The New
Order government emphasis on economic growth was successful when it was
measured through macro economic indicators, but not at the micro level of people's
welfare. In the wider context, however, Indonesia is itself a less-developed and
dependent periphery in the capitalist world system. Economically, the country is
dependent on (and also controlled by) foreign investment, including loans, which
makes it difficult to break the dependency. The interference of international
economic institutions, such as JMF, in Indonesian policies is an example of this.
Indonesia has become more marginalised and dependent since it was hit by
the economic crisis in 1997. Dependency in fact is one of the causes that brought
the country to economic crisis. This crisis has also brought political and social
crisis. When the centre in Java was in unrest right after the crisis, it then influenced
its peripheries, including Maluku. The recent on-going unrest in Maluku, and
Central Maluku particularly, show the result of centre-periphery connections,
development paradigm, and dependency. When the central government is
dysfunctional, economically and politically, it cannot control its periphery.
Moreover, the centre's political problems and government instability resulted in
instability and disaster in its peripheries, as discussed in the case of Maluku recent
unrest. Furthermore, the economic crisis and unrest has not only challenged, but
also has brought the break down of local resource management systems, especially
those that have sustainable characteristics. These local resource management
institutions, no matter how adaptive they are, face heavy pressure for their survival
as well as the local environment. When the state is in control, state laws usually
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override local rules (as discussed in Chapter 4). Ironically, during the unrest when
the state to some extent appears to be withdrawn and ineffective, local laws are also
unproductive. In its history, Central Maluku has gone through diverse crises. The
recent unrest, therefore, may also be understood through analysis using a historical
perspective. One thing is certain: that the current social and resource management
problems of Central Maluku are not separate from the history of the region, but are
the outcomes of that history over hundreds of years.

chapter 9-conclusion
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GLOSSARY OF LOCAL TERMS

Glossary of Local Terms
Terms listed are mostly Ambonese Malay. A few terms are specifically recognised from
specific places, marked [B] for Buano, [G] for Gorom, and [K] for Kei. A term may have
more than one meaning, however, the meanings listed here are those that are used in the
context in this thesis. More detailed explanations are given in the text at the point where
they are first mentioned.
The Ambonese Malay terms are sometimes the same or similar to Indonesian because of the
same root, but may be applied in slightly different meanings locally. The Ambonese Malay
terms also include words adopted, modified from, and combined with Indonesian or other
languages in the archipelago, and other foreign languages, such as Dutch and Portuguese.

acang
acu
alfuru

aman
ana-ana dati
ana arken
ana negeri
aong
ba-asar
bagea
bahala
baileolbaileu
bangkawang
bas
banting tampa
barampas
batulaga
batupamali
bintanggor
bodi
borgor
bruder
buang suara
buka sasi
bulana
cakalele
cangkor
cengke manta
cidaku
cupa

[from Hasan], a term used for Muslims during the Maluku conflict
harpoon for fishing
a term used to designate the interior people, who lived in the outback
mountains, and had not adopted Islam or Christianity. Another meaning
refers to autochthonous Malukans.
village, a term used in the past in Central Maluku
Sons of dati
foster child
autochthonous villagers
abandoned uncultivated garden
to 'warm' the baby, a method used by a midwife to treat an infant. Asar
means roast.
snack made from sago
'reward' for doing a wrong thing, a 'curse'

village customary house
the plaited sago leaves for roofing, sewed with loleba
the leader of boat or house builders.
lit, throw to the place; a service system in timber purchasing: delivery is
not include the service, buyers must arrange delivery from the felling site
seize each other or struggle to get something
greensnail shell, Turbo marmorata
sacred stone, usually placed near baileo
tree, Callophyllum inophyllum
big boat
term used for villagers who stay permanently, but are not with status of
ana negeri, and have no land property
a kind of cake

asking permission to use someone's property
the opening season (in sasi)
fish, Mugil sp.
war dance
a kind of galingale, Kaempferia galanga[?]

undried cloves
loincloth
a measure, usually using a milk can

dati

dati linyap/dati
lenyap
daun bala lida
dodeso
duri keranjang
dusun
dusun atiting
dusun babaliang
dusun pengasihan
dusun pusaka
embal [K]
enan [B]
ewang
fam
gaba-gaba
gading
gamuru
gamutu
gandong
.

garopa
garu snei
gato
gergaji tongka
gomu
gondal
gopasa
goti
gutila
haha-luhu
hahesi
harap gampang
hawear [K]
hena
hidop bae
hongi

ikang batu-batu
ikang kawang
ikangpanta tana
ikang yang maeng
di kuli aer
ikang makang
iko komu
He
ma
ma-ama
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a unit for compulsory work, being members of a clan or sub-clan, it was
created in the earlier Dutch colonial government. The present meaning
of dati refers to a clan or sub-clan group
lit, disappeared dati; a dati that lost its members, in which there are no
longer male members living in the village. The land also referred to as
dati linyap, and is returned to the village
plant, Bauheniapurpurea
noose trap
tree, Opuntia nigricans HAW or Flacourtia indica Merr.
permanent garden, mostly consisting of tree crops
a dusun given by a father to his married daughter as a gift
purchasing dusun
a dusun given to somebody for his services or to redeem a debt
inherited dusun
baked cassava loaves
melaleuca
forest
family name
leafstalk/stem of sago palm leaves
ribs of the boat
kind of a fish
rope produced from sugar palm tree
sibling; alliances between villages where the relationship is based on
mythological kinship or biological links of the village finding fathers
fish, Epinephenus sp.
make boundaries between one's garden with the neigbouring gardens by
clearing the area
snack made from grated cassava tubers
a kind of saw for cutting planks
tree, Artocarpus indica
tree, Ficus elastica
tree, Vitex gopasus
a container in sago starch extraction
kind of a fish
upper-lower
the skin of sago palm leafstalk, used as rope
lit, hope the easier, hope to get things in the easiest manner
sasi sign
village, a term used in the past in Central Maluku [see aman]
lit, live good, maintain good relations with all people
rowing services by local villagers in the fleet of vessel that sailed
annually under the VOC Dutch leadership to control spice cultivation
and production in Maluku; it was created in the earlier time of the
colonial Dutch government
coral fish
schooling fish
demersal fish
pelagic fish
fish for own consumption
lit, follow komu fish; hunting for the komu fish in its season
fish, Kyphosus sp.
mother; female, woman
mother-father

ma ume
fri-ri [K]
jamur cia
lapin-lapin
faring anyo
faring bobo
kabong
kain herang
kamar tete
kambelo

mother of the earth
one of the strata in Kei society
sago mushroom
pearl shell, Pinctada margaritfera
drift gill net
purse seine
garden
red cloth, red bandanna

ancestors' room (in the clan house)
a kind of shellfish; also called for a kind of worm that eats the body of
canoe/boat

kanjole
kakatua
kakehan
kalawai
kaluyu
kancingpamali

kapas-kapas
kapitan
kasbi
kasbi gepe

kasbi lombo
kasbi mabo
kasbiparu
kasbi rabus
kasbi tone
kasi masa
katupa
kawalinya
kayu besi
kayu burung
kayu sosi
ke/ewang
kepeng
kewang
kimelaha

kintal
kole-kole

komu
kora-kora
kuat karj a
kulipaser
kumbili
kusu
kuyabu
labuhan
laharon(g)
lalosi

glossary

a kind of lamp, made from the flower of imperata.
fish, Scarus sp. [original meaning of kakatua is cockatoo]
a 'secret' organization of male initiation in western Seram
spear for fishing

shark
lit, buttoned taboo; a rite done by an expert for a new boat to avoid bad
luck during the building and especially for the future of the boat, and the
fortune of the owners and passengers.
fish, Gerres sp.
war commander
cassava
lit, squeezed cassava; refers to bitter cassava (a technique to press grated
bitter cassava to remove its toxin).
soft cassava (refers to its tuber meat)
bitter cassava
lit, grated cassava, another term referring to bitter cassava
lit, boiled cassava

snack made from grated cassava tubers
to make something 'mature'
rice cake boiled in a packet of plaited young coconut leaves
fish, Se/ar sp.
tree, Intsia anibonensis or Intsia biyuga
tree, Eleocarpus sp.
planks
long machete

money
a customary institution to control and organise particular resource use

within a village domain
a title in the sultanate government system of Ternate; in the 6th to 17th
Century a kimelaha acted as the sultan's representative in Central Maluku,
led a particular area
home yard
dugout canoe
fish, Auxis thazard
a kind of boat, in the past used for going to war and for hongi expedition
work hard

fish, Naso sp.
a kind of yam
cuscus
snack made from grated cassava tubers
a place to anchor canoes, usually the area in front of village
tree, Neonauclea n2oluccana Merr.
fish, Caesio sp.
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lamer
lanit
lao-dara
laor
lasi
latu
lela
lepa-lepa
letu
lirang
lola
lolang
loleba
lombar
lompa
loor-labai [K]
bar-urn [K]
lot
luma tau
maanu/rnaano
makila
makron
malameit
mama biang
mangi-mangi
marinyo
marsegu
masa
masin paru
masnait
masohi
masufam mama
mata kael rangke
inata ruma
matahari maso
matahari nae
mawi
mayang
mel-mel [K]
mena
mencari
meten-pUt!
rneti or moti [G]
momar
morea
muli
nani
nainimu [B]
nainimu asih-i [B]
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snack made from grated cassava tubers
sky
sea-land
sea-worm, Eunice viridis
tree, Adinafagfolia VAL
leader of community, the term commonly used in the past
small copper cannon
dugout canoe
prune
loaves of the plaited sago leaves for roofing
trochus shell, Trochus niloticus
pegs (to fasten joints of boat hull)
skin of bamboo, used as rope
sago palm spathe
fish, Trisina baelama
the term used for the 'neutral group', not belonging to the loor-lim or ursluw
group/confederacy of five
lead weight for setting on the fishing line
a group (clan) whose members recognise common patrilineal descent
from a single ancestor
a harvest distribution system, usually for sago and cloves
tree, Litsea anggulata BL.
snack made from sago
wife taking group
traditional midwives
mangrove
village announcer
tree, Anthocephalus cadamba/cynensis or Nauclea orientalis L.
(another meaning of marsegu is bat)
to cook, to boil
motorised rasp (used to process sago flour from the trunk)
crews of fishing boat
mutual help
someone adopted into his mother's clan
chained hooks for fishing
clan, another term for luma tau
sunset
sunrise
a way to communicate with supernatural powers to seek a cause or a sign
of an event.
sugar palm, Arengapinnata
one of the strata in Kei society
front
pursuit of food and/or money for a living
black-white
shallow in-shore sea affected by the rise and fall of the tides; low tide
dive; tukang molo = diver
fish, Decapterus sp.
eel
back
tree, Meirosideros vera
garden
abandoned garden

negeri
negeri adat
noga kacang
nitu-nita
nuhu-met [K]
nunu
nusa ma
pa/a/ca
pamalas
pamali
pameri
pana-pana ikang
pana-pana utang
patalima
patasiwa
parau bobo
patatas
pati
pc/a
pemborong bodi
pemerentah negeri
petuanan
pikol Jam
pisang dewaka
pisang abu-abu
prau semang
pukul sagu
pule
pusat pu/au
putilai
obet
oper tangan

orang dagang
orang kaya
papeda
raja
rema [G]
rao
ren-ren [K]
rumapusaka
rurehe
sagu
sagu kasbi
sagu lempeng
sagu manta
sagu tumang
sagu tumbu
saku
salam

glossary

village
customary-based village
a snack, bar of pounded-peanut mixed with palm sugar
good spirit-bad spirit
lit, land-shallow sea; village domain (covers land and sea)
banyan tree
mother island [Seram Island]
tree, Pallaquiurn sp.
laziness, lazy
taboo
slash a garden or a yard
speargun
spear-trap
group/confederacy/league of five (another term of ulilima)
group/confederacy/league of nine (another term of ulisiwa)
boat to operate bobo purse seine
sweet potato
one of hierarchical titles of village leader, mostly applied during the
Dutch times
alliances between villages established on or for specific reasons
persons seeking or obtaining boat orders.
village government
domain/territory (of village, clan)
child of married female member who is given to his mother's luma tau
(= masu Jam mama)
a variety of banana
a variety of banana
outrigger canoe
extract sago flour from the trunk
tree, Erithrina sp.
sacred centre of the island [in Nusalaut Island]
fish, Euthynus sp.
[from Robert], a term used during the Maluku conflict for Christians
lit, give/transfer to other people's hand; a work contract system in
building a boat, in which the first builder group do part of the work
which is continued by other people
incomer [in the village], people who come live in the village temporarily
one of the hierarchical titles for village leader
sago jelly/gelatin porridge
common term for village leader
a sasi practitioner in Garogos Island
a technique to warm something by placing it over a fire
one of the strata in Kei society
clan house, the term used in Buano
a kind of fishing boat
sago palm, Metroxylon sagu
lit. sago cassava, baked cassava loaves
baked sago loaves
fresh moist sago flour
fresh moist sago flour with its leaf container made from sago leaves
sweet snack, made of sago flour and palm sugar
fish, Albennes anastomella
Moslems/Islam
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salawaku [1]
salawaku [2]
salmaneti
samama
samandar
saniri negeri
sangaji

sapuluh cabu dua

sarani
sarut
sasi

sasi babaliang
selaris [B]
sempe
sidi
siki
sikuda
silapa
sinoli
siru-siru
sisiprau
soa
sopi
soso
sumbur
sungga
sun gga-sungga
sureng
tali kor
tampa kramat
tanjung apan
tanoar
tarima tampa

taruru
tatu
tatumbu
tauli
taunet
teteruga
till
tilain
timor bongso
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shield
tree, Albiziafalcataria or Suestianafalcataria
fish, Upeneus sp.
tree, Anthocephalus macrophyla
fish, Siganus sp.
village council
a title in the sultanate government system of Ternate introduced in
Central Maluku in the 16th to 17th Century; during that time a sangaji
acted as a sultan's representative
lit, ten take out two, a payment system in timber extraction between the
tree (land) owner and the extractor: the tree-owner receives 2 cubic
metres or their price for every 10 m3.
Christians, also means baptism
sweet snack, made from sago
a local system to protect the extraction of certain plants or animals, on
land and sea, for certain periods of time. Other Maluku terms for sasi are
yot [Kei Besar], yutut [Kei Kecil], ngaam [Gorom], and gheralyai [Luang]
sold sasi
tamarind
cooking pot made of clay
Protestant confirmation
tree, Pallagiumjavance Burck
fish, Lethrinus sp.
kind of a fish
food made of sago flour mixed with fresh grated coconut meat
a kind of scoop net
lit, insert the boat, caulk the wooden walls by inserting something
a group consisting of one or more clans or subclans; a neighbourhood in
a village
traditional liquor, produced from sugar palm
a way to communicate with supernatural powers, done by a customary
practitioner to seek the cause of an event or disaster
spit out something that is chewed on a part of the body (exp. baby navel)
as a way of treatment
stake-trap
plant, Ephatorium sp.
tree, Tona sureni
a fishing method [in Garogos], use a rope to gather fish
sacred place
tree, Mimusops elengi L1NN
the good time to do a particular activity
lit, receive in the place, a service system in timber purchasing including
delivery: the planks are delivered from the felling site to the coast, to the
boat building site, of the buyer's demand
kind of fish
fish, Balistapus sp.
pandanus-leaf woven baskets or container with shells as ornaments,
usually produced by Eastern Seram people
wife giving group
keel of the boat
turtle
tree, Gmelina molucana
tree, Cassiafistula Linn [?]
the wind that comes in the near or early part of the east monsoon

tuan negeri
tuan sasi
tuan tana
tuang masohi
tuang karja

tuang sagu
tubir/tohor
tuing-tuing
tumang
tutup sasi
uku
ume
ular sagu
uli
ulilima
ulisiwa
upu lanite
ur-siuw [K]
uru daun
wa 'a

glossary

lit, lord of the village, a position in customary community related to belief
matters
the person who wins the village auction over sasi (usually in sasi
auction system)
lord of the land, a title and a position in village social structure
(= tuan tan in Kei)
the garden owner in which the mutual help is done.
lit, master of work, the host; the group [clan, luma tau] who functions as
host in arranging a certain group's ritual events because of particular
kinship relations between them
the owner of the palm tree (in the context of harvest distribution system,
maano)
the edge of the shelf, the area between shallow and deep sea
fish, Cypselurus sp.
bucket of sago flour, made by sago leaves
the closing season (in sasi)
the smallest territorial unit of settlement in the past Central Maluku
village structure
earth
sago weevil, Rhynochophorus bilineatus
group/confederacy/league
group/confederacy/league of five (another term of patalima)
group/confederacy/league of nine (another term of patasiwa)
father of the sky
group of nine
strip the melaleuca leaves from the stem, the way to harvest melaleuca
leaves for making oil.
outer part of sago trunk
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